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Sound-Politics in São Paulo, Brazil

Leonardo de Cardoso, Ph.D.
The University of Texas at Austin, 2013

Supervisor: Veit Erlmann

The way a city sounds has something to do with how its residents move around and
interact. It also has to do with the decisions made by the local government, as it tries to
eliminate “harmful” and “unnecessary” sounds. This dissertation discusses how residents
of São Paulo deal with noise conflicts and the sound-politics these mediations entail. The
concept of sound-politics, which I develop throughout the dissertation, intersects with
other concepts such as body politics and space politics and as such it denotes
controversial sounds as instantiations of individual or collective differences. Here I focus
on how state agents mediate controversial sounds.
The narrative draws heavily on actor-network theory, which investigates social
interaction as an open-ended and localized network made of humans and non-humans.
The first part of the narrative discusses São Paulo’s spatial organization, noise legislation,
and the enforcement of this legislation. Drawing from ethnography at meetings designed
to review noise measurement standards, and at São Paulo’s anti-noise agency, I show the
series of negotiations that accompany the identification and prosecution of noisemakers
in the city. The second part of the dissertation looks closely at street parties that take
place in the suburbs of São Paulo. Known as pancadões (“big thumps,” in reference to
the loudness), these parties feature funk carioca and funk ostentação, two styles of
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popular music, among lower class teenagers in São Paulo’s suburbs. Based on fieldwork
among youth, community meetings, and on interviews with police officers, I show how
these parties have gone through noisification processes since they first emerged around
2008.
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Preamble
The Sound-Body-Space Continuum
“Any theory of power today must include a theory of
the localization of noise [...]. Among birds a tool for
marking territorial boundaries, noise is inscribed from
the start within the panoply of power. Equivalent to
the articulation of a space, it indicates the limits of a
territory and the way to make oneself heard within it,
how to survive by drawing one’s sustenance from it”
– Jacques Attali, Noise: The Political Economy of
Music (1985: 6).

When we think about it, there are at least a few dozen sounds every day that we wish
were not there. Think, for instance, of the snoring family member, the teenager next door
learning to play the drums, the planes taking off at 11 PM, the neighbor’s barking dog,
the street vendors shouting right outside our window, the neighbor’s lawnmower on a
Sunday morning, the music resounding from a car passing by, or the crying baby on the
airplane. Sometimes these sounds demand some type of reaction: we buy earplugs, avoid
a specific place at a specific time, move out of our apartment, install noise-canceling
windows, or mask the unwanted sounds with more pleasant ones.
We can also engage in one of the most well-established gestures of citizenship:
complaining. By complaining to neighbors, legislators, “loud” teenagers, partygoers, or
state agencies, we claim our rights (or what we think these rights encompass) to not be
exposed to such unwanted (perhaps even harmful) sounds, making the differences
between the sound-makers and us explicit. In doing so, we make clear that their sounds
are a problem. But complaining can engender risks, as attempting to eliminate the
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"problem" at its source often triggers unforeseeable actions, some of which are indeed
miles away from what most people consider to be related to citizenship:
In November 2012, Michael Dunn, 45, shot dead Jordan Davis in the parking lot of a gas station in
Jacksonville, Florida. According to witnesses, the shooting started after Dunn complained to Davis, a
black teenager, and his friends about the loud music coming from their car. As the quarrel heated up,
Dunn went to his car, picked up his gun, and shot at the teenagers’ sports utility vehicle eight times.
Seven bullets hit Davis’ body. Dunn, who was arrested the next day after admitting the murder,
explained that it was a matter of self-defense because he felt “threatened” by the teenagers. All
teenagers were unarmed.

This dissertation revolves around noise control controversies in São Paulo, Brazil,
one of the world's most populous cities. Although these controversies do not necessarily
involve the state, most of them are either entangled in existing laws or stimulate the
creation of new ones. My investigation draws on fieldwork at meetings meant to review
noise measurement standards, on a close look at the municipal noise legislation, as well
as on an institutional ethnography conducted at São Paulo’s anti-noise agency. Such a
governmental apparatus, present in most metropolises today, informs (i.e., puts into a
form) the way conflicts about sound can be resolved or at least mitigated. As a
mechanism of conflict mediation, however, the governmental apparatus is often
inefficient. Many citizens are unaware of the existence and utility of noise ordinances;
they know about the ordinances, but don’t think that they can resolve the problem; or
they are unwilling to cause conflicts so close to their own homes and workplaces. In São
Paulo, even people involved in enforcing noise legislation told me that conflicts about
sound could not be resolved with all the legislation in the world,1 because, as they would
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This disappointment with the law is an interesting characteristic of democratic organization. As Richard
Bellamy points out, “Rules and regulations cannot cover everything, and their being followed cannot
depend on coercion alone. If people acted in a socially responsible way only because they feared being
punished otherwise, it would be necessary to create a police state of totalitarian scope to preserve social
order – a remedy potentially far worse than the disorder it would seek to prevent” (2008: 6).
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say, “It’s a cultural thing, too. Brazilians enjoy noise, loud sounds, especially here in São
Paulo.”
The notion of sound-politics focuses on controversial sounds that permeate and
somehow transcend the existent noise legislation. To tackle the dynamics through which
sound controversies unfold, my discussion of sound-politics involves three main groups:
the authorities responsible for creating and enforcing laws related to sound in accordance
with conventions about the human body and the proper use of space; the sound-makers
who break these laws, often without knowing that they exist or that they are in fact
breaking them; and the complainers, who dislike the sounds and call on lawmakers and
law enforcers to resolve the “noise” problem.
The “politics” in sound-politics indicates that my study does not imply that
conflicts are necessarily caused by sounds and listening habits in themselves. Rather, it
leaves open the question of what effectively causes a sound controversy. Complainers
may dislike the sound because they dislike the sound-maker(s), or, conversely, they
dislike the sound-maker(s) because they dislike their sounds (particularly if we are
talking about musical sounds); it is often hard to tell the cause from the effect, which is
why ethnography is so important. For instance, in Part I of this dissertation we will see
how São Paulo’s noise ordinances and the enforcement of these ordinances are entangled
in negotiations that have less to do with noise than with religious rights and São Paulo’s
nightlife economy. Similarly, Part II shows how conflicts about funk carioca parties
organized by suburban youth in São Paulo cannot be detached from perspectives
concerning when and how urban spaces should be used, and – perhaps more importantly
– who should use them.
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The notion of sound-politics is clearly linked to noise, commonly defined as
unwanted sound. The major difference between the two is that not all noises generate
social conflicts, and not every sound that provokes conflict is defined as “noise” by
sound-makers, complainers, and authorities. This difference became clear to me during
fieldwork. I quickly realized that labeling a given sound as noise implied an interpretation
of that sound, which could compromise my ability to understand what was at stake for
each actor involved in the controversy.
For historian Hillel Schwartz, “by its very definition, noise is an issue less of tone
or decibel than of social temperament, class background, and cultural desire” (2004: 52).
Similarly, Jonathan Sterne argues that “conflicts over what does and does not constitute
environmental noise are themselves battles over what sounds are admissible in the
modern landscape” (2003: 13). Within the humanities, interest in noise range from the
history of noise legislation (Bijsterveld 2008) to architectural acoustics (Thompson
2002), zoning laws, technologies for recording and reproducing sound (Sterne 2003),
noise/music dichotomies as markers of social organization (Attali 1985), and the
aestheticization of urban/industrial sounds (Russolo 1913; Kahn 1999; LaBelle 2010;
Novak 2013).
Quantitative studies seem to suggest that noise annoyance is indeed a fluid terrain.
According to Kruppa and Ising (2004), sound pressure (measured in decibels), duration
of exposure, and frequency range, the three factors with which noise is commonly
defined and measured, cannot explain annoyance alone.2 Jian Kang (2006) argues that
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According to Kruppa and Ising (2004), who worked at the German Federal Environmental Agency,
research suggests that “noise disturbances can only be predicted to a maximum of one third by acoustic
measurements such as noise level, exposure time, frequency range etc. Non-acoustical variables, such as
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certain elements may affect the perception of sound as being annoying, including the
presence of tonal components and low frequencies, attack (rise time of sound amplitude),
amplitude fluctuation, the emergence of occasional events, and the frequency and
duration of quiet periods (Kang 2006: 22). Environmental aspects influencing the
perception of noise include fear (could the event or object producing the sound be
harmful?), type of activity, perception of the neighborhood, and global perception of the
environment (Ibid.: 23).

In 2010 several residents of a neighborhood in Rio de Janeiro decided to unite against helicopter noise.
As an important tourist city with a unique landscape, there had been a considerable market for
helicopter tours since the 1990s. Unlike airplanes and their occasional “sonic invasion,” helicopter noise
was constant (one area could have up to 125 flights/day) and could continue until after 10 PM. Upperclass residents with access to the remarkable views of Rio’s cityscape now had to share these views with
outsiders and their noisy machines. In 2012, after an intense public campaign against helicopter noise,
the leaders of this anti-helicopter-noise movement were able to arrange a meeting with the authorities.
The environmental agency responsible for regulating air traffic decided to increase the minimum height
for helicopter flights, altered routes, and closed a few helipads because of irregularities. Did residents
stop complaining? Absolutely not. The authorities’ responses simply lessened a problem that, according
to many, has no “solution.”

Angry residents, noisy helicopters, environmental laws, Rio’s beautiful landscape,
tourists, and the authorities coping with the quarrel. Many noise regulations exist to
ensure that citizens can enjoy certain rights, including the right to rest and the right to
leisure. These regulations are often part of specific discourses articulated by international
agencies such as the World Health Organization, UNESCO, and the International
Monetary Fund, which have considerable politico-economic influence over countries and
their legislation. These organizations often provide governments with the framework and
vocabulary for defining, debating, and legislating environmental noise, public health,
situative and individual moderators, exert a considerable influence on noise processing while remaining
unchanged under noise exposures” (2004: 8-9).
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quality of life, and expressive culture. Politicians, specialists, and technocrats attach this
transnational network to more localized legal concepts, such as nuisance (public and
private), noise pollution, noise abatement, disturbance of the peace, public disturbance,
disorderly conduct, and quiet enjoyment.
Such a legal network sets forth a network of expectations: what the state expects
from the citizens and what citizens should expect from each other when it comes to
sound-making, and from the state when it comes to regulation. According to this
discourse, whenever people cease to follow the rules, they are compromising the well
being of others. Noise ordinances rely on a scientific community to furnish data regarding
the hearing human body. Acoustic engineers and audiologists are often recruited to
engaged in debates on noise pollution. In Brazil, research on urban noise and the
implementation of long-term control measures are incipient. The acoustic environment of
Brazilian cities relates to particular urbanization processes, construction procedures, and
the use of public spaces for festivities throughout the year, including the popular carnaval
parades and soccer games.3 It is also related to an increase in the number of vehicles in
circulation, a lack of acoustic engineers, a large youth population,4 and little investment
in noise pollution by the federal environmental agency. However, as I show in Chapter 2,
sound specialists believe the revision of technical standards will take noise control to the
“next level.” Their ideal for achieving a mix of creating a critical mass of professionals,
economic development, and welfare state mentality, is clearly “Europe.”
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In 2009, IPEA (the Institute for Applied Economical Research) predicted that the number of Brazilians of
ages 15 to 29 would reach a peak in 2010 (G1: 2010). The same institution noted that in 2006, 77% of men
in that age range died as a result of external causes (including homicide) and suicide (Castro et al. 2009).
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Due to the presence of relatively smaller but densely populated cities, a relatively
long history of debates on sustainability and environmentalism, stronger presence of
social democracies, a large and transnational presence of sound specialists and
technological infrastructure, many European cities have developed mechanisms for
tackling noise pollution. In 2002, a European directive on the management of
environmental noise required member-states to produce noise maps and develop noise
abatement strategies. In a recent statement, the World Health Organization alerted that in
Europe one in three individuals is annoyed during the daytime and one in five
experiences disturbed sleep at night because of traffic noise (WHO 2011). Most of the
anti-noise technology that circulates in Brazil (professional sound meters and data
processing software) is imported from Europe. The technology that does not make it to
the “tropical country” – such as construction techniques and materials that provide
acoustic isolation across and inside rooms, or roads with noise barriers – are taken as
reminders of Brazil’s underdevelopment and of the “ignorance” of its authorities.
The disciplinary power of the authorities entails defining the accepted levels of
sound in specific zones and establishing sanctions for the violators. Interestingly, the
authorities often institute periods and areas of “exception,” in which sound-makers are
allowed to generate sounds above the legal limits. Exceptions exist due to a variety of
circumstances. For instance, the Indy Race that takes place in São Paulo every year closes
several streets and generates sounds well above the established decibel limits for that
zone. Another example is the Congonhas Airport, which is today situated close to
residential districts thanks partly to unsupervised urbanization. Why are certain sounds
prohibited more quickly and more forcefully than others? What justifies the authorization
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of loudness and “harmful” sounds, such as those produced by airports, close to
disenfranchised communities? What exactly is “noise” in the urban space?
As we will see in this dissertation, processes of normalization of bodies, spaces,
and sounds in São Paulo are deeply embedded in liberal and social democratic
conceptions of governance. The state’s interest in (or ability to) protecting civil, cultural,
political, and social rights (more on that below) often comes into conflict with principles
that are dear to liberal democracies, particularly the individualization of rights and an
interest in protecting private property and sponsoring its monetization. In a liberal
democracy, the “liberal” is a reminder that, as the majority decides who has the authority
to govern, individual rights should not get crushed in the process. Throughout this
dissertation we are going to see how, in crossing different bodies and spaces, sound has
the potential to reshuffle conventions of what is “liberal” and “democratic” in a Brazilian
urban space today.
In examining sound-politics in São Paulo, I want to put forward an analytical
approach in which cities are not portrayed as “sonically flat” spaces permeated by a
limited set of “musical” sounds, but rather as heterogeneous acoustic environments where
people, things, and buildings negotiate differences. I am interested in ethnographic
research that narrates musical sounds less as isolated symbols of group identity than as
things enmeshed in everyday life. My interest ranges from sound as pressure to sound as
pleasure: sound as quantifiable pressure variation entangled in the politics of urban noise
pollution, and sound as pleasant experience that engages the human body through what
Foucault calls “technologies of the self.” In the Interlude I describe the sound of funk
carioca to which the youth in the streets of São Paulo suburbs dance as a powerful
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groove generator that reaches partygoers and nearby neighbors in completely different
ways (pleasure and sociability for the former, loudness and disorder for the latter). We
will see how music engenders a localized affective repertory that mediates the difference
between sound maker and complainant as a matter of attentiveness, taste, pleasure, and
subcultural affiliation.
In November 29, 2013 employees of bars, restaurants, and hotels from the city of Curitiba (Brazil’s
Southern region) went on strike. To start negotiations, the labor union demanded that employers raise the
salaries above the State’s minimum wage. While the strike was legal (it is a constitutional right), the
Regional Labor Court moved quickly to determine that the pickets had to respect two conditions when
protesting close to the venues, at the risk of receiving costly daily fines. The conditions were: no physical
violence, and no “sonic violence” (whistling, drumming, and shouting) would be allowed. After all, the
Court suggested, business should not suffer, and hotel guests and restaurant patrons, who had “nothing” to
do with the dispute, should not be disturbed.

This dissertation resonates with an important epistemological turn in the
humanities, which relates to the emergence of the interdisciplinary field of sound studies.
In the last decade scholars from a wide range of disciplines have shown renewed
interested in sound and listening, offering alternative approaches to history (Aprobato
Filho 2008; Corbin 1998; Erlmann 2010; Rath 2005; Smith 2004), the politics of space
(Arkette 2004; Atkinson 2007; Feld 1982; Sterne 1997), racial differences (Black 2011;
Eidsheim 2011; Smith 2001 and 2006; Stoever-Ackerman 2010; Wald 2011), worshiping
(Schmidt 2004), technocultural practices (Bull 2000; Henriques 2011; Sterne 2003;
Novak 2008; Sewald 2011; Veal 2007), noise (Bijsterveld 2008; Hagood 2011; Kang
2007, Radovac 2011; Schwartz 2011), modernity (Erlmann 2004; Thompson 2002), and
urbanized listening habits (DeNora 2000; Kheshti 2011; LaBelle 2010).
In 2004 the journal Social Studies of Science published a special issue on sound
studies. In the introduction, Trevor Pinch and Karin Bijsterveld define sound studies as
“an emerging interdisciplinary area that studies the material production and consumption
9

of music, sound, noise, and silence, and how these have changed throughout history and
within different societies, but does so from a much broader perspective than standard
disciplines such as ethnomusicology, history of music, and sociology of music” (Pinch
and Bijsterveld 2004: 636). Sound studies scholars have been challenging the
sound/hearing dichotomy, as well as the series of institutionalized walls that exist
between the material and the symbolic; the social, the biological, the psychological, and
the philosophical; the cultural and the technological. It is above all the eclecticism of the
field of sound studies that has contributed to the remarkable profusion of books and
research topics in the last ten years.
In the early 2000s, three edited volumes (Bull and Black 2003; Erlmann 2004;
Smith 2004) discussed important trends in sound studies, relating sound and hearing to
research in history and anthropology. One of the central issues in all three volumes is the
dominance of a logocentric and vision-centric perspective. In the introduction to Hearing
Cultures, Erlmann points out that few anthropologists “have actually approached the
senses as more than just another ‘text’ to be read” (Erlmann 2004: 2). By paying attention
to auditory practices, “it is possible to conceptualize new ways of knowing a culture and
of gaining a deepened understanding of how the members of a society know each other”
(Ibid.: 3).
Michael Bull and Les Black advocate for a closer examination of “unsound
objectivities”5 and the potential for sound to blur conventions about public and private
spheres. In their overview of the possibilities of knowing through hearing, the authors
encourage scholars focused on culture to practice deep listening, approaching the sonic
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The authors define unsound objectivities as “the subjective mechanisms through which we experience the
world” (Bull and Black 2003: 4).
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phenomenon as an event with diverse and often ambiguous meanings. As they point out,
sounds are not external to studies about our embodied social world, but take part in
fostering that very world. Deep listening implies a close examination of the possible
ramifications sound makes possible and which, to a large extent, rely on hearing as both a
physiological and cultural action.
Similarly, Mark Smith opens his Hearing History by urging scholars to write
“aural histories,” by which he understands processes that could “change the very
conceptualization of historical thinking and problems” (Smith 2004: xxi). Thus, all three
volumes, and the field of sound studies more broadly, do not so much intend to establish
a sub-discipline that merely expands approaches already found in history, musicology, or
ethnomusicology, but rather to exhort scholars to follow underexplored approaches
across disciplines.
Emily Thompson’s Soundscapes of Modernity (2002) and Jonathan Sterne’s The
Audible Past (2003) also helped to pave the way for sound studies for tackling alternative
accounts of modernity in the West. In 2005, Michele Hilmes examined both books to
reflect on the emergence of the field – which, as she rightly points out, should also be
traced to studies by film sound scholars, especially Rick Altman and Michel Chion.
Hilmes argues that Sterne’s account offers a new perspective on the late 1800s (a period
he defines as Ensoniment, in comparison to Enlightenment) because it examines
modernity by considering several “audile techniques” (e.g., the first attempts to separate
and reproduce sound by making it inscribable). According to Sterne, these techniques
originated in the context of professional listening practices that preceded the
commodification of mechanical sound at the turn of the century.
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More inclined to frame their research by music style, place, or group than by
technology, sensory engagements, and unwanted sounds, ethnomusicologists have
written extensively about music in practice and as the sonic negotiation of difference. In
Latin America, scholars have contributed to our understanding of modern nationalism
(Béhague 1971 and 1994; Jáuregui 1990; Manuel 1994; Moore 1997; Ortiz 1985;
Quintero 1998; Vianna 1999; Wade 2000 and 2003), cosmopolitanism (Leu 2006;
Vanspauwen 2005; Turino 2003), and specific musical styles (Araújo 2002; Araújo 2007;
Hernandez et al. 2004; Madrid 2008; Sandroni 2001; Vianna 1999 and 2011). More
recently, there has been a more explicit concern in locating these issues at the city level
(Pardue 2008; Waxer 2002).
The vast majority of ethnomusicological research done in Brazil by scholars
established inside and outside the country has focused on indigenous communities
(Bastos 2007; Seeger 2004); Afro-Brazilian communities in the Northeast; Rio de
Janeiro-centered music styles, especially choro, samba, bossa nova, Brazilian Popular
Music (Moehn 2012) and, to a lesser extent, funk carioca (Araújo 2006); and so-called
‘regional’ expressions in the north, southeast (Reily 2002), and south (Lucas 2000).
Ethnomusicologists writing for North American and European audiences have preferred
to follow a research agenda of Brazilian music that prioritizes Rio de Janeiro and the
Northeast. Not surprisingly, the vast majority of papers presented at the Society for
Ethnomusicology conferences over the last years has been about music in Bahia and
Pernambuco (two Northeastern states), samba in Hollywood movies and during carnaval
in Rio de Janeiro, and the ways in which music production in “Brazil” (i.e., in the RioNortheast axis) has engaged in “transnational” exchanges (i.e., exchanges with the U.S.).
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Perhaps the title of one paper presented in 2007, “Rio is Fundamental,” aptly summarizes
this paradigm.
This canonization resonates with another common litany of ethnomusicological
research in Brazil, namely, the notion that race is the main (if not the only) analytical
platform on which ethnographic discourse should develop. This notion is embedded in –
but does not necessarily agree with – Gilberto Freyre’s (1946) well-known argument
about ethnic miscegenation and racial democracy in Brazil.6 According to Hermanno
Vianna (1999) and Brian McCann (2004), the encounter with black popular musicians in
Rio de Janeiro was crucial in shifting Freyre’s perspective on Brazilian society from a
nostalgic regionalism in the 1920s to a more expansive discourse on national identity in
the 1930s.
Although one can hardly look and hear popular music without discussing racial
differences in Brazil’s heterogeneous population configuration, I believe that these
ethnomusicologists often approach the field with an overly narrow set of research
questions. They seem interested in engaging with a music research project that emerged
in Brazil during the 1920s with important figures like Mario de Andrade, who was
invested in understanding music in terms of “local” and “national” popular music
traditions. Although Freyre and de Andrade took different paths to understand the
singularity of Brazil, both were extremely influential in Brazil’s academic, artistic, and
political fields (both scholars held prestigious administrative positions), framing the tone
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For discussions on Freyre’s legacy inside and outside Brazil, see Needell (1995) and Burke and PallaresBurke (2008). Ethnomusicologists have followed research of indigenous communities with less enthusiasm
than other groups. Obvious exceptions are Anthony Seeger’s Why the Suya Sing? and Rafael José de
Menezes Bastos’ work on the Kamayurá (1978). Partly due to the Levi-Straussean impact and the spatial
insulation in which Brazilian tribes have lived, this field has not entered the arena of nation formation as
strongly as have scholars that are interested in race.
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and the content around which Brazilian intellectuals gravitate to discuss music asg
culture.
Following a modern folklorist route, de Andrade argued that the conquest of a
modern and cosmopolitan national identity would only be possible after unearthing and
analyzing the popular manifestations across the country. His project is reflected in work
carried on by scholars such as Luiz Heitor Corrêa de Azevedo (1948), Rossini Tavares
Lima (1967), Gerard Béhague (1971), Oneyda Alvarenga (1982), Hermano Vianna
(1999), Brian McCann (2004), and Marc Hertzman (2013). Although at some point the
notion of “folklore” was abandoned as a perspective more interested in fixed musical
traits than in people making music, I argue that the musical repertoire studied by
Brazilianists has not changed or diversified much. Race and “nation” (a limited and
perhaps Romantic notion of nation, in my view) continue to dominate the academic
landscape. Whether the narrative leans toward the “interpretive turn” of the 1970s or
toward the “reflexive turn” of the 1980s, the synecdochical impulse to speak “Brazilian”
lingers on.7 Apparently, with the exception of Derek Pardue’s (2008) research on hip hop,

7

For the sake of space, I offer two recent examples of such synecdoche. The first example is a presentation
at the Society for Ethnomusicology conference in 2007. I went to see a young and clever ethnomusicologist
who was going to discuss how Brazilian immigrants living in a few American cities enacted Brazilian
identity (‘Brazilianness’) through their listening practices. Although the presenter was talking about the
construction of Brazilianness, he opted not to share the biographies of those he interviewed with the
audience --for that matter, he did not share his entire notion of “Brazil” with the audience either. I was
pretty confident (from the recordings that the presenter played) that all of the interviewees were lower-class
immigrants from the Northeast of Brazil with “McJobs” (valets, waitresses, cooks, manicure services, etc.).
In that room, their statements about how they missed Brazil were interpreted simply as symbols of
“Brazilian identity.” When I say “Northeast of Brazil” I am of course already doing something similar –
something that friends from Recife, João Pessoa, São Luis, Salvador, and Fortaleza would find offensive
(as they would often tell me when I mistakenly identified accents from Northeastern cities). The second
example comes from an undergraduate reader on Brazilian music (which is used quite consistently in
courses in the U.S.). Here is a sentence from its introduction: “Brazilians have a wonderful knack for
blurring the boundaries of the musical traditions of their country and mixing one tradition with another.
Music and musicians from rural and urban areas of Brazil freely interact with each other, regional traditions
are embedded in national forms of music, and musicians often serve as cultural mediators linking the
interests of different sectors of society” (emphasis mine). When I told my ethnomusicologist colleagues in
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São Paulo has been either too “silent” or too “noisy” to arouse ethnomusicologists’
interest.8
There are four main reasons why I deal with controversial sounds in the city of
São Paulo. First, because there is a lack of ethnomusicological research about São Paulo
for an English-speaking audience (I am confident this will change in the near future.)
Second, because in Brazil (and in other countries as well), the authority to legislate and
police sound-related conflicts is vested in municipal governments. The legal argument is
that, unlike other environmental issues, problems of noise pollution are always localized.
As a result, the way a city sounds has a lot to do with cultural, political, and economic
decisions made by its local government. Although many Paulistanos do not talk about, or
care to know about, the genealogy of the spaces in which they dwell, they are all
entangled in the discourse of São Paulo and its spatial and acoustic transformations.
Besides, São Paulo is one of the only major cities in Brazil with a distinct institution
responsible for enforcing noise ordinances. Third, by focusing on citizenship at the city
level, I am particularly interested in understanding how groups negotiate sounds and
silences as rights, deploying the city spaces as both democratic resonant chambers and
liberal “private cocoons.” Finally, São Paulo is a city that has always challenged me; a
place I had visited several times before fieldwork in 2012, but knew only as a collection
of private or semi-private spaces (apartments, shopping malls, bars, museums, and
restaurants). Thanks to the fear and lack of interest on the part of my Paulistano hosts, I
never got to experience the city streets and public spaces. In my mind, the clear-cut

Southern Brazil about how the stereotyping in these sentences sounded to my ears, the most polite of them
said, “There is still a lot of translation to be done.”
8
I am aware that the lack of institutional links in São Paulo when compared to Rio de Janeiro or the
Northeast plays a part in this silence.
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distinction between private and public (it is a “city of walls,” in anthropologist Teresa
Caldeira’s parlance), rich and poor, center and periphery made the city the perfect
candidate to discuss sound-politics.

Actor-Network Theory
The radical departure pragmatism is proposing is that
‘political’ is not an adjective that defines a
profession, a sphere, an activity, a calling, a site, or a
procedure, but it is what qualifies a type of situation.
Instead of saying: ‘Define a procedure and then
whatever will go through will be well taken care of’,
pragmatism proposes that we focus on the objects of
concern and then, so as to handle them, produce the
instruments and equipment necessary to grasp the
questions they have raised and in which we are
hopelessly entangled.
– Bruno Latour, “Turning Around Politics: a Note on
Gerard de Vries’ Paper” (2007: 814).

After localizing this research within the academic and geographic maps, the
question of methodology poses itself. São Paulo’s municipal institutions receive
thousands of formal complaints every month, its courts are filled with cases about noiserelated nuisance and noise pollution, and a quick walk through its busy downtown or
“quiet” upscale residential districts is enough to grasp potentially conflictive sounds. So
how on earth could anyone tackle sound-politics in a big leviathan such as São Paulo, and
do that in less than two years of fieldwork? By leaving a lot of territory uncharted, for
sure – but in a rather pragmatic way. My approach draws heavily on actor-network theory
(ANT). According to its pioneer Bruno Latour, “ANT claims that it is possible to trace
more sturdy relations and discover more revealing patterns by finding a way to register
the links between unstable and shifting frames of reference rather than by trying to keep
one frame stable” (2005: 24). For ANT scholars, society is not a pre-established category
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with an explicative force, but a localized set of heterogeneous and temporary associations
that need to be reassembled through ethnography. By heterogeneous I mean that these
associations involve humans and other stuff – stuff that needs to be taken into account in
the narrative and not dismissed as some kind unimportant accessory. By temporary I
mean they require constant processes of stabilization to become conventions, laws, and
standards.
John Law (another pioneer) defines actor-network theory (ANT) as
A disparate family of material-semiotic tools, sensibilities and methods of
analysis that treat everything in the social and natural worlds as a continuously
generated effect of the webs of relations within which they are located. It assumes
that nothing has reality or form outside the enactment of those relations. Its
studies explore and characterize the webs and the practices that carry them”
(2009: 141).
ANT-inclined social scientists retrace social assemblages by following
associations between actors, which can be “anything that does modify a state of affairs by
making a difference” (Latour 2005: 71), and a network, which is never described as a
pre-existing entity, but as a “series of associations revealed thanks to a trial—consisting
in the surprises of the ethnographic investigation—that makes it possible to understand
through what series of small discontinuities it is appropriate to pass in order to obtain a
certain continuity of action” (Latour 2013: 33). Instead of dividing the social world into
objects and subjects, ANT focuses on anything that mediates action and avoids
populating the narrative with intermediaries. While mediators transform, translate,
distort, and modify “the meaning or the elements they are supposed to carry” (2005: 39),
intermediaries are described as transporting meaning without transformation.
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ANT is relevant in my discussion of sound-politics because it suggests openended parameters for investigating controversies. ANT scholars have developed a
specific vocabulary to tackle human and non-human associations in action at the same
time, thus avoiding pre-conceived divides between science, culture, and nature.
Throughout the dissertation I will deploy some of this vocabulary. Here I would like to
briefly mention the ANT concepts of translation and stabilization to show how ANT and
sound-politics relate to each other.
Translation refers to the process of establishing “identities and the conditions of
interaction, and of characterizing representations” (Crawford 2007: 2). Callon (1986)
argues that people attempt to stabilize controversies by recruiting and mobilizing other
actors to negotiate meanings and definitions in order to understand the phenomenon at
hand. The set of associations necessary for generating a noise ordinance, for instance,
includes not only the good will of engineers and legislators, but also a large number of
mediators, including documents, political parties, sound meters, measurement methods,
acoustic insulation materials, loud events, and sound amplifiers. In the hands and
technological apparatus of sound specialists willing to change noise legislation, traffic
noise and the human ear are crucial actors that need to be translated into decibels and
public health, and articulated with “sustainable urbanization”, in order to allow this group
to mobilize a series of governmental practices concerning the threat of “noise pollution.”
In this process, as you might imagine, sound specialists become the passage through
which the threat is contained. It is precisely such flows of assembling, maintaining, and
closing black boxes that Sound-Politics in São Paulo deals with.
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Why call the human ear and traffic noise “actors”? Because they mediate the
network and thus need to be stabilized if the specialists want to mobilize other actors – in
other words, they need to become “black boxes” whose input-output is: less traffic noise
leads to a more healthy population.” As Latour argues, “the way scientific and technical
work is made invisible by its own success. When a machine runs efficiently, when a
matter of fact is settled, one need focus only on its inputs and outputs and not on its
internal complexity. Thus, paradoxically, the more science and technology succeed, the
more opaque and obscure they become” (Latour 1999: 304).
Stabilization requires “black boxing” the actors involved in the actor-network by
transforming them into passive intermediaries that can be deployed for various reasons.
As we will see throughout the dissertation, whenever actors are not able to stabilize
controversies with the black boxes they have available to them, they (WHO) need to
enroll other actors to establish stronger associations. It is precisely these processes of
stabilization and enrollment that ANT focuses on. Avoiding framing a node in the
network as the ultimate token of translational power, ANT examines the heterogeneous
composition of the social as an endless and often fragile process of stabilization. Inside
stable black boxes we find controversies populated by more black boxes made of more
controversies. Inside each sound meter (a black boxes) one finds a series of circuits and
transducers (more black boxes) that translate sound pressure into a logarithmic unit. Open
it, find its internal controversies, and you might shift completely the sound specialists’
careful mobilization for more comprehensive noise ordinances. “Technology is society
made durable” (Latour 1991).
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Scholars have criticized ANT, arguing that its notions non-human agency (Taylor
2001), ethnographic approach (Ingold 2011), and identity politics (Casper & Clarke 1998,
Wajcman 2000, Harding 2008, Restivo 2010) are naïve, commonsensical, or just plainly
wrong. To avoid having to stop the narrative in order to justify the route taken, I want to
exercise some diplomacy and briefly ponder on the other options. It seems to me that,
when it comes to social analysis among ethnographers (I am referring specially to
ethnomusicologists and cultural anthropologists), ANT is often compared to two other
powerful discursive devices: the hermeneutical “thick description” put forward by
Clifford Geertz in the 1970s, and Pierre Bourdieu’s critical sociology.
First, why don’t I stick with thick description? Because thick description is more
interested in semiotics and interpretation, while ANT scholars (and I) are more interested
in pragmatics and tracing actions. With thick description the anthropologist is the analyst
who understands what a culture is made of by deciphering the complexity of the symbols
as exchanged by the natives – symbols are thus vehicles of culture, communicating
something to someone and forming semiotic layers that only a thick description can
handle.9 While the Geertzian follower assumes that “The culture of a people is an
ensemble of texts, themselves ensembles, which the anthropologist strains to read over
the shoulders of those to whom they properly belong” (Geertz 1973a: 452), the ANT
follower prefers to follow the actors and let them do the talking (or sounding) without
arrogating to herself the task of defining and ordering the social.

9

“What the ethnographer is in fact faced with – except when (as, of course, he must do) he is pursuing the
more automatized routines of data collection – is a multiplicity of complex conceptual structures, many of
them superimposed upon or knotted into one another, which are at once strange, irregular, and inexplicit,
and which he must contrive somehow first to grasp and then to render” (Geertz 1973a: 12).
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Besides, ANT has a problem with the notion of culture because it often gets
entangled in the culture/nature divide that more often that not ends up filtering which
actors and actions take part in a given culture. For Latour, such divide is a modern ideal
that is reproduced whenever, for instance, cultural anthropologists reject the materiality
of relations (they are fine with deciphering symbols or devising structures), scientists
reject the politics of black-boxing (they are fine with trying to “find” ultimate truths), or
geologists reject the human factor in the way they research and explain the non-human
world behaves (notwithstanding the growing evidence that we live in the anthropocene).
The hermeneutic trap is that “Either you extend the argument to everything,” argues
Latour, “but then it becomes useless – ‘interpretation’ becomes another synonym for
‘objectivity’ – or else you limit it to one aspect of reality, the human, and then you are
stuck – since objectivity is always on the other side of the fence. And it makes no
difference if the other side is considered richer or poorer; it’s out of reach anyway”
(Latour 2005: 145). While hermeneutics places multiplicity in the human capacity to
create and circulate symbols, ANT argues that it is “the object itself that adds
multiplicity, or rather the thing, the ‘gathering’” (Ibid.: 144).
Second, why don’t I stick with critical sociology? Partly, for similar reasons.
Because this approach takes as its main goal an analysis of the social capable of
“unveiling” the mechanisms that those with power try so bluntly to hide. ANT’s point, on
the other hand, is that while “it’s perfectly true that older social relations have been
packaged in such a way as to seem to provide a ready explanation for many puzzling
subjects, […] the time has come to have a much closer look at the type of aggregates thus
assembled and at the ways they are connected to one another” (Latour 2005: 22). The
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network in actor-network is thus not a field of possibilities and position-takings, but an
assemblage of things in action (that seems to be a common confusion Bourdieuians make
while reading ANT authors). If the narrative does not show things acting, these things are
not actors, but decorative extras wrapped in the narrative either because the ethnographer
took the liberty to include them in her description (for various reasons) or because she did
not slow down the description enough to follow those things in movement. Additionally,
for ANT, informants (usually the non-sociologists) are not dopes waiting for the final
sociological judgment that will save them from ruin, ignorance, or oppression, but actors
capable of articulating different modes of existence.
The most remarkable advantage of ANT is that, in order to follow actors, it
crosses as many institutions, disciplines, conventions, and epistemologies as necessary.
The real important move, in my view, is recognizing the particularity of actors and the
associations they create. Notice that ANT scholars are not saying that once the
description is done, the work is done. Rather, they argue that description and critique
should be expressed separately in order to avoid using a standardized toolbox to discuss
any social configuration. Other approaches might see no problem with that: these
scholars are happy in talking about politics, culture, power, or noise by mapping out a
fixed set of symbols and resources and deploying a language strong enough to bend other
people’s actions in line with the ethnographer’s brilliant mind. ANT scholars prefer to
narrate the tracing of the paths through which actors link, stabilize, and unlink
associations with other actors at specific moments. The central point (a controversial one,
for sure) is that only after these paths have been scrutinized can critique begin.
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Finally, I am fully aware that the ethnographer is the one retracing the actions.
Actors are not freely floating in a flat space waiting to be discovered, but are agents with
specific qualities, doing something with and through other actors. ANT scholars
recognize that “any study of any group by any social scientist is part and parcel of what
makes the group exist, last, decay, or disappear” (Latour 2005: 33). Other ethnographer
following the same ANT premises in São Paulo would perhaps reassemble a different
network, and this difference has something to do with the ethnographer’s presence –
some ethnographers have more access to people and events than others. As ethnographers
we are not immune to racism, sexism, or ethnocentrism by those we interact with. But the
critics who accuse of ANT of dismissing this aspect forget that ANT scholars never
expected to paint the whole picture. An ANT description is not unsuccessful when it fails
to access an institution or an actor, but when if fails to describe it. I am confident that an
ANT approach to sound-politics in São Paulo from an ethnographer with a different
cultural background, ethnicity, education, and age than me would provide us with a
powerful account about sound controversies.
To what extent can this framework help us think about sounds and hearing? What
happens when we take sounds as actors or perceptual and performative associations that
are able to create tangible zones of inter-personal resonance or antiresonance? What other
actors populate these zones? The central point here is that, rather than investigating a
specific group, place, or sound, I will consider how groups, places, and sounds are
enmeshed in this controversy. What holds the actor-network I narrate together is the fact
that these groups, places and sounds are part of certain controversies; controversies that
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are large enough to leave a huge number of traces across spaces, documents, and
institutions.
As Latour argues,
An actor-network is traced whenever, in the course of a study, the decision is
made to replace actors of whatever size by local and connected sites instead of
ranking them into micro and macro. The two parts are essential, hence the
hyphen. The first part (the actor) reveals the narrow space in which all of the
grandiose ingredients of the world begin to be hatched; the second part (the
network) may explain through which vehicles, which traces, which trails, which
types of information, the world is being brought inside those places and then, after
having been transformed there, are being pumped back out of its narrow walls
(2005: 179–80).
Actor-Network Theory is hyphenated in order to indicate its focus on the
necessary links between actors and the assemblages they create through action. Similarly,
sound-politics is hyphened to highlight the attachment of sounds to political assemblages,
some of which are more “formalized” (that is, stabilized) than others. If the hyphen in
“actor-network” indicates that the source of the action is not a given but a “moving
target,” the hyphen in sound-politics indicates that, as it reaches our ears and is processed
in our brains, sound is a not a self-enclosed category, but a “moving target” that shifts
with politico-aesthetic assemblages. Before jumping to sound-politics in São Paulo, it is
necessary to briefly go over my own research premises – after all, they are somehow
attached to the networks I am about to describe.

Space Politics

In the mid-20th century, T. H. Marshall suggested a distinction between civil,
political, and social rights. Civil citizenship looks at whether a citizen is “free to act
according to the law and having the right to claim the law's protection. [...] The second
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considers citizens specifically as political agents, actively participating in a society's
political institutions. The third refers to citizenship as membership in a political
community that furnishes a distinct source of identity.” For Marshall, the growth of civil
rights in the 18th century, which occurred thanks to the emergence of a broad legal
apparatus for mediating conflicts, preceded the establishment of political rights, which in
turn paved the way for social rights.
Isin and Turner (2002) assert that citizenship has three fundamental axes: extent
(the norms of inclusion and exclusion), content (rights and responsibilities), and depth
(thickness of thinness, or the level of state participation or “intervention” in
socioeconomic life of a country or city). Today, besides referring to membership, the
concept entails the “struggles of recognition and redistribution as instances of claimmaking” (Isin and Turner 2002: 2). Citizenship in countries with a strong liberal tradition
is quite different from citizenship in countries with more participatory governments (such
as the republican trajectory advocated by Jean-Jacques Rousseau). In the former
citizenship is thin (one might say liberal), and the state exists essentially to protect
individual freedom and wealth. In the latter citizenship is thick (one might say
republican), and the state is a mediator of individual intellectual autonomy (Ibid.: 7).
In her discussion of how affluent Chinese families navigate across countries
activating thick and thin memberships in Hong Kong, Mainland China, Australia,
Canada, the U.S., and Great Britain, Aihwa Ong’s proposes the term “flexible
citizenship” in reference to such “dialectical links between governmentality and
transnational capitalism” (Ong 1993: 748). Rather than focusing on those excluded from
membership and deprived from a fair treatment because of historical disadvantages (due
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to racial discrimination, for instance), Ong focuses on those who have the advantage of
buying membership, often by strategically using racial stereotypes (“Asians are docile
hard-workers”). In that sense, flexible citizenship goes hand in hand with flexible
accumulation, or the “deployment of innovative financial instruments that allow flexible
twenty-four-hour responses to a highly uncertain, competitive global capitalism” (Ong
1993: 759). The negotiation of citizenship is flexible as the disjuncture of workplace,
business place, home place, and family place, becomes not a much burden but an
opportunity for family economic growth. For Ong, then, citizenship is enacted as state
membership, as a discursive power, and as social practice (Ibid.: 747).
For anthropologist Roberto DaMatta (1987), two powerful structures of social
interaction mediate citizenship in Brazil. One is based on a liberal bourgeois discourse
that emphasizes anonymity, the public sphere, individuality, and a deference to
formalized laws. The other is based on family relations, godfather-hood, friendship, and
patronage, where laws and rights are modified or circumvented according to personal
interests. As José Murilo de Carvalho (2002) notes, social rights in Brazil have been
historically foregrounded in comparison to political and civil rights. This emphasis was
essentially a compensatory movement articulated by a paternalistic and authoritarian state
that regulated social rights such as minimum wage laws but violently repressed political
rights, particularly during the country’s two military dictatorships.
Clearly, whatever we may understand by citizenship, it does not exist in a
vacuum, but is expressed and enacted in specific spaces at specific moments: think, for
instance, of the Zuccotti Park in New York City in September 2011, the Tahir Square in
Cairo in January 2011, or Floriano Peixoto Plaza (known as Cinelândia) in Rio de Janeiro
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in June 2013. Following the ANT premise that controversies are fertile fields for figuring
out group formation and tracing social assemblages in action, the way groups articulate
citizenship in public gatherings (and how these gatherings reverberate) allow us to bring
the discussion of citizenship to a more pragmatic terrain. As Holston and Appadurai
argue,
[…] With their concentrations of the nonlocal, the strange, the mixed, and the
public, cities engage most palpably the tumult of citizenship. Their crowds
catalyze processes that decisively expand and erode the rules, meanings, and
practices of citizenship. Their streets conflate identities of territory and contract
with those of race, religion, class, culture, and gender to produce the reactive
ingredients of both progressive and reactionary political movements. Like nothing
else, the modern urban public signifies both the de-familiarizing enormity of
national citizenship and the exhilaration of its liberties (1999: 2).
In 2013 it became tangible how volatile citizenship in Brazil’s liberal democracy
can be. As the protests spread out in thousands of cities across the country, large and
small, citizens decided to invest their time in interrupting the ordinary flow of people and
vehicles to gather around municipal chambers and city halls to demand change or express
discontent. Although the movement was clearly targeted against political leaders, who
have always been discredited figures in the country, and other state agents such as the
police, the lack of a clear leadership among protesters has shown the variety of modes of
enacting citizenship in Brazil. Some protesters linked what they see as a political crisis to
notions of nationhood, protesting with the Brazilian flag (posting photos on Instagram
and Facebook) and suggesting that, by misrepresenting its constituents, politicians have
betrayed the nation itself. Others occupied the public space to put to enact their own right
to the city at the most elemental level – the right to come and go as one wishes. Still
others saw in the protests the exceptional chance of embodying democracy – as some
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political leaders agreed to comply with a few popular demands. In the meantime,
specialists interpreted the regular pockets of violence and “vandalism” that emerged from
and between the police and protesters as symptoms of a deflation of citizenship that
leaves its marks on the bodies and buildings across Brazilian cities.
As Dagnino explains, in Latin America “the building of citizenship was seen at
the same time as a general struggle – for the broadening of democracy – which was able
to incorporate a plurality of demands, and as a set of specific struggles for substantive
rights (housing, education, health, etc.) whose success would deepen democracy in
society” (2005: 2). Following James Holston, Brazil’s nation building “generated a
national citizenship that was from the beginning universally inclusive in membership and
massively inegalitarian in distribution” (2008: 7). This differentiated form of citizenship,
which relates to the elite’s fears of empowering a numerically significant minority, has
been challenged by the minorities’ coordinated collective action demanding equal rights.
Holston argues that this “insurgent” citizenship becomes prominent in the 1970s in urban
centers like São Paulo.
Tensions in the relationship between the government and citizens have been
tangible in São Paulo for over a century. In the late 19th century, the presence of a
massive population of Italian immigrants with virtually no political rights, working in
factories under harsh conditions, culminated in the country’s first strikes. In the second
half of the 20th century, the number of factory workers in São Paulo and neighboring
cities was a crucial factor in the emergence of Partido dos Trabalhadores (PT), or
Workers’ Party, a collective of labor union leaders, environmentalists, and social
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scientists. PT has swept into public office two presidents10 and several mayors, including
the current mayor of São Paulo.
For Rogers Smith, “[T]he term ‘citizenship’ may have become common in so
many contexts beyond political self-governance because today it is in these other contexts
that people find the memberships that mean the most to them, and in which they can act
most effectively” (2002: 112). And if, as Dagnino puts it, “Citizenship became a
prominent notion in the last decades because it has also been recognized as a crucial
weapon not only in the struggle against social and economic exclusion and inequality, but
– most importantly – in the widening of dominant conceptions of politics itself” (Dagnino
2005: 1), it is not surprising that citizenship has been expanding to a wide range of rights.
The notion of cultural citizenship is particularly important in discussions of musical
differences involving economically disadvantaged groups. For Toby Miller,
“Opportunities for marginal groups to express themselves […] and fears for legitimacy
on the part of hitherto dominant social classes amount to a double movement of renewal
under the sign of citizenship within a civil society that ‘exists over against the state, in
partial independence from it’” (2001: 3). Apart from cultural rights activists, international
agencies have also taken part in discussions of cultural citizenship. UNESCO’s intangible
heritage program, initiated in the early 2000s, has been influential in countries such as
Brazil by serving as a mechanism for the activation of compensatory rights and helping
ensure that some sort of recognition is given to minority groups with unique ways of
expressing their cultures. However, the notion of cultural “uniqueness” and the way that
UNESCO and local governments articulate cultural citizenship are both open to debate.

10

One of them, “Lula” da Silva, is an immigrant from the Northeast state of Pernambuco and former union
labor leader in greater São Paulo.
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As Dagnino explains (2005: 2), the inclusion of minorities in decision-making
spaces through cultural citizenship in Latin America is linked to the sharp growth of the
Third Sector in the 1980s, after civil democracies replaced military authoritarian
governments, particularly in Brazil, Argentina, and Chile. In the 1988 election, the first
after 20 years of dictatorship, São Paulo was one of the first capitals to elect a candidate
from the Workers’ Party. Besides marking the articulation of a new noise ordinance
(which I discuss in Chapter 2), this period was important for putting into practice an
alternative approach to citizenship. Marilena Chaui, professor of philosophy and political
sciences at São Paulo University, was nominated Secretary of Culture with the
challenging task of deploying culture as a path to a more equal São Paulo. Chaui’s
approach was to mobilize (in the ANT sense) cultural as a right, in opposition to the
massification and commodification of cultural practices, which she saw essentially as
anti-democratic. For her, the state should not be a producer of culture (a populist move
common in Brazil), but rather a mediator, facilitating the access and production of culture
by the citizens themselves. “This is not about excluding people from cultural production,”
Chauia explained, “but about enlarging the concept of culture beyond the restricted field
of fine arts, thus guaranteeing them the right to produce in the best possible way the
works of which they are the subjects” (Chaui 2008: 66). Although Chaui’s political
program was experimental and suffered some setbacks during its implementation, it is
important to notice that São Paulo’s wealth, income inequality, concentration and
political history, make it an interesting (and complex) space to investigate how auditory
differences become articulated as rights. By articulating the recognition of sounds as
cultural rights, many disfranchised groups in São Paulo (hip hop is a good example) have
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seen the discourse associated with their musical practices change from “noise” to
“culture.” More recently, funk ostentação, a São Paulo-based sub-style of funk carioca
that I discuss in Chapter 5, has been following a similar path.
Citizenship as the enactment and mediation of rights, including the right for equal
treatment, is going to be the keynote of this dissertation. Although I will not bring forth
the term very often (remember that I am following ANT’s infra-language and letting the
actors articulate their own perception and definition of the world), it is fair to say that
sound-politics is a way of “plugging” sound-making and auditory conventions into
debates about modes of governmentality in São Paulo.

Body Politics

Finally, sound-politics intersects with body politics in a few important ways. First,
the state regulates sounds because noise legislation is based on notions of health and
well-being. Second, sounds often require people to develop a repertory of what Foucault
calls technologies of the self. These technologies are mechanisms through which we
regulate and discipline our own bodies according to various relations of power. As we
navigate through everyday spaces with a set of expectations, our bodies are continuously
exposed and adapting to sounds. Restaurants, buses, classrooms, museums, and streets,
require us to condition our bodies to existing and potential sound events. Conversely, we
often attend events intentionally in order to immerse our bodies sink in powerful sound
waves; to subject our bodies to a vibrational experience peculiar and particular to sound.
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Car races, live music concerts, parties at nightclubs, and soccer games all can make
overwhelmingly palpable a sense of shared community as mediated through sounds.
I relate sound-politics to body politics, particularly as discussed by Michel
Foucault. Foucault suggests a framework for discussing the institutionalization of control
over individual and collective bodies. For Harvey, Foucault treats “the body as the
irreducible element in our social scheme of things, for it is upon [the body] that the forces
of repression, socialization, disciplining, and punishing, are inflicted” (Harvey 1990:
213). Foucault’s notion of biopower refers to “an explosion of numerous and diverse
techniques for achieving the subjugations of bodies and the control of populations”
(1978: 140) and “the set of mechanisms through which the basic biological features of the
human species became the object of a political strategy, of a general strategy of power”
(2009: 1). He argues that sexuality is a strategic site for regulating populations because it
locates bodies at the intersection of individualized disciplinary controls and procreative
biopolitical effects (2003: 251). Through its institutions, the state inscribes principles of
normalization both in the body and in the population.
In the second part of the dissertation I investigate biopower and technologies of
the self in relation to youth bodies. Complaints involving funk carioca parties are not just
about loud sounds, but also relate to the youth body: some groups consider the dress code
and dances of funk partygoers to be lewd and over-sexualized. Also, the use of licit and
illicit drugs by youths seems to automatically criminalize the music itself. I argue that,
like female and black bodies before the 19th century in Western countries, youth bodies
are often perceived as marginal to economic and political citizenship. As a large
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population that is openly blamed for many problems in the cities, but that is also excluded
from the decision-making arena, young people represent a “challenge” in Brazilian cities.
In addition to the institutionalization and normalization of sonic behavior through
bodies and spaces, I am also interested in the subtler micro-politics of everyday life.
Nigel Thrift’s non-representational theory focuses on the “pre-individual field in which
the event holds sway and which leads to ‘buds’ or ‘pulses’ of thoughtformation/perception in which ‘thought is never an object in its own hands’” (2007: 6).
He argues that consciousness and cognition are narrow moments that are embedded in an
ocean of mutability, messiness, mistakes, stumbles, and stutters. Similarly, Kathleen
Stewart argues that the everyday is permeated by affects that “happen in impulses,
sensations, expectations, daydreams, encounters, and habits of relating, in strategies and
their failures, in forms of persuasion, contagion, and compulsion, in modes of attention,
attachment, and agency, and in publics and social worlds of all kinds that catch people up
in something that feels like something” (2007: 1-2).
Only a tiny fraction of everyday sounds are processed and filtered so as to seem
relevant for us. Boredom and detachment from things and people as they move and make
sounds are so commonplace that it is not possible to speak of sound-politics as a
negotiation between the state and attentive citizens who are always willing to identify
sounds as either “wanted” or “unwanted.” I believe that it is precisely this disjuncture
between “harmful” sounds, noise ordinances, and everyday affects that makes soundpolitics so interesting yet so underexplored. Although the methodology for this
dissertation focuses on sounds as externalized conflicts, it is important to keep in mind
that these controversies are entangled in a massive array of everyday sounds.
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Whenever I discuss sound-politics in terms of stabilizing spaces or the
disarticulation of funk carioca in São Paulo’s suburbs, I encourage you to keep in the
back of your mind the sound-body-space continuum. This continuum is a complex node
around which all the controversies in the network revolve; it is fertile path through which
all sorts of translations take place.

Dissertation Structure

The dissertation is divided into two parts. Part I discusses the city of São Paulo by
associating spaces, documents, and institutions. Chapter 1 shows how sound-politics can
allow us to discuss perception and the organization of space. I begin by describing
sensory tourism as a way of framing urban experience. I then move to my embodied and
technologically mediated experience in São Paulo across four spaces. I describe these
spaces as inhabited by specific groups who often negotiate spaces through sonic
practices. I then consider how zoning laws mediate the use and perception of urban
spaces, as well as their profitability.
Chapter 2 discusses the creation, revision, and interpretation of legal documents
and technical standards. I begin by looking at discussions of noise (and noise pollution)
as cases are becoming entangled in federal, state, and municipal laws. I then move to
lawmaking and the internal controversies that inform what is noise and how noisemakers
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should be punished. I devote a great deal of time to discussing the revision of the two
most important technical standards in the country. Because of their implications for civil
construction and noise control in general, the revision of these standards highlighted
disagreements between acousticians, public agents, and real estate representatives.
Chapter 3 focuses on the institutions that enforce some of the ordinances
discussed in Chapter 2, with an emphasis on PSIU (Programa de Silêncio Urbano,
Program for Urban Silence), São Paulo’s anti-noise agency. Over the past year, I have
interviewed several people related to PSIU. To understand the agency’s modus operandi
and get a broader sense of its trajectory since its creation in the 1990s, I conducted a
long-term fieldwork at PSIU. I also had the opportunity to accompany PSIU agents on
nighttime operations as they levied fines against those who violated noise ordinances.
Public transportation, zoning laws, local TV and newspapers, the workplace,
friendship ties, community ties, parties, soccer teams, music, food, and architecture all
play a role in how we experience the city as everydayness – an everydayness of choice,
necessity, opportunity, and randomness that is different (but not so different) from other
cities in Brazil and in the world. Because the amount of space and noise complaints that
emerge in São Paulo every day is too large to discuss in the space of a dissertation, in the
second part of the dissertation I focus on street parties in the poor peripheral areas of São
Paulo.
Processes of noisification often include music. I am not referring to Attali’s
influential work on music and noise as “social laboratories” that precede broader
conventions of social organization,11 but rather to the long list of music styles that have

11

Along with Shafer, Attali has brought a new perspective to disciplines like musicology,
ethnomusicology, and sound studies. His main argument is that noise and music, when associated with
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been framed as “noisy.” I am referring, for instance, to a time when the Rio de Janeiro
government prohibited the performance samba. I am referring to a (racist) fear of such
musical gatherings, condemned because of their “subversive” religious connotations and
as “matter out of place” in the discourse of modernity and civility that the authorities of
Rio de Janeiro wanted to emulate. Something similar happened in the same city with the
popular funk parties a few decades later. In the early 1990s, a narrative of moral panic
emerged in the press concerning poor teenagers from the favelas who were “invading”
the luxurious beaches in southern Rio de Janeiro to rob tourists. The authorities and the
press explained that the young robbers were drug users and fans of funk carioca. In Part
II I explore a similar narrative in São Paulo, where authorities see “unofficial” gatherings
of black bodies in the peripheries of the city as signs of disorder. In these cases, it is often
unclear as to what extent sounds mediate conflicts through the body, and to what extent
bodies mediate conflicts through sounds.
Part II focuses on youth parties known in Brazil as pancadões (“big thumps”).
Each chapter of Part II disentangles the pancadão controversy by focusing on one type of
attitude towards the parties. During fieldwork conducted in São Paulo in 2012/2013 I
followed the traces of what I would like to call the pancadão controversy, by attending
community meetings and funk parties, visiting São Paulo’s anti-noise agency and car
audio stores, and talking with police officers, lawmakers, and partygoers.
Chapter 4 focuses on the youth who organize and attend funk parties. Combining
quantitative and qualitative data, I discuss some of the arguments of those who articulate

social disorder and order (respectively), precede power conventions by realizing such conventions in
controllable contexts. In Noise, the Political Economy of Music (1985), Attali narrates the history of
civilization in terms of music-based cultural stages: Sacrificing, Representing, Repeating, and PostRepeating.
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parties through sounds, spaces, and bodies. In addition to being a youth event that takes
place in public spaces, pancadões are nomadic, requiring nothing more than a public
space, a car system, and alcoholic beverages. They usually happen in poor neighborhoods
during weekends, attracting hundreds of teenagers who dance and consume alcohol and
illicit drugs. While many residents call the police to complain about the loudness of the
music, both police and partygoers know that it is virtually impossible to repress these
highly mobile parties – at some point in 2012, the police mapped more than 300 parties
on a single night. Whenever there is a risk of it being broken up, the party quickly moves
to a “safer” public space.
Chapter 5 looks at groups interested in attracting funk fans to legitimized festivals
and indoor parties. I connect the expansion of pancadões to a new music style called funk
ostentação, or “ostentatious funk,” that exploded in the peripheries of São Paulo and is
promoted entirely on YouTube. The re-articulation of funk parties has relied on São
Paulo’s enormous nightclub infrastructure, as well as a shift in how masculinity is
expressed in funk music, from a focus on crime and sexually explicit lyrics to an
emphasis on consumption. As one might imagine, this shift has been a boon to the
nightlife economy by reshuffling drinking and partying habits. It has also articulated a
whole set of trendy accessories (shirts, caps, cars, and cell phones) through a local
celebrity system that thrives outside mainstream media.
Chapter 6 describes attempts to disarticulate the pancadões. It focuses on three
main groups: residents who have complained to the authorities about the parties; the
authorities, which have responded to these complaints by creating an integrated task
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force; and lawmakers, who have submitted bills to punish those involved in these events
more severely.
After re-assembling sound-politics in São Paulo, I consider the methodological
potential of this concept. I revisit the sound-body-space continuum and offer a critique of
the sound-politics practiced in the networks retraced in the narrative.
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Part I
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Introduction to Part I

In the first part of this dissertation I focus on spaces, documents, and institutions, as
actors in constant processes of stabilization. The controversies I focus on show how
localized groups engage in sound-politics in São Paulo. Each of the three chapters is
subdivided into three sections. In Chapter 1 I investigate spatial stabilization from three
disciplinary networks: tourism, ethnography, and zoning laws. The second Chapter
focuses on noise legislation by following lawyers, lawmakers, and sound specialists.
Finally, in Chapter 3 I analyze three institutions: the Military Police, the city’s anti-noise
agency, and conflict mediation houses, giving special attention to the anti-noise agency.
By unpacking spaces, laws, and institutions, I want to examine how different legal
devices and forms of authority compose the sound-body-space continuum on which
sound-politics focuses.
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Chapter 1: Stabilizing Spaces

In his sociological exploration of everyday urban walking,12 Jean-François Augoyard
argues that developed countries have established a division between spatial planning and
spatial use. The inhabitant who comes to “fill in” the built space is neither able to grasp
all the meanings assigned to it nor the ways in which it relates to other buildings. Housed
rather than inhabiting, the daily life of a space-filler “seems to unfold in a cramped living
space, and he finds himself captive of an overly complex network of functional
operations” (Augoyard 2007: 9). The author argues that this alienation, both in the
Marxist and Freudian sense, has something to do with our difficulty in relating the spatial
whole to its parts. Agoyard defines this uncanny experience as “inhabitant malaise.”
Augoyard contends that scholars have constructed five main routes to deal with this
urban malaise. These routes are not exclusionary, but instead complement one another.
The first route relates to the argument that there is a series of constraints inhibiting the
fulfillment of urban plans. Given that these constraints are inevitable, planners, builders,
and urbanites are not to blame. The solution is to develop more effective techniques and
technologies for dealing with the distance between city planning and city use. The second
route, commonly taken by architects, places the blame on the urbanites. The inhabitant
malaise exists not because urbanites are alienated, but rather because they are
uneducated. People do not know how to inhabit the city and need to relearn how to relate
to urban and architectural forms. It is therefore not surprising that real estate marketing
often provide “an instruction manual for ‘a new art of living’ along with the keys to the
12

Augoyard’s Step by Step, published in 1977, preceded and inspired Michel de Certeau’s “Walking in the
City.”
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apartment” (Augoyard 2007: 10). The third route again blames the users, but for their
passivity rather than their ignorance. Followers of this route claim that there is a patent
lack of participatory mechanisms through which inhabitants can intervene in the
production of their habitat. The challenge here is how to recruit representatives to speak
for the urbanites when it comes to designing space. However, these representatives often
become entangled in “operational constraints,” and end up representing other causes,
including personal causes.
The fourth route pertains to the field of political economy, which sees the urban as a
site of economic struggle. This means that every space in the city is embedded in a
system of commercial exchange. As a cog in the capitalist wheel, the inhabitant of the
city is seen as an intermediary, as a consumer. All reconfigurations that take place in the
city are mainly because this wheel demands continuous increases in land profitability.
More and more hotel chains and multimillionaires own the best places to live on earth,
while the rest of us are conditioned to become smaller cogs and reproduce this modus
operandi. Finally, the fifth route asserts that the inhabitant “never totally succeeds in
adjusting his desire to reality” (ibid.: 11). In other words, we need to investigate
individual narratives and understand the psychosocial gap that exists between
experiencing and projecting (fearing, enjoying, desiring, etc.) space. This route sees
inhabitant malaise as a “deep-seated cause that is psychological in nature and that is
incorporated into an efficient or circumstantial cause tied to economic tied to economic
and social status (ibid.: 12).
Although I am not going to follow these routes, I appreciate Augoyard’s attempt to
map them out. From Georg Simmel to David Harvey, from Richard Florida to Guy
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Debord, this panorama includes some of the most popular discourses about city life and
urban change. The three actor-networks through which I introduce the reader to São
Paulo will eventually cross some of these routes. However, I am not particularly
interested in providing a coherent picture or soundscape of São Paulo.
Ethnographers are often quick to move from context to text for several reasons.
First, they might want to avoid being seen as too superficial, too generalist, and too onesided in their reading of specific places – places which they often came to know only
later in life. Conversely, they might also want to conceal their location so as to place
themselves above everything, which is precisely what maps and demographic data help
them to achieve.
As Latour puts it, “ANT prefers to travel slowly, on small roads, on foot, and by
paying the full cost of any displacement out of its own pocket” (Latour 2005: 23).
Travelling slowly will allow us to take into account everyday São Paulo as embodied
experience. We are going to consider the city of São Paulo through three narratives about
spatial stabilization. When I talk about stabilizing urban spaces, I mean that spaces are
actors: they are not merely intermediaries in which actions take place, but instead actively
mediate actions. In keeping with the theme of “routes” and “travel,” we will start with
tourism, focusing on Rachel, who works at São Paulo’s official tourism agency, and her
sensory map.
I will then move to a second actor-network. Here I will narrate my own ethno-geobio-graphic experience in São Paulo. I will describe the places I visited in the city, and
the other actors with whom I interacted. I describe four regions in this personal mapping
process: the center, downtown, traffic, and the periphery. Although these admittedly are
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broad labels, especially considering that my narrative walks (and drives) slowly, I do
believe that they encapsulate established attitudes by aggregating specific combinations
of rhythms, points of access, narratives, and sounds.
Unlike the tourist actor-network, I am not interested in convincing the reader to
come, stay in, or leave São Paulo. Instead, I want to describe a mixture of everyday
sameness, the sensory experience, biographical sketches, and what Kathleen Stewart
refers to as “ordinary affects”:
Public feelings that begin and end in broad circulation but [that are] also the stuff
that seemingly intimate lives are made of. They give circuits and flows the forms
of a life. They can be experienced as a pleasure and a shock, as an empty pause or
a dragging undertow, as a sensibility that snaps into place or a profound
disorientation. They can be funny, perturbing, or traumatic (Stewart 2007: 2).
In this narrative layer, I use photographs, field notes, and sound recordings to give a
more heterogeneous impression of everyday São Paulo. Like Ariadne’s strategy of giving
Theseus a ball of thread to help him navigate his way out of the labyrinth, I used the
camera, the recorder, and the notebook as threads to bring me back to my experience in
São Paulo. Although ethnomusicologists have long been skeptical of the ideology of
technological fidelity and its relation to reality (unless post-Google Glasses recording
technology proves them wrong), it would not be honest to painstakingly describe the
actors that take part in the actor-network without giving credit to some of the actors that
mediated the experiences narrated in these pages.
The third actor-network considers the city’s zoning laws. The first comprehensive
one passed in 1972, defining the parameters for building and using spaces. Like
orchestral arrangers, urban planners take it as their task to arrange the size and function of
buildings in the name of harmony – be it sustainability, economic growth, or quality of
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life. By looking at these processes of stabilization, I want to put forward a more dynamic
examination of space – one in which the streets and buildings of a city are in a constant
process of collective composition.

I. Welcome!
“Welcome to sensuous São Paulo. São Paulo is a global and intense metropolis, where
everything is superlative. For that reason, we invite you to experience the universe of
sensory stimuli present in each detail of the city. Feelings, memories, and other emotions
are hidden in some of the most interesting points of São Paulo city. Imagine endless
colors and tastes, a breathtaking sunset, a sense of peacefulness, a place that makes you
feel as if you were inside famous novels. The smell of fresh coffee, the sound of
Gregorian chants, or a green park that involves you in a fresh and pleasant breeze, to the
sound of nature’s melodies” (São Paulo Sensory Map Audiobook 2009).
Let us assume that you do not live in São Paulo. You have never been in São Paulo
but are interested in getting to know the city. You are a potential tourist, and Rachel’s
role is to convince you to go visit São Paulo. For those who do not know much about the
city, Rachel points out that “São Paulo is the financial heart [of] Latin America […],
receiving friendly people to work and live […] in a tolerant environment, respecting a
diversity of creeds, ethnic groups, sexual orientation and urban tribes” (SP Turismo Web
Site). Rachel works at São Paulo Tourism, the agency officially responsible for
convincing people to come to the city and do what tourists do: spend money and have
remarkable experiences. The São Paulo Tourism offices where Rachel works are located
in the Anhembi Convention Center, one of the largest event spaces in Latin America. The
agency also has six information desks spread out in strategic points in the city and that
circulate material from tourist campaigns that Rachel helps to create.
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Rachel tells São Paulo is a very dynamic city in which 11 million residents work
in a wide range of fields, from high-tech to fashion and architecture, pushing hard to
make São Paulo the richest city in the country. If it were a country, São Paulo would be
the 40th wealthiest in the world. What is interesting is that São Paulo only became an
important economic hub in the late 19th century, largely because of the expansion of its
coffee industry. This helped to boost investment in infrastructure, which in turn helped to
stimulate the establishment of manufacturing industries. As a visitor, you can stay in one
of the more than 410 hotels, eat in some of the 12,500 restaurants (that serve 52 types of
cuisine), and visit some of the 152 theaters, 90 museums, 39 cultural centers, and 4 theme
parks that are all located within the city. The most popular events in the city include the
Virada Cultural, a 24-hour marathon of cultural events that attracts millions of people to
the city’s downtown area; the Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, and Transsexual Parade, which
also attracts millions but happens in Paulista Avenue; and three major car-related events
– the São Paulo International Automobile Trade Show, the Brazilian Formula One
championship race, and the IndyCar race.
The agency regularly brings domestic and international journalists and travel agents
to São Paulo to experience major events, “helping” them to learn more about the touristic
potential of the city. It is conventional (but not mandatory, Rachel explains) for these
journalists to write articles about their experience to promote São Paulo. Last weekend,
for instance, São Paulo Tourism, in partnership with a hotel chain and airline, brought 26
journalists from others parts of Brazil and the world to experience the main cultural
attractions of the city. Whereas Rio de Janeiro has become established as the national
destination for tourists seeking leisure, São Paulo is the country’s business tourism hub.
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As such, it is always a challenge to show people that there are leisure activities in São
Paulo, which is why it is important to bring these professionals to São Paulo. Leisure
tourism has grown considerably in São Paulo in recent times. Rachel says hostels are a
good indicator of leisure tourism. The number of hostels in São Paulo has increased from
five to thirty over the last five years.
Rachel is part of the Tourist Project Department, a sector focused on conceiving,
designing, and implementing tourist campaigns for the city. Rachel’s boss, the President
of São Paulo Tourism, often talks about the importance of promoting the city as a cluster
of creative industries. In college, Rachel had to read several books about this theme,
including John Urry’s The Tourist Gaze (1990), John Howkins’ The Creative Economy:
How People Make Money from Ideas (2001), and Richard Florida’s The Rise of the
Creative Class (2002). Howkins, for instance, considers advertising, art, design,
performing arts, and fashion as examples of creative industries. Florida points out that the
future of cities depends on their ability to attract the creative classes, which he defines as
“people in design, education, arts, music and entertainment, whose economic function is
to create new ideas, new technology and/or creative content” (2002: 8). For this to
happen, local governments need to invest in the three “Ts”: talent, tolerance, and
technology. Rachel is also familiar with Potts et al.’s article (2008), which argues that the
innovative production these industries promote relies on novel and uncertain
consumption practices that are “largely determined by the choice of others in a social
network” (2008: 4).
In 2008, Rachel came across Christian Nold’s San Francisco Emotion Map. Nold, a
British artist who works with participatory models for communal representation,
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developed an art project during his five-week residency in San Francisco in 2007. He
asked 98 participants to use his custom-built Bio Mapping device13 during 1-hour walks
in San Francisco’s Mission District. Nold explains that “the results of these walks are
represented on a map using colored dots and participants’ personal annotations” (Nold
2007). Red dots represent locations of communal emotional arousal (both negative and
positive), whereas black dots represent places of low emotional arousal (see figure
below).

Fig. 1.1: portion of Nold’s San Francisco Emotion Map.

Inspired by Nold’s collaborative work and its potential for showcasing São Paulo’s
cultural environment, and given the responsibility of developing a new sense-oriented
tourism campaign, Rachel created the São Paulo Sensory Map. By taking the senses as a
point of departure for talking about the city, Rachel believed that it would be possible to
reach potential leisure tourists and highlight the range of experiences that the city had to
offer.

13

“The Bio Mapping tool allows the wearer[s] to record their Galvanic Skin Response (GSR), which is a
simple indicator of emotional arousal, in conjunction with their geographical location” (Nold 2004).
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The idea was to link each of the five senses to positive experiences that took place
at specific locations. For one month, tourists and residents were invited to name the city’s
attractions by sense, with the option of adding a short description of what memories the
sense-place association had triggered. Additionally, agents conducted a survey at
information desks and airports. After this one month of data gathering, Rachel made a list
of the 100 most popular attractions. The Sensory Map locates each of these attractions
and the sense(s) associated with each. The agency then invited tourists to experience the
twenty most-mentioned attractions. After the tourists experienced the attraction, they
would describe their experience. The description was recorded and then analyzed on
computer software to establish the most emotional portions, and some of these accounts
are included on the Sensory Map as well. Finally, Rachel organized an audiobook with
field recordings in each of these twenty places.
São Paulo’s Sensory Map is an attempt to and localize capitalize on notions of a
“stimulating” and “vibrating” metropolis by using the credibility of those who have
experienced it. As municipal tourism agencies engage with popular concepts of urban
analysis (creative cities, cool cities, global cities, etc.) that set the parameters of market
competition, it becomes necessary to continuously create new advertisement strategies.
Tourism campaigns draw on the senses to promote selected parts of the city, similar to
marketing strategies to sell objects.
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Fig. 1.2: portion of São Paulo Sensory Map.

Both trends are interesting because they deploy material resources to sell
memorable experiences. Pine II and Gilmore have coined the term, “experience
economy” (1998) to describe this sort of phenomenon: “The mist at the Rainforest Cafe
appeals serially to all five senses. It is first apparent as a sound: Sss-sss-zzz. Then you see
the mist arising from the rocks and feel it soft and cool against your skin. Finally, you
smell its tropical essence, and you taste (or imagine that you do) its freshness. What you
can’t be is unaffected by the mist” (Pine and Gilmore 1998: 104).
Rachel’s Sensory Map shows us how tourism enrolls, legitimizes, and stabilizes
city spaces in comparison to other (non-touristic) spaces and cities. According to Thrift,
“Affect is more and more likely to be actively engineered with the result that it is
becoming something more akin to the networks of pipes and cables that are of such
importance in providing the basic mechanics and root texture of urban life” (Thrift 2007:
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172). By localizing sensory experience and making locations more sensuous, the São
Paulo Sensory Map translates a sense of being in (or belonging to) São Paulo.
While vision was mentioned in relation to all 100 locations, hearing came in a
distant second place with 57 references. Also, although hearing came in second in terms
of the number of references, it was the sense with the least variety of places.14 The
Sensory Map campaign was interested in positive associations and in “attractions” – i.e.,
institutionalized events and environments, such as the Central Market, car races, parks,
and the Museum of Modern Art. The most popular “auditory spots” were “natural”
environments (parks), sports arenas (soccer stadiums and racecourses), catholic places of
worship, performance sites (concert halls, theaters, etc.), museums, and other historically
popular locations (a 19th-century train station and a skyscraper).
The results would probably change considerably if Rachel were to have
considered public spaces with negative associations, what Relph (1976a) defines as
“topofobic” spaces in contrast to Tuan’s (1974) “topophilia.”15 If that were the case, then
the “disruptive” quality of sound would make hearing an excellent candidate to be the
most-cited sense.
II. Four spaces, Everyday

“God knows how many [...] sociologists have
announced that everyday life is just what they are
14

Vision: 609 references (225 different locations); Hearing: 604 references (218 different locations); Taste:
592 (242 different locations); Smell: 576 references (247 different locations); Touch: 554 references (274
different locations).
15
As Seamon explains, “Tuan (1974) calls the positive emotions for place topophilia, which he defines as
“all of the human being's affective ties with the material environment” (p. 93), fostered by such diverse
experiences as aesthetic appreciation, physical contact, health, patriotism, familiarity and attachment (pp.
92-102). Relph (1976a) has developed the term topophobia to describe yet another aspect of emotion and
place -”all experiences of spaces, places, and landscapes which are in any way distasteful or induce anxiety
and depression' (27)” (1979: 88-89).
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after. And yet rarely in the elegant theories, the
careful research on the sociology of the family,
industry, education, mass media, adolescence, mental
illness, deviance, organization, social welfare,
religion . . . does everyday life appear. There are few
accounts of boredom, elation, despair, happiness or
disappointment, no sense of the one obsessive
problem which we always knew was ours (but
sociologists never let on to us that other people
shared): how to get through the day.”
- Cohen and Taylor, Escape Attempts: The Theory
and Practice of Resistance to Everyday Life (2003:
30).

Let us assume that you do not live in São Paulo. You might have been in São Paulo but
are interested in other people’s experiences of the city. I am assuming that you are not
Brazilian, but might know a few things about the country. In this section I would like to
share some of the things I came across as I circulated in four spaces: the center,
downtown, automobility, and the suburbs. By “center” I mean less a spatial center than
the upscale districts where richer people live, where one can find a well-established
infrastructure and access to the city’s main highways. Thus, whenever I say “center” in
this dissertation, I am referring to the upscale districts. While all of the events I recount
happened and all the people I mention exist, factual accuracy is not the wind that will
make this narrative sailboat move forward.

The “Center”

I live in a 970-square feet apartment with my friend, Julio. Unlike me, he was born and
raised in São Paulo. The apartment has three bedrooms and two bathrooms. One
bathroom is for regular use. The other is used only occasionally by close friends, and is
what Brazilians call the banheiro de empregada, or the “maid’s bathroom.” Like other
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places that are planned for the maid’s use only, the alternative bathroom is extremely
small. The living room has a black porcelain floor, a three-seat purple suede sofa with
adjustable seats, a Sony 42-inch flat-screen TV with HD, a crystal pyramid LED
chandelier, a white acrylic round table, split A/C, and a shaggy silver rug. Every closet in
the apartment has black sliding doors and white drawers that slide incredibly smoothly
and soundlessly. I sleep on the twin-size bed in the guest bedroom.
Julio says that I should take off my shoes before entering the house. He explains he
does not want dirt on his black reflective floor. He says that dirt also brings bad energy
into the home. “Leo, the cable guy is coming to fix the TV. Make sure he takes off his
shoes before walking in, ok? This is very important.” He usually makes fun of the mess
in my bedroom, which he does not care about as long as I do not contaminate shared
areas of the apartment. He also told me not to leave dirty dishes in the sink on weekends.
Catarina, the maid, comes on Tuesdays and
Fridays. From 1 pm to 5 pm, she sweeps the floor,
takes care of dirty clothes, irons Julio’s work
shirts, folds and puts away clothes in the closets,
and makes the beds. Catarina has been working for
Julio’s parents for more than 10 years. There is a

Fig. 1.3: Living room at Julio’s
apartment. Photo by Leonardo Cardoso.

tone of relief in Julio’s mother’s voice when talking about Catarina’s arrival in the
family: “She is nice. One of the few who doesn’t steal or skip work.” Because Julio lives
just a few blocks from his parents, “borrowing” Catarina for a few hours twice a week is
not a problem. Catarina lives in the suburbs and takes two buses to get to work. In total,
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she spends 4 hours on buses whenever she goes to the center, where Julio and his family
live.
After he got married, in September, Julio thought it would be important to eat
breakfast and dinner at home. His wife hired another maid because Catarina cannot come
in the mornings and does not cook very well. This new maid had been working for her
family, and is “very trustworthy.” She is about 40 years old. She prepares breakfast,
washes the dishes and leaves dinner ready for when the couple gets home. Both
“cleaning” and “cooking” maids come from the northeast of Brazil: one is from the state
I’m in the living room facing a white wall. But I
hear. I hear people entering and leaving the
apartments on my floor; I know who they are by
their walking style. By hearing intensity
variations and operating time I know if the
elevator is going up or down, and can guess on
which floor it stopped. I know for sure whenever
it is on my floor not only because I can clearly
hear the elevator door opening, but also because
it’s when the neighbor’s dachshund barks
desperately, helping the elderly lady who owns
him to know what is going on. Neighbors next to
me, two young gentlemen, listen to
Steppenwolf’s Born to be Wild; I can hear their
conversation; I can hear them pee. I also know
how much beer they drank last night because I
hear empty bottles being discharged in the
collective trash bin. I hear the middle-aged
neighbor across the hall arguing with her
husband. She screams. I also hear the laughs and
know they are happy sometimes. If they have
guests, I can tell their level of proximity by the
formality of their goodbyes. I hear planes, every
minute or two. Previous observation, intensity
variation, doppler effect, and commonsensical
knowledge of aircraft sounds tell me the
direction a specific plane is going and whether it
is landing or taking off. Hearing taught me that
taking off direction changes at night, when air
traffic gets busier. Sometimes I hear kids playing
in the parking lot, and the fruit truck man driving
around the neighborhood - “... super sweet,
delicious plum!” he shouts on the megaphone.

of Bahia, while the other is from Maranhão.
As with many others in their group of
acquaintances, Julio and his wife find it
funny how the maids write, think, and speak.
It seems that they think the Northeastern
accent gives them a sonic mark of poverty
and mental slowness.
Julio’s wife often calls close friends
Baianos (people from Bahia) jokingly when
they say or do something stupid or “act
kitsch.” In São Paulo Baiano has become a
pejorative term that is usually more
acceptable nowadays than the now almostabandoned coisa de negro, or “black’s
thing.” Once I pointed out to Julio’s wife that
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Catarina, a Baiana, might eventually overhear her and get offended. However, she did not
stop using Baiano. Both Julio and his wife treat the maid kindly though, often giving her
clothes, furniture, and food that they do not find useful or appealing anymore.
Julio does not technically own the apartment where we live. His father bought the
apartment in the 1970s. In fact, it seems that not even his father technically owns the
place. He financed the acquisition of this apartment with the federal bank while financing
another acquisition at the same time, which is illegal in Brazil. If this is the case, then he
does not have the property title to the apartment, which would mean that they couldn’t
legally sell it. In the 1980s, Julio and his family moved to a bigger, better-located, and
nicer apartment, with wood floors, a balcony, and a large shared living room.
The building where I live with Julio and his wife is located in the Campo Belo
district, just a few feet from Congonhas Airport. Because of its proximity to the airport,
taxi drivers often park on our street to hang out. The constant circulation of taxi drivers
gives the street a sense of safety during the day, and it is easy to find taxi drivers taking a
nap in their cars with the windows open. The padaria on the corner is a meeting place
where people go to grab a snack, drink coffee, have lunch, and watch TV. Padarias are
commercial places that are combinations of bakeries, grocery stores, restaurants, and
bars;16 as a result, padarias can attract an eclectic clientele.
Julio spent $10,000 installing noise-concealing windows in the living room and
bedrooms. “The best investment I’ve ever made,” he says. As one might imagine, living a

16

In São Paulo, bakery houses (padarias) have become one of the most socially eclectic gathering points in
upper-class neighborhoods. They offer coffee for those on the go, fresh bread for nearby residents, and
meals for nearby employees.
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few feet from one of the country’s busiest airports17 is not easy. Julio says he is used to it
and does not hear it anymore. Besides, he likes the practicality of having an airport so
close. For residents that do not have the luxury of anti-noise windows, however, everyday
communication is punctuated by aircraft noise. It was “always in the most important part
of a soap opera [that] a stupid plane would pass by,” says Julio’s sister.
Julio’s older sister, Carmen, lives in a gated
community in Granja Julieta, a few miles away from
Julio. Julio mentioned that “important figures” such
as bank presidents, CEOs, and politicians live in this
enclave. The gate and private security staff make
sure that only authorized people can get in. Carmen
lives in a four-story house bought a few years ago.
Julio says that they spent $500,000 to renovate the
house. The living room is large. It has wood floors,
couches of various sizes, an electric piano, and a
Figs. 1.4 and 1.5: Above: only residents
and their employees can walk on the
streets of this gated community. Below:
larger living room at Carmen’s house.
Photos by Leonardo Cardoso.

fireplace in the center. Two maids and one gardener
help Carmen and her family keep the house in order.
On Sundays, family members gather for barbecues in

the backyard. The backyard has a pool with a temperature regulator, a soccer field, a tree
house for the kids, and a covered area with a table and brick barbecue pit.

17

In 2012 Congonhas Airport had 16,775,770 passengers (3rd-highest in the country) and 213,164
landings/take offs (2nd-highest in the country).
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Julio’s other sister, Fabiola, lives in
Alphaville, São Paulo’s most famous upscale
gated community. Each house is custom-made
and built from scratch. Her house is bigger than
Carmen’s. First-time guests usually get a house
tour – “Have you seen the pinball machines
downstairs?” The ceiling of the living room is
unusually high and makes me uncomfortable.
The walls and furniture in the eating area are all
white. Fabiola’s son is two and has a personal
babysitter come regularly – she is also from the
Northeast. Any time Fabiola goes somewhere
with her son, she will bring the babysitter with
her.

Figs. 1.6 and 1.7: Alphaville day and night.
Above: garage entrances are spaces for
(safely) showcasing car collections. Below:
living room at Fabiola’s house, with added
tables, chairs, and decoration for her wedding.
Photos by the author.

Julio, 32, is a charismatic person. Like his father, he likes to help people, often
lending or just giving money to close friends whenever they need. Julio and Carmen’s
husband own an advertising agency that specializes in real estate. During the period I was
living with him, Julio told me that he was making $ 25,000 dollars a month, plus a
“bonus.” Julio’s father is a real estate broker. He worked for several years at Brazil’s
biggest real estate agency, before opening his own. He seems to be doing fine considering
the ups and downs of the real estate economy in the city. Fabiola’s husband is about 40
and owns an electronic components factory in Manaus (Brazil’s free economic zone).
Julio, his dad, and his brother-in-law don’t have college degrees; they either never went
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or didn’t finish their degree. “I started my own company when I was 23. In my area, you
learn by doing it, not in a classroom,” says Julio. Except for Julio, no one of the family
likes to talk much about business.
Women in these types of families do not work. If they do, however, the work
should not be “too much” or “too important.” They never take buses or the metro and
avoid downtown. They enjoy getting to know new restaurants, but usually go to the few
they like. It is rare that an outsider will enter the private spaces in which these families
live. Each couple has at least three cars; all of them are imported18 and bulletproof.
Vacations are usually spent in Miami or Europe, where they buy brand-new technology
and clothes, or in some Resort in the Northeast of Brazil. Carmen, the most outspoken of
the family, says that they did not like their last trip to Miami. “Too many black people,”
she mumbles.
Her husband, also an outspoken person, says that violence is out of control in São
Paulo because people are not letting the police do their job; “These people [young
criminals] do not understand soft treatment,” he tells me. He continues: “I know the man
who directed juvenile hall a few years ago. He told me that, after a certain age, it’s just
not possible to bring these people back into society.” The husband was a crack cocaine
addict during his youth. He was interested in entering politics to work with drug
addiction. In 2012 he invested money in a candidate for city hall to get a position in some
department, but the candidate did not win.

18

Julio has a Hyundai Vera Cruz (now used by his wife), Mercedes Kompressor, and a Ford Fiesta (a car
he almost does not use). A few weeks after buying his Vera Cruz, he said it was actually too big for him.
His father has a Mini Cooper (used mostly by his wife), a Toyota Hilux, and a Volvo XC60. His brother-inlaw has a Ferrari F430 and a Land Rover LRX. Julio and his father usually change cars once or twice a
year.
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Their relationship with the mainstream media is heterogeneous. Some watch soap
operas and some say they hate Globo TV (but still watch soap operas).19 Carmen is a
follower of anthroposophy, and both her sons go to an anthroposophical school. They all
believe in some sort of Catholic spiritism. They say that it is important to keep your body
spiritually clean by going to spiritual meetings and having mediums “extract” harmful
and parasitic spirits from you. Julio says that bad spirits like to circulate in bars, as it is
easier to enter into the debilitated bodies of drunken patrons.
Julio likes to drink beer and enjoys going to bars. There are some bars a few blocks
from where we live. Bars usually show soccer games or live concerts on TV. It is
common to watch games with other people while drinking. Tables are placed on the
sidewalk for smokers, of which there are many. Like his father, Julio likes to pay the bill
when he goes out with friends. He also tips the few waiters he knows handsomely.
Weekday bars are local, often in residential areas, and close early (around midnight).
People go to these bars less to meet new people than to unwind after work. “Weekend
bars,” for upper-class youth, conversely, are centralized in a few nightlife districts.
Wealthy youth usually pay from $35 to $150 to get into bars and nightclubs – the
entrance price “filters” the clientele.
Historic Downtown

Historical buildings. High-rises built in the 1920s. Metro stations. Empty spaces wide
enough to allow flocks of people to circulate. Street sellers. Political demonstrations.
Strikes. Street preachers and street musicians. State-sponsored music concerts. A
motorcycle rider honking at a woman he finds attractive as she crosses the street. As
19

Globo TV is the most popular broadcaster in Brazil.
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usual, she ignores his sound signal. Young men in the middle of the street, advertising a
parking garage by constantly waving and shouting to the drivers passing by. A man
teaching “math tricks” on an improvised whiteboard. White-collar coworkers smoking
and chatting while walking back to the office. An amplifier blasting music from a pirated
CD with soap opera soundtracks. More street musicians. A
homeless man trying to sleep in some unattended covered
area. Police officers on foot patrol. A street sweeper
reading a newspaper collected from the ground, smokers
getting their last drag before entering the bank. Teenagers
crossing the Viaduto do Chá carrying boxes on bicycles.
Blind man seated quietly with open hands hoping for the
passersby’s charity. Elderly women with colorful parasols
telling the future on tarot cards. Skaters chilling out
between tricks at Vale do Anhagabaú. The sound of bells
from São Bento Monastery. An elderly man on a bench
Figs. 1.8 and 1.9: Men set up
portable generators for a
political manifestation (above)
and live music performance
(below). Photos by the author.

patiently watching people while waiting for potential gold
sellers.
Portable generators have changed downtown acoustic

environment. These generators work with gasoline and have a technology to make less
noise by running at lower RPM. For about $500 dollars one can buy one of these devices,
which provides sufficient electric energy for hours and is used in conjunction with
amplifiers in political manifestations and live music performances. Downtown has
become more musical and politicized not necessarily because there are more musicians or
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political manifestations, but because at any location one can hear music and political
speeches coming from a somewhere else. The idea, however, is not to blast sound as loud
as possible, since this would probably keep people away, and musicians want financial
sponsorship and protesters want to engage passersby in their causes.
Most of the municipal administrative offices and major banks are located in the
historical downtown, known as “historical” both because that is where the city started and
because the financial center of the city has moved elsewhere in the city in the 1970s.
Historical downtown is the landscape and soundtrack many people have in mind when
they think about the “cosmopolitan” São Paulo. This
area is shaped experientially by a mix of vertical

“Cell phone, cell phone,
cell phone it’s here, cell
phone.” The man repeats the

architecture and open spaces where several demographic

ad-shout for hours while chatting
with other ad-shouters.

layers interact: bank employees and bank clients,
administrative staff and people who need them to deal with all types of paperwork,
informal street vendors and formal businesses and their thousands of everyday customers,
preachers, homeless people, police officers, and visitors. Historical downtown is a
universe onto itself, with streets known not much for their name but for the type of
commerce they concentrate. It is the place where the informal economy thrives and where
the local government sponsors official cultural events. Although one is tempted to
describe this area as the most heterogeneous public space in the city when it comes to
people with different socioeconomic backgrounds, wealthy groups do not come here very
often.
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Automobility

Driving in São Paulo gives you a taste of powerlessness. Seemingly endless hours inside
a car and 7-day-a-week traffic jams have convinced me that dealing with slow-moving
traffic can affect how you interact with strangers in non-driving contexts. Some kind of
anger consumes you, as if the absurdness of the situation could only be other people’s
faults. Inside your car, the well-known grayness of the cityscape is only transformed
during the night, when hundreds of motionless red lights ahead remind you that, like
noise interfering with a signal as it travels from point A to B, the cars (and the people
inside them) are nothing but a disturbance on your route. Of course, for these people, you
are the obstacle between the stationary places they are going to. In the strenuous asphaltic
competition for time-space, each one of us feels that everyone else is misplaced.
Drivers do what they can to shorten driving times. The lack of four-way stops on
streets with no traffic lights makes these intersections “personalized” encounters, in
which either you impose your way and ignore others, or negotiate a more equitable
solution, which often annoys other drivers, as the honking punishment makes audible. As
one gets familiar with basic driving conventions, one starts to learn techniques for cutting
lines, and taking shortcuts across busy intersections. With the help of honking, cursing,
screaming, tire squealing, and engine acceleration, you learn how to maintain some selfrespect as a driver. “Drive the correct way and you will never get there,” said an elderly
taxi driver to justify a shortcut (that involved driving the wrong way) that saved us from a
ludicrously congested stoplight. He had been working in São Paulo since the 1960s, when
Brazil had 480 thousand vehicles; in 2011 São Paulo alone had 7 million (R7: 2011).
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Two main rivers cross the city: one on the north-south axis and the other on the
west-east axis. Two 6-lane expressways run alongside both sides of both rivers.
Whenever they can, drivers stay away from both highways, especially in the summer,
when recurrent thunderstorms make the rivers overflow and flood parts of the city. The
presence of numerous intersections and stoplights on avenues such as Bandeirantes,
which connect the expressway to local districts, makes traffic jams even worse. Of
course, there is always a chance for the city with the world’s worst traffic jams20 to break
its own record. Radio stations bring drivers up-to-date information on congested locations
and habitual car accidents.21 Instead of exasperation, I can hear some excitement in the
broadcasters’ tone. Today s/he might announce the biggest traffic jam of the year, or
perhaps of the decade, in real time!
One certainly could write volumes on the theory and practice of boredom while
stuck in one of these traffic jams. Confined in a box, surrounded by other boxes,
breathing the air of clogged streets. Patricia Meyer Spacks distinguishes boredom from
ennui: the former is ephemeral and trivial, while the latter is a “state of the soul defying
remedy, an existential perception of life’s futility” (1995: 27). Ennui is corresponds to
Augoyard’s “malaise” with which I started this chapter. According to Spacks, “Ennui
belongs to those with a sense of sublime potential, those who feel themselves superior to
their environment” (ibid.: 12). The author suggests that boredom and ennui are not
neutral mental states, but have a lot to do with class and gender. Boredom is framed as a

20

The World's Worst Traffic Jams. http://www.time.com/time/world/article/0,8599,1733872,00.html
My experience in doing “traffic ethnography’ is not particularly new. In 2009, when I studied
experimental art in Los Angeles, an informant gave me the 411 on ”driving around’: “there is always going
to be an accident on the highway.”
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state more closely related to housewives, maids, and poor people as they get through the
day. Ennui implies that one does not deserve to be stuck in traffic.
Journalist Andrew Downie shares his impression of automobility in the city:
“Residents of Sao Paolo [sic] do amazing things in their cars. They shave. They apply
their makeup. They chat up the girl or guy in the neighboring car and make dates. They
read. They learn foreign languages. They watch DVDs”
(2008). Paulistanos have developed strategies to deal with
intense traffic. Besides finding productive or amusing things
to do in their cars,22 they learn alternative routes, which
become precious pieces of information usually not shared
with strangers. They establish alternative times, driving either
before or after the rush hours; the lucky ones can (literally)
work around the flocks. Third, they use helicopters. In 2008
there were more helicopters in São Paulo than in any other
city in the world (Phillips 2008). For upper-class residents, a
more practical solution is to live, work, and hang out in the
same district, avoiding crowds and congested highways as
much as possible. Mobility has become a reason for an

Inside the subway:
Woman, 40-ish, black
hair, pony-tailed. She
wears brown pants with
shinning ornaments, and a
visible blue bra. I’m hot
(shouldn’t have brought
this coat). She is eating
peanuts. These fluorescent
lights are cold. They
increase the distance
between people. Black
woman with a big
leathered bag checks
messages on her cell
phone. Paraíso station. It’s
getting crowded. The train
speeds up: it always gives
me the impression it is
entering a different
reality. She finished her
peanuts, and now is
looking at her nails. “Do I
need to paint them again
already,” I imagine her
thinking. Three men chat
behind me. They seem
happy and upbeat. On
Fridays the atmosphere in
subways is always lighter.

increase in the autonomy of some upper-class districts. It
partly explains why people living north of the Tietê River live their lives without ever
going to the southern districts (and vice versa).

22

Taxi drivers have switched from radio communication to tablets with GPS. Most of them now watch TV
channels on these tablets.
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Another alternative is the subway, which
operates every day until midnight (1 AM on
Saturdays). Subway and train lines link the business
districts23 with the city’s outskirts and neighboring
cities. Again, the number of people on the subway
depends on the time of day, the subway line, and
the direction in which it is going. Suicide attempts
and mechanical problems often increase the human
density on the subways. An easy way to know if
Figs 1.10 and 1.11: Rush hour in São
Paulo: traffic jam on Marginal Pinheiros
(above); subway staff observes everyday
overload (below). Photos by Leonardo
Cardoso.

someone is used to the everyday metro environment
is body-distance behavior. People used to subways
and trains tolerate body proximity. Most passengers

manage the monotony24 of little visual stimulation, sonic loudness/repetitiousness, and
solitude with the help of phone texting and personal mp3 players.
People like Julio’s maids who do not own a car and live far from metro stations,
are mostly lower-class residents of the city’s peripheries. For them, two alternatives of
automobility remain. With the bus, we are back onto congested streets, but now with
many humans packed into a shared space. Poor people often need to take at least two
buses to commute to upper-class districts. Another alternative for lower-class residents is
the motorcycle. In fact, because they are allowed to move between lanes, motorcycles
have an incredible advantage over four-wheel vehicles. In postmodern São Paulo, the
poor move faster than the rich.
23

As with other types of public transportation, the older the vehicle, the noisier it gets. Compare that
recording with this one made on the newer Green Line metro.
24
Clearly I refer to what I take as monotonous environment.
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Of the 930,000 motorcycles circulating in São Paulo, roughly 200,000 are used
for work (Mendonça 2011). They are known in Brazil as motoboys, people who are paid
to deliver pizzas, documents, medicine, and any conceivable object small enough to fit in
the trunk of their motorcycles. With their “zigzag riding style,” they cut across heavy
traffic using the empty spaces between lanes, often riding closely behind ambulances.
Their presence is often felt from afar.

beep

beep beep

beep

beep beep announces to a driver that a

motorcycle is passing by and that s/he better not change lanes now. Like traffic jams, the
press - and the middle class - has been concerned with motoboys’ dangerous behavior. As
one of Julio’s sisters explains, “Cut them off accidentally and they will kick your
windshield!” In 2011, 35.5% of the people killed in
traffic accidents in São Paulo were bikers (Ribeiro
2012).
Informal economies take advantage of spaces of
everyday (im)mobility. Informal vendors often enter
subways and trains to sell M&M’s and Trident gum.
In traffic jams, vendors negotiate the spaces between
lanes with motorcycles. Products available in this
walking grocery store include water bottles, toys, cell
phone chargers, gum, chocolate, peanuts, windshield
wipers, dishcloths, and flowers. On intersections with
stoplights that stay on red for longer, waves of dozens
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Figs. 1.12 and 1.13: Bodies on the
street: man sells flowers to car drivers
on a rainy day (above). Accident
between car and motorbike (below).
Photos by Leonardo Cardoso.

of uniformed sellers cover the whole area of immobile traffic. Their job is to walk to and
fro, shouting and displaying their product to motionless drivers, following the inaudible
rhythm of stoplights.
Driving with the windows down is rare among middle- and upper-class Paulistanos
due to a fear of being attacked by robbers or an unwillingness to deal with street vendors,
most lower-class drivers living in the peripheries of the city drive with open windows.
The brand and year of the car seem to be less important than the volume of the sound. A
new car might show a few people that you have money, but a loud sound system blasting
music indicates your presence and your lifestyle to a larger number of people.
The gas station is a space in which young people meet. It is a unique space in São
Paulo’s night scene. Embedded in the car culture, it articulates the nightlife as a pre- and
post-party point of encounter. This is a transitional space for warming up, drinking, and
blasting some music in order to get into the mood. The gas station is also where young
men show off their cars and girlfriends, decide
where they might go at the end of the night, or
eat a snack and talk about whatever happened at
the nightclub. Growing up in a major urban
center in Brazil, I was familiar with the gas
station trend. But I have never seen youths from
Fig. 1.14: The gas station articulates the
nightlife as a meeting point to warm up and
coordinate the next move. Photo by
Leonardo Cardoso.

different classes using it as much and so
enthusiastically as in São Paulo.
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The Suburbs

I visited a few districts on the periphery of São Paulo while accompanying anti-noise
agency inspectors during nighttime operations. I quickly became interested in outdoor
parties taking place in these districts, especially in the southern and eastern regions. My
main contact in the southern district of Capão Redondo was Allan, a young outspoken
man who organized huge funk parties and was managing funk singers from his area.25
When I asked him if it would be possible to spend a few days in his neighborhood, Allan
suggested talking to Marquinhos.
Marquinhos, 30, is a small man who loves to surf, although the nearest beach is
hundreds of miles away, a trip he does by bus. He
lives with his parents and two brothers in house his
father started to built in the late 1980s, when the
family moved to São Paulo. The house has six
bedrooms, each with a sink and toilet. As a
teenager, he started using marijuana and cocaine
regularly and eventually joined the drug business.
After a few months, he was already in charge of a
bocada, an area in the periphery that comprises
Figs. 1.15 and 1.16: The closest
commercial hubs in peripheral districts
are usually streets (above) that link local
neighborhoods to larger inter-district
avenues. Photo by the author. Below:
view of Capão Redondo: autoconstructed brick houses and their
respective TV antennas. Photo by Marcos
Carrenho.
25

multiple sites (bocas) where drugs are sold. In
addition to money, this activity gave him local
legislative, executive, and judiciary powers.

I will have more to say about Allan in Chapter 5.
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During this time, he never went out without his
shotgun. Marquinhos decided to sell his bocada before
the police broke up the business, which eventually
ended up happening. He then moved to freelancing,
working as a getaway driver for bank robberies. By the
age of 17 he had been arrested four times.
One year later, with support from his family
and church cohorts, Marquinhos decided to enter a less
violent market. He started to deliver meals on his bike
in one of São Paulo’s business districts. He also had a
business with Allan (our mutual friend) in the early
2000s. Marquinhos would burn musical compilations
onto cheap blank CDs using several CD copiers at a

Figs. 1.17 and 1.18: In the suburbs of
São Paulo, everyday leisure time is
usually spent on the streets. While
some male youth enjoy free time
with the hookah (above), children
take part in kite fighting, coating the
kite line with crushed glass to cut the
competitor’s line (below). Smoking
under 18 and using crushed glass on
kite line is illegal in Brazil. Photos by
Marcos Carrenho.

time, while Allan would put the CDs in bags and sell them to taxi drivers and motoboys
downtown for $2. When we met, Marquinhos was interested in getting a job in the public
sector. These jobs are very competitive and require one to pass a series of exams on math,
Portuguese, computer science, and law. As he prepared for the exams, he worked weekly
as a night guard in a building downtown.
One night I met Marquinhos’ father. For decades this short well-built man had been
constructing the house. What I see as his kitchen, he sees as an architectonic project in
process of stabilization: “I need to finish fixing this door,” he tells himself. Marquinhos’
father says he does not like to rent the rooms downstairs because tenants had given him
too much trouble, getting drunk, using drugs, and bringing prostitutes. He talks about the
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importance of being healthy, and shows the medicines he has accumulated over the years.
“I have a mini-hospital here, I can even measure your blood glucose,” he says while
showing me the box of medicines. Recently they installed cable TV in the living room.
The illegal connection cost a one-time fee of $70. The father says he likes to stay up in
the night, watching History Channel and National Geography. Between assertions on the
value of the Bible and the dangers of materialism, he explains World War II (“Japanese
are evil”) and how chimpanzees develop affection for human beings.
Everyday sound-politics always entangled in assemblages of heterogeneous
associations. These four different ways of taking part in city life allow us to grasp how
different groups enroll and mobilize actors (hookah, cars, stoplights, cable TV, etc.) in
order to get through the day. For some these enrollments run relatively smoothly and are
almost unnoticed because they can be easily stabilized with money. For others everyday
life involves a good dose of unwanted immobility. Rather than grasping the city as an
abstract touristic site, we saw more or less stabilized pockets of cohabitation with varied
levels of accessibility, interaction, and affective attachment.

III. Zoning
“An invisible and silent web spreads on the city: the
urban legislation, a collection of laws, decrees, and
norms that regulate the use and occupation of the
land”
Raquel Rolnik (1999: 1)

Spaces in São Paulo were in constant movement throughout the 20th century. A local
writer observed in 1943 that, in São Paulo “houses live less than men [...] and are set
further and further apart to make room for wider streets. Nothing is definitive, finished”
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(Barbosa 1987: 8). For the historian Benedito Lima de Toledo (2004), in one century São
Paulo embodied three different cities. First, it was a relatively peaceful town, almost
unchanged since Portuguese colonization. By the turn of the 20th century, it had exploded
into a metropolis of coffee. Finally, it grew into a post-World War II industrial
megalopolis. Not surprisingly, eighteen of the forty mayors in office between 1926 and
2012 were civil engineers, architects, or urbanists.
Used as a mediator between public nuisances, public health, economic growth, and
cultural diversity, zoning laws stabilize spatial use and spatial change in cities. This last
actor-network of spatial stabilization will lead us to re-cross some of Augoyard’s routes –
particularly the first two, which tackle the relation between planning and using urban
spaces. Along these routes we find David Harvey, Sharon Zukin, and David Molotch. For
Harvey, the urban space has become autonomous and independent from an overarching
socio-political agenda: first, because the increasing economic relevance of export
services and communication promotes an accelerated investment in “internal
differentiations within cities and societies based on place, function, and social interest”
(1992: 75); second, because new technologies make the manufacture of personalized and
reproducible products possible, urban planning (either private or public) now involves
choosing from a much broader palette of architectonic styles.26
Following these lines of thought, Zukin (1995) has analyzed recent changes to New
York’s physical and cultural landscape. With the collapse of anything close to a welfare
state in the late 1970s, the private sector has become a major player in job creation and
the configuration of space and time. Zukin refers to this state of affairs as being
26

The implications of the circulation of musical bits and beats as part of new globalized technological and
economic developments gained prominence in ethnomusicology in the 1990s. See Erlmann 1996; Feld
1995 and 2000; Seeger 1996; Turino 1998; and Zemp 1996).
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intrinsically related to aestheticism and fear, “The feeling that what counts in the city is
its cultural vitality and the creeping fear that the place itself will not survive” (1995: 288).
She introduces the concept of “framing” – the process by which groups exert power over
specific spaces and frame or impose a vision of that space (1995: 279).27
According do Nevarez, Molotch’s notion of a “growth machine” argues that cities
are controlled by “a territorially defined coalition of urban elites from across public,
private, and civic sectors that promotes growth in order to advance its common interests
in intensifying land based exchange values (higher rents for developers and landlords,
increasing tax revenues for local governments, new readers for local newspapers, more
ratepayers for utilities, more jobs for local trade unions, and so on)” (Nevarez 2007:
5131). In this sense, “urban development” is an effective policy used by dominant groups
to stimulate increasingly profitable patterns of land use.
Zoning ordinances have been a controversial and powerful spatial stabilizer,
particularly in the United States, where a liberal conception of property law often saw
zoning as an unwelcomed intervention in the market. New York’s 1916 Zoning Law, the
first in the country, was considered constitutional in 1926 only. New York was a model
for São Paulo and other Latin American cities in terms of large infrastructural planning.
In the 1940s and 1950s, urban planner Robert Moses’ ideas of urban growth considered
cars and high-rises to be signs of urban prosperity. Moses had the green light from the
politicians to build a highway and a viaduct partly because these politicians were buying
properties next to exits, correctly predicting the housing boom that would follow in the
next years.

27

The importance of public squares (where you can be seen and heard) and the consequence of this
privatization process are evident in the Occupy Wall Street protests in the U.S. and elsewhere.
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Whereas the zoning laws put forward in American cities include a phase of public
debate with the community in each zone, those created and implemented in São Paulo
were mostly closed projects created by the executive and discussed in the legislative
sector. For most of the 20th century, zoning ordinances were localized, and addressed the
requests of a group of urban entrepreneurs. The first municipal laws distinguishing rural,
suburban, and urban regions from one another, and establishing parameters for
construction were created in the 1910s. In the 1920s, municipal authorities started to
timidly address verticalization, densification, and circulation, three trends in urbanism
that, for better or for worse, have since made an impression on São Paulo.28
In 1930, the first major traffic reform project was implemented, creating a beltway
around the historic downtown area in order to unclog traffic. The 1940s was a decade of
vigorous verticalization, especially for residential buildings. However, upscale residential
districts in the southwestern region, aptly named Jardins (Gardens),29 were marked as
strictly residential and “resisted” verticalization. As rent price went up and new hygiene
laws prohibited dense agglomerations in dwellings, poor tenants started to evacuate the
central districts of São Paulo. Using the argument that it would be too costly to expand
the existing rail lines in order to provide public transportation to the relocated working
classes, the municipal government opted to simply allow private bus companies operate
in those areas. By the mid-1960s, tens of thousands of bumpy roads connected suburbs to
industrial zones and downtown.
28

The usual distinction between the “natural and graceful beauty” of Rio de Janeiro in contrast with São
Paulo’s “cool,” grey, and “monotonous” constructions might be related to the professionalization of
architecture in the two cities. Whereas architecture was a major in the School of Fine Arts in Rio de
Janeiro, it was a branch in engineering in São Paulo.
29
The planning of these districts was inspired by Ebenezer Howard’s then-popular urban theory of “garden
cities.” The idea was to have self-contained communities surrounded by greenbelts. Howard visited São
Paulo in the 1910s and was involved in the planning of the Jardins districts.
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In the 1950s, the municipal government, continuing to view “American cities” as
the model to be followed, started to use zoning laws to protect property values. During
this time, one-third of the city’s infrastructure projects were dedicated to expressways,
viaducts, tunnels, and cloverleaves. Only in 1957 did a law set limits for verticalization,
establishing the Utilization Rate (UR), which refers essentially to how high up from the
ground an owner can build. In 1972, the municipal government for the first time passed a
comprehensive zoning law. It was the first attempt to discipline the urban expansion of
the city as a whole: “We all know that specific areas in the city have residential, mixed,
and industrial qualities. But we cannot have a disorderly distribution of activities,” mayor
Figueiredo Ferraz stated in an interview (Estado de São Paulo 1972: 52). Ferraz, an
engineer/politician with a difficult task at hand, continued by explaining that a city is like
a human being: each growing phase is expressed through a specific behavior and requires
equally specific regulatory measures.
The ordinance that passed determined eight different zones, ranging from strictly
residential to strictly industrial. The law followed the pre-existing trends in land use.
Only old downtown and properties next to Paulista Avenue were allowed to have
maximum URs. The upper-class districts in the East/Southwest region were dense mixed
zones (not counting the Jardins area). The rest of the city was framed as an “immense
and undifferentiated zone” (Campos and Somekh 2008: 8) of strictly residential districts
with local commerce. The zoning law consequently became a mechanism for stimulating
continued speculation in districts with higher potential for construction, as well in strictly
residential upscale neighborhoods.
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The lack of public services and potential for construction in the peripheral areas of
the city encouraged the illegal acquisition and partition of lots. Only in the 1980s did the
administration regulate areas for cheap multifamily residential projects, particularly in the
far eastern region. A 1986 Law allowed the city administration to negotiate lots with
private enterprises without the Municipal Chamber’s mediation. For twelve years, (the
law was annulled in 1998) mayors authorized higher UR for real estate developers in
highly profitable areas in exchange for building public housing in the city’s suburbs. For
fourteen years, politicians running for City Hall were tempted to exchange with poor
residents living in irregular land votes for formal land ownership in the city’s peripheries.
The 1972 Zoning Law was the blueprint for the creation of a comprehensive noise
ordinance in the city. Approved in 1974, the new noise ordinance defined noise limits in
decibels for of the eight types of zones. Traffic and civil construction noise were virtually
out of the question. As zone categories increased and the noise ordinance stayed the
same, noise making in several areas of the city became unregulated. By the late 1990s,
the number of zoning categories in São Paulo’s zoning law had increased from eight to
53. In 2002, the mayor submitted a new Comprehensive Plan, arguing that the new
zoning law would “streamline” the previous zoning law. The new zoning law decreased
the number of zoning categories from 53 to 15. Particularly relevant for us, the planning
specifies four categories for mixed-use zones: residential use, non-residential and nonintrusive use, non-residential and intrusive use, and mixed use in the same building.
These nuances in regards to space usage address a criticism of previous zoning
laws: namely, their uncompromising approach to mixed zones. First, it tries to
decentralize job opportunities, as these are concentrated today within relatively small
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areas (downtown and central business districts). Second, in allowing for a more
heterogeneous use of space, the city administration expects to decentralize the city’s
economy and tackle mobility problems. Third, it expects to decrease air pollution and
stimulate alternative transportation methods, including walking. In 2002, the São Paulo
administration divided the city into 31 sub-municipalities. Whereas previous regional
administrations aimed to provide regulations for basic public services in each region, the
new sub-municipalities would now gain autonomy in urban planning as well. From now
on, each sub-municipality would have to
develop its own Comprehensive Plan.
The 2002 Plan also allowed property
owners to purchase additional UR in
exchange for investment in the region’s road
infrastructure. This, however, became a
vicious circle typical of Molotch’s growth
Fig. 1.19: Julio’s neighborhood according to
the zoning law. Yellow: strictly residential
area; light gray: low-density mixed-use area;
medium and dark gray: high-density mixeduse area; dark orange: polar centrality zone;
light orange: special occupation zone.

machine: real estate entrepreneurs bought
additional UR only in those areas that had
profit potential. At the same time, the

municipal administration30 would often invest in infrastructure to “signal” to the market
that the area was worth investing in. That is not all: to collect more capital faster, the City
Hall started to sell additional UR titles for highly valued areas in the early 2000s that
could be used later, when the entrepreneurs bought lots in that region. Here the Zoning
Law, which was defended as a mechanism for mediating public nuisances and public
health, becomes a mediator of real estate speculation.
30

As I have mentioned, many mayors were civil engineers with connections in the real estate market.
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Conclusion
Since Saskia Sassen came up with the notion of the “global city,” scholars, politicians,
and urbanists have trumpeted São Paulo as the most likely Latin American candidate for
the position. After all, this select group of thinkers argued, São Paulo hosts a considerable
number of transnational business transactions and headquarters several multinational
companies in the bank, finance, and telecommunication sectors. The city has a dynamic
stock market, and continues to de-industrialize and expand its infrastructure with office
towers and a vibrant central business district. As we look more closely, however, it seems
that the long sought-after position of global city takes too much for granted. Could it be a
matter of perspective?
Between 1980 and the mid-1990s, the engine pumping money into the civil
construction machine in São Paulo was not multinationals, but rather pension funds.
Although the private sector generated investments for these funds, the government
directed the use of these investments through legislation. The shift to REITs (real estate
investment trusts) in the late 1990s allowed local real estate moguls to attract
international resources. International investors became interested in REITs because they
allowed the repatriation of profits. However, instead of going to the real estate sector,
they simply used REITs as a façade for speculating in the stock market. After the federal
government tackled this problem, the real estate market returned to the hands of local
investors. In the mid-2000s, the government started to reopen the real estate market to
international investors. Nevertheless, whereas in recent times, almost half of the bank
credits available in the U.S. went into mortgages, only 5% of the bank credits available
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go into mortgages in Brazil. While multinationals have indeed installed offices in
opulent, smart buildings, many of these companies only rent their buildings, and are
ready to move out whenever things go bad. In São Paulo, most of the leading real estate
developers and construction managers are (still) locals.31 For them, mobilizing actors
(money and zoning laws included) to stabilize urban spaces is a métier.
In this chapter I offered three narratives about São Paulo, suggesting how groups
stabilize places in the name of sensory tourism, ethnographic experience, and urban zones
and real estate growth. These points of entry intersected with Augoyard’s “routes” and
showed how spatial stabilization engage in sound-politics by mediating sonic behavior.
Instead of describing how a neutral context informs how people navigate and experience
São Paulo, I traced correlated actor-networks, showing each as entangled in a specific
flow, speed, distance, and authority.
Unlike phenomenologists and psychologists of the Gibsonian school, I argue that
space is not a static geometrical shape inside which the body perceives. As Latour and
Yaneva argue, buildings are constantly moving: from the architect’s desk to the computer
simulator, from the numerous adjustments during the construction to readjustments their
multiple uses require. For the authors, “Every time a new constraint is to be taken into
account – a zoning limit, a new fabric, a change in the financing scheme, a citizen’s
protest, a limit in the resistance of this or that material […] – it is necessary to devise a
new way to draw so as to capture this constraint and make it compatible with all the
others” (Latour and Yaneva 2008: 84). We do not have to follow the conventional
disciplinary modes of spatial representation put forward by geographers and architects. I
propose we take the urban space as a moving patchwork of built matter continuously
31

See Whitaker Ferreira, O Mito da Cidade-Global, 2007 (São Paulo: Editora Vozes).
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taking part in controversies, as a “moving modulator regulating different intensities of
engagement” (Ibid.: 87).
This approach puts sound not only as a mediator of spatial conventions (in Julio’s
soundproof apartment, in the juncture between bylaws and zoning), but also as a potential
tool for putting forward an architectural project. The intensity, intention, and duration of
this project may differ from the architect’s visual representation. Its associations may be
less powerful when we consider the recalcitrant force of the stone. But it has its
advantages. As a project based on projection, sound can trespass walls and organize
space by “concentrating flows of actors and redistributing them so as to compose a
productive force in time-space” (Ibid.: 87). In the next Chapters we are going to see how
groups do sound-politics by taming the “disruptive” compositional power of sound.
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Chapter 2: Stabilizing Documents

It is around 7 pm. We can hear rush hour outside, drivers honking impatiently and sirens
from ambulances stuck in traffic. We are in a room, let’s call it Room A, quietly listening
to “Dr. Noise.” Room A is a meeting room with a few dozen books laying on
bookshelves and chairs around a large six-sided table. Although we know that during
work hours, Dr. Noise charges $250 for an hour of his time (we know it because he
mentioned it parenthetically), the conversation here is informal. Arruda is one of the first
lawyers in Brazil to publish a comprehensive book on “sonic disturbances in urban
buildings” – hence the nickname.
Room B is located inside a giant thirteen-floor building with a façade covered
mostly by windows and a few A/C units. As one approaches the building, one can
recognize the coat of arms from São Paulo’s flag. Above it we read, Palácio Anchieta:
Câmara Municipal de São Paulo, or “Anchieta Palace: São Paulo Municipal Chamber.”
As we enter the building, we notice a peculiar spiral staircase on the left. It is a warm
afternoon in March 1990. The Municipal Chamber is buzzing with negotiations of bills
and political alliances. For the past year, the head of the executive has been Luiza
Erundina, an immigrant from the Northeastern state of Paraiba who moved to São Paulo
and helped form the Partido dos Trabalhadores (PT, or Workers’ Party), a new centerleft party that some observers consider the most promising party to appear on the scene
since the end of the military dictatorship in 1985.
After receiving authorization to enter, we take the elevator to the right of the
lobby. In an office on the 7th floor, there is a meeting room packed with documents
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stacked in the center of a large table. Among these documents we find New York City’s
noise ordinance. Gathering around the documents there is a representative from the
mayor’s office, an otorhinolaryngologist (an ear, nose and throat doctor), an acoustic
engineer, and a councilman.
We are now back in 2012, in Room C, the third and last one in this chapter. Inside
it we hear a nasal male voice: “Let’s try to construct these sentences so we can express
what we’re thinking, ok? It seems like what’s slowing us down is the Portuguese
grammar.” It’s 5 pm and we are all seated in (yet another) meeting room, staring at a
Word document projected on the white wall. Everybody in the room has a vested interest
in noise regulation. They are revising two technical standards that establish both the
procedure for measuring the sound level and the acceptable sound pressure limits.
This chapter is about Rooms A, B, and C, three nodes of a broader legislative
apparatus dedicated to mediating noise conflicts in Brazil. Instead of writing off these
three spaces as impenetrable black boxes, we will follow documents, meetings,
newspaper stories, interviews, and controversies relating to them. In both this chapter and
the next one, we are going to see that generating and enforcing laws involves a wide
range of controversies that need to be translated in order to generate coordinated action.
As I mentioned in the Introduction, by translation I mean moments “during which
the identity of actors, the possibility of interaction and the margins of maneuver are
negotiated and delimited” (Callon 1986: 6). In his study of scallops, fishermen, and
marine biologists, Michel Callon points out that translation relates to four moments:
problematization, interessment (more on that below), enrollment, and mobilization of
allies. Problematization refers to the formulation of questions that require a set of actors
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to be clarified. The people framing the questions and establishing the problem recruit
allies, establish their identities, and make themselves (the problematizers) indispensable
in this new network of relationships.
Actors recruited by problematizers may either submit or refuse to be integrated
into the plan. By interesting (“inter-esse,” being in between) actors, problematizers “build
devices which can be placed between them and all other entities who want to define their
identities otherwise. A interests B by cutting or weakening the link between B and the
invisible (or at times quite visible) group of other entities C, D, D, etc. who may want to
link themselves to B” (Callon 1986: 9). Interessment devices are mechanisms of framing
actors in a way that makes them collaborators in the process of solving problems or
controversies. As we will see, interessment devices in São Paulo’s sound-politics include
the Brazilian Constitution, codes of law, scientific facts, sound, laboratories, buildings,
and money. As Callon points out, interessment devices do not always lead to alliances.
Enrollment “designates the device by which a set of interrelated roles is defined and
attributed to actors who accept them. Interessment achieves enrollment if it is successful”
(Callon 1986: 10). Once enrollment is achieved (in other words, once allies are locked
into place), problematizers become representatives of the enrolled actors. Translation
refers to everything in the series of displacements in which, according to Callon,
“scallops are transformed into larvae, the larvae into numbers, the numbers into tables
and curves which represent easily transportable, reproducible, and diffusible sheets of
paper” (Callon 1986: 14). Similarly, in order to convince factories to maintain a certain
distance from residential areas because of the sounds they produce, it was necessary to
interest the authorities that regulated the use of space. Sound specialists did this by
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relating the exposition of sound in decibels (itself a numerical translation of sound
power) to a series of health hazards for those who lived next to the noisy factories. Once
a community of sound specialists was able to understand sound behavior, they could
transform factory sounds into decibels (locking sound into place), the decibels into a risk
factor in human health (locking the human body into place). By translating these actors,
they were able to enroll governments to create laws that set factories and households
apart.

Lawyers
“The judges do not reason: they grapple with a file which acts
upon them, which pushes and forces them, and which makes them
do something. Nothing gives a greater impression of resistance, or
of being a thing or a cause. Nothing seems more material or more
real. But at the same time, this material has a very particular
plasticity because each agent - claimant, lawyer, reporter, reviser,
commissioner, formation of judgment, chronicler, academic modifies the form taken by arguments, the salience of texts,
and traces on this ectoplasm of the administrative law a set of
divergent paths, mobilizing clans who confront each other with
facts, precedents, understandings, opportunities or public
morality, all of which are used to stoke the fire of the debate. And
when this process comes to an end, it is never because pure law
has triumphed, but because of the internal properties of these
relations of force or these conflicts between heterogeneous
multiplicities, and because the actors themselves consider that
certain value objects have indeed been transferred and that
conditions of felicity have indeed been fulfilled.”
– Bruno Latour, The Making of the Law (192).

Room A is the meeting room at Arruda Miranda Advogados, the law firm owned by
Waldir de Arruda Miranda and his father. As a specialist in rental contracts, Miranda is
familiar with tenant rights and the legal procedures related to them. His tools include the
Brazilian Civil Code (BCC), particularly Part I (“General Part”), Book I (“of the
People”), Title III (“Of the Dwelling”), and the sections that discuss the “conditions and
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terms” of legal business in Book II (“Of the Goods”). His job is to find ways to deploy
the BCC and the Consumer Protection Code in favor of his clients. This is a delicate
process of bridging generic clauses of legal codes and specific situations of conflict.
Latour identifies ten factors that play a part in the translation of injury and crime
into a publicly satisfying punishment and indemnification. This is in fact a chain of
translations: the passage of legal cases from plaintiff to lawyer, from lawyer to defendant,
and finally to judge and sentence. These factors include the extent of the authority of the
participants (claimants, judges, and lawyers), the characteristics of the claim itself, and
the organization of documents that allows for smooth transitions as the process moves
between offices. Latour also observed factors such as the interestingness of cases,
“without which the counselor would long since have died of boredom” (Latour 1999:
193), the degree of hesitation when facing challenging cases or when deciding the
necessary links between a specific case and other cases or codes.
Legal codes have considerable authority in Brazil. When Brazilian legislators
wrote the first republican constitution of the United States of Brazil in 1891, they drew
heavily on two popular models: the American and French constitutions. As a result, they
followed the republican premise that democratic states require the autonomy of
legislative, judiciary, and executive spheres. They also followed the Romano-Germanic
legislative tradition and did not integrate the common law’s judiciary structure found in
the United States and other former British colonies. In common law, each legal case has
relevance in the network because they can affect future decisions (stare decisis, “stand by
decisions”). In places like the United States, the strong federalist perspective of the
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republic makes this network decentralized because precedents in one state might have
little impact in other states.
Like other Latin American countries, Brazilian legislators drew on civil law – the
French Napoleonic Civil Code of 1804 and the German Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch of
1900. Although stare is not absent in Brazil, the codes issued by the legislative sector
have precedence in case decisions. Although Arruda Miranda does not know how to use
all of the 22 codes currently active in Brazil, he could not survive professionally without
knowing some of them. Brazil’s federal legislation covers some aspects of noise-related
conflicts. The current Brazilian Federal Constitution establishes that the federal
government can issue “broad norms,” but that municipalities should take care of local
issues such as noise. There are three main federal legislative areas that protect citizens
exposed to unwanted or harmful sounds: the Penal Contravention Laws, environmental
law, and civil law.
Arruda Miranda shows us Article 42 from the Penal Contravention Laws (PCL),
which establishes that it is a misdemeanor to “disturb someone’s peace or work by (I)
shouting or causing uproar, (II) conducting noisy or annoying activity, in disagreement
with the legal prescription, (III) using sonic instruments or acoustic signals abusively,
(IV) provoking or not preventing noise made by animals under one’s guardianship.” The
lawyer reminds us that people violate Article 42 by tolerating annoying noise inside their
property. Article 42 from the PCL does not specify the duration, location, or intensity
necessary to turn a sound into a violation, which makes this type of infraction more
subjective and difficult to arbitrate.
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We also learn from Arruda Miranda that, just like with a misdemeanor in the
United States, citizens can rely on the police to tackle violations of disturbance of the
peace. As such, the first thing one can do when exposed to disturbing sounds is to call the
police. The police force is necessary in cases when the noisemaker refuses to go to the
police station. “But if you call the police,” Arruda Miranda continues, “You need to go to
the Police Department to fill out a police report. And people don’t want to do that at three
in the morning, they don’t like to expose themselves.” Once the victim fills out the police
report, the police commissioner will compose a detailed report with testimonies from
people who witnessed the conflict. The attorney and judge will then analyze the report.
The second option for someone confronted with a noise problem is to frame the
problem as noise pollution. Miranda Arruda brings another book: the Environmental
Crime Laws (Lei dos Crimes Ambientais). Article 54 establishes that it is a crime:
To cause pollution of any nature in levels that result or may result in damage to
human health, or cause the death of animals or significant destruction of flora:
Penalty - imprisonment of one to four years and a fine.
§ 1 If the crime is involuntary:
Penalty - imprisonment from six months to one year and a fine.
This is the closest you will get to noise pollution in the Brazil Environmental
Law. In fact, the original bill submitted by the Senate included an Article on noise
pollution that prohibited the production of “sounds, noises or vibrations at odds with the
legal or regulatory provisions, or disregarding the norms on emission and immission of
noise and vibration resulting from any activity.” In 1998, the Senate submitted the bill to
the President, but he vetoed the clause. The President argued that the Penal Contravention
Laws already tackled the problem. In addition, he argued that it would be necessary to
veto the clause because it “typifies as crime the production of sounds, noises or vibrations
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in disagreement with the laws or regulations, and not in relation to disturbing the
tranquility caused by environmental noise.” For Arruda Miranda, the veto came after
lobbying from the evangelical political faction, which often holds “loud” religious
services, a topic to which I return later.
Whereas a single complaint can establish that a violation of the PCL has taken
place, something can only be considered an instance of noise pollution if it is a threat to a
given community. In legal parlance, for noise to become noise pollution it should have a
“diffuse character,” affecting an undefined group of people. Once again, it is unclear
what constitutes a community, and one needs to differentiate “diffuse interests” from
“homogeneous individual interests.” On the one hand, “diffuse interests” relates to an
unquantifiable and undefined population that is affected by an indivisible legal object (the
source of the legal case). “Homogeneous individual interests,” on the other hand, relate to
the same legal object, but are divisible and quantifiable. Is it possible to claim that a steel
factory next to a community is producing noise pollution? Definitely. What if the polluter
is the state? One can go to the environmental sector of his/her state’s District Attorney
Office and make a formal complaint. The attorney would then decide whether your
problem is of public concern. Is it possible to claim that a nightclub is producing noise
pollution? That depends on the case and the interpretation of the judge. What is the
community that is affected? Is the noise diffuse enough? If the bar affects only your
building and a few other houses, then it is unlikely that the judge will consider this noise
pollution.
Court of the State of São Paulo.
Office of the District Attorney vs. Nightclub Oasis32
32

This is not the real name of the nightclub.
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February 2006.
“The sentence […] judged extinguishes the process without assessing the merits of the public civil action
filed by the Office of the District Attorney against [the owner of the nightclub], under the argument that the
environmental pollution from noise emission above the legal limits was not above the environmental noise
of the neighborhood. Under the possibility of identifying those affected by the noise, they should file their
own legal action in order to plead what they think it is right.
The Office of the District Attorney does not conform to this decision and appeals, sustaining that […]
sound propagates in the air and noise emissions reach not only the neighborhood, but other places as well,
even though they are physically distant but aligned with the emission point. The hypothesis is of “diffuse
right”; therefore the District Attorney is the legitimate party to figure as active actor.
The judge [first instance] accepted the defendant’s claim that the District Attorney is an illegitimate party
for promoting public civil action. This was because, with the possibility of identifying the neighbors
harmed by the noise, each one would be able to file a lawsuit. […]
Noise pollution is one of the most nefarious phenomena today. Many members of new generations today
will become deaf prematurely.
[The Office of the District Attorney exists] to exercise, on behalf of this indistinct community, the right of
legal action and the legitimate duty to bring to the Judiciary the opportunity of applying the will of the law
to a concrete case. […]”

To frame noise emission as a noise pollution crime, attorneys rely on Resolution
No. 001/1990, which was issued by the National Environmental Council (CONAMA).33
Arruda Miranda shows us a book containing CONAMA Resolution 001/1990:
I - Noise emission as a result of any industrial, commercial, recreational or social
activities, including political advertising, will obey, in the interests of health and
public peace, the standards, criteria, and guidelines set forth in this Resolution.
II - For the purposes of the preceding item, noise levels higher than those
considered acceptable by NBR 10152 (“Noise Assessment in Inhabited Areas for
the Comfort of the Community,” by the Brazilian Association of Technical
Standards – ABNT) are harmful to health and public peace.
III - In the execution of construction projects or renovations of buildings for
heterogeneous activities, the level of sound produced by one of them cannot
exceed the levels established by NBR 10152 […].34
Any time there is a transformation in the environment caused by human
intervention, these operations need approval from the Ministry of Environment, which

33

CONAMA is the regulatory, consultative, and deliberative body of the Environment Ministry.
The resolution mistakenly titled NBR 10152 as “Noise Assessment in Inhabited Areas for the Comfort of
the Community.” The actual title of NBR 10152 is “Noise Levels for Acoustic Comfort.”

34
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can only be done after those responsible for the venture provide a technical report called
an “Environmental Impact Assessment.” States and municipalities can have Environment
Secretaries that establish more specific and restrictive parameters for the environmental
licensing of large infrastructure such as roads, airports, railroads, and factories. Because
the state is either directly or indirectly responsible for large infrastructure projects, noise
pollution issues often rely on administrative law – the body of law related to the state’s
obligations towards its citizens.
Within the sphere of civil law, Arruda Miranda explains that the BCC establishes
the general rules of private life, including rights and obligations that complement the
Constitution. The section on “neighborhood law” discusses “noisy disturbances between
neighbors” regarding “abnormal use of property”:
Art. 1277. The owner or possessor of a building has the right to eliminate
interferences that are harmful to the safety, peace and health of the inhabitants,
caused by the use of neighboring property.
Single paragraph. Interferences are prohibited considering the nature of the use, the
location of the building, according to the norms that distribute the buildings into
zones, and the tolerance limits of the residents.
Section 1278. The right referred to in the preceding article does not prevail when
interference is justified by the public interest, in which case the owner or possessor
causing them, shall pay indisputable compensation to the neighbor.
Section 1279. Even if by judicial decision the interferences must be tolerated, the
neighbor may require their reduction or elimination whenever possible.
The legal framework for anyone living in Brazil with a noise problem consists of
two types of crime, one “light” (penal contravention) and one “heavy” (environmental
crime). Penal contraventions and environmental crime violate the juridical order by
harming the authority of the state. The sanction, in the form of a prison sentence or a fine,
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seeks compensation to the damage done to the law. As a
minor penal infraction, the sanction for disturbances of the
peace (perturbação do sossego) is “simple prison” (i.e.,
the contravener cannot stay permanently incarcerated) or a
fine. Usually, the judge determines that the plaintiff buy a
cesta básica35 and donate it to charity.36 Fines for
environmental crime are considerably higher and can put
the legal responsible for the pollution in jail for up to four
years. Here again, however, the judge might be more

In July 2013, after receiving
several complaints from
community members, the
Federal Public Ministry
filed a lawsuit against a
thermoelectric company in
Ceará (a state in the
Northeast of Brazil) for
having a noise-polluting
coal-transporting belt. The
Brazilian Institute of
Environment and
Renewable Natural
Resources (known in Brazil
by its acronym IBAMA),
the supervisory arm of the
Environment Ministry,
fined the thermoelectric
company more than $7
million.

interested in translating prison years into money.
If the complainant wants indemnification (compensation for harm or loss), then
s/he must bring a suit in the civil sphere. We already know that lawyers rely on the BCC
to argue their cases. Inside the courtroom, what rules is the Brazilian Civil Procedure
Code, which establishes how offenses should be handled in civil court and how offenders
should be punished. It is here that things start to get tricky. To decide on a punishment,
the judge might want legal evidence – a technical report showing decibels in comparison
to the maximum noise level the law allows.

35

Cesta básica (market basket) is a collection of products an average family uses in one month. It includes
food and hygiene products. The federal government has defined the products of a cesta básica to monitor
inflation.
36
The value of a market basket varies depending on the city – in São Paulo it was roughly $150 in 2012.
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In 2005 a dairy producer located
in an urban zone started to
produce milk powder. To dry
the powder more quickly, they
bought and installed an airplane
turbine in the factory. Residents
living in the community next to
it complained to the state
environmental agency about the
issue, but nothing changed. The
residents then went to the
district attorney and filed a suit
against the factory. Following
Resolution 001/1990, the
attorney required the
environmental agency
inspectors to measure the noise.
Residents of one property had to
renovate the building to cope
with the noise. They got
$50,000 plus honoraria from the
factory.

“By the book, you only have proof [of noise
pollution] if you have a professional measurement of the
sound with a sound meter,” explains Arruda Miranda. He
continues: “However, in residential zones the maximum
noise limits are very low. So, if someone is complaining
it means there must be something wrong. If you get one
or two witnesses confirming it was possible to hear the
music coming from outside, then that is enough
evidence. The Judiciary has been interpreting this as is
enough to demonstrate the occurrence of harm.”

Damages can also relate to personal injury. Anyone who feels psychologically,
morally, or intellectually offended can sue another party for personal injury caused by
noise. Miranda Arruda explains that it is very hard to measure this because there are no
fixed rules. Judges can quantify the amount of money needed to “attenuate” the injury. Of
course, both complainant and noisemaker may seek an agreement without resorting to the
courtroom, but with the direct mediation of a lawyer. When Arruda Miranda got an
injunction to stop the construction project of an important construction company in São
Paulo because they were disturbing the peace of his client by using a noisy pile driver,
the company offered to pay his client a few thousand dollars to make noise “only” for a
few more days. “The company made the smart decision,” concludes Arruda Miranda.
Arruda Miranda got interested in the noise conflicts after he bought an apartment
with “awful acoustic isolation.” He sued the construction company and won the case. “At
that point, I realized how little these companies care with acoustic comfort. Most of them
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use thin slabs and steel frames, which are better for holding the structure, but transmit
acoustic vibrations much more easily.” When these companies use drywall (a type of
board usually made from plaster or wood pulp) for internal walls, one would expect to
find glass wool, or some other material with acoustic isolation properties, filling in the
interior. This is not the case in Brazilian “construction culture.” “We don’t follow the
American specifications,” Arruda Miranda explains. “If you open a drywall, you are
going to find your neighbor on the other side!”
As the lawyer points out, construction companies try to minimize noise
complaints related to acoustic problems because it is extremely expensive to make
adjustments after the building is finished: “It costs the price of another apartment to fix a
constructive defect. How are you going to make the acoustic isolation between two floors
of a building? You have to take out all the furniture, remove the floor, coat it with 4 or 6
inches of insulating material, and put everything back. So you have a huge loss of money.
That is why you need to sue the construction company.” Arruda Miranda have
successfully argued that once constructive flaws in a property are identified, residents can
activate the law to receive indemnification and make the construction company improve
the acoustic isolation of the property. In cases where it becomes necessary to improve the
acoustic isolation of a property, several private companies have become available to
respond to the demand. As people become aware of the risks of noise and the legal
alternatives for coping with it, drywall, noise-canceling windows, foam, glass fiber, and
floating floors become important mediators.37

37

For a discussion on the emergence of acoustic isolating materials in the United States, see Thompson
2002: Chapter 5.
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Arruda Miranda is not a simple lawyer by Brazilian standards; rather, he is a
doutrinador, or a specialist who publishes interpretations of law that are used in future
cases. A doutrinador gives weight to his or her reading of the law by patiently tying
together (or enrolling, in Callon’s words) passages from codes, the Constitution, cases
that have already been judged, and scientific texts, showing a consistent path for legal
practice. Drawing from Latour, we can say that the doutrinador makes the law by
establishing three parameters: the means through which a case moves through the
process, “which enables the transportation of obligation from one end of the procedure to
the other, and from a text to the case at hand” (Latour 1999: 194); the coherence of the
law itself, as it shifts from being formal and artificial to being a comprehensible and
palpable state; and the limits of the law, which is important to make it navigate between
complete paralysis (everyone sues everyone) and extremely restrictive access to the legal
system.
When he wrote his book in the late 1990s, Arruda Miranda could find only thirty
cases related to noise in the entire country. In his second edition, published in 2002, the
number had increased to 150. In the third edition, which was published in 2004, he found
more than 300 cases. Arruda Miranda thinks that his book helped to promote the idea that
people should use the law to get well-deserved silence in their property. He says that
Brazilians are becoming aware of the problem and securing their rights. “Rights are the
result of struggles. That is how the legal structure of protection came about. And people
forget that. It is useless to have a written law if you don’t make use of it.”Arruda Miranda
relates this problem to a broader attitude towards legal things. He argues that Latin
American nations do not treat the law with the same rigor as Anglophone cultures.
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The problem of impunity is compounded by the problem of unstable legal
decisions. “Things are very complicated right now,” asserts Arruda Miranda in a grave
voice. “We have been facing difficulties in the courts, not only with trial judges, but also
at appeals courts, and sometimes even the federal Supreme Court.” Unlike common-law
judges, Brazilian judges draw heavily on the codes. As we see, Brazilian urbanites are
becoming more aware of the problem, but there is no agreement on how to solve the
issue. As people recognize that the conflict is someone else’s fault, the challenge
becomes finding the best way to generate legally effective evidence. However, until they
figure out a way to activate the code by making it the mediator of the conflict at hand,
there is little hope for noise complainants. It is here that the notion of translation applies
particularly easily: a conflict (an injury) is not a legal problem until it is translated into
legal dialect. In other words, “The progressive articulation of the case, from the lawyer’s
office up to the display of the final judgment, consists of making the case speak more and
more like the law just by having the arguments or the grounds at every stage better
arrayed and regrouped” (Latour 1999: 88). Arruda Miranda’s frustration as a lawyer is
related to the unpredictability of the judiciary. After carefully recruiting and enrolling the
necessary actors to sustain his case, the judge may privilege a whole different set of
associations, drawing from other parts of the code.
You can’t trust the judiciary, both formally and substantively. Formally,
because the process is slow, and substantively, because the decisions are
unpredictable. You go to the court and tell the judge, “Look: here is this
right, here is the law, and here are the precedents.” I show him all this. Am I
going to win the case? I have no idea! And then the judge justifies the
decision with any absurd argument.
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Arruda Miranda explains that, in Brazil, the judiciary and executive branches,
which are supposedly autonomous in republican democratic regimes, are alarmingly
close to each other. Judges are held hostage by the executive: the executive stipulates the
budget for the judiciary, although the constitution makes mention of financial
independence.
How can the judge decide the processes involving the government if he is
friends with the governor? And then there are statistics showing that half of
the appeals coming from the executive are related to norms promulgated by
the legislature, which are made just to delay the process. On top of that, the
executive simply does not pay what it owes, even with a judicial order. They
use the excuse that they will “break.” Honestly, such an incompetent
government deserves to break.
When he first published his book in 2001, Arruda Miranda started a blog and a
discussion list to discuss noise conflicts. Below is a quick look at how people with varied
levels of experience with the current legislation discuss noise conflicts in the email
discussion list.
User 1: Hi, I’m new in this list and
would like some advice. The neighbor
above my apartment makes a lot of
noise – noises typical of careless and
disrespectful people, like dragging
chairs, dropping objects, and much
more. I have already complained with
the janitor, and the response was the
same.
So who needs to prove something? Do
they need to proof that they are not
making noise? Or do I need to prove
that they are making noise? If so, how
do I do that?

Unfortunately there is this emphasis in
measuring decibels, which makes more
sense with constant noises.
User 4: Hi, in my case I bought a
sledgehammer and a metal bookshelf. I
leave the bookshelf on the floor. Every
time noises disturb my little daughters
(7 and 9 years old), I slam the bookshelf
with the sledgehammer. It makes a
noise that wakes up the entire building.
Total chaos. Once we ended up at the
police department already. We had a
condominium meeting and I explained
that when I can’t sleep I like to “work
as mason…” We reached an agreement,
and so far it’s working.

User 2: Try this: install a sound reader
on your iPhone or Android. But you
have to know how to save the
measurements and not to misread them.

User 5: If you can record it, and verify
that other neighbors also hear excessive
noise, it is a way for you to produce
evidence.

User 3: This is a complicated topic,
because intense constant noise disturbs
much less than intense sporadic noise.
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User 6: I wouldn’t recommend using
uncalibrated and unreliable measuring
devices, especially for measuring in
decibels, a unit that is hard to assess.
The best thing is to seek an expert who
can provide a technical report.

User 7: I think that people like us who
enjoy silence should start to unite and
start a neighborhood of polite people.
For instance, if your building is silent
and an apartment is available, only
recommend it to silent people.

With a sound meter, a device that measures sound energy in decibels, sound
specialists can provide technical reports that become powerful nodes. They are powerful
because they can easily link sound to human health and help to build the claim that a
noisemaker is harming the health of those directly exposed to its noise. Once a lawyer
successfully enrolls all the necessary actors (including the judge) to win the case, the
noisemakers have to face the disciplinary the power of the law through fines. There is a
well-known proverb of legal efficacy in Brazil: “As pessoas só entendem o poder da lei
quando você mexe no bolso delas,” “People only understand the power of law when you
trouble their pockets.” Once the punishment is established, it is expected that this
interessment device produced by the judge will lock the defendant into place by making
him or her the offender. To avoid future lawsuits, the noisemaker can cease to expose
people to the same amount of sound energy or move out. The latter option is particularly
common in some Brazilian cities. When you see a “hot leisure point” with a high
concentration of bars and nightclubs simply vanish, chances are that a lawyer or district
attorney problematized the nightlife noise creating sanctions that sent a powerful piece of
advice to future bar owners: stay away. There is, of course, another alternative to
mediating noise conflicts. This alternative requires similar types of interessment devices,
but articulated in another space and through actors with different types of authority. It is
time to leave Room A and pay a visit to the Municipal Chamber.
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Lawmakers

Room B is Roberto Tripoli’s office on the 7th floor of the Municipal Chamber, where he
has been working as a councilman since 1988. Tripoli is from the Green Party, a group
that (unlike its German counterpart) is not prominent in the country’s political arena,
flirting with both larger center-left parties (particularly PT) and with center and centerright parties, such as the Brazilian Social Democratic Party (PSDB). When I visited
Tripoli’s office, he had been elected for his 7th term with more votes than any other
candidate for the municipal chamber across the country. Tripoli, who has a degree in
advertizing, helped to form the Green Party in 1986 and has since focused on animal
protection. He also proposed environmental laws such as soil protection, an increase in
green areas, and controls on visual and noise pollution. To get a sense of what happened
in that room between 1989, when Erundina was elected Mayor of São Paulo, and 1993,
when the bill was proposed in the Chamber, we will rely on four people who were
directly involved with the document.
The first one is Regina Macedo. Macedo is Tripoli’s press officer and was directly
involved in coordinating the group meetings. Macedo sent me the “dossier” of the noise
ordinance that the group wrote together, along with her record of what happened and how
it happened. The dossier tells us that some time between 1990 and early 1991, Tripoli
suggested to Mayor Erundina the creation of a task force to discuss noise pollution in the
city. The mayor accepted the suggestion and formed the task force in March 1991, with
Tripoli as the coordinator. The idea was to combine data collected from municipal
government agencies with the expertise of the scholars invited to take part in the project
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to develop a piece of legislation. The dossier also tells us that the study group suggested
four major strategies for tackling noise in São Paulo. First, it would be necessary to create
regular campaigns to make people aware of the “physical and psychological harm that
noise pollution causes to human beings.” Second, it would be necessary to create an
agency that would be able to centralize noise complaints and do the inspection/policing
work. Third, the executive would need to create a project that would require public
buildings (schools, hospitals, etc.) to have proper acoustic treatment. Finally, the
municipal government would need to target “localized” noise makers, especially bars,
restaurants, churches, fitness centers, and clubs. The data suggested that these localized
noisemakers were the biggest source of nuisance.
In 1991, the task force put their first suggestion in practice, and created the
campaign DiminuiSom, “Turn the down volume,” which they circulated outdoors and in
newspapers for several weeks. Although the idea was to have at least two anti-noise
campaigns every year, the experience was never repeated. In 1992, together with 40
Paulistanos affected by localized noise pollution, Tripoli went to City Hall to protest the
lack of silence in São Paulo. Wearing earplugs, the protesters turned in 300 noise
complaints to the secretary of the municipal government. In that same year, on the “Day
of Silence,” Tripoli installed a sound isolation booth at Ramos de Azevedo Plaza in
downtown São Paulo. For two weeks, curious passers-by could “listen to silence” in the
middle of the downtown hubbub. At that point, the councilman had already collected
more than 400 noise complaints. Tripoli also borrowed a sound meter and left it in his
office to show journalists the alarming decibels to which Paulistanos were being
exposed.
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Our second specialist present in Room B is Helena Sobral. From 1988 to 1992,
Sobral was the environmental advisor to the Mayor of São Paulo. She remembers that the
idea of creating a project to tackle noise pollution in the city came from Erundina’s
office.
In a certain way, behind the scenes, it was a way of approaching the Green Party.
The mayor had some difficulty getting support from the environmentalist sector in
the Chamber. Tripoli was invited as a coordinator because of that. It was a
political move too. There was a movement in the Workers’ Party that argued that
there should be a stronger control of environmental issues – an agency. The
mayor chose to have an advisor working directly with her. That was right before
Rio 92 [the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development].

Sobral remembers that the group looked at previous city ordinances, especially
the New York City Noise Code. She explains that “the task force was less radical. I
remember the New York City noise ordinance required dog owners to submit their dog to
that surgery [devocalization], and drivers were allowed to honk only in emergency
situations.” She also recounts that the city office received several complaints related to
churches, restaurants, nightclubs, and that the study group decided to focus on only these
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venues to control the noise.

Fig. 2.1: Newspaper advertisement announcing the anti-noise project
that would lead to Law 11.501/1994. The buildings represent an
audiogram. “Turn down São Paulo’s volume. Too much noise makes
you more than angry; it makes you deaf. Little by little, noise in
excess provokes cerebral deficiency, coronary disease, stress,
heartbeat acceleration, feelings of tiredness, ulcers, gastritis, and even
slows down children’s development. To protect your ears and avoid
São Paulo turning into a city of the deaf, there is now the project,
Turn down the volume [Diminuisom]. And it wants to hear from you:
your complaints, suggestions, and questions, in order to offer
solutions. You have to participate. Hear this invitation: write to P.O.
Box 2241, Zip code 0160, São Paulo. Let’s put an end to noise
pollution. Let’s turn down São Paulo’s volume.”

The third person present in Room B is João Gualberto de Azevedo Baring. Baring
is a senior architect specializing in acoustics, invited to participate in the task force as
member of the IPT (Instituto de Pesquisas Tecnológicas, or Institute of Technological
Research), one of the most prominent centers of technological research in the country.
Baring founded the acoustic sector of IPT, developing laboratory facilities for testing the
acoustic properties of a wide range of materials. Baring remembers that Law 8.106 from
1974, the most comprehensive noise ordinance before Tripoli’s ordinance, had the
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advantage of tying noise limits with the zone in which the noise was located in a more
straightforward way. “Today we talk about ‘types of area,’ which is more generic and
open to interpretation,” he explains. “Few people know the ‘type of area’ they live in. It
is often whatever the municipal inspector measuring the sound thinks it is.” For Baring,
the 1974 noise ordinance was crucial in separating the industrial zone from the residential
areas.
Finally, the fourth person is Arnaldo Guilherme, an otorhinolaryngologist who
teaches at the Federal University of São Paulo. He remembers being invited to form a
study group because he had advocated increasing awareness of the risks of noise
pollution. For him, the bill was crucial in establishing sound limits for different periods of
the day. “You go to work and there is intense noise for eight hours. After that you should
have a period of silence and rest so your ears can recover. Now every environment is
noisy: work, leisure, study, so there is no recovery.” Guilherme was crucial in the task
force by linking the human body with the harmful effects of noise pollution.
In 1993 Tripoli submitted Bill 707 to the Municipal Chamber. The attached
justification for the bill argues that “noise pollution, which, according to the World
Health Organization, is already the third-most-serious type of pollution affecting
humanity (behind air and water pollution), has grown at an alarming rate in São Paulo.”
Tripoli then goes on to talk about how localized noise pollution from bars and religious
temples keeps residents from sleeping and resting properly. The attachment also provides
a list of physiological and psychological problems related to noise pollution, and
mentions that this problem can also have negative effects on the economy, since “the
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individual affected by noise pollution has less capacity to concentrate and less motivation
to work.”
Clause three of the bill proposed that:
Clause 3. Venues intended for leisure, cultural activities, lodging, recreation or
worship, which can adjust to use standards similar to residential ones or entail
setting special noise and vibration standards, will have to provide acoustic
treatment that limits the passage of sound to the exterior, if these activities use
sound sources with live transmission via amplifiers.
Such venues would need to get a specific type of certification depending upon the
type of activity, the sound equipment used, the zone and category where the property was
located, the functioning hours, and the maximum noise levels allowed. Loud venues
would need to provide a technical report signed by at least two professional acousticians,
showing that the venue had been treated acoustically. Once the municipal government
provided this certification, it needed to be affixed in the property in a public and visible
place. The certification would have to be renewed every two years.
Venues with no certification or with expired or unfixed certification would: a)
receive a 200-UFM38 fine for the first time; b) face administrative closure, followed by
the sealing off of all entrances and confiscation of sound equipment in the case of repeat
offenses. Venues with regular certification but that generated sounds above the legal limit
would: a) receive a fine of 50 UFMs (for venues with capacity for up to 50 people), 100
UFMs (for venues with capacity for up to 100 people), 150 UFMs (for up to 200 people),
and 200 UFMs (for more than 200 people); b) be subject to the same procedure as venues

38

The UFM (Unidade de Valor Fiscal, “Municipal Fiscal Unit”) is a unit used for local taxes and fines; its
value fluctuates according to the average of daily or monthly interests negotiated by banks. In 1994 1 UFM
equaled $22; in December 2012 it equaled $54.
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with no certification for second offenses (administrative closure, sealing off of all
entrances, etc.).
Venue owners could appeal to the Municipal Council for the Environmental and
Sustainable Development. If they did not observe the closure, the police would help the
inspectors to close it again. If they did not observe the punishment once more, the fines
would increase to 300 UFMs per month. Two clauses in Tripoli’s bill are particularly
relevant for this dissertation and will become the center of attention in the next chapter.
They delegate to the municipal government the responsibility for creating an anti-noise
agency:
Clause 9. The city administration will undertake inspections whenever it deems
necessary through a specialized technical agency to police compliance to the
ordinance.
Clause 10. The executive will establish centralized mechanisms to manage
complaints, and regional mechanisms to inspect and measure noise levels and
other dispositions of this ordinance.

In June 1991, as Tripoli prepared this bill and before he submitted it for voting,
Erundina submitted another bill to the Municipal Chamber. Her bill, which also drew
from data collected by the task force, included an appendix asserting that “in the 10th
International Congress on Acoustics in Australia (1980) São Paulo was considered the
second-noisiest city in the world.” As Erundina explained in the body of Bill 272/1991,
the task force had recognized that in some cases noise pollution could not be avoided or
even attenuated.39 “It is impossible to suppress the sound sources by closing roads or
airports,” the mayor argued. Instead, she suggested that the authorities should hold
39

The most emblematic example is the “Big Earthworm” (Minhoção), the infamous elevated road that links
downtown to the east side districts.
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construction companies accountable for making buildings in places with “unfavorable
environmental qualities.” As we see, in the early 1990s both the executive (Erundina’s
bill) and legislative (Tripoli’s bill) sectors mobilized actors to turn down the volume of
São Paulo. Erundina’s bill focused on the importance of improving the faulty
constructive techniques so pervasive in the city, and Tripoli’s bill focused on “localized”
noise sources such as bars and churches.
Before going up for general voting in the Chamber, specific “Commissions,”
formed by other councilmen/councilwomen, assess the legality and relevance of the bill.
Erundina’s bill 272/1991 got favorable reviews from the Justice and Constitution
Commission, the Urban and Metropolitan Politics and Environment Commission, and the
Public Administration Commission. In 1993, the bill was still waiting to be voted on in
the Chamber. At that point, Erundina had already left office. Just two weeks after taking
office, newly elected Paulo Maluf, a controversial politician who would later be
convicted of corruption, asked the Chamber to withdraw and archive the bill Erundina’s
bill, explaining that the administration needed to “reexamine the propositions” included
in the bill. By February 1993, Erundina’s Bill 272/1991, which would require
construction companies to improve the acoustic quality of their buildings, was dead.
Tripoli’s Bill 707/1993 fared better. “It was smooth sailing,” Sobral remembers.
The reviewing commissions approved the bill and, according to Macedo’s dossier, the
document got 76% approval in the first plenary voting session and 83% in the second
session.40 In 1994, Tripoli made some changes in the document, adding “confined places”
to Clause 1 and increasing the fine for venues without certification or with expired

40

Bills need to pass both votes to go to the next step, otherwise they are archived.
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certification (Clause 8). The Municipal Chamber sent the document to the mayor in
March, and in April 1994, Maluf signed it into law: Law 11.501/1994.
Since then, other lawmakers have tried to make some changes in this law. One
councilman proposed giving venues 18 months instead of 3 months to adapt to the
ordinance, and lowering all fines (this bill was rejected). The most contentious issue with
Law 11.501/1994, however, has been the inclusion of “worshiping” in the text. The first
attempt took place in 1997, when a councilman proposed the exclusion of “worship”
from Clause 3. This change was rejected. One year later, another councilman submitted a
bill establishing that, from 10 pm on, the sound of religious services could only be
measured after 10 people living in different households had complained. These
complainants’ full name, address, and ID would have to be provided. The councilman
argued that:
According to the will of the majority of the population and all evangelical
and Catholic communities, it is necessary to give flexibility to the
municipal legislation that addresses urban noise, in order to allow
religious temples of any nature to practice their worship or religious
services with singing, praising, clapping, and other characteristic noises,
without applying the sanctions this law establishes. […] Specialists in
urban noise unanimously claim that constant uninterrupted noise is the
type of noise harmful to health. This is not what happens in religious
temples. […] Establishing a minimum of 10 complainants avoids one or
two people opposed to a given religious creed activating the municipal
policing machine and its harsh fines for personal reasons, against the will
of hundreds or even thousands of people. […] In the world we live in
today, I am positive that the more prayers, worshipping, and praising there
are, the less pain and anguish of the suffering population of this immense
metropolis there will be.
Again, the Commissions rejected the bill, arguing that the constitutional principle
of equality before the law would be disrespected. The evangelical politicians decided to
change the strategy. Why alter a law when you can create a new one?
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In January 2001 the city administration went back to the Workers’ Party. Marta
Suplicy, who had beaten Paulo Maluf in a tight runoff, was having a hard time passing
some governmental bills in the Chamber, including one that would create new
administrative offices and another that would increase municipal taxes. In June, Workers’
Party councilmen started to gather support from politically “ambiguous” councilmen to
try to pass the bills. The Workers’ Party leader in the Municipal Chamber stated in the
press that those who supported the mayor’s bills would be able to “suggest” other bills of
their interest. Senior evangelical politician Carlos Apolinário had the chance he was
waiting for. As he explained, “I have to help the Workers’ Party so they can help me”
(Silva 2001).
A few months before this negotiation between City Hall and Municipal Chamber,
Apolinário had submitted Bill 203/2001, which would establish that the anti-noise agency
could only measure the sound of religious temples inside the complainant’s property.
Complaints would only be able to be filed with the proper identification of the
complainant in addition to three external witnesses, which would accompany the
measurement. In the case of irregularities, the temples would have 90 days to conform to
the law by installing soundproof material. Additionally, fines of noise pollution would
not be able to exceed $250, even in case of repeated offenses. In June, Apolinário
changed the bill, replacing fixed $250 dollar-fines with ones proportional to the
occupancy of the temple, ranging from $250 dollars for places with 500 people or less to
$4,000 for those with 5000 people or more. He also established that persistent
irregularities would only count as repeat offenses after 30 days. In practical terms then,
temples would be able to make as much noise as they wanted by paying the executive a
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fixed “tax” (the fine is quite affordable when compared to Tripoli’s bill). Apolinário
argued that his bill was based on the Constitutional guarantee of the “free exercise of
religious services.”
The Commissions reviewed the document and together issued a one-page
document supporting it. In June, the bill went for a plenary voting session, and in
September, it was already on Suplicy’s mayoral desk. Pressured by party colleagues from
the Municipal Chamber who thought that the bill was nothing but trouble, the mayor
vetoed parts of the bill. The mayor pointed out that the bill did not offer any mechanism
for closing the temple in the case of repeat offenses. Besides, offenses happen when they
happen; it would be absurd to wait 30 days for any complaint to qualify as a repeat
offense. In October, Apolinário’s Bill 203/2001 became Law 13.190/2001. He reviewed
the mayor’s vetoes and submitted inclusions to Law 13.190/2001. Apolinário maintained
the 30-day limit for repeat offenses without mentioning anything about administrative
closure. Contradicting her own veto, Suplicy approved the (un)revised version in
December 2001. After this, not all noise in the city could be punished equally. Only in
2007 would the São Paulo State Attorney General file an injunction to suspend Law
13.190/2001, based on the constitutional principle that all should be equal before the law.
As would be expected, Apolinário proposed another bill in 2007, drawing mostly
from Law 13.190/2001. To avoid problems of constitutionality, the new bill applied to
any meeting place – venues with occupancy for more than 100 people. Sound
measurement would have to be done in the complainant’s property accompanied by
witnesses and fines would range from $250 to $4000. There would also be a 30-day time
limit before a formal complaint could be legally valid and venues would have 90 days to
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conform to rulings. There would be no administrative closures and no police involved.
Once again Apolinário hung the bill on the powerful force of the Constitution, explaning
that “any exorbitant economic sanction would inhibit the social activity inserted in and
inherent to meeting places, thus diverging from the Federal Constitution.” With this bill
in action, Tripoli’s Law 15.501/1994 could not be used for inspecting any venue with
more 100 people,41 including nightclubs, clubs, bars, and restaurants.
Again, the bill passed quickly and was sent to the mayor’s office. In 2008, mayor
Gilberto Kassab vetoed the bill completely, arguing that it contradicted the zoning laws,
which established limits of noise levels, and that these levels that could only be measured
in front of the venue and not in the complainant’s apartment. Kassab also stated that
Tripoli’s Law 11.501/1991 already tackled noise pollution, and that the most restrictive
law should prevail. Kassab also hung his argument on the Constitution, claiming that bills
should not make a distinction between meeting places and other types of places. In 2010,
the Municipal Chamber voted to reject the mayor’s veto and passed the bill without
Kassab’s sanctioning. Behind the scenes, it was noted that the rejection of the mayor’s
authority was a strategy to pressure his administration to offer more positions to affiliated
party members (O Estado de São Paulo 2010). Mayor Kassab filed an injunction, and in a
few weeks, the São Paulo State Court Justice suspended the law for good.
Before moving on to room C, we need to briefly stop by the 5th floor of the
Municipal Chamber where, until a few years ago, we could find Councilman Jooji Hato.
Hato is a doctor with specialization in general surgery and pediatrics. He worked in the
Chamber from 1982 to 2011. In 1996, Hato proposed the infamous “1 am Law,”
establishing that bars could not stay open after 1 am. The sanctions would be 300 UFMs
41

In 2008 this number was increased to 250 people.
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($16,000 in 2012) for the first offense, administrative closure for the second, and the use
of police force if the bar disregarded the administrative closure.
“I made this law thinking about people’s comfort and dysfunctional families,
prevention of accidents, and quality of life, which we don’t have in São Paulo,” Hato
explained when we talked in 2012. As a doctor, he had the credentials to translate the
“normal” body. According to him,
The individual sleeps badly, and that’s unhealthy. Noise pollution includes
rowdiness. Bars here operate differently from those in Europe. London pubs toll
those bells and that’s it – no more alcohol. Here youths drink all night long, often
ending up in comas from alcoholic intoxication, and bar owners see that and don’t
do anything. That’s what I was seeing when working in the ER.
One reviewing Commission stated that several sectors of society supported the
bill, partly because it would contain excessive noise. Cities in Europe and the United
States closed bars early, and cosmopolitan São Paulo should follow their example.
However, another Commission disapproved of the bill because it interfered with “the
economic domain.” It explained that not only was closing bars at 1 am bad for the
economy, but also that the state could not “prohibit or prevent licit economic activities.”
The Bar and Restaurant Association claimed that the law would leave 300,000 people
jobless and bankrupt more than 20,000 small businesses. Bar owners also explained that
because Brazilians liked to go out late, half of the profits made on one night occurred
between midnight and 3 am. Members of the Budget and Finance Commission claimed
that, “Joy [alegria] needs to be externalized. São Paulo is a city where people work a lot,
much more than in any other city in the country. Where would the leisure of our citizens
take place? How can we remove our citizens’ right to chat until the time they want?”
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In 1998, Hato revised the bill. Venues would be able to stay open until after 1 am
as long as they had proper acoustic isolation, operated with doors closed, and provided
parking lot and security personnel. The bill passed the plenary voting sessions and in
1999 it became Law 12.879. The press suggested that the bill was strategically placed in
the Chamber to take attention away from corruption accusations against mayor Celso
Pitta, a politician from who had Hato’s support and who was under risk of impeachment.
After it passed, the Law generated a controversy centered on the concept of “bar,” a term
that is ambiguous in São Paulo because bakeries, restaurants, and nightclubs often serve
alcoholic beverages. A few weeks later, Hotels, Restaurants, Bars, and Similar Venues
Union won an injunction establishing that the law would apply only to “bars, excluding
those venues that do not commercialize solely beverage” (Pereira 1999).
Hato explained that the bill was polemical because it involved the powerful
industry of alcohol. “AMBEV is very powerful; it seeks profit only,” Hato said in 2012.
Brazilian AMBEV, America’s Beverage Company, is today the largest brewery in Latin
America and the fifth in the world. In the late 1990s AMBEV was still an idea in the
merging horizon of Brahma and Antarctica, the two beer giants in the country. In 2010,
Hato published a book explaining the arguments behind his law. “Alcohol is one of the
pillars that sustain violence,” he explains. “To our youth, it is the entrance door to illicit
drugs” (Hato 2010: 33). Links between nightlife, crime rates, and noise will become
evident in the next chapters, and are expressed more forcefully with the zero tolerance
approach, a concept particularly popular among police officers.
Lawmakers, gregarious specimens who feed off of controversies, are translators
par excellence. Imbued with the responsibility for improving whatever present situation
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they encounter in the name of an abstract population, they are constantly assembling
documents by weaving in and out of controversies among party colleagues, leaders of the
opposition, the executive branch, voters, private lobbyists, other bills, and the press. In
following the actors in Room B, we see how the law is a powerful mediator of spaces,
activities, and sound-politics. Instead of taking ordinances as stable devices, we have
closely followed their genesis, revision, voting, vetoing, and suspension. By observing
how bills become laws or end up buried in some dusty filing cabinet, we learn how
unstable this powerful mediator can be.

The Sound Specialists
“There is a nice question that you can put in the
introduction of your dissertation: ‘What is the city in
which you want to live 10 years from now?’ That’s
the issue here.”
– Nicolas Isnard

As newcomers in the room, we recognize the coordinator seated at the center of the table,
explaining that time is passing by and they would need to move faster reviewing the
document. The coordinator edits the projected document as others jump in with
comments and suggestions. Next to him, the first secretary types the minutes. She is
responsible for making sure that the drafts of the document circulate among the
participants.
The Commission for Acoustic Performance Studies is revising two technical
standards: NBR (Brazilian Norm) 10.151, “Assessment of Noise in Inhabited Areas,
Seeking the Comfort of the Community” (issued in 2000), and NBR 10.152, “Noise
Levels for Acoustic Comfort” (issued in 1987). The former “establishes the required
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conditions for assessing the acceptability of noise in communities, regardless of the
existence of noise complaints” and includes a table with day and night sound pressure
limits for different types of zones. NBR 10.152 deals with “acoustic comfort,” and also
includes a table with sound pressure limits for different types of rooms (surgery rooms in
hospitals, hotel rooms, residential living rooms, concert halls, etc.).
ABNT (Brazilian National Standards Organization) is the private non-profit
organization responsible for creating technical standards in Brazil. Like ANSI (American
National Standards Institute), DIN (German Industrial Standard), BIS (Bureau of Indian
Standards), and AFNOR (French Normalization Association), ABNT is a member of the
International Standards Organization (ISO). As the ISO web site explains, the standards
are important because the “agreement on a sufficient number of variations of a product to
meet most current applications allows economies of scale with cost benefits to both
producers and consumers” (ISO Web Site: n.d.). By conforming to these standards,
companies and state agencies manage costs and provide services and products with a
certain degree of quality and reliability. Without a standard, these services and
manufactured objects (from paper clips to buildings) are too unstable. Not only does it
become more difficult for consumers to know what to expect, but also will businesses be
held legally accountable when things break or services are flawed.
Any individual or organization can propose the standardization of a product,
process, system, or service. Like ISO, ABNT relies on voluntary work to create and
review standards. By themselves these standards have no legislative power until
lawmakers link them to laws, which they did with NBR 10.151 and 10.152. Like anchors
stabilizing ships of all sizes in times of legal tempest and unpredictable weather, these
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two standards have been informing federal, state, and municipal laws on how to measure
sound and how loud is too loud. These two anchors have been immobile for more than a
decade. The sound specialists are trying to change the anchors, which, as they all know,
will send powerful breaking waves across the legislative ships and everything they
regulate.
Not all specialists come from the same place or want the same thing. Some want
to replace the anchor, whereas others want to change as little as possible. Many of them
had already been trying to change these anchors for years. But now something must be
done. According to the internal procedures of ABNT, commissions should revise
standards every five years, and must revise them every ten years. Standards that linger
unrevised for more than 10 years are canceled. The specialists in Room C are working
against and around the clock. If this third revision commission fails, like the two previous
ones did, then the two anchors might simply vanish and become un-linkable.
The commission usually meets in São Paulo, where the largest number of
participants is located. Participants are asked to sign an attendance sheet, in which they
write down their position of interest. They can be neutrals, consumers (those who use the
services the standard establishes), and producers (those who provide the services the
standard establishes). This makes the ethnographer’s job easier. During my short
fieldwork at these meetings, I was able to recognize the following groups of neutrals,
consumers, and producers:
Neutrals
•

University professors

•

Officers from IPT (Technological Research Institute) and INMETRO
(National Institute of Metrology Standardization and Industrial Quality)
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•

Lawyers

•

The ethnographer

Producers
•

Representatives from PROACUSTICA and SOBRAC (Brazilian
Acoustic Society), the two non-profit associations for acousticians

•

Acousticians representing their own business

•

Sellers of sound-measuring hardware (sound meter) and software

•

Sellers of acoustic isolation materials (such as noise-canceling windows
or drywall)

Consumers
•

Traffic (state): Subway Company (São Paulo) and São Paulo
Metropolitan Train Company

•

Traffic (private): Brazilian Association of Highway Concessionaries,
National Association of Railroad Transportation

•

Noise pollution policing agencies: PSIU (the city of São Paulo),
CETESB (the state of São Paulo), and IBAMA (the federal government)

•

São Paulo State Housing Syndicate

•

Members of the Office of the District Attorney

•

Vale do Rio Doce (2nd largest mining company in the world)
representatives

According to the commission’s coordinator, the initial idea was to make a simple
and straightforward document and refer all technical and methodological issues to ISO
1996, “Acoustics – Description, Measurement and Assessment of Environmental Noise,”
which would be translated into Brazilian Portuguese. The group created three task forces:
one for translating ISO 1996, one for drafting Standard 10.151, and another one for
drafting Standard 10.152. The three task forces started to compose the texts, bringing
them to the whole group for general discussion regularly. Later, one of the rapporteurs
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suggested dissolving the task forces responsible for standards 10.151 and 10.152 to
accelerate the revision. The suggestion was accepted and, as the third coordinator took
charge, the members of the Study Commission began to compose the two documents
together. They also decided not to wait for the translation of ISO 1996 but to elaborate
two comprehensive standards “closer to Brazilian reality.”
Now that we know the weight of these standards and the history of their revision,
we can take a look at some of the controversies. A lack of space will allow us to look at
only five of them: “Passive vs. Active Noise Control,” “Traffic Noise,” “Day and Night,”
“Where and How to Measure?” and “Out with ‘Noise’ and ‘Comfort.’”

Controversy 1: Passive vs. Active Noise Control
Coordinator: This standard [10.151] is
going to establish procedures for measuring
in the vicinity of the property. If the
objective is to make a report about the
impact of that noise on the neighborhood,
you need to measure on the façade of the
building, then the criterion is the receptor.
That is what Standard 10.152 is about. We
will have these two possibilities. It is not our
responsibility to determine how authorities
are going to use these standards.

to a given type of problem. The attorney
reads the standard and makes us measure
sound in the vicinity of a property, even
when the community is 100 Km away. So
you are going to penalize the property and
there is nothing around it! You can’t
penalize a factory that is in the middle of
nothing.
Coordinator: If you define an area for
environmental preservation you need to
establish noise limits as well.

Participant 1 (consumer): When you leave
this undefined in the standard, the attorney
is going to define…

CETESB agent: Environmentally preserved
areas are one thing. I’m talking about areas
of industrial expansion. You can stagnate
things that way. We are thinking about the
sugar and alcohol plants in the State of São
Paulo. If you use 10.151 to measure the
noise limits, you are going to close all of
them!

Coordinator: Interpretations are going to
arise. This is a technical standard. We need
to predict both situations.
CESTB (Environmental Agency of São
Paulo State) agent: The District Attorney
reads what the standard says and asks for
things because the standard allows it. We
are tired of being asked to measure things
that are impossible to measure. You need to
define in the standard that it does not apply

Participant 2 (consumer): The point is not to
give room for anyone to take advantage…
Acoustician (producer): The 10.151 needs to
be a standard for outdoor environments that
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provides guidelines for projects, to reduce
the noise impact and promote sustainability.
A factory can lie in the middle of nothing
now. But urban planners might predict the
emergence of a community there. If we only
focus on the receptor, we won’t provide
parameters for constructive projects and
urban planning. We will be just saying,
“let’s wait to see what happens.”

Vale do Rio Doce representative: You are
going to prepare the technical report for
installing the enterprise. When I build a
transit line, I simulate its acoustic space and
include that in my report. The government
establishes if I need to monitor, if there are
urban expansion areas. The government
decides to give me the license or not. If you
are going to measure the impact of my
enterprise according to this standard, I’m
already out before the licensing process.

CETESB: This standard is much more than
a technical standard because CONAMA
(National Environmental Council) requires
its use. Promotion of industrial activity often
supersedes the standard. […] We need to be
careful not to take São Paulo, with all its
conurbation level and the regulatory
demand, as a model for the whole country.

Acoustician: Licensing gives you the
parameters according to a standard. Today
you have Standard 10.151.
Coordinator: We will have infinite
applications of this standard. It is important
to make it cohesive, but some issues don’t
have to be decided now. We have very
different situations in Brazil. We need to
recognize CETESB’s work against noise
pollution here in São Paulo. Most of the
topics discussed in this standard are obvious
for us, but not for a layman. We need to be
careful.

Coordinator, showing signals of impatience:
We already have 23 pages and there is a lot
more to be written. This standard is going
from 4 pages to almost 40 pages. We are
trying to let the debate flow because when
the issue needs to be decided we can have
consensus.
Acoustician: I suggest we decide now if this
standard is going to assess the receptor
only, or if it will include the impact of the
property in the urban or rural environment,
regardless of the receptor. We need to
decide this.

CETESB agent: If you are going to build a
residential building next to a noisy road, you
have to provide the necessary acoustic
protection. Of course, that doesn’t mean the
sound source can disrespect the limits. But
whoever is arriving there afterward needs to
foresee protection measures because they
are making use of that infrastructure.

The two standards were expanded considerably to include much more detailed measuring
procedures than the previous standards. Because sound specialists were revising not one,
but two complementary norms, participants were often confused about the applicability
of each norm. They were worried that non-specialists with considerable legal power such
as attorneys would want to use the standard with more restrictive results, which could be
“bad for the economy.” While the Acoustician (the producer) knew that this was a chance
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to change the mentality of urban planners by advancing a more “active” standard, the
CETESB agents (the consumers) were worried that this would lead to legal chaos and
compromise São Paulo’s thriving economy of sugar cane. Transportation companies and
industries that rely on transportation, such as the Vale do Rio Doce, were quick to agree
with the agents. Neutral participants like the Coordinator tried to emphasize that the
standard was “simply” a technique for measuring and evaluating sound levels, and should
not get entangled in a legislative maze. However, neutrals were constantly reminded that
the documents under revision were “much more than standards” because of powerful
links with federal and municipal laws.
This excerpt shows us a controversy related to two approaches of noise control,
one “passive” and the other “active.” Passive control relates to controlling noise and
making the necessary sound measurements based on specific complaints. Active control,
on the other hand, relates to establishing mechanisms for monitoring sound levels in
urban spaces as a way to keep sound limits under control. Active control, on the other
hand, relies on holding governments accountable for creating acoustically sustainable
urban spaces, which they do, for instance, by generating noise maps. Noise maps relate
mostly to traffic noise and indicate the average sound pressure levels in a specific zone.
In the past, they have been used for specific construction projects or to give legal
credibility to noise pollution complaints.
In 2002, the European Union, concerned with the high number of people affected
by exposure to traffic noise, issued Directive 2002/49/EC, determining that member
states should harmonize permissible noise levels by “taking into account, inter alia, the
need to apply principle of prevention in order to preserve quiet areas in agglomerations”
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(L 189/13). Such prevention should ensure the existence of quiet areas, using “strategic
noise mapping” to orient the development of action plans. Additionally, authorities
should make noise maps accessible to the public. In Brazil, the city of Fortaleza was the
first to generate a comprehensive noise map to tackle noise pollution. One of the
consultants of the Fortaleza noise map was a Portuguese acoustician who had been
invited by PROACUSTICA to come to Brazil seasonally to help develop technical
programs that would allow building a workforce specialized in acoustics. As the
specialists predict, this workforce will become necessary once the two technically
sophisticated drafts become standards.

How does one turn noise into noise pollution? Inscription Devices

For active noise control to exist, it is necessary for citizens to demand action from their
governments. Also necessary is the existence of a specialized workforce with access to
specific hardware and software – starting, of course, with the most authoritative
inscription device we have came across so far: the sound meter. An inscription device,
Latour explains, “is any item of apparatus or particular configuration of such items which
can transform a material substance into a figure or diagram which is directly usable […]”
(Latour 1986: 51). As Latour observes, for a device to be considered an inscription
device, however, someone needs to speak for the device, translating and interpreting the
information that shows up on the screen.
The main provider of these devices in Brazil is 01dB, the environment-oriented
section of the French ACOEM Company. French sound specialist Nicolas Isnard is
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ACOEM’s business manager in Brazil and has some experience with noise control
legislation. Living in São Paulo in the early 2000s, he explains that the development of
sound meters took off in France after specific legislation was enacted in the late 1980s.
Isnard draws two important conclusions from this process: first, laws and standards
stimulate technological development; second, changes in urban planning via noise
legislation are slower than politicians would like.
To measure environmental noise accurately, one needs to take into account the
topography of the environment, and companies started to compete developing
sophisticated computer-generated acoustic simulators. In Brazil, the most popular
software for generating noise maps is Soundplan (developed by the German company
Braunstein + Berndt GmbH), and 01dB’s CadnaA Outdoor Noise Prediction Software.
These programs require a map of the city in AutoCAD format,42 the number of people
living in the environment, the average number of vehicles circulating on the streets
during a given period, and the type of zoning (residential, commercial, industrial, etc.).
According to Isnard,
This is what we need but that is lacking in places like São Paulo. For instance, the
city is planning the route of an elevated train in the eastern region. They don’t
know the type of zoning or the sound limits around the route. We made some
measurements in that area, and I explained to them about the importance of
simulating the impact. But the government is completely lost. They give you two
weeks and $5,000 and ask for coming up with the simulation of a 50-kilometer
train route! The moment Brazil is going through is similar to what happened in
Europe ten years ago. It is a moment of mapping out and measuring urban
environments so we can have an idea of what is actually going on. You only
understand the problem when you know the sound sources and how the sounds
propagate. If you focus on a specific sound source, you will remove that source
but another one will appear.

42

AutoCAD is software for two- and three-dimensional computer-aided design.
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Fig 2.2: 01dB’s CadnaA software simulates of sound emission generated by
a bus as it crosses São Paulo Avenue.

In the early 2000s, when CETESB created specific State laws for noise pollution,
they bought 01dB’s sound meters and asked Isnard to give a talk on measurement
procedures. Isnard brought a specialist from France to explain the importance of
computer simulation. CETESB then started to require noise simulation in environmental
impact assessment reports for larger construction projects. “That is why there was a boom
in the noise control industry here in the São Paulo,” Isnard explains. These inscriptions
devices are neither cheap nor easy to use, but only with their help is it possible to
visualize and translate noise. If noise pollution is a public problem that needs to be part of
the legislative map, it often becomes necessary to situated noise in the physical map of
the city first.

Controversy 2: Traffic noise, in or out?
Coordinator: The objective of standard NBR
15.152 is to provide a measuring
methodology. You measure at least three
points in rooms with up to 300 cubic meters,
and additional points in larger rooms. In
small rooms, one of the points measured

needs to be on the corner. This is the
methodology for diffuse [sound] fields.43
43

A diffuse sound field is a reverberant sound
field in which the sound is more evenly
distributed. A direct sound field, on the other
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You can measure with the windows open,
windows closed, A/C on or off, with the
room empty or furnished. The professional
is going to decide that, depending on the
purpose.

edged sword. You are going to have
occasions in which the infrastructure will
never be able to conform to NBR 10.151.
But you still could improve the acoustic
isolation in the façade of the building that is
exposed to traffic noise. It’s much simpler
than changing the traffic network.

University professor 1 (neutral): So take out
“independently of sound sources.”

Coordinator: We need a standard to assess
and characterize an enterprise, even the
train. And we need a standard to assess and
characterize an environment like this
meeting room we are in right now,
according to its use. These are two different
things. We go back to that debate on
responsibilities. Should the train company
be held accountable? Or should the
construction company that built the building
be held accountable, knowing the building is
next to the railroad and this would be a
meeting room? This needs to be clear. This
Standard 10.152 won’t assess the impact of
infrastructure. If during [sound]
measurement the train is a problem, I can’t
make the train company accountable. That’s
the construction company’s fault.

IPT officer (neutral): No, we are measuring
independently of any specific source. In the
end, we are measuring the comfort, in those
conditions, with those sources.
University professor 1 (neutral): This matter
of environmental impact is a problem. NBR
10.151 was referring to external [sound]
sources before. If you just leave
“environmental impact assessment,” people
can think you are talking about noise
coming from the building itself.
IPT official: Actually, you can measure all
the noise in the environment. The source can
be traffic, but you are not assessing the
impact or inspecting traffic noise with this
standard. You are simply assessing the
comfort inside the room.
Coordinator: If a train from São Paulo
Metropolitan Train Company is passing by,
the purpose is not to assess its noise. It is
important to highlight that this standard
does not apply for environmental impact.
Acoustician 1 (producer): Environmental
impact can be internal, too. We need to
define that.
University professor 1: So we could say
“assessment of sound levels generated by
sources outside the building.”
IPT representative: It doesn’t matter.
PROACUSTICA representative (producer):
I think you are protecting the transit
infrastructure that way. This is a doublehand, is sound in open space with no
reverberation
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According to the minutes, the coordinator in charge between 2010 and 2011, considered
“questions related to traffic noise the most controversial point in the project.” Whereas
Erundina’s bill, as we saw above, mentions that it would be impossible to close roads and
airports, some sound specialists insisted that something should be proposed to decrease
traffic noise. During the revision meetings, traffic noise usually appeared as some type of
unstoppable and unruly beast. In his speech at a PROACUSTICA meeting, for instance,
the president of the organization mentioned how impressed he was impressed with the
number of acoustic barriers in German cities, arguing that governments were not doing
enough to protect people from traffic noise. “Here in Brazil construction companies and
citizens have to cover all the expenses,” he complained. Companies specialized in noise
reduction in properties have grown considerably in the last few years.
Constructing sound mediators
On a regular day, Atenuasom staff answers about 30 calls. Atenuasom is one of the first
companies in Brazil dedicated to building and installing customized noise-canceling
windows. “Our biggest innovation is a technique for mounting a noise-cancelling window
onto a previous window. Since you don’t need to remove the original window, you don’t
need to worry about getting legal permission for changing your façade.” As
Atuenuasom’s director explains, “It’s hard to find a neighborhood in São Paulo that is not
invaded by the road network. And windows in Brazil do not protect from noise.
Construction companies did not bother much with that because it is a tropical climate, so
people often leave the windows open.” The director continued by pointing out that,
unlike in Brazil, windows in Europe are built with a polymer between the two glasses for
isolating temperature, which helps to isolate sound as well.
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In 2010 and 2011, during the second revision project, the commission decided to
leave traffic noise out of the standard. In November 2011, a senior IPT technician
proposed following ISO 1996, Part II, and to establish measuring procedures for each
type of noise (industrial, commercial, churches, construction, traffic, etc.), but the idea
was abandoned in the third revision project. The argument for excluding traffic noise
from NBR 10.151 was essentially that traffic noise spreads differently from stationary
sound sources, and measuring traffic noise using the procedures of NBR 10.151 would
not yield accurate results. Other sound specialists responded that it was absurd to leave
out something so noisy, and technicians would not have other standards for measuring
traffic noise. In 2012 railroad, highway, and aircraft associations compromised to
elaborate a standard specific to traffic noise. Several specialists objected to the decision,
arguing that this new standard would not have the powerful link the other two had with a
federal law.
Traffic noise is a villain here because it is usually the background noise against
which specific sound sources are measured. NBR 10151 explains that, “If the background
noise is higher than the numbers included in Table 1 for the area and time considered, the
criterion becomes the background noise” (NBR 10151:2000: 3, emphasis mine).
Additionally, road construction companies and the governments licensing the
construction of those roads have defended themselves against noise complaints by using
the legislative device of precedence44 and economic interest. During the meetings, there
was a split between specialists who wanted to blame new buildings for failing to protect

44

This is the argument that the road was there first, so anyone moving close should do it at his or her own
risk.
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their residents from outside noise, and those interested in making the government
accountable for the global noise of a city. After heavy criticism from university
professors, laboratory technicians, and anti-noise inspectors during national consultation,
road, water, railroad, and air traffic noise all ended up being incorporated in the draft of
NBR 10.151.
Controversy 3: Day, night, and decibels
Coordinator, discussing Standard 10.151: In
large urban centers, we are recommending
that daytime go between 7 am and 10 pm,
and nighttime between 10 pm and 7 pm. In
small cities, we recommend between 7 am
and 8 pm for daytime, and 8 pm and 7 am
for nighttime. [He reads the draft:]“For the
application of this standard, nighttime must
not last less than 8 hours, it must not begin
after 11 pm, and it must not end before 6
am.” That is to give some flexibility to
industrial areas. My personal opinion is that
the standard shouldn’t include any
timetable. This is responsibility of the
National Environmental Council, noise
ordinances…

that this is the only standard in Brazil that is
a law!
Coordinator: I really don’t think we should
put this to a vote…
INMETRO agent: We did not go to most
meeting in São Paulo. You would put this to
a vote if we were absent, and now you can’t
put to a vote because the others are absent?
Coordinator: Previous meetings had more
than 30 people on average. The idea was,
since we are changing the standard, let’s
touch the wounds. This is a wound. We are
assessing two long periods, daytime and
nighttime, recognizing the possibility that
municipalities could use a third band…

Private sound meter calibration company
associate (producer): Why does this standard
include a timetable?

IBAMA official: Did anybody oppose the 10
pm daytime limit in previous meetings?

An IBAMA official who participated in the
creation of the original standard (consumer):
We had a demand from the population. The
policing agencies didn’t know what to do;
what periods to establish. What is nighttime
period? What time should it start? They had
that demand. We were receiving complaints
from Salvador in relation to carnaval sound
trucks. That was 20 years ago. We needed to
provide some time parameters.

Coordinator: I did. The industrial sector
needs some flexibility.
INMNETRO agent: That is a political
decision! If you change the time, you are
going to penalize the lower classes, people
who have to wake up early to take buses and
drive across the city.
[Turmoil, several people talking at the same
time…]

INMETRO agent (neutral): Don’t change
that table. When we have a bill to create
sound maps, something more serious, then
we can change the standard. Let’s not forget

Coordinator: The logic is: you make the
change. If society disagrees, they are going
to say so, and we go back to how it was.
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INMETRO agent: No! The opposite makes
more sense. If society wants the change, we
make the change. You should only change if
there is some technical justification.

INMETRO: A polemical issue like this
should have been put to a vote!
Coordinator: It’s only polemical for you! If it
were polemical to anyone else it would have
been voted on, and it would be in the
minutes. Do you know anything about how
these meetings work? I’m asking you, let’s
leave it like it is and see what happens in the
national consultation. I’m really worried
about making this change. That is why I
asked to put in the minutes that the
consensus was to keep this part as it was
decided in São Paulo. That way I protect
myself too…

Coordinator: There is no technical
justification for nighttime to be from 10 pm
to 7 am. The commission made that change.
We made this standard from scratch; it’s not
the same standard.
INMETRO agent: You can’t make a
standard for a few Brazilians only!
Coordinator: We are only instructing that if
a municipality establishes the time periods,
nighttime shouldn’t be less than 8 hours and
shouldn’t start after 11 pm and end before 6
am. This document was written in São
Paulo.

Many sound specialists agree with the coordinator: a technical standard should
not suggest noise limits and timetables; that is something noise ordinances are supposed
to do. Again, because these standards are hybrids in that they have considerable legal
weight, the specialists have to think like legislators too. According to the federal official
who helped create the original NBR 10.151 the infamous timetable with maximum noise
values was included because of demand from the people, and because the anti-noise
agencies did not know what values and periods to establish. Although the commission
had agreed that the standard should give municipalities flexibility in establishing daytime
and nighttime periods, the tone of the conversation changed when the meeting took place
in Rio de Janeiro, where IBAMA and INMETRO, both strong federal environmental and
technical agencies, are headquartered. According to the INMETRO agent, by suggesting
that nighttime could start at 11 pm, the standard would potentially change the distribution
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in time of noise production in cities, especially those that left authorities with only the
federal resolution as a juridical basis.
Another controversy around decibels emerged in the revision of NBR 10.152
about indoor environments. “The lobby of construction companies is very powerful,”
explained a senior acoustician who had followed the unsuccessful attempts of previous
revision commissions to change the values. What are the accepted sound limits of a
room? Because the draft of NBR 10.152 established measurements of rooms without
specifying sources, the standard was not being designed to serve cases of noisy neighbors
on the upper floor or noisy bars across the street. I believe NBR 10.152 was being framed
to become a mechanism to establish a strong commercial link between construction
companies and acoustic engineers. The standard would allow companies to promote
buildings as “quiet” according to the acousticians’ measurements following NBR 10.152.
That is why the source became less of an issue. The central point of the standard was now
to give a “scientific” basis for measuring the acoustic quality of rooms, which could then
be translated into “quality of life” and quantified as the price of a property.
Controversy 4: Where and how to measure?
Coordinator: [reading] “The distance
between the microphone and any reflective
surface besides the floor needs to be at least
twice the distance between the microphone
and sound source’s dominant surface.”
Should we keep this? That is from ISO
[1996]…

IPT senior technician: But that depends on
the frequency. I suggest we establish two
conditions: either measuring two meters
away from surfaces or with the microphone
on the façade. At two meters, there is no
correction, and on the façade you take out 6
dB. Intermediary positions increase the level
of uncertainty, which can be a problem for
inspection.

IPT senior technician (neutral): That’s
because when the sound passes through the
microphone the propagation is more
uniform, more spherical.

Senior university professor (neutral): To
make things easier, we could include the
possibility of 1 meter from the window, so
that the technician would be able to stretch
his arm out the window.

Coordinator: Yes…
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S. Univ. Prof. 1: Everybody!

policing power from the agencies. That is
extremely important for us because we won’t
be able to satisfy any complainant by
measuring noise outside the complaint’s
room.

Coordinator: We excluded the measurement
procedure from NBR 10.151, in which you
would measure inside the complainant’s
room. That procedure was criticized
because it was subject to the room’s
acoustic field.

Coordinator: This Technical Commission is
tripartite and has to have representatives
from all parties concerned. We need to find
a balance to conciliate these issues in order
to avoid privileging one specific sector. We
all will have to adapt.

CETESB agent: We from CETESB have a
criticism of changing the procedure. Who
are you defending? CETESB defends the
individual who’s inside his property but
can’t enjoy it because of a factory is making
noise. The European standard was designed
for the buildings they have there, with
acoustic isolation. You are removing the

Senior Univ. Prof. 1: I understand their
concern in the sense that this change can
make a difference psychologically.
Complainants like to see inspectors taking
measurements in their bedroom, in the
office, etc.

Senior university professor 2: But who has a
1-meter arm?

This controversy is a continuation of the previous one. If it is not designed to specify
sound sources, then anti-noise agencies have to rely on NBR 10.151 to generate the
technical report measuring the bar across the street from the complainant’s room. NBR
10.151/2000 allows the technician to measure sound levels in the complainant’s property.
The latter option was an important element in the evangelical politician’s bill that we saw
in the previous section. And there is a reason for that: according to the standard, the
technician had to subtract 10 dB from the final value when measuring inside the
complainant’s room with the windows opened. The sound specialists argued that the
procedure for measuring an external sound inside a room is too imprecise and should be
abolished. Here they are following the measurement techniques suggested in ISO 1996.

Controversy 5: Out with “noise” and “comfort” or, “Where did that title go?”
Senior acoustician 1 (producer): I’m worried
about non-technicians using this standard.

This is a revision of a previous standard.
The previous standard included “acoustic
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comfort” in its title; technicians and nontechnicians understand what it is about.
When we change the title to “sound pressure
level,” non-technicians won’t understand
that it’s about acoustic comfort. We should
find a way to link the old standard with the
new.

was the most controversial one. This is more
common in the thermic field, where you have
curves on satisfied people. They thought it
was discussing comfort was complicated
because it is a technical standard. Acoustic
adopted that approach too… We can add
“comfort” somewhere in the body of the
standard, but it shouldn’t be the focus. The
focus is that there is a parameter, and we
are going to measure it and have criteria to
face up to it. That is the concept of
“technique.”

University professor (neutral): In the 1970s
and 1980s, I was in favor of making supersimple standards, almost like a didactic
booklet, of easy assimilation. But now the
nature of it has changed.

Public ministry official (consumer):
Attorneys and lawyers use the word
“comfort” because that is the major demand
today in Rio de Janeiro. We have to
understand that this will cause an impact.
There are several ongoing lawsuits related
to comfort.

Senior acoustician 1: Someone is going to
look for a noise standard and is not going to
find it. It’s “sound pressure level” now, not
“noise.”
U. Prof.: Those interested in assessing noise
in any environment, indoors and outdoors,
will have to study in order to know the topic.

U. Prof.: I’m against “sonic comfort.” It’s
too subjective.

Senior IPT technician: In discussions about
performance standards, the word “comfort”

Another interesting controversy is the proposition to eliminate “noise” (ruído) and
“acoustic comfort” (conforto acústico) from the standards. Little by little the sound
specialists wanted to move away from what they consider as “subjective” and “nontechnical” descriptors of acoustic environments. Because of this general concern, the title
of the standards changed dramatically. NBR 10151’s original title, “Evaluation of Noise
in Inhabited Areas Aiming for the Comfort of the Community” was replaced with
“Measurement and Evaluation of Sound Pressure Levels in Outdoor Environments”;
NBR 10152’s title went from “Noise Levels for Acoustic Comfort” to “Measurement and
Evaluation of Sound Pressure Levels in Indoor Environments.”
Although the senior acoustician believed that ruído should be maintained in the
title because it relates to the English word “noise,” other sound specialists insisted on
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removing any sign of subjectivity from the standard. The more vocal specialists at the
meeting seemed to agree that it was about time to “raise the standards” of measuring and
talking about sound measurement. From now on, Brazilian sound technicians should call
the device “sound pressure meter” or sonometro and abandon the inaccurate but popular
decibelímetro. Sound specialists seemed to agree that sound measurement is too complex
for “amateurs,” and the only way to improve the acoustics of Brazilian cities is to
improve the quality of the workforce and its ability to generate solid facts.

Conclusion

In this chapter we visited three rooms and three ways of doing sound-politics. In each
room we met people invested in mediating noise conflicts by establishing specific
associations. Following a central ANT premise, we have focused on action, briefly
entering into the world of lawyers, lawmakers, and sound specialists. We did not take
legal cases, laws, and standards as already assembled documents, but re-traced these
objects: their movement from conflicts to cases and from cases to sentences; from bills to
laws or “legal corpses”; and from drafts to technical standards. Only by looking at the
effort of the set of translations that take part in creating powerful documents were we
able to trace controversies and identify some of the important actors involved in these
networks.
We met one of the first lawyers in Brazil to put forward a legal doctrine of noise
conflict. Like a spider casting its web, Arruda Miranda patiently collected and analyzed
hundreds of cases, tying both legal and scientific documents to his analyses. The lawyer
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also explained that building a case with the help of powerful associations is complicated
by an unstable judiciary system. We then moved on to lawmakers, where things were also
unstable, where bills can get entangled in all sorts of negotiations. In the Introduction I
claimed that the way a city sounds has a lot to do with its municipal government. Our
visit to the Municipal Chamber made that tangible, particularly in relation to religious
and nightlife sounds. Unlike real estate companies, which have been able to circumvent
rigid noise legislation, churches and bars seem to have weaker associations with
lawmakers. Finally, we saw some of the controversies hovering over the revision of two
important technical standards. Specialists praised the attempt to expand these documents
in order “catch up” with the reputable ISO. However, as the transcribed discussions
indicate, sometimes technocrats have to be reminded that, besides the economic impact,
the standards had legal and political weight as well.
Now that we have considered the stabilization of spaces and laws, it will be
easier to follow the controversies in the next chapters. We have seen how spaces and laws
have their own degree of instability, and can condense and rarefy according to the
mobilization of nodes in a given network. We also saw that Tripoli had to enroll and
translate urban dwellers and their ears, environmentalists, sound specialists, urban spaces,
academic texts, the Constitution, sound meters, and sound isolation booths, in order to
make the bill powerful, achieving the necessary weight to pass in the Chamber. In the
next Chapter we are going follow institutions that have the challenging task of mediating
noise conflicts. These “black boxes,” as I will call them, are the actors that bring the
power of the law to the world “out there.”
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Chapter 3: Stabilizing Institutions
“The noise – intermittence and turbulence – quarrel
and racket – this sea noise is the originating rumor
and murmuring, the original hate.”
- Michel Serres, Genesis (1995: 14).

As soon as a mayor, governor, or president signs a bill into law, it becomes necessary to
put together the actors that will enforce it. Mediating between laws and the series of
potentially harmful events that take place “out there” in São Paulo, such enforcementcentered organizations have the challenging task of translating policy into policing. For
most Paulistanos, these institutions are like black boxes: they “insert” noise complaints
expecting a specific type of output – namely, the cessation of noise. My use of “black
box” here is metaphorical. As it will become clear throughout this chapter, I am not
referring to the functionalist theory that takes “complex” society as comprised by several
institution-organisms, each of which requires a certain amount of well-established pieces
in order to operate orderly. Rather, I say “black boxes” because most people are not sure
how each of these institutions operate, and often assume that they are “broken” whenever
the expected results are not delivered. As we enter these institutions, however, we learn
that the actors necessary for mediating inputs and outputs may have their own internal
controversies. We learn that they are not nearly as stable of networks as those looking
from the outside might assume. If these mechanisms are “malfunctioning,” then those
inside the organization will tell us that it is because they need funds to enroll more actors
(people, cars, technicians, sound meters).
In this chapter, we are going to follow some of these actors as they engage in the
challenging task of mediating noise complaints in São Paulo. The first noise mediators I
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am going to discuss are the São Paulo Military Police, the main black box responsible for
public security in Brazil. Although the Military Police receive more complaints than any
other institution in São Paulo, they often cannot act because of administrative and
legislative obstacles. The second black box is São Paulo’s anti-noise agency. The PSIU
(Programa de Silêncio Urbano, Urban Silence Agency) was established in 1994 and is
one of the only municipal anti-noise agencies in the country. I am going to spend a good
portion of this chapter at PSIU in order to assemble the actors associated with this
network. Finally, I will briefly discuss the Mediation Conflict Houses (Casas de
Mediação de Conflito). These Houses were inaugurated in 2011 with the mission of
dealing with controversies at their initial stages. Not surprisingly, noise complaints
appear to be a strong candidate for conflict mediation.
Black Box 1: The Military Police

-

-

-

The phone rings. He answers:
Military police, help desk, how can I help
you?
He clicks on “Offense Category.” He selects
and clicks on “Offense 1: Peace
Disturbance.”
What is the address?
He enters the address into the system.
What number?
He enters the house number into the system.
What district is that? Do you have a point of
reference?
He types “next to bakery ‘Nova Orleans’”
in the comments box.
Okay. Where is the noise coming from?
…
Ok. Yes… But…but you would have to go
to the Police Department and file a repo…
…
I don’t know, ma’am… We just answer the
calls. We don’t control the dispatch. But I’m
going to include a request to expedite this
service, okay?

-

-
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…
You’re welcome. Your requested has been
registered. Just wait to be assisted. You can
always count on the military police.
Goodnight.
He hangs up, and turns to me.
Once a caller got angry with me bec…
The gentleman seated next to him interrupts:
Drunken guy with a two-year-old?
Noticing the question was too vague, the
gentleman elaborates:
What category is that? Maltreatment?
Abandonment?
Yes, maltreatment.
Yeah… Maltreatment of his liver!
We laugh. These jokes help us to lighten the
mood and stay awake. He continues what he
was saying:
- Once a caller got angry with me because I
didn’t have his address in the system. He
said, “No record of streets in the slums,
right? Nice job the military police is doing,
huh?” But I mean, what am I supposed to

do? We get all types of calls and random
complaints.

It is Friday night, the beginning of another intense weekend for our police officer and his
colleagues at the police emergency call center. Throughout the whole night they are
going to translate requests from citizens, who are calling from somewhere in São Paulo,
into offense categories, names, and addresses. They are going to send this information to
one of the forty officers working at the dispatch center, who are then going to forward the
request to one of the 31 police battalions in the city. The battalion is then going to
dispatch (or not) the officers who are covering the area closest to the location given by
the citizen. After driving to that location and dealing (or not) with the issue at hand, the
police officers are going to describe – in police jargon – what they did. They are then
going to finish the request in the system. As we will see, this cycle is rarely complete
when it comes to noise complaints. Rather, it is often terminated either during the call,
between the dispatch and the battalion, or between the battalion and the police officers
doing the patrol.
It should be mentioned that neither our officer nor his colleague are dealing with
emergency calls. Instead, they are part of the Public Orientation Service, known as the
SOP (Serviço de Orientação ao Público), a small sector that deals with calls related to
non-emergency situations. We are in a large room at COPOM (Centro de Operações da
Polícia Militar, or Military Police Operating Center) headquarters. Whenever someone in
São Paulo needs the police in an emergency, people in this room will be the first to know
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about this person’s problem. As you might have guessed, 190 is the equivalent of 911 in
North America.45
In the corner, we see five or six SOP operators. The other fifty officers in the
room are dealing with emergency calls, including theft, child abuse threat, suicidal
behavior, homicide, and physical injury. From the moment the officer in this room
answers the phone to the moment the other officers on the street finish the request, a
multitude of data is generated: how long did it take for the officer answering the phone to
process and send the information? How many people called tonight? How many called
last month? What are the most recurrent offense categories? What are the areas with the
highest crime rate (the so-called “hot spots”)? Do we need more people answering
phones at a certain time? De we need more officers patrolling that district? How long did
it take the other officers to get to the potential crime scene? Did the request generate a
police report? How many calls generated police reports? Did someone end up in jail?
If there is one person who can answer some of those questions, it is Major
Tenorio, COPOM’s director. Seated behind a large white desk in an equally white office,
equipped with a desktop computer and a laptop, Major Tenorio asserts that São Paulo’s
COPOM is one of the best-equipped and most sophisticated emergency call centers in
Latin America. At any point in time, he knows how many officers are answering calls,
the average time they take to send it to dispatch, and how many people are in line waiting
to be assisted. Major Tenorio then moves to statistics, a discursive style and a
“datafication” approach upon which most of his work is based:
We answer on average 40,000 calls every day. On rainy and cold days, this
number drops to 35,000 (less people on the streets, less demand for police). On
weekends, because of disturbances of the peace, we have roughly 60,000 calls per
45

In fact, if you dial 911 in Brazil, your call will get transferred to a 190 call center.
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day. Of every ten calls we receive on weekends, six are related to disturbances of
the peace. We dispatch a police car for two out of these six calls. The police car
goes to the place. Neither of these two incidents ends up filing a report.
The power of statistics, which Major Tenorio and his colleagues are so fond of, is
just one element of what he defines as the Military Police “scientific approach” to crime
prevention. The more you invest in classifying and assessing the data that enters the
black box, the more precise the collective operation of the institution is – the more you
can deliver the results that citizens so vocally demand. For the police to offer efficient
public security to all eleven million Paulistanos, the 31 battalions active in São Paulo
need to cover the entire city area. Each battalion is led by a lieutenant colonel, Major
Tenorio explains, who oversees three or more police companies, one of which is the
equivalent of a SWAT team. A captain, who deals with administrative and strategic
issues, leads each company. Below the captain, the sergeant supervises the external
operations of each company, which covers a specific territory within the battalion.
Captains further divide their territory into sub-sectors, defined according to spatial
extension, population, number of police reports, and other socioeconomic characteristics
(such as the presence of slums). Five types of crime determine the allocation of the police
force: homicide, grand auto theft, car robbery, other types of theft, and other types of
robberies. Every fifteen days, captains receive updated indicators, which help them
establish the time and sub-sectors in which the police need to patrol. There are five types
of police operations: radio patrol (which receives the dispatches from COPOM), school
patrol, community police, SWAT, and ROCAM (Ronda Ostensiva com Apoio de
Motocicletas, Motorcycle Police Force). Companies can manage the first three
operations. Only battalions can activate the other two.
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Brazilian Police
Before we can move on with the story, we should explain the “Military” in Military Police. The
country has a tripartite police organization: military, civil, and federal police. The Military Police,
a branch of the Army, are responsible for preventive operations and preserving public order. The
Civil Police collaborate with the Military Police in investigating and solving crimes; they have
judiciary functions and investigate penal infractions with detective work and forensics (except for
crimes committed within the military). Both the Military and the Civil Police are state institutions
and are part of the Department of Public Security. Finally, the federal police investigate, among
other things, crimes against the federal government and its public institutions, federal highways,
and drug trafficking. As auxiliary forces of the Brazilian army, the Military Police became
responsible for public security via a presidential decree in 1968, during the height of the military
dictatorship, in the name of “national security” (at that point, offering its services to fight against
the “communist threat”). The 1988 Constitution (Article 144) removed the term “national
security” but maintained most of the police structure. As a result, public security in Brazilian
cities relies on cooperation between the Military and Civil Police. There is a police station next to
every military company that is supervised by a local commissioner and processes police reports.

In the previous chapter, we saw that a disturbance of the peace is a misdemeanor.
As we learned from Major Tenorio, although the Military Police receives a large amount
of peace disturbance complaints, these complaints are not taken into account when
determining the strategic allocation of police preventive force. Most of these complaints
do not become police reports, the central data from which the military police work.
According to Major Tenorio, only 20% of all calls do. If the problem is so prevalent, why
are people not reporting it? Major Tenorio explains:
The person calls us on a Saturday at 11 pm, and it’s not a police emergency
situation. So we transfer it to SOP, since no one is going to die because of peace
disturbance. You either convince the complainant not to move on with the
complaint (if it’s something unreasonable), or you dispatch a police car, because
he wants to go to the police office. If he says he doesn’t want to go to the police
office, we say “look man, you need to be patient then, because without your
presence the commissioner is not going to do anything. So I’m going to send the
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police car whenever it’s possible. Since you don’t want to go to police office, all
the police can do is to ask the noisemakers to turn down the volume.”
We notice that Major Tenorio does not seem very happy with the way São Paulo
Military Police have been dealing with noisemakers. Indeed, it does not take long for the
Major to open the drawer of his desk and hand us a 10-page document. On the cover page
we read: “Peace Disturbance: Analysis of the Demand and of Military Police
Performance.” It is Major Tenorio’s research project for a doctoral degree in Police
Sciences of Public Security and Order, a program offered by the Military Police and a
requirement for being promoted to Lieutenant Colonel.
Major Tenorio suggests that the noise on the streets of São Paulo has become
noise inside the Military Police structure, and has harmed how people see the institution.
As Paulistanos tend to dial 190 whenever an annoying neighbor turns up the music or a
group of teenagers decide to throw a party in the middle of the street (the theme of the
second part of this dissertation), the COPOM system gets clogged with unresolved
complaints. Without being able to punish the noisemakers (no victim, no police report),
the accumulation of these unresolved noise complaints suggests only one thing to
outsiders: the black box is malfunctioning. As a mediator between the law and public
order, Major Tenorio wants to change both the noise on the streets and the institutional
“noise” by enlisting the allies closest to him: the General Commandant of São Paulo
Military Police, the Department of Public Security, the Mayor, and the Governor. The
Major writes in the introduction of his research project:
In this research project, we contend that the administrative penalty is the primary
resource for solving this problem, which plagues so many people. The police
officer has this resource in situations where peace disturbances are related to traffic
offenses. In these circumstances, the trooper does not depend on other authorities;
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he can take action and solve the problem. However, when the [sound] source is
diverse, the military police officer ceases to be the ultimate decision-maker and
solving the problem becomes more difficult.
Major Tenorio is not alone in this campaign. During my fieldwork, other police
officers also explained that peace disturbances are the police’s Achilles’ heel. What these
police officers are saying in unison to the Mayor and Governor is, “Look, everybody is
counting on us to deal with noisemakers, and we all know this disturbance can lead to
more serious problems.46 Our services are 24/7 and we can solve the problem more
promptly than any other institution. Give us more punitive power and we will take care of
this. ”
This type of mobilization is not particularly new. In December 2009, the Military
Police and the City of São Paulo signed an agreement to allow police officers to work as
municipal agents during their time off.47 The initial target of this administrative
“delegated operation” was the informal economy in the central region. Off-duty police
officers could accompany municipal inspectors on operations to apprehend and fine street
merchants. In 2013, the project was extended to other administrative sectors, including
anti-noise agency. Another strategy to unclog COPOM’s backup was to create an online
complaint system. The system (see figures below) allows users to specify the space where
the noise is coming from and the type of noise or venue. The list includes car alarms and
rowdy children in the street; construction and parties in residential spaces; and gas
stations, churches, and bars in commercial spaces. Users need to type in personal
identification numbers and choose whether they are going to contact the police officers

46

This is the zero-tolerance logic on which the São Paulo Military Police has drawn in the last decade. I
come back to this in Part II.
47
Military police officers in São Paulo work 12 hours and then rest for 36 hours.
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once they get to the location, and whether they would be willing to go to the police
station to file a police report.

Figs. 3.1 and 3.2: snippets from http://www.policiamilitar.sp.gov.br (accessed on
September 3, 2013). Since June 2013 the Military Police Web Site offers an online
noise complaint alternative for those not willing to wait in line when calling 190.
In the figure above, item 1 provides three alternatives concerning the origin of the
disturbance (public street, residence, or commercial venue); item 2 offers several
options of place or noisemaker. For instance, when the user selects “commercial
venue,” item 2 shows “Gas Station,” “Churches/Worship,” Nightclub,” Bakery
house, Bar, Restaurant,” and “Car Wash.” The next step in the online complaint
(fig xx) asks complementary information the user might want to provide. Items 5
and 6 ask the user, respectively, “Will you contact the police car?” and “Are you
going to follow up the offense to the Police Station?” If the user answers “no” to
any of these questions, a note appears reminding the user that not contacting the
police car once it gets there or not going to the police station will make it more
difficult to hold accountable the noisemakers.
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This is closer to what our Major has in mind, but still not quite what he envisioned.
The first alternative allows police officers to work only as accompanying inspectors,
without the Military Police infrastructure at their disposal. The second alternative is
merely an attempt to free up the 190 system and to turn the growing number of noise
complaints into statistically relevant police reports. What Major Tenorio proposes is
making noise an administrative infraction under the jurisdiction of the Military Police,
exactly like with traffic infractions – if you speed too much, the police can give you a
ticket. But in order to do this, the Military Police would have to buy dozens of sound
meters and instruct police officers on how to take measurements, which would bring to
the table all of the legal and technical discussions that we have considered in the last
chapter. But Major Tenorio and his colleagues do not know about these technical
challenges yet. For them, to keep with Major Tenorio’s analogy, measuring sound with a
sound meter is similar to measuring blood alcohol content with a Breathalyzer. Enlisting
actors without knowing their demands can bring more problems than solutions. But often
one has to try this to know.
Tenorio’s perspective also relates to another internal controversy, which we may
summarize in the following way: if the Military Police cannot handle serious crime,
should they be investing time in fighting noise? Is noise a police matter? Zero tolerance
advocates would respond with a resounding “yes.” As we will see in the second part of
this dissertation, this group of policemen is certain that there is a strong link between
peace disturbance and crime. Another group of Military Police leaders, however, would
disagree, arguing that this link is in fact weak. As such, they argue, the police should
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focus on preventing crime and leave the task of punishing noisemakers to the city
administration.
People often have high expectations about the Military Police’s ability to solve
problems of peace disturbance. After all, this is the only institution in the city with a set
of actors such as call centers, motorcycles, statistics, guns, surveillance cameras, military
discipline, legislation, all effective when it comes to bringing public order in the form of
quietness. The citizens’ reliance on the Military Police as a powerful conflict mediator
relates to a broad view that, for better or for worse, the institution can “coerce”
noisemakers and control their behavior more “forcefully” than any other institution. In
fact, the case I discuss in Part II indicates that noisemaking can give the Military Police
the opportunity to become an efficient translator of “public order” and to show the
citizens, the press, the Mayor, and the Governor, that this black box is working just fine –
but that it could always use more equipment, personnel, and legal authority.

Black Box 2: the PSIU
“Most Paulistanos think PSIU doesn’t work.”
Paulinho, PSIU employee.

The black box we are about to enter has the leading role in this chapter, and a central
place in this dissertation (quite literally). It is the one I have invested more time in
unpacking and the one that fewer Paulistanos seem to know much about in regards to
how outputs are produced. In fact, as we will see, many believe that this black box
produces no output at all! The Urban Silence Agency (Programa de Silêncio Urbano),
known in São Paulo as the “PSIU” – conveniently the Portuguese onomatopoeia for
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“shoosh” – is another mediator between policy and policing. Unlike the Military Police,
this black box is tailored to deal with noisemakers.
In the previous chapter, I discussed two important ordinances created in São
Paulo in the 1990s. We saw that, with support from the mayor, councilman Roberto
Tripoli was able to successfully enroll actors and translate “localized noise” into a threat
to citizens’ health. Law 11.501/1994, known among PSIU agents as the “Noise Law,”
establishes the noise limits and sanctions for localized commercial venues, including
bars, restaurants, gas stations, churches, and construction sites. We also saw that a major
controversy has been over the extent to which the clamoring sounds of religious faith, the
social noise that social scientists have described as “collective effervescence”48 or
communitas,49 should be included in the Noise Law and punished just like other (more
secular) sounds. Evangelical lawmakers have tried continuously and unsuccessfully to
break the legal link between the PSIU and the sound coming from their constituents’
churches.
In 1995, one year after passing the Noise Law, Tripoli proposed a few changes in
the document to “facilitate the work of the inspectors and the proper enforcement of the
law.” “After all,” he explained, “it is in practice that a legal document is tested.” The
major change was in the punishment procedure. I will go over this in some detail in order
to quickly recap the fining process. In Case 1, for venues without licenses or with expired
48

“Every sentiment expressed finds a place without resistance in all the minds, which are very open to
outside impressions; each re-echoes the others, and is re-echoed by the others. The initial impulse thus
proceeds, growing as it goes, as an avalanche grows in its advance. And as such active passions so free
from all control could not fail to burst out, on every side one sees nothing but […] cries, veritable howls,
and deafening noises of every sort, which aid in intensifying still more the state of mind which they
manifest.” Emile Durkheim (2012 [1012]), The Elementary Forms of the Religious Life: 215-216.
49
“Communitas is almost always thought of or portrayed by actors as a timeless condition, an eternal now,
as ‘a moment in an out of time,’ or as a state to which the normal structural view of time is no longer
applicable.” Victor Turner (1974), Dramas, Fields, and Metaphors: Symbolic Action in Human Society,
238.
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ones, offenders receive a 300-UFM50 fine and have 60 days to present valid documents. If
they do not do this and continue to stay open, then they receive a second fine. Instead of
administrative closure, with Tripoli’s revision venues have to close but can reopen to
make the necessary soundproof adjustments. If they do not do that, then a third visit
results in administrative closure, and all entrances of the building are to be sealed. In
Case 2, for licensed venues that make noise over their limits, the first fine depends on the
maximum occupancy of the venue. Owners have 10 days to make the necessary acoustic
adjustments. In case of repeat offenses, they are required to close and make the
adjustments. Finally, if they insist on staying open and disobeying the law, agents will
close the place and seal all of the building’s entrances.
In both cases: 1) repeat offenses result in the venues receiving another fine plus
one-third of the first fine; 2) if owners disobey the administrative closure and break the
seal, this infraction transcends administrative law and becomes a crime liable for penal
punishment. In that case, police officers would take the owner or the person legally
responsible at the time of inspection to the police station and file a police report.
We also discussed Jooji Hato’s Law 12.879/1999, commonly known as the “1 am
Law,” which prohibits any bar from staying open after 1 am without the proper
soundproofing. The fine for an infraction is 300 UFMs, with administrative closure in
case of repeat offenses. As I showed, this ordinance was also far from being free from
controversy. Nightlife venues seemed anxious to know what makes a bar a bar in
comparison to places that also provide alcoholic beverages in Brazil, such as restaurants,
bakeries, and nightclubs. If the distinguishing feature was that bars offer alcohol only,
then it would be just a matter of time before bars started to offer snacks in order to not be
50

For a definition of UFM, see footnote 50.
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categorized as bars. Besides, we saw that lawmakers argue that it was not far to punish
venues that been providing joy and jobs for years. What about the beer brewers,
seemingly an area of Brazilian business expertise? And why 1 am instead of, say, 2 am?
Hato defended his law with a powerful interessment device: controlling indiscriminate
alcohol consumption is a means to reducing crime, noise, disorder, and drug use. His
argument is that if teenagers have unregulated access to beer today, tomorrow they might
as well be consuming crack cocaine. Hato’s argument is what I call a “paradigm of
unregulated excess.” Besides, if European and American metropolises are closing their
bars at 1am as a way to reduce crime, it makes “sense” to do the same here in Brazil.
To understand one of the reasons why both laws were controversial, we need to
translate UFM (Municipal Fiscal Currency) into actual money. Laws in Brazil use UFM
to avoid having to change fine values in times of currency fluctuations. In 2012, 1 UFM
was equal to $54 dollars. In other words, if you own a bar in São Paulo with an expired
operating license and PSIU agents pay you a visit, you will owe the municipal
government the respectable amount of $16,200 dollars. If your bar has no soundproofing
isolation and is caught open after 1 am, then you will owe the municipal government the
same amount of $16,200. It does not matter if your bar is in an impoverished area of the
suburbs or in upscale Vila Madalena district.51

51

In comparison, the New York law establishes $8,000, $ 16,000, and $ 24,000 fines for first, second, and
third offenses.
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The PSIU: An Errant Institution

As I mentioned in the previous chapter, Article 10 from Tripoli’s “Noise Law”
established that the Executive had to create centralized mechanisms “for coping with
noise complaints, inspect and measuring noise levels.” In October 1994, Mayor Paulo
Maluf instituted PSIU, the city’s Program for Urban Silence. The PSIU was never an
autonomous agency. Rather, it was clear to the mayor that it should be multidepartmental, comprise different municipal departments – one of which would oversee its
operations. At that point in time, it made sense to give the coordinating role to the
Environmental Department.52 The Environmental Agency would receive complaints,
determine which areas to inspect, create statistics, and deploy technicians who would
measure sound levels and issue technical reports.
Other municipal departments involved with the PSIU would be the Department of
Regional Administrations (later the Department of Coordination of Sub-Municipalities),
which would deploy agents for carrying out the inspections; the Secretary of Housing and
Urban Development, which would be responsible for deploying technicians from its
Department of Property Control and Use; the Department of Transport, which would be
responsible for inspections and handing out fines; the Department of Food Supply, which
would deploy personnel for carrying out inspections and check establishments’ operating
licenses; and the Metropolitan Civil Guard, which would take care of the inspectors’
safety.
52

Maluf proposed the creation of the Environmental Secretariat in 1993, arguing about the importance of a
“balanced environment” and the dangers of industrialization, environmental degradation, and the need for
“urgent measures.” Helena Sobral (who participated directly in the creation of the “Noise Law”) suggests
that Maluf had a different objective: bringing to the municipal sphere the power to license major
construction projects – another controversy that we will not be able to consider here.
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A few years later, Maluf decided to restructure the PSIU. In February 1996, the
Mayor issued a decree reallocating the coordination role to the Department of Food
Supply. In the decree, Maluf justified the change as “functional economy, since [the
Department of Food Supply] already inspects the hygiene of the kitchens in these
establishments.” One month later, Maluf issued another decree to “conveniently equate
the coordination assigned to the Department of Food Supply.” When he instituted the
Environmental Agency in 1993, Maluf mentioned the importance of a “balanced
environment” and the dangers of industrialization, environmental degradation, and need
for “urgent measures.”1 Helena Sobral, who as we know participated directly in the
creation of the “Noise Law,” suggests that Maluf’s objective was quite different. Sobral
thinks the mayor wanted to move the authority for licensing major construction projects
to the municipal sphere. This would make it easier to get the green light to accomplish
major changes in the urban landscape and to sanction million-dollar construction projects,
which would probably take longer if under state supervision. Maluf, an engineer who
came from a family of prominent industrialists, became known as the mayor who
promoted the construction of roads, tunnels, and bridges, many of which were overbilled
and involved in a diversion of funds to the Malufs’ bank account on the island of Jersey.
There are two likely reasons why the mayor repositioned the PSIU. First, the
Environmental Agency was very actively policing noise pollution in the city. It had a
relatively large group of engineers taking measurements, producing technical reports, and
fining offenders. The second reason, which relates to the first, is that these engineers
could create a “problem” for construction companies that in the past had not had much
trouble making noise during daytime. It was a matter of time before lawyers interpreted
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construction sites as “commercial establishments.” More than that, the construction
promoted by Maluf was in danger of slowing down, which would certainly damage his
image as a politician who could deliver urban projects in short time. Ironically, the
Environmental Agency that he had instituted to tackle “urgent measures” could
compromise Maluf’s image as an “efficient” urban renovator. By giving the coordinating
role to the Food Supply Department, not only was Maluf reducing the number of
engineers available, but he was also strengthening the links between the PSIU and
specific types of commercial establishments, namely bars, restaurants, and nightclubs
(remember that the “1 am Law” did not yet exist). Tripoli, the councilman who submitted
the “Noise Law,” contested Maluf’s decree in the press, which gave virtually no attention
to the topic,53 arguing that it was unconstitutional since it had not gone to the Municipal
Chamber for approval. However, the contestation was suppressed and Maluf’s decision
prevailed.
But that was not the end of the PSIU’s journey. In 2001, Marta Suplicy, the mayor
who had “negotiated” the noise ordinance with the evangelical politicians, issued a
decree assigning the enforcement of the “1 am Law” to PSIU agents. Because of the risks
of dealing with peace disturbances when fining bars at 1 am, the Military Police was
enlisted to accompany agents instead of the Metropolitan Guard. In September 2003,
Suplicy relocated the PSIU one more time, transferring its responsibilities from the Food
Supply Department to the Urban Planning and Development Sector of the Department of
Sub-municipalities. The PSIU’s offices were to be transferred to the General Supervision
of Land Use and Occupation, and later allocated to each sub-municipality. According to
the decree, it was necessary to “standardize and unify the criteria, methods, and
53

O Estado de São Paulo mentions Tripoli’s reaction in a small note on March 7, 1996.
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procedures concerning the control, licensing, monitoring, and inspection of activities that
generate noise pollution in São Paulo.” From now on, the PSIU would be divided into
five regional sectors, which I define as downtown, the upscale nightlife area (the southern
and eastern districts around the downtown area), the north region, the south region, and
the east region.
Debora Castelani, an engineer who has been working at the PSIU since 1997 and
whom we are going to find inside the black box later in this chapter, gave us an idea of
how things worked during this period:
In 1997, the number of personnel and complaints was much lower. It was not
something the population knew much about. It was new. It was centralized at the
Food Supply Department. Then it moved to the Sub-municipalities Department.
When it decentralized, one sub-municipality coordinated the actions of the entire
region. We received the complaints from each sub-municipality of our regional
sector and organized the inspections for each. The director, who stayed in an office
downtown, verbally named a sub-director for each regional sector. It was Marta
[Suplicy] who decentralized. That was a bad idea. The PSIU was distributed in tiny
rooms. I scheduled the addresses to inspect, I went to make the inspections, and I
processed the technical report… You had to do everything! We carried out
inspections when there was a car available, which depended on the submunicipality operations.
Reassembling the black box: Major Rosado

For those who have worked at the PSIU for the last eight years or more, the history of the
institution can be divided into three periods: before, during, and after the Major Rosado
administration. Although he is not a politician himself, Major Rosado helped to create the
Brazilian Social Democracy Party in 1988, a popular party that elected Fernando
Henrique Cardoso as president in 1994 and 1998. Although he did not advance
particularly far in the police career track, he studied and has good relations with most
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colonels of the Military Police. In the 1990s he worked as the Governor of São Paulo’s
security director, then “fixed some problems” at the Juvenile Detention Center, and ended
up at the São Paulo Metro, where he currently works as a Technical Advisor. When José
Serra, who also founded the Brazilian Social Democracy Party, was elected mayor in
2005, he invited Rosado to use his military discipline and administrative skills to put the
black box in order.
As we know, at that point in time the PSIU was fragmented across submunicipalities, and no one seemed to know exactly how effective it was because data
about complaints were spread across many areas. Some sub-municipalities dealt with the
noise complaints more seriously than others. Special attention was given to inspecting
bars downtown and in the upscale nightlife area, partly because the press gave particular
importance to these areas in order to determine PSIU’s efficiency. The first thing Major
Rosado did as PSIU director was to re-centralize the institution. Just one month after
taking office, Mayor José Serra issued a decree revoking Suplicy’s decision, arguing that
“the decentralization of the control and inspection of the activities that generate noise
pollution […] did not achieve the expected results.” From now on, the “human and
material resources” were to be transferred to the same place. Rosado explains:
This system of creating regional sectors in sub-municipalities creates a mess. Who
does what? Who has the authority? When the PSIU was created, it included a
director with legal powers. But how can the director make decisions if the
Secretary [of the Sub-municipalities Department] or the subprefeito [literally the
sub-mayor, or the head of a sub-municipality] disagrees? There was a hierarchy. I
took charge as the director in the midst of this whirlwind of responsibilities. So I
arrived saying, “Look, I follow the legality principle. I’m the director, so I’m in
charge here. The PSIU was decentralized; each sub-municipality had a chunk, and
the director was merely a stooge – because in the end each sub-municipality
decided where the agents would go. So we had to restructure the PSIU. I
established the headquarters on Líbero Badaró Street, and brought everybody in.
We found out that each person had a different interpretation of the law. I told
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Serra [the mayor] that I would need 6 to 9 months to make things work. He
agreed.
Under Rosado’s direction, the PSIU left the fragmented state of tiny rooms and
administrative invisibility to become a full-fledged black box. PSIU created informative
folders – one of which was tailored to elementary school students – explaining the
dangers of hearing loss and how the city’s noise ordinances worked. Rosado brought
people from other sectors of the municipal administration into the PSIU and dispensed
with those who were not willing to work – “I’m hardline, if you’re lazy than I have no
use for you” Rosado says. He built an infrastructure for employees, bringing lawyers to
work at the PSIU to advise on administrative legal issues. “What were people supposed
to do after the administrative sealing? Each sub-municipality did it a different way. So we
created a re-opening term. We built an archive and organized all the processes, looking at
each one to see what still had to be done legally.” At that point, the PSIU had
accumulated tens of thousands of processes. Rosado established a cutoff point, analyzing
only the cases received in the previous 15 days.
Rosado also took other important administrative measures, including the removal
of anonymous complaints from the input system. “I can’t accept that, it’s cowardice. We
are not talking about criminals. These are bar owners, restaurant owners. I started to
notice that a lot of people had a beef with a neighbor, a family member, or a competing
bar owner. These people took advantage of the anonymity to damage someone else’s
business. I could prove more than half of those complaints were criminal, against people
who had nothing to do with it.” One should note that Rosado is not talking about the
inspection itself, but the input method. He is not saying that bar owners and church
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preachers should have the right to know who is making the complaint (like the
evangelical politician advocated in the previous chapter). Rather, he is arguing that the
PSIU needed to be able to identify the complainer in order to legally act in his/her name.
PSIU employees remember Rosado for his ability to enroll the actors necessary for
giving the agency an institutional face – things like rooms, computers, desks, chairs,
waiting rooms, coffee, minibars, and water coolers. Rosado brought the five sectors that
had been distributed into different sub-municipalities to the newly created headquarters.
The PSIU started to have its own fleet of vehicles to carry out inspections. “Before, when
agents had to ask for a car to the sub-municipality, everybody ended up finding out that
PSIU was going conduct inspections,” Rosado explains. PSIU also started to use more
sophisticated sound meters. According to Rosado, “When I got there, we had only two
sound meters, neither was working well. We brought sound meters from France [yes,
from Isnard’s 01dB] that stored the values measured, putting an end to corruption since
the engineer measuring the sound could not change the evidence anymore.”
Rosado started to organize large police operations. Since the PSIU had the 1 am
Law under its belt, the Major went a little further and took advantage of his personal
connections with the colonels. Rosado explains: “During all my years with the police I
worked on the street. I used to get frustrated when the bar was making noise but had all
the paperwork in order. What could I do as a military police officer? So I had to just
leave. This would often given the impression that we had made a deal with the bar
owner.”54 Because inspections under the 1 am Law are relatively simple, requiring the
inspector to check whether the bar is open and taking punitive administrative measures,

54

As we can see, the frustration showed by Major Tenório is not particularly new among Military Police
officers.
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Rosado started to move from passive to active noise control, overseeing large inspections
in entire districts with the help of the local police companies and stations.
Bars open after 1 am without acoustic insulation and security personnel are
suspicious. I tried to change that law to 11 pm, because when you close a bar at 1
am you are throwing patrons on the street but not providing any public
transportation. So you can create another problem. We put together these
operations in a peripheral district for a few months and found a fair decrease in
the crime rate in that region. Our biggest surprise was that aggression against
women almost disappeared.
Bars continuously disobeyed the PSIU’s administrative closures and sealing off
orders, taking advantage of the limited number of agents and the well-known slowness of
the legal apparatus. Rosado then enlisted another actor to deal with the issue: stone
blocks!
I researched the legal definition of administrative sealing, and it includes putting
large stone blocks in front of the establishment to keep the owner from opening it.
The block is property of the city hall so people are not allowed to remove it. If you
remove the block, you are damaging public property, and then you are in trouble.
Not only placing stone blocks; we also started to wall
up the entrance! The lawyers attacked me saying it
was illegal. “Go on, sue me!” I would tell them. “I
will show that it is legal.” When the judge stated that
it was legal, then people started to come talk with me
nicely.
As we can see, Rosado enlisted powerful actors
Fig. 3.3: one of PSIU’s first
administrative seals with concrete
blocks, in February 2005. A Federal
Councilman contacted Rosado to try
to negotiate the closure of the bar,
which is located in an upscale
district. “I don’t make deals,”
Rosado explained. Photo by Sergio
Castro (Romanelli and Pitta 2005).

to activate the black box, changing input and output
mechanisms and everything in between. He was an
outsider with no political or police ambitions,
designated to reform the PSIU. “Sheltered” by the
mayor and with links to key police officers, Rosado
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was able to deploy the devices necessary for making PSIU work. Rosado left the PSIU a
few months after mayor José Serra left city hall to run for governor. Jorge Benazzy, who
worked in the night shift during the years Rosado directed the PSIU (2005 – 2007),
remembers that the PSIU issued the equivalent of $60,000 in fines per night. In 2005, the
PSIU issued a total of $4.1 million in fines. In 2012, that number had more than doubled.
We are now ready to take a look inside the agency.

Entering the PSIU as an Ethnographer
Take the metro: blue line, northbound.
Take off at Sé Station (the giant’s navel).
Human waves.
Get in line to exit through the turnstiles.
Choose between escalator and (long) stairs.
It’s bright outside.
Walk through Sé Plaza.
On the left a man preaches with a Bible in hand.
On the right, two men fix the sidewalk.
Cross Sé Plaza Street.
Walk through the walkway.
“Cell phone, cell phone,” the vendor shouts.
Like a desert in the middle of a stone jungle,
The Patriarca Plaza emerges.
No protest today.
See the City Hall on the left.
Walk down Libero Badaró Street.
Back to the shade – another giant corridor.

Sounds reverberate a lot here.
Motorcycle drivers take advantage,
Speeding up at this part of the block.
Their engines resound.
Cross the street.
Enter a tall office building.
“Have you been here before?”
“Yes.”
“What’s your I.D. number?”
“3071154698.”
Another turnstile.
A green arrow blinks.
Wait for the elevator.
Press button 36.
The monitor in the elevator tells me:
Current temperature: 28C.
36th floor. We get out.

We are going to follow actors as they circulate inside and outside the PSIU, observing
how the agency is continuously instituted through this assemblage. We will do this in the
same way that we approached the first black box: starting with the inputs coming from
complainants and observing the chain reaction that it generates. The input data for the
PSIU is not exactly noise, but noise complaints. This is the data that the institution deals
with, and this is how people inside and outside the PSIU measure its efficiency. Like a
sound meter that measures the levels of sound pressure in decibels, statistics measure the
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levels of institutional efficiency by the number of complaints processed. The difference is
that when the sound meter shows sound limits above the acceptable limit, people blame
the noisemakers, but when the institutional black box shows unresolved complaints above
the “acceptable” limit, people blame the black box.
Most people who visit PSIU headquarters, located on the 36th floor of 425 Libero
Badaró Street, see only a small area with a few chairs, a desk, a computer, and a
receptionist. They can see movement in the larger room because the door separating both
rooms is usually left open. The receptionist, Lucinea, has been working at the PSIU for
more than 10 years. I will come back to this room and Lucinea later, before leaving the
PSIU. But we have more access than mere visitors because we are institutional
ethnographers – yes, we are aware that for the insiders it is far from clear what this
ethnography entails and what kind of information a boring office can provide. After
providing an official document proving affiliation to an academic institution, I was able
to get more access to PSIU’s spaces.
To avoid any hierarchical conflict inside the black box, I started my visit with the
director, the PSIU’s most powerful member (and the only one with a private office).
Known inside the PSIU as “the Colonel,” Wanderley Pereira is a retired Military Police
officer who has been directing the PSIU since 2010. He tells us what he would tell any
journalist: that the PSIU receives about 2,000 complaints every month (many of which
are repeat complaints); that the four engineers currently working at the PSIU measure the
sound 2 meters away in front of the venue, or in the complainant’s home (if s/he allows);
that they receive monthly instructions; that inspectors need to write down exactly how
they found the venue to avoid legal complications because owners always file a defense;
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that any commercial establishment that sells alcoholic beverage and allows people to
drink in their property fits in the “bar” category; that it is common for some evangelical
churches to place the speakers outside; that most complaints (about 60%) are related to
bars, followed by churches and construction sites.
The Colonel also explains that, around 2010, the Military Police Operational
Information System, the Administrative Incident System, and the Municipal Public
Service System were integrated. This means that a Military Police officer who sees an
administrative infraction on patrol (for instance, a noisy bar) can enter the information
into the Administrative Incident System. The Colonel has access to this system and can
dispatch agents to inspect the place. In this case, one might agree with Major Tenorio that
it would be a good idea to delegate the authority to fine bars to police officers. However,
the Colonel disagrees: “This is not what the Military Police would like to be doing. I
know that because I’m a Colonel. They have other priorities. Noise is an administrative
issue, which is what we do here at PSIU.” I ask the Colonel if PSIU would be able to
send agents promptly after a complaint had been made. “We would not,” he responds.
“That situation would fit into peace disturbance. Here at the PSIU the demand is too great
to respond promptly. We need to schedule inspections. Besides, I depend on the presence
of police or metropolitan guard officers. For that, I need to send an official request a
week before so they can plan to allocate officers to accompany PSIU agents.”
At this point, Debora Castelani arrives at the door. Debora, who has been working
here for 15 years, has been involved with most aspects of the PSIU’s work, including
inspecting venues at night. Today, she is responsible for coordinating the inspections that
the programmers put together each week. She explains the sectors: the front desk is for
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dealing with the noisemakers who have been asked to come here. Castelani explains,
“Before fining the places, we mail a letter informing the owners that a complaint was
made against their venue. If they come here (60% do), we let the complainant know that
the noisemaker is aware, and invite him or her to make a new complaint if the problem
persists.” The ombudsman takes care of this and any other issue the complainant might
have regarding the PSIU’s activities. At the front desk, Lucinea eventually answers the
complainants’ calls, which are usually made directly to the Municipal Public Service.
As I described, São Paulo is divided into five regional sectors inside the PSIU. In
the center of the largest room, we see the five programmers. The programmers coordinate
two types of data: new complaints and the records that are already in the system. Meire
Teodoro is the programmer responsible for Sector 3, which comprises eleven submunicipalities, or 33 districts, or about four million people! Early in the week, Teodoro
enters all the information generated by the inspections into the system. Each new activity
needs to be linked to all other past activities: she goes to the file where that specific
process is located and types in whatever the inspectors did. For instance, if they went
there and closed the bar, she will type in that the inspectors closed the bar. It is important
to carefully link these layers of activities to one another because it is illegal for the state
to levy two fines at the same venue. It is also important to keep these layers in order so
that the inspectors know what they need to do the next time that they inspect a place –
levy a fine, implement administrative closure, or even seal the place off completely.
From Monday to Friday, Teodoro puts together the inspections for that week in
the system. She receives complaints from the Municipal Public Service System, the
District Attorney, and the Ombudsman. Because the inspectors responsible for the 1 am
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Law depend upon the Military Police, Neire needs to make sure that the inspection
allocated for a specific battalion happens within the area of that battalion. Requests
coming from the Office of the District Attorney have priority because they have the
power to open an investigation on the PSIU for, among other things, negligence. Venues
that have already received a large number of complaints also have priority. Based on
these complaints, Teodoro programs the next visits. She checks the system to determine
the situation of the venue, and includes this information in the documents that the
inspectors will bring to the inspections. She also includes the address, the time of the
complaint, and the point where inspectors should meet the police officers or metropolitan
guards. Castelani, who coordinates the inspections, will determine who is responsible for
each binder. When the inspectors arrive at the PSIU during the night, they will receive an
envelope with the inspections that one of the five programmers has put together.
I’m at the PSIU, sitting in a chair next to Marcos. He is entering information into the system. It’s Friday,
and the Colonel is not here today. Everybody is chatting cheerfully. I haven’t been taking many notes
because it seems to make people uncomfortable.
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Fig. 3.4: Three programmers at the PSIU headquarters. The binders
next to their desks are processes that need to be translated into the
system. Photo by Leonardo Cardoso.

Castelani shows us the three other sectors. The first sector is the administrative sector,
which, among other things, takes care of paperwork related to vacations and retirements.
The second sector is the fines sector, which (as the name indicates) analyzes and registers
fines into a special system. Finally, the juridical sector gives advice regarding the legality
of PSIU’s actions, interacts with the Office of the District Attorney, and defends the
PSIU vis a vis the City Judicial Department, where the administrative infractions are
judged. Besides these three sectors, there is also an employee responsible for organizing
the archives and Paulinho, responsible for linking the day and night crews.
As in most administrative offices, documents are the actors that allow actions to
be traceable. The effectiveness of the PSIU as a mediator of noise conflicts relies on a
series of translations, all of which need to occur in order for inputs to be processed and
for outputs to be performed. Before I leave the PSIU, I take the chance to observe
Lucinea at the front desk. This is the most “oral” part of the PSIU because it is where
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outsiders have the opportunity to understand what is going on. Complainants want to
know what happened to the complaint they submitted weeks ago, and noisemakers want
to know what is going to happen in the following weeks.
A man walks in.
-

Man: Hi, I was reported. Here
is the letter. I want to follow
what the law requires. The
important thing is not to have
my church closed.

-

Lucinea: Did you bring your
documents?

-

Man: Yes I have everything. I
turn off the microphone at 8:30
pm, to avoid trouble. One day I
finished the services at 9:30 pm,
and they came here to report
me. I think the best thing is to
remove the drum kit, and leave
the microphone on at a low
volume. The musician at my
church is already mad at me
because I don’t let him play
longer. But I’d rather lose him
than have to close my church.
Lucinea opens the process in the
system: You have a Pentecostal
Church. The complaint was
made on November 24. It says
your church was making noise
from 7 am to 9:30 pm.

-

-

Man: What a liar! I don’t open
the church in the mornings.
They really want to break me,
huh? I don’t offer services
during the day. Know that I
know about you here, I’m going
to report them too! This man
who reported me, the other
women next to me, they throw
parties that last the whole night.
Can I report them too?
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-

Lucinea: Yes, you need to call
156. But you should worry
about your problem now.

-

Man: …The whole night!

-

Lucinea: If the PSIU goes there,
you may get a fine, and then it’s
going to get complicated for
you. Let’s sign in the
Attendance Term. I’m going to
put that in the system. If we
receive another complaint, we
are going to take action…

-

Man: I’m going to remove the
drum kit. But we pay taxes; I
can’t leave my microphone on
even before 8:30 pm?

-

Lucinea: There’s no period in
which you can make noise.

-

Man: But everybody makes
noise! Just because I have my
church I can’t work?

-

Lucinea: You can work. But
there’s a complaint about your
church. You should worry about
your church.

-

Yeah I better remove that drum
kit. The Baptist [Church]
doesn’t make noise… neither
does the Catholic [Church]. We
don’t have a lawyer, [so] we
can’t squabble with the entire
neighborhood. I need to turn the
volume down, play the music
inside the house only. I know
they are dying of jealousy
because I have a job, because I
bought two motorcycles. After I

bought those motorcycles it
became hell to live on that
street. But I’m scared of being
fined.
The man signs the Attendance Term
and leaves.

Entering and Leaving the PSIU as a Noise Complainant

Let’s follow another type of route, interacting with the PSIU as a noise complainant
instead of as an ethnographer, and see where this leads us.
Stage 1: Input
On July 24, 2012, Vera decided to activate the punitive power of the state to
resolve a noise issue she had been facing for weeks. A bar, let’s call it Hubbub Bar, on
the corner of her street was playing loud music at 11:30 pm last Saturday. She knows that
the PSIU exists, but does not know how to activate its disciplining capacity. She also
does not know what this capacity is. She hopes that they will close the bar. She accesses
the Municipal Public System online and fills out the complaint form. Because she does
not trust online complaint forms, she calls the PSIU the next day.
Stage 2: Input processing
Lucinea talks to Vera and confirms that the PSIU has received her complaint.
Vera complains that she cannot “live like that.” The authorities need to do something
about it. Lucinea passes the protocol number of Vera’s complaint to Meire Teodoro.
Stage 3: Enrolling the necessary actors
Teodoro types in the address where Hubbub Bar is located, and finds out that a
notification letter had been sent to the establishment two months ago, but that nobody
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came to the PSIU to show any documents. Teodoro includes the bar in this week’s
inspections, entering the date and time that (according to Vera’s complaint) the nuisance
was most audible. Debora Castelani dispatches a requirement, with the Colonel’s
endorsement, to the Metropolitan Civil Guard requesting support. Castelani randomly
selects an engineer, Roger, and a supporting agent, Claudia, to carry out the inspections
in Vera’s district. Castelani places the envelopes for Saturday’s inspections in the cabinet.
One pile of envelopes is for inspectors who deal with the Noise Law, the other pile is for
the 1 am Law inspectors.
Stage 4: the Link
Paulinho is the link between day and night shifts. He also stays at the PSIU during
the weekends to make sure that everything runs smoothly. On Saturday afternoon, he
takes the Noise Law and 1 am Law envelopes. He checks the documents in each
envelope, making sure the inspectors have the data about the situation of the venues they
will inspect. Paulinho is going to deliver each envelope to the inspectors as they arrive.
He calls the Municipal Guard Station that is going to accompany Roger and Claudia that
evening in order to confirm that they received the request and that their address has not
changed. Paulinho also makes sure the designated drivers get there in time.
Stage 5: The evening starts
Roger and Claudia arrive at PSIU headquarters around 7 pm. Roger receives the
envelope and examines the addresses to make sure he knows how to get where he needs
to go. This time they have 14 places to inspect. He picks up the sound meter in the
cabinet and checks the battery. He knows how to get to the Guard Station. They have
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been scheduled to meet there at 8 pm. Traffic is bad so they are probably going to get
there later than that.
Stage 6: Inspection
Roger and Claudia leave PSIU with the driver. Vera’s complaint is finally about
to be translated into action. They arrive at the Metropolitan Civil Guard Station at 8:25
pm. The assigned guards receive the list of addresses and get in the patrol car, following
the PSIU car. The first three places are closed. The fourth is on a busy road. Although the
venue is playing music at 72 dB (A), the environmental noise is too close to that value
because of traffic noise (PSIU engineers take 3 dB (A) as the limit for determining
whether to fine the place or not). Thus, Roger cannot fine the restaurant. The fifth address
is Hubbub Bar. They get there around 10:45 pm, slightly earlier than the time Vera
indicated in the complaint. Roger pulls out the sound meter from the case. He is able to
take measurements for 15 seconds before the manager realizes what is going on and turns
down the volume. Although 15 seconds are less than the recommended 30 seconds have
elapsed, for Roger measurements above ten seconds are valid. He does not think that it
makes much of a difference after 10 seconds.
Roger then walks a few yards and measures the environmental noise: 55 dB. This
is 15 dB less than the level of noise in front of the Hubbub Bar. Roger and Claudia enter
the bar accompanied by the two metropolitan civil guards. They introduce themselves to
the private security guard and ask him to bring the owner or manager of the establishment
to them. After a minute, the manager arrives. Roger explains why they are at his
establishment. He asks the manager to show the documents of the venue. The operating
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license is in order. Roger explains that Hubbub Bar is making noise above the allowed
limits, which is 45 dB for a mixed zone of medium-to-high density from 10 pm to 7 am.
- Hubbub Manager: How am I supposed
to know when it’s too loud?
- PSIU agent: You can’t have these
speakers with the windows of your bar
open. They are projecting sound to the
streets. That’s why you got a complaint.
You need acoustic treatment here.
- Hubbub Manager: Last week a PSIU
agent came here and he told me the
limit was 65 dB. So how am I supposed
to know?
- PSIU agent: No, it’s 45 dB after 10 pm.
If you didn’t have the license the fine
would be $16,000. Since you have the
license, it’s going to be less. How many
people can you fit in here? 100 people?

- Hubbub Manager: At most 100 people.
- PSIU agent: So the fine is $ 8,000.
- Hubbub Manager: I don’t think this
type of fine is fair. I was misinformed.
Besides, the bar on the other corner of
this same street has louder music. Why
don’t you go there? That is not fair.
Churches can make all the noise they
want.
- PSIU agent: Unfortunately that is the
law.
The PSIU agent fills in the report. The
report includes a sketch of the locations
where Roger measured the Hubbub Bar’s
noise and the environmental noise.

At this point, Vera’s complaint becomes a fine. As we have seen, the complaint
had to go through a series of translations in order to become a fine: the Municipal Public
System, Lucinea, Debora Castelani, Meire Teodoro, a printer, computers, maps,
Paulinho, two inspectors, one sound meter, one driver, a request sent to the Metropolitan
Guard, two metropolitan civil guards, two cars, one law, one technical standard, and one
bar manager. Over the next week, Teodoro is going to add the information provided by
Roger into the system, the Fine Section will register the fine, and the ombudsman will fill
inform that an action was taken, which Vera will see on her computer. Will she be able to
sleep well from now on? Not necessarily. To start with, the fine is not stabilized yet
Stage 7: Appeal – the Administrative Sphere
The owner of Hubbub Bar owes the city $8,000. He receives a subpoena requiring
a technical report from an accredited acoustic engineer showing the adjustments that the
bar will make to conform to the Noise Law. If he provides the PSIU with this document,
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then he will have a few months to make these adjustments; if he does not, then PSIU
agents will shut down the bar the next time they inspect it. In a few weeks, the bar owner
will receive a fine from the City of São Paulo by mail. He has a few weeks to contest the
fine. After that, he has 30 days to appeal. The bar owner then decides to activate the
translating skills of a lawyer to try to avoid the penalty. The owner delegates to the
lawyer the challenging task of breaking the links necessary for transforming a complaint
into a fine. Here is what the lawyer has to say in the appeal:
The appellant recognizes that the inspection of noise emission measured 70 dB at
maximum value. He argues that the object of the complaint was the bar located on
the other corner on the same block. He questions the validity of the fine, asserting
that the inspector did not respect the rules of technical standard NBR 10.151. For
instance, the inspector measured the noise inside the establishment, and did not
prove that the sound meter was calibrated. Additionally, the presence of the owner
of the establishment, necessary for the fine, was not respected. Finally, the
environmental noise was not considered.
Stage 8: Sentence 1
The lawyer has activated his client’s right to challenge the fine before the
Department of Environmental Quality Control, which is part of the Environmental
Agency. What now? As Latour puts it, “Either the claim will be given the power to
follow its course and break one of these texts – orders, decisions, regulations or decrees –
which together form the immense cloth of published texts: this is annulment. Or
conversely, there is something in these published texts which has such force that […]
blocks the progression of the claim definitively: that is rejection” (Latour 1999: 89). The
Department of Environmental Quality Control dispatches the process to the PSIU asking
for further clarification. Did Roger measure the sound inside or outside the venue? How
does he know the sound meter was calibrated? Roger writes that he did not measure the
sound inside the establishment. When he entered the bar he had already made the
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measurement. He explains that he did measure the environmental noise, as the sketch
included in the process indicates. Finally, Roger writes that the sound meter CEL
275/CEL 573 Type 1 (made in England) complies with IEC-651.55 He votes for
maintaining the fine. The PSIU’s Judiciary section adds another layer of jurisprudence
for defending the fine. The city’s Environmental Agency reviews the process and decides
to maintain the fine. At this point, the case is published in the Official Gazette and
archived. The Municipal Judicial Department starts the process of executing the fine.
Stage 9: First and Second Appeals – the Juridical Sphere
The lawyer and his client lost the battle in the administrative sphere. Now they
will either accept the defeat or move onto the juridical sphere, where the state will decide
whether the fine should be maintained or not. At this point the lawyer files an injunction
so that the execution of the fine is postponed until the process is decided in the juridical
sphere. The case is sent to the chamber reserved for environmental issues at the São
Paulo State Court. The lawyer provides the arguments once more, trying to call into
question the City of São Paulo’s decision. Meanwhile, the city’s Attorney General enlists
the PSIU’s judiciary sector to provide the arguments for defending the city. The lawyer
has two more chances to get the fine rescinded.
Stage 10: Final Sentence
At the State Court, the case’s reporter (relator) summarizes the case, presenting
the lawyer’s arguments and the state’s counter-arguments (contrarazões). The reporter
ties together Codes, laws, ordinances, previously judged cases, and doctrines
(interpretations of the law) in order to give a verdict. Three judges discuss the case based
55

The IEC (International Electrotechnical Comission) standard describes sound level meters and specifies
electrical and acoustical tests to verify compliance with the characteristics specified.
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on the reporter’s document and vote on the sentence. Unfortunately for the bar owner, the
Court rejects the appeal and maintains the fine. The injunction is removed and the
Municipal Judicial Department resumes the execution of the fine.
So now the bar owner has no way out, right? Perhaps. The fine is attached to the
property records, not to the owner. He could submit a change in the name of the
establishment, which would generate a different operating license. This would bring us to
stage one again in terms of inspection. Although the fine is still there, it would take a few
years for it to become active debt, in which case the owner has no way out. But before
that happens, he could sell the bar without mentioning that there is an $8,000 fine
hanging over it, and let the new owner deal with it. The new owner will have to hire a
lawyer to break the links between the property he or she bought and the fine that came
attached with the property.
At this point, it is hard to know whether Vera’s problem was solved or not.
Perhaps a new bar has replaced Hubbub Bar; perhaps this new bar is making even more
noise! In any case, after such a large population of actors, spread out through time and
space, has been enlisted to mediate her problem, Vera might come to the conclusion that
the PSIU is either inefficient or corrupt. This is one of the reasons why I slowed down the
narrative to follow the ordeal of a noise complaint as it makes its way through several
administrative black boxes. The perception that outsiders such as Vera have of black
boxes such as the PSIU is based on the ordeals that are necessary in order to actually
implement punishments. The lag between the day Vera that finds out that “an action has
been taken” and the day that she has a quiet night of sleep depends on this long process of
stabilization. We can see why citizens often prefer to dial 190 and activate the Military
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Police. “Only suckers waste their time counting on administrative law, the Military Police
should send these noisemakers the right message,” they conclude. To resolve their noise
conflicts, Paulistanos choose between the “slow” pace in which the PSIU deals with the
nuisance and the police’s inability to do much without a witness. There is, however,
another alternative.

Black Box 3: The Metropolitan Civil Guard and the Conflict Mediation Houses

This last black box is the opposite of the one we just left, at least when it comes to
bureaucracy. We could almost say that this black box is anti-bureaucratic in the way that
it processes inputs and outputs. It was instituted in late 2011, when the Municipal
Secretaries of Human Rights, Urban Security, Environment, and Education, issued an
ordinance for the creation of a “Conflict Mediation Network.” The Office of Integrated
Municipal Management created a specific Intersecretarial Conflict Mediation Committee
to manage the installation of Mediation Houses in São Paulo. The objective of these
Houses, the document tells us, is to contribute to the peaceful resolution of conflicts in
communities.
We meet Dalmo Alamo, the Managing Superintendent of the Metropolitan Civil
Guard and President of the Intersecretarial Conflict Mediation Committee. Inspector
Alamo is one of the originators of this initiative. The idea of the Conflict Mediation
Houses is to offer the population an alternative mechanism for dealing with social
conflicts that linger in the space between peace and crime. “The idea is to start with these
Houses slowly, to give the population time to understand that they have an alternative
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before seeking the judicial system, which often does not solve the problem. The same
happens with the police car, because when they come the noisemaker turns down the
volume.”
The PSIU and the Military Police are reactive forces, Alamo explains. Mediation,
on the other hand, attempts to tackle the problem at an early stage, before the punitive
mechanism sets in. For the Superintendent, Brazilians are not used to the idea that they
can reclaim autonomy to resolve disputes without the state’s disciplinary hand. They
believe that crimes and nuisances are only solved when the police or the PSIU act.
“These institutions act only on the effects of the problem,” Alamo argues. He believes
that the law is activated because people do not know each other or do not know how to
find possibilities of dialogue. That urban condition, Alamo says, is part of the way cities
evolved: “The idea of the Houses is to take the conflicting parties out of the conflict
environment so that they can dialogue and find a bond of sociability that the large urban
centers knock down.”
For Inspector Guilherme, who has planned the syllabus of the conflict mediation
course, “violence affects crime, not the other way around.” What he means is that crime
is the most serious phase of violence. The importance of the mediation, he says, lies with
its ability to prevent conflicts from becoming crises, and crises from becoming crimes.
For this reason, the Metropolitan Civil Guard installed the first Conflict Mediation
Houses in areas with higher crime and peace disturbance rates – i.e., noisy areas.
Conflicts manifest some type of interdependence between parties. Noise conflicts are
often interferences in one’s right to enjoy his/her own space. The shock of acoustic
horizons increases with the closeness of people and the diversity of expectations
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regarding how they want to articulate the space. Indeed, with sound it is not hard to
challenge another person’s right to watch TV in her living room, his/her right to celebrate
on the street, his/her right to sleep in his/her bedroom.
In the mediation course I took with other metropolitan guards, we learned that it is
necessary to come to grips with a certain attitude towards space. Fines and police reports
mediate conflicts by punishing lawbreakers, but how many fines and police reports must
a city issue before the authorities realize that this is not enough? This is a hard question to
answer because, as we saw, the authorities like to show voters how efficient the most
popular black boxes are by quantifying their outputs. The third black box shows us that
there are other ways of tackling the issue. It stimulates dialogue between conflicting
acoustic expectations, encouraging the parties directly involved to listen to one another. It
is less about defending noise or silence than about finding mechanisms for cohabitation.
Unlike negotiation, arbitration, and conciliation, we also learned mediation relies heavily
on the parties themselves to advance solutions collectively, without the direct interference
of a neutral element. Mediation is therefore a gradual process of translating conflicting
perspectives and encouraging parties to think creatively in order to transcend any type of
zero-sum outcome.
By the end of 2012, each of the city’s 31 sub-municipalities had its own Conflict
Mediation House. These precincts have the advantage of always being open and being
accessible to the population in all regions of the city. The “House” is actually a room
inside the Guard’s precinct. Inside this room, the conflict mediator receives people going
through any sort of interpersonal conflict. The roundtable is strategically placed in this
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room. As the mediator and “parties” sit around it, the table challenges spatially the notion
that the parties are on opposing sides.
Like the two other black boxes, we can input noise complaints into the Conflict
Mediation House. To do that, complainants can call the Civil Guard number or go to the
precinct. After that, the mediator sends an invitation letter to the noisemaker, explaining
the situation. Participation is not mandatory: the other party needs to be interested in
coming. The parties will meet with the mediator and will continue to meet until some sort
of agreement is stabilized. Talita, who has been working in São Paulo’s first Mediation
House, explains that “little by little one party sees that the conflict is not as huge as she
thought, while the other sees that it is not as little as he thought.” After the parties
reframe the conflict so that all pertinent actors are locked into place, the mediator writes a
Terms of Consensual Commitment. The document has legal power and can be used
eventually in legal measures.
Conclusion

“Institute” comes from the Latin word instituere, “to set up.” In this chapter, we have
considered how three instituted black boxes are set up to resolve noise conflicts in São
Paulo. All three only work with citizen input. Some accept a wider range of inputs than
others, and they all generate different outputs. All three seem to lean toward a specific
type of interpretation: they view noise as a potential threat to public security. Although
we should expect this type of interpretation from the Military Police and Metropolitan
Civil Guard, this is a little surprising coming from an anti-noise agency.
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As we entered the PSIU and followed its errant path, it became clear that, during
the process of re-establishing the agency’s autonomy, Major Rosado had articulated the
links between noise and crime. While some members of the Military Police have tried to
engage in noise control partly to salvage their own credibility in the eyes of the
population, the PSIU has taken the opposite route, using crime control partly to give
validity to its punitive capacity. Churches have also been an issue, and the PSIU has a
tense relationship with “religious noise.” Unlike bars, churches do not have a specific
noise ordinance. Since the PSIU has only four engineers to make all the sound
measurements they need, the sounds of churches, like the sounds of construction sites,
can spread (and annoy) more efficiently.
In Chapter 1, we have discussed sound-politics by looking at controversies
concerning spaces and attempts to stabilize them. Chapter 2 focused on sound-politics as
attempts to stabilize regulatory documents. We saw that documents can always change
their status through further translation processes. Finally, in this chapter, we localized the
instability of institutions by deploying a black box metaphor. The order in which I have
presented these instabilities should not be seen as logical and chronological. Instead,
these three inter-related actor-networks are constantly exchanging links of sound and
politics, and assembling a broader – but localized – sound-politics. Although they are not
chronological, all three are necessary components for discussing sound-politics because
they mediate controversial sounds in different ways. Zoning laws can prevent conflicts by
prohibiting noisy factories from existing close to a hospital. They also mediate conflicts
when lawmakers attach noise ordinances to them. The four city spaces I have introduced
in Chapter 1 also mediate (and are mediated by) controversial sounds.
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These actor-networks are pockets of stabilized order in an ocean of city-noise. In
the first part of this dissertation, I suggested that stabilizing spaces, ordinances, and
institutions in terms of noise has something to do with the difficulty of stabilizing sounds
– from the moment that they are generated to the moment they reach our bodies. What is
the proper physical, legislative, and institutional place of noise? Do we translate it as a
threat to health, to the urban environment, to public security, to social rigidity, to
religious intolerance, or to the quality of life? Noise translates itself by refusing to fit (to
be instituted) inside spaces and bodies, creating a gigantic fractal that enlists actors but
denies them a stable position. As Serres puts it, “The raucous, anarchic, noise, variegated,
tiger-striped, zebra-streaked, jumbled-up, mixed-up multiple, crisscrossed by myriad
colors and myriad shares, is possibility itself. It is a set of possible things, it may be the
set of possible things” (1995: 22).
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Interlude: Musing on Sound
“The person who haunts us is the person who is
having more pleasure than us.”
- Adam Phillips, On Balance (2010: 25).

[…] toom * * toom toom * * toom * toom * toom toom * * * […]

On a rainy February morning in São Paulo, I woke up to the sound of Steppenwolf’s
“Born to be Wild.” Not the song as I know it, but its muffled version, with no high hat or
cymbal attacks, just a mid- to low-range elements. The bass drum rhythms hit me
particularly well: toom * * toom toom * * toom * toom * toom toom * * *. This
annoyed me. It annoyed me more than the airplane, even though it was quieter than the
engines. I was not against the song itself; I had grown up with rock’n roll and even
played this song with my rock band years ago. What annoyed me is that, unlike the sound
of a Boeing 737, the musical sound tried to attach to me. This amputated version of a
song that has become a caricature of “rock attitude” among cover bands and middle class
nightclub patrons in São Paulo, also annoyed me because the neighbor replayed it several
times. Perhaps he does not know how well I can listen to it. Perhaps he does not care. Or
perhaps he thinks this is a rock’n roll classic, and as such it shouldn’t be a problem to get
exposed to it. What about me? Am I not annoyed just because the neighbor is getting to
compose my space? Could it be just because he is providing a temporary soundtrack for
my life without consulting me? Is it pure prejudice, pure intolerance on my part? Could it
be that my neighbor (whom I have never seen) haunts me because s/he is having more
pleasure than me? If only I were invited to this musical experience as participant instead
of being enrolled as a mere earwitness…
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In this short interlude I want to offer a reflection on music and sound-politics.
This is necessary as we shift gears and get ready to enter into the controversy of the
partying music of the pancadão. In moving from a generic sound categorized by decibels
to the specific sound and then to music, I want to be careful not to frame musical sounds
as just another sound category. Music, as most of us have experienced at some point, is a
powerful mediator in sound-politics. Things get trickier once we include music and the
whole taste-network it articulates in the corporeal and spatial translations of sound-as-fact
or sound-as-evidence we considered in Part I.
Musical sounds are vortexes in an ocean of city-noise. Anchored in taste, they
travel like Hermes, mediating the numb and the exciting, the ordinary and the
extraordinary, the background and the foreground. If, as Kathleen Stewart suggests,
ordinary affects spread like “lines of resonance and connection that become possible and
might snap into sense in some sharp or vague way” (2007: 4), I suggest that music has a
peculiarity in the way it snaps into the hearing body – sometimes full of tasteful
eventfulness, as distasteful annoyance at other times, but hardly ever as indifference.
One of the challenges one encounters with ANT is that following heterogeneous
associations seems to work quite smoothly when one discusses material actors such as
microbes (Latour 1988), maps (Latour 1987) and scallops (Callon 1986). This is not
surprising of course, as ants cannot hear; instead, they engage with the world through
traceable bites of scent-data. Latour has talked about inscription devices mostly as things
that show data on a screen. In an article titled “Visualization and Cognition,” he discusses
how stuff becomes stabilized and becomes “hard facts” through quantification and
visualization. He argues that the dominance of vision in these processes is not necessarily
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due to the premise that “seeing is believing,” but has more to do with how visible
inscriptions get entangled in an economy of mobilization: to mobilize things one has to
“invent objects which have the properties of being mobile but also immutable,
presentable, readable and combinable with one another” (1986: 7). The “audiovisual
litany” that Jonathan Sterne (2003) describes, in which sight and hearing are idealized
and hierarchized in relation to an “external” reality, has a lot to do with the naturalization
of this economy of mobilization. Specialists specify and map out sensory capacities by
engendering scientific, affective, aesthetic (in sum, disciplinary) discourses. However, to
sense one must acquire a body – but this is only possible through sensing.
If, as Latour puts it, “Acquiring a body is […] a progressive enterprise that
produces at once a sensory medium and a sensitive world” (2004: 207), we could follow
Veit Erlmann’s (2004; 2010) quest into the ear or Jonathan Sterne’s (2003; 2011)
research on sound technologies that listen for the ear (the phonograph, the encoded
architecture of mp3, etc.). Instead of taking the body as an intermediary, as a black box
from which political, philosophical, aesthetic, and economic relations exist, these authors
study the body as a mediator – a site of controversies that resonate with these relations.
Thus, in Reason and Resonance Erlmann focuses less on “how a person’s ‘inner
listening’ may be socially and culturally constructed,” than on “what it is about the ear –
its structure, its elemental substances, its functioning – that allows such a person to speak
of this experience as pertaining to his or her inner self in the first place” (2010: 23).
Associated with ANT since its emergence, Antoine Hennion has been tackling
this issue by advancing what he calls a “pragmatics of taste.” Hennion argues that
sociologists, musicologists, and ethnomusicologists have approached music from two
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programs, one “sociological” and the other “aesthetical.” One is the Durkheimian and
Bourdieuian framework that describes art as a field in which “objects are simply random
signs, [and] the subjects are merely reproducing the hierarchy of social positions,” and in
which “taste is culture’s way of making domination” (Hennion 2005: 132). The opposite
program takes art as an “empirical given reality and provides explanation of its social
conditions; it can be respectful vis-à-vis the ‘artistic nature of art’” (Hennion 2003: 80).
Following the ANT premise in which the social is not a pre-given but mediated by
human and non-human actors in action, Hennion suggests that both programs fall short of
providing a satisfactory account of the affective quality of music because they stabilize
the listening/”tasting” action too quickly. Music, the author argues, mediates a very
“particular way of putting a social reality into a form and a practice,” so we “need to cope
with the enigma of this art which is both very immediate, subjective, emotive, and also
highly symbolic, so powerfully able to mobilize groups and carry social identities” (2003:
81). Taste, pleasure, and meaning are not in the musical object or in the listener, neither
are they stabilized “attributes,” but become attachments through the constant performance
and adjustment of specific competencies, making us “appreciate the works according to a
regime of connoisseurship” (ibid.: 87). In this process, as the author reminds us,
sociologists are not the only ones that “sociologize” musical attachments. Music lovers
are constantly articulating social determinisms in their “continuous elaboration of
procedures that put taste to the test” (Hennion 2007: 98), using it a devices to stabilize
and change their own taste. Instead of illusion, determinisms should be seen as
attachments that hold us to tasted objects and to modes of belonging. 56
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The same applies to “musicologizing” and “ethnomusicologizing” tendencies people use to justify their
own musical attachments.
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Hennion illustrates this approach with the example of mountain climbing. Taste
and the pleasure of climbing are neither already present in the rock (or in the “musical
object”) nor are they pre-established in the climbers’ mindset (or in a group of music
lovers). Not only is there a whole set of actors that need to be taken into account (guide
of the itinerary, the nails and rope for security, rubber boots, etc.), but also it becomes
fruitless to explain these associations as some established causal relation. The pleasure of
the climber is a movement, “an indistinct composition of both the miniscule rugged edges
of the rock, which design the movement’s possibility and, also the immediate capacity of
the climber’s body” (Hennion 2007: 99-100). Which is cause and which is effect, the
rock or the body in contact with it? Pleasure lies in the emergence of both body and rock,
there is no zero sum equation here. As the etymology of object57 reminds us, aesthetic
objects such as music do not necessarily have self-evident properties that need to be
traced, as some musicologists have done, but rather present us a reservoir of differences
that we learn to touch and grasp, as the grooves in song or on a rock, in order to be
touched. Enjoying music is less about asserting some type of collective affiliation –
which some cultural studies scholars and ethnomusicologists have placed as favored
analytical register – than about an activity that takes place in a “perplexed mode,” where
music lovers are “on the lookout for what [music] does to them, attentive to the traces of
what it does to others, [sharing] direct sensations to be experienced (or whose experience
is being sought), and the indirect relays that permit one to change one’s own judgment a
bit, while relying in part on the advice of others” (Hennion 2007: 104).
As we shift gears from sound as measurable pressure oscillation to the soundpolitics of music (which is obviously not outside sound pressure paradigm), I propose we
57
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tackle music as an activity entangled in heterogeneous associations. I propose we do so
without pre-establishing the set of actors that mediate “musical” experiences and
avoiding treating any of the nodes that take part in these associations as passive
intermediaries. Rather than navigating in the register of group politics or individual or
body or music style or taste or instruments or devices and conditions of tasting or tasted
object or physiology of the ear, we could follow all of these actors as mediating and
helping to stabilize specific actor-networks. The challenge, it seems, is “less a question of
understanding everything (a formula whose epistemological terrorism is readily apparent)
than of grasping something at work, from which a constantly changing interpretation can
be presented” (Hennion 2003: 91).

Loudness and Popular Music: Spreading the Grooves
“All things are poison, and nothing is without poison;
only the dose permits something not to be
poisonous.”
- Paracelsus [1493-1541]

The music groove is one of the most prominent vortexes of auditory attachment.
In “Aesthetics as Iconicity of Style,” Steven Feld discusses musical grooves as patterns in
motion and as “recurrent clustering of elements through time” (Feld 1988: 74) that are
“instantly perceived, and often attended by pleasurable sensation ranging from arousal to
relaxation” (1988: 75) – or annoyance, I should add, having the groove of Steppenwolf’s
“Born to be Wild” still vivid in my consciousness as something to be avoided! Grooves
are easily attachable, and easily become elements entangled in what Charles Keil calls
“participatory discrepancies,” which make music “personally involving and socially
valuable” (Keil 1987b: 275). The discrepancies that these grooves stimulate are often
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externalized with foot tapping, hand clapping, stomping, arm swinging, pelvis shaking,
head nodding, and many other bodily variations that often engage in collective
choreographies of groove-feeling. These grooves permeate the funk parties I describe in
Part II.
I am particularly interested in music styles that articulate loud auditory
techniques. David Novak, who has studied loudness and distortion in Japanoise, explains
that “a louder sound is ‘flatter’ across the frequency spectrum and will be perceived as
closer, fuller, deeper, and ‘brighter’ (more high frequencies). Because ‘present’-sounding
recordings are equalized to mimic these changes in perception of loudness, they can seem
louder than they really are, even at low volumes” (2013: 54). If loud music sets forth a
particular presence with increasingly sophisticated sound compression technology to
bring the sound increasingly closer (that is, more and more present), the music grooves
have become the nodes of increasingly palpable contact.
I also want to insert my discussion of music and sound-politics in relation to those
music styles that flow at higher decibels. To get into the groove is to establish an
affective attachment. For Feld, music styles operate as “cultural grooves,” inscribing
collaborative expectancies in time (Feld 1988: 74). Drawing on his fieldwork among the
Kaluli, Feld argues that “grooves/styles are universes of discourse, pervasive, rigorous
unities, assertions of control, and algorithms of the heart essential to affecting presences”
(ibid.: 107). The mediation that takes place through the body cannot be separated from
the groove – style interaction; the interplay of grooves and music styles are part of the set
of associations that permeate subcultural attachments.
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A few scholars have discussed the articulation of loud grooves across popular
music styles. Robert Walser’s work on Heavy Metal shows that the style emerged as a
musical inquiry into loudness, as guitar players overdrove the electronic input of the
amplifier, creating harmonic distortion and signal compression that allowed notes to be
sustained for much longer in comparison to acoustic guitars. Loudness for the sake of
distortion, and distortion for the sake of loudness is part of the physicality of heavy metal.
“Loudness mediates between the power enacted by the music and the listener’s
experience of power” (2013: 45), explains Walser. “Intense volume abolishes the
boundaries between oneself and such representations; the music is felt within as much as
without, and the body is seemingly hailed directly, subjectivity responding to the
empowerment of the body rather than the other way around” (ibid.). Heavy metal grooves
articulate this loudness – and the subculture associated with it – through the
choreography of head-banging and metal horns.
One popular association between music and groove emerged with the Disco fever
in the 1970s. An important development in the technology of loudness took place with
this style, when engineers moved from the 7- to the 12-inch records by spreading the
grooves on the record to make it sound louder (Brewster and Broughton 2000: 177).
Henriques’s discussion of the heavy-bass grooves of the Jamaican sound systems shows
how artists and MCs plug their ears into the speakers in order to come up with more
graspable and powerful grooves, around which competition between sound system crews
revolve. “For the crowd out for the night,” Henriques explains, “One of the distinctive
features of a dancehall session is certainly the loud volume of the music […]. The crowd
experiences such cellular intensities as the sheer immersive weight, liminal force and
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substantive presence of the sounding – impossible to escape or deny” (2008: 53). We are
going to see such bass materialism, which has become so popular in the grooves of black
diasporic music styles, in the youth party that takes place in the suburbs of São Paulo.
Even closer to the sound-politics of loud musical grooves found in pancadões, hip hop
has been a laboratory for experimenting with sub-bass materialism. Steve Ett, an engineer
at a popular studio among hip hop artists, explains that “rap is a matter of pumping the
shit out of the low end. The bass drum is the loudest thing on the record” (quoted in Rose
1994: 76). As Tricia Rose explains, the loudness of heavy-bass groves is also a matter of
quality, as the bass drum and sub-bass notes should not completely lose definition at
higher decibels (ibid.: 75).
Could this groovy loudness be related to some sort of sound-politics in the ear?
Intrigued by the fact that the ear responds differently to loud music in comparison to
other sounds played at the same decibels, scholars have recently cogitated that the ear
reshuffles when auditory pleasure kicks in (Dibble 1995). This might have something to
do with an interesting but understudied fluid-filled sac in the inner ear. This sacculus is a
type of “primitive ear” (found in fishes) that humans use in combination with the much
more “sophisticated” cochlea for detecting pressure oscillation of mechanical waves – the
cochlea can detect and distinguish a much wider range of frequencies.
Besides helping the brain interpret head movements through the vestibular
system, the human sacculus has optimal auditory sensitivity at lower frequencies.
Perhaps, these scholars argue, “human compulsion to exposure to loud, low-frequency
sounds is a kind of acoustic equivalent of vestibular self-stimulant” (Todd 2001: 381). As
the sacculus requires relatively high doses of sound energy for maximal stimulus, the
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cochlea needs to re-adapt to loudness of the environment. Perhaps the cochlea’s
temporary threshold shift experienced in loud venues is less a case of partygoers
“irrationally” trying to go deaf than a desirable state to achieve: “by reducing the input
gain of the cochlea, the balance between any pleasant saccular sensation and the
unpleasant cochlear sensation will be swung in favor of the former” (Todd 2001: 386).
As groups translate the actors within the ear, a very controversial organ that mediates
taste and science, as Erlmann (2010) has shown us, perhaps this can reshuffle the soundpolitics of noise legislation and the embodied engagement of musical pleasure.
To return to ANT, we could say that grooves in songs and as music styles are
inscription devices that enroll and lock (if they are really groovy) listeners into certain
assemblages, translating a set of body-affective instantiations and attachments. What
these instantiations and attachments can only be followed locally with ethnographic
work. The sound-politics of loud popular music composes spaces and bodies through the
doubly movement of groove: groove as musical recurrence, and groove as style. This
doubly movement makes these styles particularly rough a terrain for listeners to grasp, to
use Hennion’s climber metaphor. For the listeners who, like me on that February
morning, are not interested in grasping the grooves but still become trapped in it, the
roughness of the terrain become an endless bumpy road with unexpected detours – a
pragmatics of distaste and discrepant participation indeed! It is to this difference between
the graspable groove and the bumpy noise of loud music that we now turn.
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Part II – Youth and Pancadões

The nomad is distinguished from the civilized by
his repugnance to regular and continuous labor;
by his want of providence in laying up store for
the future […]; by his passion for stupefying
herbs and roots, and, when possible, for
intoxicating fermented liquors […]; by his love
of libidinous dances […]; by the looseness of his
notion as to property; by the absence of chastity
among his women, and his disregard of female
honor; and lastly, by his vague sense of religion.
- Henry Mayhew, London Labor and the London
Poor (1861-2: I, 2)
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Introduction to Part II

In Part II I consider sound-politics in São Paulo from a different angle. In the next three
Chapters I am going to tackle youth parties that became popular in the late 2000s. Known
as pancadões (“big thumps”), these parties take place during weekends in the
impoverished streets of São Paulo’s suburbs. Pancadões transform streets and plazas into
spaces for flirting, drinking, and dancing to the rhythm of funk carioca. Almost since it
emerged in the late 1980s in Rio de Janeiro, the press, the police, and municipal
governments condemned this music style for “praising” criminal factions and for
involving parties where violence and sexual relations among minors were common
activities. However, in the 2000s funk carioca started to shed this stigma and entered
more established music circuits.
In 1993 O Estado de São Paulo introduced the term pancadão as a Rio de Janeiro
slang term related to funk parties (bailes funk). At that point pancadão was defined as the
most upbeat music in the party. Almost ten years later, in February 2001, the same
newspaper asserted that pancadão was how funk carioca lovers referred to the rhythm or
to the music style. Also in 2001 funk carioca singers (known as MCs) and DJs from Rio
de Janeiro started to perform at upper-class nightclubs in São Paulo. The word pancadão
appeared regularly in the cultural agenda of newspapers in reference to funk parties.
The stigma marking the party and the music reappeared in São Paulo in 2008,
when O Estado de São Paulo published a story showing minors using drugs at a
pancadão in front of a public school. In that same year the first reference to funk parties
in the peripheral district Cidade Tiradentes showed up in an extensive story about the
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growth of funk carioca in São Paulo. The story asserts that the decrease in violence in the
region contributed to attracting youth to the parties. The second part of the story talks
about the popularity of “prohibited funk,” a sub-style of funk carioca that celebrates drug
factions and threats to the police. The section describes a 13-year-old MC from the
Southern suburbs who sang about the Primeiro Comando da Capital (‘First Command of
the Capital’), São Paulo’s most famous criminal organization. The journalists relate the
success of the prohibited funk to YouTube, and conclude by mentioning a funk festival
that took place in Cidade Tiradentes.
From the late 2011 on, the press starts to call pancadão any illegal funk party that
takes place in the streets. In November 2011 O Estado de São Paulo claimed that minors
freely consumed alcohol at pancadões, and that middle-class youth were buying and
consuming drugs. According to a drug dealer interviewed by the journalists, the profit
with drug commerce at pancadões was four thousand dollars, twice the amount a dealer
would make on a regular day. The story also mentions a 14-year old girl smoking
marijuana and saying that she expected to have sex at the party. For the neighbors, the
major problem was noise:
The party is chaotic. Cars with powerful sound park on the streets where the party is
happening […]. Each car plays a different funk at the maximum volume. Last
Saturday six cars animated the party […] until 8AM or 9AM on Sunday. The
residents of the district of Heliópolis live under stress. They can’t sleep on Saturday
nights. Besides the hellish noise, they can’t get in or out of their own garages because
the crowds occupy their doors.
In 2012, the term Operação Pancadão starts to appear in the press. Operação
Pancadão, or “Anti-Pancadão Task Force,” was an effort to eliminate these street
pancadões. The task force included military police, civil police, civil guards, and PSIU
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agents, which had the objective of
bringing back ‘order’ to the suburbs. In
January 2012 newspaper Folha de São
Paulo had a full-page story describing
one of the first Anti-Pancadão task
forces, which ended up with 42 minors
in the police department (see Fig. 26).
In 10 years (2001 – 2011), then, São
Paulo newspapers moved the term
pancadão from the “culture” to the

Fig. I.1: “Police Blitz closes funk party and take 42
minors to the police department. Prefecture suspends
‘Pancadão’ in the Southern region with support from
Military Police, municipal agents, and Guardianship
Council agents.” This Folha de São Paulo story, from
January 31 2012 marks the semantic shift of
“pancadão.”

“crime” section. In its semantic journey, the “big thump” went from connoting highly
danceable and vibrant music style to a noisy youth problem.
In 2012 pancadão was the most controversial noise issue in the suburbs. I
observed seven major groups mobilizing the pancadão: (1) the lower-class youth who
attended the pancadões; (2) youth related to funk but interested in promoting legalized
events and in establishing a “funk economy” in São Paulo58; (3) older residents exposed
to these parties who vehemently complained about their loudness and “disorder”; (4) the
police; (5) sub-municipalities; (6) the press; and (7) lawmakers. As we are going to see,
while some want to articulate these street parties, others want to re-articulate and rearticulate them.

58

In 2008 this economy generated 10 thousand jobs and $700 thousand in salaries in Rio de Janeiro. See
“Configurações do Mercado do Funk no Rio de Janeiro”
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Articulation

The stabilization of spaces, documents, and institutions we saw in Part I are present in
Part II as well. The major difference is that we are now going to observe how they
interact to mediate a specific problem. In the next three chapters I will focus on three
types of mobilization, which I call party articulation, party re-articulation, and party
disarticulation. My use of the term “articulation” has nothing to do with “speaking well
and clearly,” and it has little to do with Cultural Studies, although some might argue that
my discussion resonates with Cultural Studies’ notion of “articulation” as class, culture,
and race interactions.
My use of the term in relation to pancadão has several layers. First, it relates to
connecting and coordinating heterogeneous actors for the party. Second, it refers to
Foucault’s notion of technologies of the self, in that the partygoers attend the pancadão
in order to subject their bodies to a set of sensory articulations, which includes loudness,
dancing, and the consumption of alcohol and drugs. Here I am also thinking of Latour’s
discussion of the body, where he claims that “an articulated subject is someone who
learns to be affected by others – not by itself” (2004: 2010). Latour defines as
propositions the ideas, objects, devices, etc., that are articulated through and with the
body. Third, as I explained in the Interlude, it refers to the articulation of musical taste.
Fourth, my use of articulation has a lot to do with mobility and the articulation of space
as for circumventing police intervention. Finally, I follow Donna Haraway’s use of
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articulation to indicate not only mobilization, and coordination, but also collaboration
between actors.59

59

Haraway contrasts articulation with representation as a biopolitical matter. As she puts it, “The
represented is reduced to the permanent status of the recipient of action, never to be a co-actor in an
articulated practice among unlike, but joined, social partners” (1992: 311).
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Chapter 4: Party Articulation

In the past two decades the term bonde (literally “streetcar”) has been used among the
youth in Rio de Janeiro favelas in reference to any close group of friends. At some point,
funk carioca musicians started to adopt the term, and in the early 2000s it became
common in the funk carioca universe. In 2001 Bonde do Tigrão achieved national
popularity with songs full of catchy double entendres and a rhythmic section using
Brazilian hand drums instead of the electronic drums common in the style. The use of the
word bonde among teenagers across Brazil suggests the permeability of Rio de Janeiro
slang through music, and music through slang.
I am seated in a plaza in the Southern district of Campo Limpo, a region with a
relatively high homicide rate and that, accordingly, has been labeled as part of São
Paulo’s “death triangle.”60 This is a narrow green space surrounded by streets and linked
single-storey houses. I am hanging out with some of the members of Bonde Família de
Luxo, all of them young men who live close to the plaza. Bonde Familia de Luxo (BFL
henceforth) is a group of friends who have embraced the recent emergence of funk
carioca as their favorite party music.61 “Funk has a happier rhythm,” one of the members
says. BFL comprises approximately 30 members, all between 16 to 19 years old. Like
other bondes in the region, such as “Balalaika” and “Campo Limpo,” BFL has a well60

Together with Capão Redondo and Parque Santo Antônio, Campo Limpo often has the highest homicide
rate (Monteiro 2012).
61
Before bonde, a common term for group of friends was familia (family), which suggests that Bonde
Familia de Luxo was just Familia de Luxo before the funk craze in São Paulo. Youths interviewed by
Pereira in his ethnography of youth behavior in high schools shows that familia and bonde are
interchangeable. One of his informants describes the familia as “a group that gets together to chat, go out
[…] We go out together a lot, anywhere we go we invite each other. The familia has pilotos [pilots] and the
diretoria [board of directors], which leads the familia, deciding when the meeting is going to happen,
which parties to go, and if a kid has the wrong attitude we have a meeting to take him out […]” (Pereira
2010: 61).
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defined hierarchy. The founders, with whom I am hanging out at the plaza, form the
board of directors and decide who enters and leaves the group. They also define dress
code and determine which social events to attend. Besides the dress code, bondes
differentiate themselves from other bondes according to their attitude towards crime. BFL
is not involved in law breaking and does not admit people who are. Most of its directors
have regular jobs and they do not consume drugs at parties, just alcohol.
In 2010 BFL started to organize street pancadões in the same plaza where we are
hanging out. “It was one of the most attended,” they recount, “so crowded that the cars
couldn’t pass!” As the police have been acting to dismantle these street parties, it is
becoming more challenging for youth groups like
BFL to organize these parties. BFL explains that
there are three types of pancadão, depending on
the size of the network, the number of people
people involved, and the planning required.
The first type is the mini-pancadão. It
involves youth from the neighborhood hanging out
on the street, listening to music and drinking

Fig. 4.1: BFL members warm up
before the party. Photo by Matheus I.

around the car. It can happen during the day or night and include other musical styles
besides funk carioca. Mini-pancadões take place next to one of the participants’ house, as
this excerpt from Alexandre Pereira’s ethnography among youth from São Paulo’s
peripheries illustrates:
I observed regularly […] a pancadão on one of the streets carried out by young
residents who stayed on the sidewalk listening to music at maximum volume. The
street was connected to a series of alleys that led to small areas with a dozen houses.
Due to the inexistence of backyards and the small space in the houses, most of the
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residents used the street as a space of coexistence. […] At one point one of the
residents called the police, who asked the father of one of the youths to turn down
the volume. The youths turned it down momentarily, but then turned it up even
louder when the police left, while the father scolded the potential whistleblower
(Pereira 2010: 62, translation mine).
This first type of event relies on a small number of people from the same
neighborhood and does not require much planning. These hangouts generate noise
complaints and tension between neighbors, and are particularly common during
weekends among adults as well.
The second type of event is the “staged pancadão.” It is larger than the first and is
organized as an extension of quermesses, events that happen during Festa Junina (June
Festival) to celebrate the nativity of Saint John the Baptist. They are traditional in many
parts of Brazil, particularly in the Northeast. Quermesses bring people of all ages and
involve specific music, dress codes, and activities. They take place in schools, churches,
clubs, and other community spaces. During these events the streets become a space for
the community to congregate, play games, eat popcorn and fried cassava, drink
quentão,62 and dance.
In the suburbs of São Paulo, in the winter months of June and July, it is common
for local churches and other organizations to sponsor quermesses on their outdoor
property and feature live music. Due to the number of people circulating on the streets,
the sub-municipality usually blocks part of street from cars. As an inter-neighborhood
event that brings hundreds of youths to the streets and establishes an atmosphere of
festivity, local bondes started to extend the party after children and adults had gone home.

62

A hot drink made of wine, sugar, ginger, clove, and cinnamon.
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When funk carioca penetrated the suburbs of São Paulo around 2009, bondes like
BFL started to use the stages mounted for the quermesses to put together funk carioca
concerts, similar to the funk parties common in the favelas of Rio de Janeiro. Perhaps due
to its similarity to carnaval in its sporadic “disruption” of public spaces for partying,
initially neighbors and the authorities tolerated the staged pancadões. Pancadões then
began to take place not only during but also after the June Festival, gathering more and
more youths from other regions. Market stalls selling food and beverage welcomed the
expansion of the party. Soon enough informal street vendors started to congregate as
well. At this point neighbors’ tolerance decreased and the police started to act.
As time passed, bondes became more intrepid, organizing live music shows and
bringing MCs (funk carioca singers) from all over São Paulo and neighboring cities.
Between 2008 and 2012 São Paulo-based MCs performed in staged pancadões across the
city. Soon these parties extended across suburbs, strengthening inter-neighborhood youth
links and articulating a space for the circulation of musical performances. The network of
staged pancadões helped to catapult some of the MCs into the spotlight and was
instrumental in the emergence of a local sub-style of funk carioca (a topic I discuss in the
next chapter). Like any other street vendor, local drug dealers saw potential in the event,
and some even sponsored pancadões to boost business. In 2011 anthropologist Gilberto
Moreno attended a staged pancadão in Capão Redondo, a district next to Campo Limpo.
His account gives us an idea of how events unfolded at these parties:
Arriving at the place I saw a group of guys, in a dark alley, leaning against the
unfinished brickwork of the houses. Walking 30 feet I could already hear the sound of
funk, juxtaposed with a sound of forró. […] Market stalls sell drinks and foods and
many youths circulate. The street is very narrow, giving the impression that there is a
large crowd. The forró comes from a house at the entrance of the alley. The pancadão
is further down. Drug commerce and consumption is intense, from alcohol at the tents
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(at the entrance) to ecstasy, cocaine, and marijuana, sold around the party and in
alleys. At end of the street there is a stage set up especially for the party. On the stage,
an MC63 introduces the attraction for the night […]. The show starts with a funk
group of male singers alternating the lyrics of a funk proibidão [prohibited funk]. […]
There is gradual distinction among women, starting with the novinhas [literally
“brand new,” very young], the most desired by the male, followed by the malandras
[rascals] or cachorras [‘female dogs’], who are active in the funk scene. The latter
affirm an autonomous and independent femininity and a sexuality free from obstacles
and commitments with fixed partners.64
Moreno recalls the climactic moment of the staged pancadão:
[…] The MC and three girls come onstage and sing songs allusive to the most diverse
sexual practices between men and women. […] One of the girls performs the
novinha, making gestures that connote innocence, looking surprised with sexual
expressions and with the other dancers’ extrovert moves. […] On the beat of funk, the
dancers take off their shirts, with their bra still on, and turn their back to the audience,
that yells and tries to take pictures on their cell phones. Without missing the beat,
they strip off their shorts and show their thong underwear. The novinha acts like she
is lost, which stimulates the boys. The audience asks the novinha to take off her
clothes too. […] Slowly she takes off her clothes too and, by the end of the song, she
is also wearing only underwear. All three start choreographies that, simulating sexual
intercourse, keeping feet and hand on the floor, with the body raised and back facing
the ground, move their pelvises while walking towards the audience. They dance in
that position 20 inches from the boys in the front row, their private parts almost
touching their faces. The two security men have a hard time in not letting the
audience touch, grab, take pictures, as they are all very excited.
In the closing act the MC invites someone from the audience to dance with the girls
on stage:
Invited to lie on the floor, he experiences a sexual enactment session. The girls, one by
one, sit on his penis and move as if having sex. They then lie on him, as if performing
oral sex. […] To finish up, the MC asks the guy if he likes bundada na cara [getting
hit on the face by the dancer’s butt]. He answers he does and is invited to sit on the
floor. […] One of the girls puts her feet on his shoulders; back facing upwards and
hands on the floor. Bending her knees she continuously hits him with her butt, vagina,
and anus.65
63

Moreno’s use of MC refers to the original convention in hip hop: the person who makes announcements
and keeps the audience animated.
64
While cadela (bitch) has a connotation similar to “bitch,” the use of cachorra is a derivation from
cachorro (male dog). Cachorro has a connotation of a man who “fools around” with more than one
woman.
65
I witnessed the bundada described by Moreno in a nightclub. The MC invited a male youth from the
audience. The performance was exactly the same, but she hit the boy too hard and by the third move she
had to stop because he seemed quite dizzy.
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As complaints started to reach the Military Police around June, partygoers and
organizers of staged pancadões began to suffer increasing “interference.” The police
began to intercept arrangements for upcoming pancadões to prevent them from
happening. Since staged pancadões took place in fixed places, it was easy for the police
to know where to act. To keep the party going, it would be necessary to articulate space
in order to circumvent surveillance.
The third type of pancadão BFL mentions is perhaps the most peculiar one. I call
this the “mobile pancadão,” the center of this and the next chapters focus. Moreno gives
us an idea of how this type of pancadão is put together:
[…] The cars arrive, always with a male youth driving (alone or with another male
friend) bringing girls to the party who often hang outside the car windows to get
attention. Some [of the girls] […] show up with almost the whole body outside the
car, dancing to the sound of funk. When the car stops the boys open the trunk […].
The sound is turned to maximum and the girls begin a new choreography around the
car. This repeats with all cars that arrive and park behind or next to each other, each
with the sound on […]. Sometimes the [male] drivers take part in the
choreographies, but the movements are different, signaling sexual intercourse. […]
The girls always stay close to the car in which they came. Later in the night, more
outgoing girls climb onto the car hood and pagam de calcinha [strip down to their
underwear while dancing]. This moment is celebrated with shouts and general
excitement.
Around 2010, when BFL started planning activities, mobile pancadões had
already spread much more broadly than staged pancadões in São Paulo. For one thing,
the mobile version did not require dancers and MCs, only a car with powerful sound
equipment. That meant one did not have to be a funk singer or professional funk dancer to
“shine,” only to own a car or know a car owner. So how do groups like BFL articulate the
party? To try to answer that question I want to sub-divide this process into two types of
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articulation, which I locate in relation to coordination devices and mobile resonant
devices.

Articulation 1: Coordination Devices

As any place that clusters hundreds of young people, high schools are important
coordination devices for a number of activities, including pancadões. In the suburbs of
São Paulo high schools become an even more important space of sociability because of
the lack of other leisure spaces in the vicinity. BFL members say that, next to theft and
violence, the lack of leisure space is the most exasperating problem in their
neighborhood. Together with other students, they pressured the principal to open the
school on weekends so they could have a place to hang out and practice sports. Even
those not attending school tend to circulate around it at the beginning and end of the class
periods.
At school, bondes interact and form associations and rivalries. It is one of the
spaces where these groups plan and find out about parties, and where they continuously
meet in order to talk about the most recent ones. Because adults often disparage funk
carioca as “lewd” and of low quality, the school is also a point where funk lovers
exchange a more positive view of the music, and where they share the mechanisms for
expressing such a view. As we enter the high school where BFL members study, it
becomes clear that not everyone is part of a funk carioca community.66 In fact, funk

66

I conducted a survey in two public schools located in Capão Redondo and Campo Limpo districts. The
survey had 28 questions about musical taste, leisure activities, drinking habits, and pancadões. All students
who participated in the survey were in high school and studied at night. A total of 493 students answered
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carioca is not only a contentious sound between generations, but also intragenerationally. Many youth at the high school where the BFL members study would not
attend any party with funk carioca.67 It appears that the rejection of funk carioca
increased in proportion to the explosion of pancadões. Those who reject the music say
funk carioca is “obnoxious.” While not all of them go to parties, many are still exposed to
the music through the presence of pancadões on the streets.
For BFL this is a matter of prejudice. As one member explains, “One day here in
the plaza a DJ played music until 2AM. But it was not funk carioca so nobody
complained. It was mostly American R&B and reggae. The last pancadão we organized,
the religious people complained a lot. But they also make noise!” In Part I we saw that
the evangelical churches have been involved in a few controversies related to noise
control. One councilman told me that the difference between the “pancadão noise” and
the “religious noise” is that the former is “immoral,” while the latter is about “good moral
values.” In response BFL argues that “it’s not because you listen to it that you’re going to
do the same.” Sharing school space with people who dislike funk carioca seems to
stimulate funk lovers to invest in community cohesion.
The second coordination device for articulating pancadões is the Internet, where
BFL and other bondes extend and reinforce their social links. In the last five years
Internet access has changed youth sociability in the suburbs of São Paulo. In the past
most of the access was centralized at “LAN houses,” a venue that offered computer usage
with Internet for a per-minute fee. As faster cable or DSL connection spread out from the

the survey (233 from the Campo Limpo school, and 260 from the Capão Redondo school). The conclusions
I draw on are based on this data.
67
Only rock had higher rejection, perhaps because it is perceived as the type of music of wealthy youth
who live in the center.
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center and reached the suburbs, those with access started to redistribute connectivity
informally. Owners of illegal Internet redistribution points pay for fast-speed legal
Internet connection and install a router to send the Internet signal to a Multichannel
Multipoint Distribution Service (MMDS) that encodes the signal into radio waves. The
microwave antenna connected to the MMDS device sends the signal to a relay antenna
installed at a higher point, which allows the signal to reach households located up to 11
yards from it. The final users pay around $100 for a MMDS (to decode the signal) and a
modem, plus a $25 monthly payment (Domingos and Carpanez 2009).
Facebook and Twitter are the main coordination devices for pancadões. BFL
creates Facebook Pages and Events for promoting the pancadões and establishing their
(potential) location. Whenever partygoers find out the police might disarticulate the
pancadão, they activate Twitter and WhatsApp68 texting and move to another place.
Because of that dynamics, bondes continuously monitor potential spaces for future
pancadões in their neighborhood. As BFL explains, they give preference to “narrow
streets and impoverished streets where the police usually don’t go.” The power of this
articulation lies not only in the number of partygoers attending any single event, but also
in the number of pancadões happening at the same time in the city. These two aspects
pose enormous challenges for the police, requiring interception mechanisms (surveillance
of Facebook and Twitter activity), coordination devices, and mobility. It takes a large
group of police officers to disperse such a large number of partygoers. But the limited
number of actors they have available reduces the number of places the police are able to
patrol on a given night.
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WhatsApp is an instant messaging application for smartphones that allow users to up to 50 Group Chats,
each with a maximum of 50 users.
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Pancadões attendees are what Howard Rheingold defines as smart mobs: “People
who are able to act in concert even if they don’t know each other” (2002: xii). As they
deploy wireless online coordination devices to locate, dislocate, and relocate parties,
partygoers in the suburbs of São Paulo draw on a model of collective action that has
become common across the world, particularly with the so-called Generation Txt.69 We
cannot separate the excitement the pancadão itself provides from the excitement of being
among the early adopters of such coordination devices in the suburbs. As this cooperation
becomes recurrent, “The choices made today not only determine the outcome of [the
present], but can also influence the later choices of the players” (Axelrod 1985: 12). For
bondes, reputation is weighted not only by considering the extension of nodes in this
social network, but also through the ability to mobilize the nodes. Pancadões give them a
chance to do precisely that.
Wellman and Hampton observed that neighborhood communities deploy online
methods of communication in part because they often lack fixed meeting times and
places. Online networks are efficient generators of “weak ties” – interpersonal ties that
exist between two individuals who have a common friend (see Wellman 2001). In their
discussion of how weak ties might effect the behavior of people in a network, Hanaki et
al. argue that the “randomness in network dynamics and the lack of information regarding
potential partners can have a positive impact on the level of cooperation” (Hanaki et al.
2007: 1037). This suggests that associations that permeate online and offline coordination
devices stimulate the articulation of pancadões as sites of identity and group claims. The
popularity of these events may lie in part on the possibility of exploring the weak ties
69

“Texting is used by this group to send jokes and riddles, to pass out invitations to parties, or merely to
say ‘good morning’ to friends with accompanying graphics of, say, a teddy bear. It is used much like a
greeting card sent out to friends morning, noon, and night” (quoted in Rheingold 2002: 20-21).
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distributed across mobilizable offline spaces. In other words, when compared to previous
localized offline networks, the articulation of coordination devices has mushroomed
potential social ties and congregation spaces. Thus, articulators of pancadões are not
simply partygoers and party planners of ephemeral events, but nodes embedded in a
“fresh” and promising rhizome that provides users (many of whom dislike the authorities)
with powerful tools for collective action, social encounter, and reputation management.
Participative social networks such as Facebook mediate the funk community as a
whole. On Facebook users can make inferences about each other based on friends’
comments, publicly accessible on their profile page. Walther et al. (2008) argue that these
“environmental cues” comprise self-directed identity claims, where users’ posts on their
own profile page, and other-directed identity claims, where statements about others
indicate how users would like to be regarded. Other cues include traces of activities that
take place inside and outside the online network. For Zhao et al. (2008), users use the
online network – Facebook in particular – to establish “hoped-for possible selves.” By
this they mean the “socially desirable identities an individual would like to establish and
believes that they can be established given the right conditions” (2008: 1819).
With virtually unlimited Internet access at home, youth living in the suburbs of
São Paulo (and Brazil, for that matter) can more easily engage with a series of plug-ins.
Borrowing the term from informatics, Latour defines plug-ins as “vehicles that transport
individuality, subjectivity, personhood, and interiority” (2005: 207). Rather than being
wholesale human with some primeval interiority, Latour argues that actors become
persons by composing their individuality, continuously “downloading” bits and bytes of
competence-data. As Latour argues, “The crucial point is that you are sustaining this
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mental and cognitive competence as long as you subscribe to this equipment. You don’t
carry it with you; it is not your own property. You might have internalized it somewhat,
but even for that feat of internalization you need to download another plug-in!” (2005:
210).
Similar to computer plug-ins, subjectivity plug-ins allow actors to activate a
competence that was not part of the body-system before. Similar to the Deleuzean body
without organs70 and its potential for connecting traits, connections, affects, the human
actor is assembled through a collection of plug-ins. Information technologies such as the
internet make such association between actors and plug-ins traceable for the fieldworker
in ways that were impossible before. While marketing sectors of major companies have
been studying ways to deploy these traces to route human actors to their own plug-ins,
ethnographers often show a strange disinterest in internet-based processes of actormaking.71 Here I want to suggest how Facebook takes part in the traceable circulation of
plug-ins created by and for funk lovers. In the next Chapter I will consider YouTube, yet
another important virtual plug-in. Without discussing these platforms, our understanding
of pancadão articulation is insufficient.
At the time of this writing, four Facebook pages had more than 300 thousand
followers each: “Funk lovers” (Funkeiros), “Funk Sayings” (Frases de Funk), “Funk
song excerpts” (Trechos de Funk), and “Crazy Joker” (Coringa Louco). “Funk Lovers”
alone had almost 700 thousand followers, most of them youths from São Paulo and Rio
de Janeiro. Let’s briefly follow the everyday flow of posts on these pages. Here the
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See Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, Anti-Oedipus: capitalism and schizophrenia, 2000 (Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press).
71
I am not arguing that all plug-ins are marketable products, but that the increase in traceability has become
crucial for a corporative move to engage in subtle and localized attempts to do precisely that.
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“sentence-photo posts” constitute the most common activity: images with short sayings
related to loyalty and friendship, suburb pride, funk pride, quotes from funk songs,
Christianity, scantily-clad female funk dancers, apparel, cars and motorcycles, and
pancadões.
The anti-police attitude found in some funk carioca songs
is common in sentence-photo posts. This attitude does not
come from nowhere. There is a well-documented history of
police abuse and racial profiling, and BFL members can
spend quite a few hours describing personal experiences. In
Fig. 4.2: Facebook sentencephoto post: military police car
passing by and the words
“Fuck you.”

São Paulo rap has been the main venue for addressing police
violence. In the last 20 years hip hop groups like Racionais

MCs and Facção Central have been narrating police violence, racism, and systemic
segregation in São Paulo that conflates spatial marginality with criminality.72 BFL
members say they dislike the police because they “operate” in these communities through
a delicate network based on bribery; police officers have no character, they say. An antipolice attitude is often coupled with the glamorization of the criminal. Like in some
American ghettos, the suburban gangsters are seen as a model of masculinity, being the
few in the region who make money to buy nice cars and clothes, throw luxuriant parties,
and who have “access” to attractive women.
The image of the Joker, particularly the role of actor Heath Ledger in Christopher
Nolan’s Batman Begins (2005) and The Dark Knight (2008), appears frequently in
sentence-photo posts. The character fits well with the anti-police discourse, combining
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Both rap groups were formed in São Paulo in the late 1980s. For a discussion of Brazilian hip hop see
Derek Pardue’s Ideologies of Marginality in Brazilian Hip Hop.
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integrity of character with fearlessness, and
equating anti-establishment attitude with
spontaneity and uniqueness. The Joker gives
viability to a certain condition of marginality as
the positive side of being the outcast. It is a
way of acquiring some immunity to

Fig. 4.3: Facebook sentence-photo post.
“Sound at maximum volume: Average
Joe gets angry.”

reprobation coming from the legal authorities (parents, teachers, bosses, and police).
Also, for pancadão goers the Joker is perhaps a model of someone who is clever enough
to mobilize actors to predict and dodge the police assault. The popularity of the Joker is
so prevailing that MC Kauan, a popular funk singer from the Santos region decided to
incorporate the character, dying his hair light green and performing with two dancers
wearing clown masks. The incorporation seemed particularly fit because his lyrics are
first-hand narratives of bank robberies and other criminal activities.
Articulation 2: mobile resonant devices
So far our endeavor to retrace the articulation of mobile pancadões has included bondes,
schools, microwave antennas, Facebook funk communities, cell phones, partygoers, and
unwatched spaces. But it takes more than that to have a mobile pancadão. As we learned
from Moreno’s account, for a street or plaza to become a pancadão it is necessary to have
booming music. After all, that is what “big thump” refers to. In contrast to the staged
pancadão, the mobile pancadão is organized around the resonant car sound. As BFL
members point out, “The car comes and the guy turns up the volume… So it’s one or
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more cars with the sound and lots of people around.
The girls really like cars.” Yes, we are entering into a
male-dominated sound-politics.
Framing space through its acoustic domain, the
car establishes the party environment and mediates
social interactions through the concentric propagation
of sound. As anyone who has been to a nightclub
knows, getting closer to the sound source means less
talking and more dancing. As partygoers gather around
the car, closeness to the sound source indicates
visibility. The car is a stage and ‘safety zone’ for

Figs. 4.4 and 4.5: Choreographies: a
couple dances on the car roof (above);
female teenagers hold to the car to
dance in a pancadão. Source: excerpts
from YouTube videos.

female partygoers, a minority in these parties. They have free access to the perimeter of
the vehicle to perform the typical funk dance moves. For male partygoers, closeness to
the sound source can indicate stronger ties with the car owner and their role as organizers.
These male participants often dance variations of “grinding” and “booty dancing” with
the female attendees who occupy this concentric ring.
Male BFL members explain that they don’t really dance, “just stand there
drinking” and looking forward to any “insinuation” from a girl – “But you have to be
careful because some of them hit on you but the boyfriend is around.” As we move
further away from the sound source, we often find people connected to the party through
weak ties or local youths who were “invited” by the sound. The furthest interaction ring
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is the commerce and consumption of illicit drugs. The two most common drugs are lança
perfume73 and marijuana.
A large mobile pancadão includes several cars booming different funk songs a few
feet from each other. The quantity of vehicles pumping music indicates the extent of the
articulation. When BFL says that the pancadão was “so crowded that the cars couldn’t
pass,” they are suggesting that the success of the party is assessed through the level of
congestion. The congestion of vehicles – whether or not they are booming music – is a
condition for generating “buzz.”74 The more vehicles, people, and sound you have, the
more the public space is stabilized and translated into a party place.
As they take place in open space without acoustic architecture to prevent the fast
dissipation of sound energy, pancadões require powerful car audio. To mount a pancadão
vehicle in São Paulo, it is necessary need to visit car audio stores, most of which are
located downtown. Car audio stores specialize in either the sale of sound equipment or
installation, the latter of which usually takes place in small garages. On Rio Branco
Avenue you can find at least five of these garages. Like a pit stop team in a Grand Prix
race, the workers work fast; the size of the garage and close competition require fast
installation to make the business cost-effective. Talking to employees and store owners,
we find that there are two main (male) groups interested in tuning their vehicles into
resonant bodies: funk lovers and immigrants from Northern and Northeastern cities of
Brazil.
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As Meinick explains, “The drug is inhaled from a high-pressure tube, like whippets or ‘poppers.’ It
contains mostly ethyl chloride, plus a scent, and gives users a euphoric, short-lived rush.” They are popular
during carnaval (Meinick, 2010).
74
I am using the word in its informal sense, as an atmosphere of excitement and euphoria.
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Most of these immigrants work in São Paulo’s robust informal economy, and
return to their hometowns during the summer. They enjoy Brazilian dance music styles
such as forró, axé, and technobrega, all of which come from and are popular in the North
and Northeast regions.75 Most are men between age 30 to 40 who drive all over Brazil
and use their powerful sound equipment to party on the beach. The sound equipment this
group uses is known as paredão (“big wall”). The paredão is a literal wall of speakers
installed on the back of a pickup truck or mounted on a trailer. The paredão requires a
specific installation technique to make sure the sound equipment does not drain out the
car’s electric energy. Barbosa76 is the owner of Rio Som, one of the only car audio stores
specialized in paredões. He came from the Northeast when he was thirteen with the
dream of owning a car audio business in São Paulo. For Barbosa, “Most people in São
Paulo are from the Northeast… They come here to work. They don’t want a Ferrari, a
nice apartment, or anything like that. They want two things: to buy a house in their
hometown and to assemble they own car audio.” When we spoke, Barbosa charged
$5,000 for the most basic equipment plus installation.
In these installation car audio stores, money is translated into car audio power,
which is translated into RMS watts values. RMS (root mean square) is a method for
measuring the amplifier’s average output power. It denotes how much electrical energy is
required to send to the speakers without distorting or overheating them.77 But the
speakers are just one component in this car audio assemblage. The list of black boxes
enrolled to translate electric energy into sound waves includes an amplifier to increase
75

For a discussion of this “parallel” Brazilian music, see Vianna (2011).
Barbosa did not tell me his first name.
77
The RMS equation “takes into account the power sent from the amplifier, the impedance of the current
and the inductance of the magnetic field of speaker current and the current itself.”
http://www.ehow.com/facts_4899035_what-does-rms-stand-speakers.html
76
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the energy of the input signal, equalizers to alter the intensity of specific frequencies,
crossovers to separate optimal frequency bands for each speaker, capacitors to store
electric energy in case there is a peak in the music that requires more than the vehicle
battery can provide (subwoofers are energy-hungry), and damping material (enclosure)
that allows woofers and subwoofers to generate lengthy low frequency waves more
effectively.
Barbosa does not work with funk cars because “they bring too much trouble.
Northeastern folks don’t like funk. They think funk is more about slums, criminals, and an
excuse for crime. And you can see that funk is for robbers. 99% of these people are
involved in drug trafficking.” According to Barbosa, “If you play funk on the equipment I
sell it won’t have work well because in funk everything is sampled and compressed. To
play funk you need to assemble a car audio system specific for it.”
Unlike Barbosa’s paredões, which require large spaces such as a pickup truck to
project sound from powerful 18-inch speakers, pancadão sound equipment is installed in
the trunk of subcompact cars. Pancadão cars have two 15-inch woofers (or subwoofers),
two to four mid-range speakers, and two to four tweeters for higher frequencies. In 2012
a car owner could transform his vehicle into a resonant body fit for pancadões starting at
$1,200.
Barbosa is part of a car audio industry dedicated to allow drivers to do precisely
that. This relatively young industry targets male car owners who are interested in
“dominating” the street as they move around. In 2004 Pioneer Electronics launched a
series of in-car sound equipment ads. Alternating the slogans “Defy,” “Disrupt,”
“Disturb,” and “Ignite,” the campaign was targeted at 16-24 year-old “Gen Y” male
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consumers “with a passion for cars and entertainment.”78 The $3 million campaign
released ads on the Web, TV, and in print (including music and men’s magazines)
showing the stories of male youths who had invested thousand of dollars in car audio
equipment by Pioneer. The video ads show these youths making statements such as “You
are going to hear what I’m playing regardless if you like it or not” and “I was like a mini
earthquake driving through.”79
We are thus at the other
extreme of car audio listening
techniques that Karen Bijsterveld
(2010) refers to as “acoustic
cocooning.” In her historical account of
car radio, Bijsterveld argues that the
Fig. 4.6: Pioneer’s car audio advertisement
stimulates the use of powerful car audio that
seemingly allows drivers to “own the road.” Source:
Noiseoff Web Site, “Boom Car Ads.”

introduction of sound equipment inside
vehicles has transformed their acoustic

configuration. That transformation relies on “de-listening” to the mechanical sounds of
the engine and tires that could inform drivers of real or potential vehicular malfunction.
Car audio systems established a new sense of acoustic comfort. Isolated from the outside
cacophony, drivers could unwind by immersing themselves in a private space with their
favorite music.
As Brendon LaBelle (2008) argues, the tradition of turning entire cars into mobile
sound systems originated mainly within Mexican American and African American youth
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“Pioneer Offers Attitude and Information to Gen Y Males with and Edgy Print and Web-Oriented
Advertising Campaign” (Pioneer Web Site, n.d.).
79
Noiseoff Web Site, “Boom Car Ads” (n.d.). The Web Site has a list of other “sexist” car audio
advertisements.
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groups. In this tradition, “The street is […] a kind of stage for the production of beats that
extends the skin – of both the drum and the body – to the resonating mold of the street: a
kind of beating back to the violence streets have come to force onto Mexican American
and African American youths” (LaBelle 2008: 197). In this context, cars became actors in
and through which group interactions take place beyond the eyes and ears of legitimized
authorities (parents, teachers, the police, etc.). While sirens are well-established acoustic
reminders of the constant state of surveillance urbanites living in poor neighborhoods
experience, low-frequency music pulsating out of the lowriders were acoustic devices for
reclaiming the neighborhood streets by layering a sonic narrative onto it – a narrative of
racial, ethnic, generational pride.
Ben Chappell’s ethnography of lowriders in Austin, Texas, follows similar
premises. Whether explicitly articulating a political statement or not, the very presence
lowriders on the streets seems to address the question of “who has authority of urban
space and hence over the ‘city’” (2012: 9). Drawing on notions of affect put forward by
Nigel Thrift and Kathleen Stewart, and reflecting on Lauren Berlant’s work on
sentimentality, Chappel argues that lowriding works on the sensorium by creating
‘visceral imaginaries’ that take shape in spatial fields and emerge “with reference to
particular bodies” and as “a palpable bodily experience” (2012: 23). Pancadões generate
what Goodman calls ‘bass materialism’: “The collective construction of vibrational
ecologies concentrated on low frequencies where sound overlaps tactility” (2010: 196).
The “visceral” quality of pancadões mediates the “physical, affective, and libidinal
dynamics of populations, of bodies, of crowds” (Ibid.: 10). Through booming low
frequencies the pancadão car generates a series of sonic diffractions. Due to their length
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and amplitude, funk carioca sound waves can easily
travel around and across objects and in this way make
structures vibrate. Thus, despite the neighbors’
unwillingness, the seismic sound-politics of pancadão
can enroll windows and framed pictures on the wall to
Fig. 4.7: a typical pancadão car
audio, with two subwoofers for
low frequency and four midrange speakers. The name of the
subwoofer series is tornado, or
“earthquake.” Photo by
Leonardo Cardoso

take part in the party as well.
Gilroy’s analysis regarding the relevance of
automobility for suburban youth living in relative
isolation from the city center resonates with my analysis

of pancadão. In “Driving While Black,” he discusses automobility among African
Americans. He is particularly interested in whether car-based consumption and
ostentation disrupts former forms of collective racial identity. He argues that, although
the celebration of automobility among African-Americans relates to a past of
confinement and coerced labor, it replaces citizenship for consumerism.80 Cars are thus
part of “status purchasing,” embedded in what Gilroy calls “cultures of compensation”
(2001: 84). As spatially segregated youths consume automobility, the car emerges as a
“giant armored bed on wheels that can shout to the driver’s dwindling claims upon the
world into dead public space at ever-increasing volume” (2001: 97).
The same vehicle that throughout the 20th century demarcated racial and
socioeconomic zones of access and circulation in American and Brazilian cities has
become the actor through which suburban youths in São Paulo have fun. Perhaps, as
Gilroy suggests, this sound-politics is inseparable from slavery and the subsequent
demographic waves of poverty, violence, and job insecurity that persists in these districts.
80

For a critique of Gilroy’s account, see Brown (2012).
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The sound-politics of pancadão seems to defy a “secessionist automobility,” in which
privileged urban dwellers use the car “as a means of physically separating [themselves]
from spatial configuration like higher urban density, public space, or from the city
altogether” (Henderson 2007: 295). They defy this type of automobility by enrolling the
car and the public space as nightlife actors. As we will see in Chapter 6, they also defy
this paradigm by composing an acoustic environment that envelops those who have
separated themselves from the suburbs.

Conclusion

Teresa Caldeira, a long-time observer of São Paulo, believes that suburban (and
subaltern) youth groups today are deploying a range of urban practices that “re-create”
the public space. Among these groups she mentions pixadores and motoboys. Pixação,
also known as “tagging,” is a unique form of graffiti signature that started to appear more
consistently on the walls of buildings in São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro in the 1980s.81
Pixações have established a complex (and illegal) visual network in the city. The practice
is a combination of individual bravado, radical sport, group and regional affiliation, and
spatial contestation. Motoboys, as we saw in Chapter 1, are paid to move fast on their
motorbikes and deliver food and documents across the city. As crimes involving
motorcycles have increased, motoboys are often seen as potential criminals. Still, they are
omnipresent in the city’s main avenues, “physically, noisily, close by” (Caldeira 2012:
412).
81

In São Paulo graffiti and pixação are two different things. Graffiti is seen as art and has “become a type
of relatively sanctioned public art in São Paulo and is so prevalent that it has become its own tourist
attraction” (Caldeira 2012: 395). Pixação, on the other hand, is considered vandalism.
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Caldeira considers these urban practices to be contradictory in that they “test the
limits of the democratization process by simultaneously expanding the openness of the
democratic public sphere while challenging it with transgressive actions ranging from the
mildly illicit to the criminal” (2012: 385). Although one could argue that pancadões are
part of these new urban practices, they differ from pixação and motoboy because they
stay within the suburbs.. Although, as we will see in Chapter 6, the sound of the
pancadão can disrupt a certain “order” similar to motoboys and pixação, it is important to
recognize that the difference between youth subcultural visibility and audibility make
possible diverse articulations of space. As we consider what the pancadão may mean in
terms of representation politics, I want to retrace the advantages this type of party offer to
bondes like BFL.
First, unlike nightclubs, partygoers do not have to pay any entrance fees at
pancadões. People can come and go as they wish. Second, there is no age restriction.
Since anyone can drink alcoholic beverages, bondes such as BFL that have a few
underage members can party together. Third, it is easy to access and consume drugs,
which would not be as easy at a nightclub. Fourth, partygoers meet new people but often
recognize groups from other pancadões. As we saw, this is a quality of coordination
devices: they allow the configuration of weak ties. Since public space is potentially
heterogeneous (some “troublemakers” go just to fight), the flexible configuration of
recurring partygoers helps people to distinguish the partying behavior of different groups.
Fifth, it is an opportunity for car owners to showcase their car audio equipment; at
pancadões car owners become prestigious car-men assemblages. We have thus a long list
of enticing plug-ins: the possibility of submerging in loud music, dancing, using body
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stimulants (alcohol and illicit drugs), strengthening friendship ties within and between
bondes, having sex,82 practicing voyeurism and exhibitionism, challenging the police, and
risking getting caught by the police.
As we follow everyday activities of BFL members we notice that they listen to
pancadão is part of a broader auditory culture. At the bus stop, at the metro, waiting in
line, their cell phones also become resonant devices. For one funk lover, “It is part of the
style to listen to funk without headphones. Nobody is going to change that. Just like it’s
part of the rock fan to wear black clothes. If you go anywhere in Brazil and see a guy
listening to music on his cell phone without headphones, he’s going to be listening to
funk. It’s like a protest.” Here the notion of “sharing” is particularly poignant. On
Facebook sharing sentence-photo posts and links of YouTube funk songs is a way of
making identity claims. Across social media platforms liking and sharing are modes of
participation. As sharing and “liking” become ingrained in coordination devices, they
might as well migrate to mobile resonant devices in terms of loudness. This shared
listening practice that uses sound as spatial expansion seems to allow these youth to
constantly embed themselves in a (musical) leisure space. In the bus or at a pancadão,
they externalize Kun’s notion of audiotopia, “the space within and produced by a musical
element that offers the listener and/or the musician new maps for re-imagining the
present social world” (Kun 2005: 22-23).
This youth auditory culture relies on a shared set of technologies of the self.
According to Foucault, technologies of the self permit individuals to “effect by their own
means or with the help of others a certain number of operations on their own bodies and
82

Although the press takes for granted that pancadões are open-air “orgies,” sexual intercourse at
pancadões is more challenging than it seems. BFL says having a car makes it more possible than having
drugs.
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souls, thoughts, conduct, and way of being, so as to transform themselves in order to
attain a certain state of happiness, purity, wisdom, perfection, or immortality” (1988: 18).
Foucault was interested in technologies of the self as they emerged at specific historical
moments; for instance the set of practices involving “taking care” of the body in Christian
spirituality or Cartesian “effacement” of the body as the first step in the acquisition of
knowledge. Whereas Foucault was originally interested in technologies of the self that
rendered the body “useful and docile,” here I include devices that turn the body into a
mediator of pleasure, including “indocility.” I have described some of the technologies of
the self as embedded in the pancadão. We saw that the party is a site in which youths put
into action these technologies collectively. This group articulates parties by allowing
them to mediate group formation, and deploy technologies of the self by letting music act
in and through bodily practices.
Besides music and dancing, alcohol and drugs mediate the partying body. These
mediators also require users to learn how to deploy their bodies. For a person to become a
drug user he or she must learn a series of body techniques in order to submit his or her
body to the desired effects of the drug. Between the moment a teenager at a pancadão
puts a marijuana cigarette in his mouth and he starts to feel pleasure, a whole set of
associations needs to take place through his body. The advantage of going through that
process in a group is that he can learn and perfect these embodied technologies more
easily.
In following Caldeira’s perspective of youth behavior in São Paulo public space
as “transgressive,” I want to consider a line of reasoning closer to the pancadão
participants’ perspective. Howard Becker’s sociology of deviance turns upside down the
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question of motivation, arguing that the more interesting question is not why individuals
“deviate” from the norm, but rather why “conventional people do not follow through on
the deviant impulses they have” (1997 [1963]: 27). Drawing on Sykes and Matza (1957),
Becker points out that technologies of the “deviant” self often unfold in parallel with
“techniques of neutralization,” which deviants use to justify their behavior . These
techniques include the “billiard ball” conception of deviance (the drugs act on the
deviant); assessing deviant acts by questioning whether anyone was “really” harmed
(auto theft can be perceived as “borrowing”); justifying the deviance as rightful
retaliation or punishment in light of the circumstances (such as police abuse of violence);
and condemning the condemners.
Away from the surveillance of older people, the pancadão is a unique space for
teenagers to experiment (with) the body and to share technologies of the self, some of
which are considered more deviant or transgressive than others. If there is a lack of
leisure space for the youths in the suburbs, the articulation of a pancadão assembles
mobile “leisure islands” able to transform any dark, “ugly,” “dirty,” and “unplanned”
plaza or street into spaces for partying. As Childress puts it, “Teenagers have limited
ability to manipulate private property. They can’t own it, can’t modify it, can’t rent it.
They can only choose, occupy and use the property of others. […] They stand in strong
opposition to modernist model of private property” (2004: 196).
The sound of pancadão becomes a serious problem for nearby residents because it
puts in evidence disagreements over how one should use the space and the body. Before
examining how these residents mobilize actors to prevent pancadões from happening, we
need to look more closely at the music that partygoers are listening to. Only by
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considering what is going on with the music can we understand the euphoria and
popularity of funk in São Paulo in the last few years. In following the music we will
encounter groups invested in re-articulating the pancadão energy.
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Chapter 5: Party Re-Articulation

In November 2009, anthropologist Hermano Vianna published a short article in Folha de
São Paulo about what was going on with funk carioca. More than two decades before,
Vianna wrote a master’s thesis that would become a groundbreaking ethnography of funk
carioca in Rio de Janeiro.83 Since then he occasionally appears in the Brazilian press to
defend funk carioca from all sorts of accusations, including from those who claim that
funk is “inauthentic” Brazilian music, degrading to women, “lewd,” and “criminal.” His
defense argument, which has not changed much since the late 1980s, is that the Brazilian
press and middle class have a prejudice, partly fueled by racism, against this extremely
popular movement, and have not made any attempt to understand its cultural significance.
In the 2009 article, Vianna explains that in the 1980s American hip hop developed
differently in Brazil’s two most populous cities. São Paulo musicians assimilated it
through the rap popular on the East and West coasts of the United States, while in Rio de
Janeiro it evolved into funk carioca via the more party-oriented hip hop. When DJ
Malboro brought Miami bass hip hop records back to Rio de Janeiro from his trip to
Miami in the late 1980s, they were quickly incorporated as the rhythmic bedrock upon
which singers could improvise. Although it was considered hip hop in the United States,
the parties in which Malboro performed this new hybrid music were referred to as bailes
funk (funk parties). Since the 1970s funk parties have been consolidated as leisure spaces
for Afro-Brazilians in the city, and “funk” was attached to “funk carioca” in relation to
the party. In 1989 Malboro released the first funk carioca LP, Funk Brasil. The LP helped
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Vianna published O Mundo do Funk Carioca (“The Funk Carioca World”) in 1988.
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to establish the singing style characteristic of funk carioca: a mixture of speaking,
shouting, and singing, where singers either follow the melodic contour of spoken
sentences or come up with minimalist melodies.84 As distinct from Brazilian rap, funk
carioca songs are short, have a catchy refrain, and regular prosody built close to the
music pulse.
Vianna noticed that in the late 2000s funk carioca had taken the road from Rio de
Janeiro to São Paulo. “São Paulo is the land of samba – of an assertively modern samba,
popular and creative: how could the city not produce its own authentic style of funk
carioca?” he asks (Vianna 2009). For the author, an important difference between the
emergence of funk carioca in Rio de Janeiro and this new funk carioca-Paulistano was
the treatment each received from the local governments. While in Rio de Janeiro funk
carioca was treated “as an enemy of the city and of education” (Ibid.), in São Paulo the
emerging funk carioca community was getting support in Cidade Tiradentes, a submunicipality in the easternmost part of the city.
In the previous chapter we entered the pancadão controversy, looking at how
bondes mobilize parties in São Paulo’s peripheral spaces. Although I considered some of
the sonic elements of the party such as the car audio equipment and the effects of heavybass music on space, the music itself was left unexamined. This chapter revisits the
pancadão controversy from a different angle. It focuses on funk ostentação (“ostentatious
funk”), São Paulo’s own version of funk carioca, and follows some of the actors
associated with its emergence. As it mediates party articulation and party re-articulation,
the chapter is going to link these two interconnected assemblages. In considering
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attempts of re-channeling the energy of the pancadão, I suggest how bondes like Família
de Luxo engaged with this new music style and the relation between party and music. I
also consider how people directly involved with funk ostentação have promoted the rearticulation of the funk movement in legitimate events, outside the pancadões. Although
they want the movement to move away from the pancadão, this group of re-articulators
considers the event as endemic of a larger problem, namely the lack of interest of the
state in understanding how suburban youth like to have fun.

Cidade Tiradentes: First Re-Articulation

Renato Barreiros is a young Paulistano who works in the public sector, especially on
cultural projects. Today he coordinates the Culture Factories (Fábricas de Cultura), a
project that aims at promoting cultural activities by establishing cultural centers in
districts with a high “child vulnerability index,” giving “the opportunity for youths and
children to access art of quality in modern buildings.”85 Andrea Matarazzo, a well-known
politician in São Paulo, inaugurated the Culture Factories project in 2011 as Secretary of
Culture of the State of São Paulo with funds from the Inter-American Development Bank.
Barreiros worked with Matarazzo between 2005 and 2007, when the politician was
subprefeito (sub-mayor) of a sub-municipality in downtown São Paulo. When the
subprefeito of Cidade Tiradentes, a sub-municipality in Eastern São Paulo, vacated the
seat in 2008 to run for the coming elections, Matarazzo, then-Secretary of the Submunicipalities, put the young Barreiros in the position.
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One of the easternmost districts of São Paulo, twenty miles away from his current
office in the downtown area, Cidade Tirandentes was unknown territory for Barreiros. He
knew the district was conceived as a commuter district for families displaced by urban
reconstruction processes. It has among the largest housing complexes in Latin America,
with more than 40 thousand households built in the 1980s with funding from the
municipal government and private contractors. As with other suburbs in the city, Cidade
Tiradentes is known as a place of poor people,86 irregular land occupation, high levels of
violence (São Paulo City Hall Web Site),87 and a considerable youth population – in 2008
27% of its more than 250 thousand residents were between 16 and 24 years old (Folha de
São Paulo 2008). But in that same year the image of the district started to change. As
Barreiros explains, “Today the district is known for something nice, it’s the birthplace of
the funk movement in São Paulo.”
Already in the first weeks as subprefeito Barreiros noticed the pervasive
popularity of funk in the region: “Everyday I used to see teenagers hanging out blasting
funk on their cell phones and portable mp3 speakers,” he recounts. The presence of funk
was also palpable because of the pancadões. Barreiros was receiving hundreds of
complaints about the street parties, with residents demanding a forceful attitude from the
sub-municipality and the Military Police. Besides, they demanded that Barreiros do
something about the nightclubs with (little to) no soundproofing that blasted “indecent”
music and that caused the streets to become congested with cars and intoxicated youth.
For Barreiros the solution for this problem would require finding a middle ground. As he
explains,
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You have to find a middle ground between letting people have fun and allowing
people to sleep. ‘No alternative’ is not a choice because youths will always find a
way to have fun. In Rio, when funk parties in clubs were banned they went to the
slums. In Cidade Tiradentes something similar happened: when I started to repress
these parties they organized parties inside the slum, where the police don’t go.
At that point Bio G3, a local MC, was already putting together pancadões for ten
thousand youths. Together with nightclub owners and party organizers, Bio G3 saw
Barreiros as a potential ally. Willing to dissociate funk carioca from the stigma of sex and
criminality, in 2008 they suggested the creation of a funk festival/contest with support
from the sub-municipality. Barreiros accepted the idea, stressing that the songs submitted
to the competition could not make any reference to crime and sex. Barreiros expanded the
youth center infrastructure of the sub-municipality, building a studio so that teenagers
could record songs for the festival. He also brought in a DJ to give workshops on how to
use a drum machine. Whereas rock festivals in Cidade Tiradentes that Barreiros had
previously organized had each attracted one hundred people, the first funk festival of
Cidade Tiradentes attracted some 30 thousand youths. Barreiros explains that the move
away from crime and sex was crucial for the emergence of a new sub-style: “Up until
then funk carioca was either about crime (popular in the Santos region) or sex (popular in
Rio de Janeiro). Funk in São Paulo was undefined… Then Bio G3 made a song called
‘Bonde da Juju.’ With that song ostentatious funk started to grow. It gave an identity to
São Paulo funk.”
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Bonde da Juju

The Juju Bonde

Tá de Juliet, Romeo 2 e Double Shox,
18k no pescoço, de Eckō e Nike Shox [2X]

[You’ve] have Juliet, Romeo 2 and double shox,
18K on [your] neck, with Eckō and Nike Shox

Vale mais de um barão,
Esse é o Bonde da Oakley.
Porra! Nóis só porta Oakley
Hey hey hey hey

[It’s worth] more than I grant,
this is the Oakley Bonde
We only wear Oakley
Yeah! We only wear Oakley
Hey hey hey hey

É o bonde da juju, é o Bonde da Juju,
Porque água de Bandido é uísque e Red Bull [2X]

[This] is the Juju Bonde, [this] is the Juju Bonde
‘Cause thug’s water is Whisky and Red Bull [2X]

O Bonde da Juju, tá de Eckō, tá de Oakley, tá de
Juliet, Romeo 2 e Double Shox
Os mano de Marc Ecko, as mina de Ecko Red, pra
Completa o "visu", ó o Bonde de Juliet, tem a Fire e
A Isred, a Peny e a Rubi, ó o Bonde da Juliet tá
Passando por aqui.

The Juju Bonde has Eckō, Oakley, Juliet, Romeo 2
and Double Shox
The brothers with Marc Ecko, the girls with Ecko
Red, and to complete the outfit, look out, the bonde
with Juliet, the Fire and the Isred, Penny and Rubi,
look out the Juliet Bonde is passing by

Porra, nóis só porta Oakley
Hey hey hey hey
É o Bonde da Oakley.
Porra, nóis só porta Oakley
Hey hey hey hey hey hey hey
…

Yeah! We only wear Oakley
Hey hey hey hey
This is the Oakley Bonde
Yeah! We only wear Oakley
Hey hey hey hey hey hey hey

Excerpt of “Bonde da Juju” [The Juju Bonde] is considered the foundational funk ostentação song. The
number of brands and objects listed gives an idea of the style. I have maintained the linguistic elements
common among MCs (e.g., “nóis” instead of conventional “nós” [“we”]).

“Juju” refers to the Juliet sunglasses series made by Oakley, which cost from
$350 to $600. Besides the various models of Juliet sunglasses, the song also mentions
18K gold necklaces, Marc Ecko watches, and the Nike “Shox” shoe series. The song also
helped to establish what would become a favorite combination at parties: Red Bull and
Whisky, which should be consumed “like water.” The presence of the word bandido
(“thug”) indicates how funk ostentação drew on the “prohibited” funk carioca’s
“gangster” narrative. Later the word was replaced with the term amigos (“friends”). “The
Juju Bonde,” by funk duo Backdi and Bio G3, exploded shortly after the first funk
festival, in the summer of 2009. It became known as the groundbreaking song that paved
the way to the new sub-style.
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Other MCs from Cidade Tiradentes started to write songs about ostentation: cars,
motorcycles, whisky, Red Bull, Champagne, and Cuban cigars. Although the notion of
ostentation was already present in São Paulo-based hip hop and Rio de Janeiro funk, with
funk ostentação links to criminality were completely erased. With funk ostentação, music
became all about partying, purchasing power, and flirtation88 -- the new mediators of
personal and group distinction. To promote the musical movement, Barreiros also helped
to create “Kings of the Street” (Reis da Rua), a series of short biographical documentaries
about “local celebrities”: artists, businessmen, religious leaders, etc. The first season,
broadcast in 2011, included two MCs who took part in the emergence of ostentatious funk
– one of them won the first festival.
The festival in Cidade Tiradentes was able to draw youths from pancadões to a
legitimate event. Although this happened only once every year, the shift in attitude and
music content became an important element of re-articulation. In order to understand the
popularity of ostentatious funk, we need to follow other actors. In the previous chapter
we saw the importance of Facebook as a coordination device and mediator of the funk
community in São Paulo and beyond. There is however another crucial component in this
online network that needs to be discussed: YouTube.
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The series of unresolved murders of funk MCs in Santos collaborated to the thematic shift in São Paulo.
Between 2010 and 2012 seven funk MCs were killed in the region. Most of them were shot dead at home or
in their car. While the Military Police declared it was not clear whether there is a link between the deaths,
many speculated policemen killed singers to avenge the murder of a police officer.
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Broadcast Yourself

Konrad Dantas, also known as Kondzilla, was born and raised in the Santos region. For a
while his dream was to work with computer-generated imagery (CGI). When his mother
died, he used part of the inheritance to pay for courses on CGI, film editing, and
directing. With the other part he bought a Canon EOS 5Dc camera to film short movies
and music videos. Inspired by American hip hop music videos, Kondzilla made a music
video featuring lowriders and the language of ostentation. He was criticized for bringing
“shallow consumerism” to the Brazilian hip hop scene. He then turned to the emerging
funk ostentação. As Kondzilla explains,
Funk had always been strong in the Santos region, and I knew there was an
unexplored market there. In 2010 MC Lon, also from Santos, made a music video on
the rooftop of his house using a cheap cell phone. His video got 5 million views on
YouTube. The hip hop music video I had made, filmed on an expensive Canon 5d,
got 40 thousand views.
Because funk is virtually invisible and inaudible on mainstream media, access to
the Internet was a watershed for the funk community. Besides sharing sentence-photo
posts on Facebook, funk lovers started to plug into YouTube to listen to and watch funk
ostentação. Funk was becoming a competitive market for MCs. In 2011 MC Boy do
Charmes, who was getting tired of seeing other MCs getting popular by singing his
songs, decided to hire Kondzilla to make a professional music video. As Kondzilla points
out, this was clever because “nobody would spend that much money without owning the
song”:
Boy do Charmes’ agent told me they would have three cars and four motorcycles
for the shooting. Once I got there I was supposed to decide what to do in terms of
scenes and visual narrative. When I arrived there I saw 13 motorcycles, the cheapest
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one was a Hornet, which costs around $10,000. That for me was surreal. It is not
common in Santos. But here in São Paulo it is common to see a bunch of nice
motorcycles and cars in the peripheries. So I put all of the motorcycles in a row as a
background. That became a visual language. This music video got 1 million views
in 28 days.
From then on things started to escalate. For the next music video another MC
borrowed a 5th generation Chevrolet Camaro and received 1 million views in two weeks.
Soon enough producers were spending up to thirty thousand dollars to put together ever
more spectacular music videos, making ostentation increasingly palpable to attract
YouTube viewers. MCs started to write lyrics based on what they would be able to show
in the music video. Kondzilla defines the visual language of his music videos as “visual
pleonasm.” By this he means that all objects included in the lyrics need to appear in the
video. Google89 pays an undisclosed amount of money to content creators that get a
substantial number of views. Between May and June 2013 Kondzilla’s music videos had
114 thousand views per day on average, receiving at least $1,000 from YouTube every
month.
Burgess and Green argue that with networks such as YouTube consumption “is no
longer necessarily seen as the end point in an economic chain of production but as a
dynamic site of innovation and growth in itself” (2013: 13). Similar to other emerging
music markets, producers and consumers of funk ostentação tend to equate view count
with popularity. For Kondzilla, view count is a reliable way of inferring popularity
because it considers viewers’ direct engagement with the audiovisual object: there is no
need to vote, buy, call, or share it; all one has to do is open the web page and push the
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play button (additional feedback mechanisms such as the ‘like’ and ‘dislike’ buttons close
to the video window, and the comments posted below it).
YouTube offers a combination of “top-down” and “bottom-up” processes of
ascension to and insertion into a funk market. It is the platform MCs with a small-scale
and localized fan base use to broadcast themselves. Depending on the popularity of their
songs among online viewers, managers enter the scene to mobilize their business
connections and help singers capitalize on their popularity. This was the case with a
generation of MCs who were locally known and saw the potential to make their mark
though professional YouTube music video production. In 2012, as it went unnoticed by
record labels, TV networks, and radio stations, funk ostentação made the top ten music
video list on YouTube with four songs (Divirta-se 2012). By the end of 2012 Kondzilla
was directing on average eight music videos per month, charging at least $10,000 dollars
for each work.
As this pool of MCs emerges and shapes the style, a filtering process of major and
minor celebrities takes place. Managers working with the first generation of funk
ostentação MCs start to invest more money on YouTube videos for launching their own
MCs. YouTube has thus become an effective “kick starter” for the funk ostentação
movement, allowing artists to establish a fan base at relatively low cost, navigating
between Facebook and YouTube. As the ‘freshness’ of the style wears out, however, it
remains to be seen whether MCs will continue broadcasting themselves exclusively on
YouTube or engage with other broadcasting channels.
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Funk Ostentação and Pancadão

In the late 2000s pancadão has become a popular articulation of funk parties in the
suburbs of São Paulo. In a parallel movement, funk ostentação has become a popular
articulation of funk carioca in those same suburbs. Could we affirm, then, that there is a
cooperative link between the music style and the event? Yes, we could if we take into
account that funk ostentação songs are played at pancadões – although it is important to
mention that the more “sexual” funk carioca is extremely popular in these parties as well.
But instead of simply answering "yes," we must follow the associations between music
and event more carefully. By looking at funk ostentação lyrics and videos it becomes
evident that the car has a material and discursive relevance not found in any other
Brazilian musical style since the 1960s, when the burgeoning record industry promoted a
national rock’n roll that promoted speed, masculine sex appeal, and youth freedom.90
A car-based music style is more likely to emerge in urban centers that have a
historical association with roads and modernization, in which the vehicle can easily be
seen as status symbol. That being said, it would have been more difficult for funk
ostentação and pancadões to take root in Rio de Janeiro, for instance. Since the 1970s
funk parties in Rio de Janeiro have mainly taken place indoors, with “sound teams”
(equipes de som) moving around and competing with each other for space in clubs and
gymnasiums. Like the Jamaican sound systems, Rio de Janeiro sound systems compete
90

In Brazil the nationalization of rock’n Roll is associated with the Jovem Guarda (Young Guard), a
musical movement that moved away from the Bossa Nova by embodying long hair, electric guitar, and
“light” romantic lyrics (often Portuguese versions of British and American rock songs). Songs centered on
automobility include Roberto Carlos’s Parei na Contramão (“I Stopped on the Wrong Way”), Corro
Demais (“I Run Too Much”), As Curvas da Estrada de Santos (“The Curves on Santos Road”), O
Calhambeque (“The Jalopy”), Ronnie Cord’s Rua Augusta (“Augusta Street”), and Erasmo Carlos’s O
Carango (“The Muscle Car”). Interestingly, the celebration of car culture in 1960s rock was also based
mostly in São Paulo.
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by presenting sonic potency, mounting sound walls to create the batidão (the “super
beat”). Car culture is less prevalent among youth in Rio de Janeiro partly because the
beach is usually the privileged gathering point in the public sphere. Instead of beaches,
São Paulo has gigantic road network ready to be explored at nighttime.
São Paulo is the city of a massive Northeastern population. In the previous chapter
Barbosa told us that automobility is an ideal for his clients, most of whom are immigrants
from the Northeast, and most of whom live in the same suburbs where pancadões take
place. With the presence of a workforce specialized in making cars resound, São Paulo
was fertile ground for both funk ostentação and the mobile pancadões.
However, for these cars to resound effectively, they need to work in concert with
the music. Funk ostentação is part of a broader constellation of pop music directly related
to resonant cars. In the late 1980s a few Miami Bass DJs started to make music aiming at
car performance. In 1988, one year before DJ Malboro released the first funk carioca LP,
female duo L’Trimm released the Miami bass song “Cars that go Boom.” The hit is a
plea for car loudness: “Cuz when you're in the street you can't go far without hearing the
boom pouring out your car. So if your speaker's weak, then please turn it off, Coz we like
the cars that sound so tough.” To reach the low frequencies that make cars “sound
tough,” car owners started to slow down Miami bass songs. In 1989, unhappy with how
drivers were modifying his music, Orlando-based DJ Magic Mike released “Drop the
Bass.” He designed this song to “tear the speakers up” whenever car owners tried to slow
it down (Sarig 2007: 31). According to Sarig, Magic Mike’s “Feel the Bass” was the first
track “created specifically for use in cars, a practice that would soon launch an entire
industry” (Ibid.). In the 1990s this trend became a sub-style of Miami bass called Car
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Audio Bass, which uses studio recording techniques and cutting edge car audio
equipment to resonate the car with increasingly heavier bass.91
As Miami Bass thrived in Florida, hip hop groups from Texas, Louisiana,
Tennessee and Georgia, began to appear on the map. Conventionally referred to as “Dirty
South,” this fluid constellation of hip hop sub-styles draws on narratives of thuggery,
pimping, booty dancing, and partying. In the early 1990s Houston-based DJ Screw came
up with the “chopped and screwed” technique. A DJ “chops” when he or she has two
different records playing the same song with a short delay between the two (usually one
beat away). The DJ either plays both playbacks at the same time or moves from one
turntable to the other, adding a short echo during the performance. Most refrains in
Houston hip hop are chopped, featuring a short delay between left and right sides in the
vocal part. Screwing means slowing down the song from 128 beats per minute (BPM) to
around 60. The technique gave the songs a deeper and harder bass drum sonority. As
Houston rapper Devin the Dude explains, “When the music was like that, you could just
creep and ride around all night” (quoted in Patel 2007). DJ Screw's tapes were often
organized by themes, one of which was music for “cruising.”
The “chopped and screwed” technique became part of the Houston hip hop
sonority. Like the car audio variant of Miami Bass, Houston hip hop emphasizes the subbass frequencies for car audio. Both music styles became part of the soundtrack for youth
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The Jamaican sound system culture was a major site of experimentation with sub-bass in music both in
terms of production and performance. Dub, the music style born in the 1960s in homemade studios in
Jamaica, explored the bass lines in reggae songs by remixing them and adding effects. Sound systems were
mobile and played recorded music at parties both indoors and outdoors. New York hip hop incorporated
Jamaican bass materialism and the sound system apparatus. In Black Noise Tricia Rose tells us how Kool
Herc – a Jamaican migrant and pioneer in New York hip hop scene – had a sound system “more powerful
than average DJ’s speakers and surprisingly free of distortions, even when played outdoors” (1994: 52). In
the 1980s, the drum machines Roland TR-808 (released in 1980) and TR-909 allowed DJs to combine sine
waves and create grooves that reached to the bottom of the audible frequency spectrum.
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car subculture in the United States and elsewhere. Driving around with devices of subbass sonic propagation became a way for imprinting a lifestyle that could be heard from
blocks away. Both car-centered Miami bass and Houston hip hop provided a kind of
material-discursive short circuit, where drivers listen to music that narrates the experience
of listening to music while driving.92
The importance of automobility in Houston hip hop songs also relates to hustling,
and rappers usually incorporate the pimp persona as a lifestyle: living on and for the
streets. More than a party resonant device common in Miami Bass, the pimp’s lowrider
moves slowly and assertively from one transaction to the other. The booming music
becomes a device to claim dominance over his turf and over the female bodies that work
for him. Here sub-bass music is also an acoustic red carpet, allowing the pimp-driver to
be noticed well before his visual entrance.
Whereas the rhythmic bedrock of funk carioca has changed since the late 1980s
and 1990s (when the standard Miami Bass pattern was predominant), it always used a
“dry” bass beat. Having a sonic similarity with the samba bass drum, this choice proved
effective in the dancehall.93 The new centrality of the car has promoted a shift in sonic
architecture of funk ostentação in relation to previous funk carioca. According to Tecyo
Queiroz, a DJ who has been playing funk carioca at parties for years, “Funk ostentação is
becoming less about dancing and more about the car. In Rio de Janeiro the rhythmic base
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For instance, in “Sittin’ Sidewayz,” Houston rapper Paul Wall sings, “Trunk bump like chicken pox, turn
the bass up just a notch/You see them blades choppin', you see that trunk poppin.'” Chamillionaire’s
“Ridin”: “Music loud and tippin slow/Twist and twistin’ like hit this dough/Police pull up from behind and
is in his throat/Windows down gotta stop pollution.”
93
However, differently from samba, the bass drum in funk carioca follows the Miami Bass design,
emphasizing the first of four beats (1 2 3 4)
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has a short and dry bass beat because it’s better for dancing. With funk ostentação they
started with this prolonged bass drum to make everything vibrate.”
The use prolonged sub-bass notes in funk ostentação songs is directly related to
the centrality of automobility in the lyrics and music videos.94 While funk ostentação DJs
were digging into sub-bass drum samples from Car Audio Bass and Houston hip hop
songs, Kondzilla was analyzing Houston hip hop music videos on YouTube, getting ideas
for creating increasingly ostentatious visual narratives: “When I watched [Houston
rapper] Mike Jones’ Still Tippin, I knew I wanted to be a music video director.” To look
at how funk ostentação articulates ostentation and automobility, I want to briefly describe
the audiovisual narrative of MC Guime’s Plaque de 100 (“$100 Bills”), one of the most
popular funk ostentação music videos, directed by Kondzilla in 2012.95 Below I provide
the lyrics with translation:
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For an example of use of sub-bass lines in “Dirty South” hip hop, listen to Paul Wall’s I’m on Patron at
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1jX2XeL4lYU (accessed on October 3, 2013).
95
The music videos is available at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gyXkaO0DxB8 (accessed on
October 3, 2013).
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Plaque de 100

$100 Bills

Refrain:
Contando os plaque de 100 dentro de um Citroën
Ah nóis convida porque sabe que elas vêm
De transporte nóis tá bem, de Hornet ou 1100
Kawasaki, tem Bandit, RR tem também

Refrain:
Counting $100 bills inside a Citroën
We invite because we know the girls come
We are fine in transportation, with a Hornet or 1100
Kawasaki, we have Bandit, and RR too.

Repeats Refrain

Repeats Refrain

Section A:
A noite chegou e nóis partiu pro baile funk
E como de costume toca a nave no rasante
De Sonata, de Azera, as mais gata sempre pira
Com o brilho das jóias do corpo de longe elas mira.
Da até piripque do Chaves onde nóis por perto passa
Onde tem fervo tem nóis, onde tem fogo há fumaça

Section A:
The night has come and we are off to the funk party
And as usual we ride it low
In a Sonata, an Azera, the good-looking ones go crazy
With the shining jewels, the girls stare from afar.
Everywhere we go they twitch
Where there’s buzz, there we are, where there’s fire
there’s smoke

É desse jeitinho que é, seleciona as mais top,
Tem 3 porta, 3 lugares pra 3 minas no Veloster
Se quiser se envolver, chega junto, vamo além
Nóis é os pika de verdade, hoje não tem pra ninguém

It’s just like this, selecting the top ones
The Veloster has 3 doors, 3 seats for 3 girls
If you want to get involved, come on and let’s go
We are the real deal, tonight we are going to shine.

Refrain

Refrain

Section B:
Nóis mantêm a humildade
Mais faz sempre pára tudo
E os zé povinho que olha, de longe diz que absurdo.
Invesojo se pergunta tão maluco o que que é isso,
Mas se pergunta pra nóis, nóis vai responder churisso.

Section B:
We maintain the humility
But always astonish everyone
The average Joes watch and say ‘what an absurd’
Jealous, he asks himself, ‘are they crazy?’
But if they asks us, we will give the brush-off.

Só comenta e critica, fala mal da picadilha,
Não sabe que somos sonho de consumo da tua filha.
Então não se assuste não quando a notícia vier a tona
Ou se trombar ela na sua casa, em cima do meu colo
na sua poltrona.

He only comments and criticizes our style
Without knowing that we are your daughter’s fantasy.
So don’t be surprised when the news comes
Or when you find her in your home, in your couch, on
my lap

Refrain

Refrain

Refrain (“Counting $100 bills inside a Citröen…”): Like most funk ostentação
songs, the tempo of this song is 131 BPM. The music video starts with opening credits:
images of MC Guime, the managing agency, and the title of the song. The music starts
with the funk carioca rhythmic pattern and a repetitive violin melody, which resembles
the violin melody in Mike Jones’ “Still Tippin.’” The camera then zooms in to a close-up
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of Guime holding and counting wads of $100 bills (“counting the $100 bills”). The bills
have a picture of Guime printed on them. When Guime sings “inside a Citroën” we hear
the sounds of a car engine accelerating, and the camera cuts to an image of Guime. The
image is black and white except for Guime’s jewels: three golden rings in each hand, a
golden bracelet, and a golden necklace. We also see the tattoos on his arms with drawings
that resemble those of Houston hip hop rappers. Kondzilla’s logo shows up. The practice
of having opening credits, often without any music in the first seconds, is popular in
Houston hip hop music videos. They help the viewer migrate from the everyday world to
an audiotopic96 world of ostentation.
When Guime sings, “We are fine in transportation” the prolonged sub-bass drum
kicks in. We see Guime in front of a Citröen C4 customized with underglow97 and
chrome wheel rims. As Guime lists the motorcycles – Honda Hornet, Honda 1100,
Suzuki Bandit, Kawasaki, and BMW S 1000 RR – we see them in-close up onscreen and
hear the sound of motorcycle engines (off-screen) accelerating to the beat of the funk
rhythm. As the refrain repeats, we see Guime inside the Citroën again counting the $100
bills and between two rows of motorcycles. We also see him on a red leather armchair
tossing into the air $100 bills. As the repeated refrain closes the violin melody comes
back with the sub-bass drum (played on every first beat of four) and the funk carioca
rhythmic pattern in the conventional masculine beatboxing starts. The motorcycle engine
sound reappears in the mix, and we see four scantily-clad women dancing a typical funk
carioca choreography.

96
97

See chapter 4.
Neon lights that illuminate the ground underneath the car.
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Fig. 5.1: Still from MC Guime’s Plaque de 100, directed by Kondzilla. © Maximo Produtora 2012

Section A (“Going to the funk party…”): The camera alternates images of the
chrome wheels with a perspective under the front bumper to illustrate “driving it low.”98
Next we see an aerial shot of Guime and three girls leaving a Hyundai Veloster, and
arriving at a funk party at a nightclub. Guime goes in front. We see the security guard
letting him pass while female fans and photographers are blocked by fences. As he sings
“Everywhere we go they twitch,” we see dozens of flashes and female hands trying to
touch Guime. The camera cuts to the nightclub. We see Guime in a VIP area surrounding
by women. From the stage, a MC duo points in Guime’s direction. The sound of car
engine re-appears when Guime sings “The Veloster has three seats.”
Refrain: The camera alternates between shots of Guime in between four scantily-clad
dancers and of Guime seated on the red leather armchair. Once again, prolonged sub-bass
notes sound with Guime singing, “We are fine in transportation.”

98

The Portuguese expression “tocar a nave no rasante” means literally “to graze with the spaceship.”
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Fig. 5.2: Spectrograph of an excerpt of MC Guime’s “$100 Bills.” The lowest prolonged bass
note has 50Hz and marks the first beat. The other note is a major second above and reinforces the
vocal line. This is the visualization of the grooves I referred to in the Interlude.

Section B (“We maintain humility…”): the camera shows a motorcycle parked in the
garage of a mansion. It then cuts to a house next to it, which has a Porsche Cayenne
parked in front. A middle-aged man leaves the house to get his mail. As he gets his mail
we see a maid sweeping the front of the house. The camera cuts to Guime’s front house,
where he greets two friends. Guime uncovers a red fifth generation Chevrolet Camaro.
The camera now shows Guime flipping the neighbor the bird, although there is a black
box covering the gesture. In the same frame we see the neighbor shaking a fist at Guime
and his friends. Next the neighbor drives away in his Cayenne, and when Guime sings,
“Without knowing that we are your daughter’s fantasy,” the camera zooms into the house
and we see the neighbor’s daughter by the window. We see Guime enter the neighbor’s
house, and then on the couch with the neighbor’s daughter on his lap. Her father arrives
and sees both in his living room, and points angrily at Guime, reprimanding him for
seeing his daughter.
Refrain: The camera cuts to Guime singing with two flames in the background
shooting upwards to the beat. The four female dancers come back, as well as the Citroën
C4. The music video ends with Guime and a group of people throwing $100 bills up into
the air in the studio.
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The presence and disposition of women in funk ostentação music videos
resembles Houston hip hop imagery. In the latter, a row of sexually alluring women in
the background signifies hustling. The singer is the pimp who manages and profits from
the scantily-clad women (the “hoes”) shown in the music video. The row of female
dancers in the background of funk ostentação music videos does not have the same
connotation. In Brazil, other genres such as axé music99 have popularized images of
female dancer booty dancing, and their presence in a funk ostentação music video is
another component that suggests the singer-character’s status. In both Houston hip hop
and funk ostentação, the female is objectified as a sexualized body that is perceived (one
way or another) as part of a market. Although female MCs do not sexualize their bodies
in the way female dancers do, they sing mostly about the purchasing power they expect
from their lovers, or about female competitors who are jealous of their success.100
Unlike Houston hip hop, funk ostentação maintains the minimalist musical
architecture found in older funk carioca. Except for a specific sound interpolating
sections (such as the violin line in MC Guime’s “Plaque de 100”) and the automobile
sound effects, the male beatboxed funk carioca rhythmic pattern and the prolonged subbass notes fulfill most of the accompaniment. There is almost no harmonic structure
sustaining the vocal line. Also, the voice does not have much postproduction treatment
such as compression and equalization. One popular effect both in funk carioca and funk
99

Axé music is a popular dance music style that emerged during the 1980s in Salvador, Bahia. It is strongly
associated with Afro-Brazilian musical tropes and involves songs with specific choreographies. The most
famous singers of axé music today is Ivete Sangalo.
100
Funk ostentação offers a masculine view of ostentation. Both male and female MCs sing about money
flowing from men to women. At the same time, funk carioca and funk ostentação have relatively more
female singers than the majority of popular music styles in Brazil. The female singers of funk ostentação do
not sexualize their bodies both in terms of dance movements and clothing. Conversely, it is not rare to see
live funk shows with sexualized male dancers. For example an example of a music video of a female MC,
see MC Pocahontas’s “Ostentação” at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=92W1wN_elYo (accessed
October 10, 2013).
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ostentação is the manipulation of delay (echo). This is particularly common at the end of
sentences, where delays repeat the last words to the beat, often with an added
“megaphone” effect, or a very short delay (popular in funk carioca) that resembles King
Tubby’s pioneering recordings of Jamaican dub.101 With such a minimalist
accompaniment, DJs can add virtually any type of sound, such as speeches, sound effects,
chords, and excerpts from songs (including from other styles).
So what is the link between pancadão youths and funk ostentação? I argue that
there is a strong link between visual, musical, and sonic ostentation. Barreiros argues that
funk ostentação is the “soundtrack” of an emergent middle class known in Brazil as ‘class
C.’
Ostentatious funk is just the chronicle of the new periphery. So in Bonde da Juju
Bio G3 is describing the clothes and apparel the kids liked to wear. So after he
narrated what these kids had, he started to go after other objects of desire, trends,
things that people still didn’t have but would like to. And why didn’t this happen in
the 1990s? In the 1990s inflation and unemployment were high and purchasing
power was low… so there was no perspective of betterment. Complaining about it
was much more frequent – “My life sucks...” But now this new class has a
perspective of betterment. It is getting better and there’s a perspective that things
will get even better. So they are living in a moment of well-being, starting to
consume things they never imagined they would. Back then the parents of these
kids who are now singing about whisky and Red Bull were very poor, probably
immigrants from the Northeast. If their dad could afford one or two shots of cheap
cachaça102 during the weekend, that was awesome!
A report published in 2012 by the federal government points out that between 2002
and 2012, 35 million Brazilians became part of class C (Grosner et al. 2013).
Experiencing an increase in their purchasing power, youths from impoverished
communities are more able to invest in the clothing style funk ostentação promotes.
101

EXPLAIN
Cachaça is a liquor made from sugar cane juice. “Cachaça is made exclusively in Brazil and is very
popular in that country where it is commonly referred to as ‘pinga’ and was often thought a poor man's
drink” (Graham n.d.).
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Pancadões enable sonic ostentation: the quality of the sound equipment determines
loudness, and loudness becomes the main determinant of the boundaries of the party
space. Instead of going to a nightclub in order to be seen in the act of consumption, car
owners and bondes organize pancadões in order to be heard as well – a double
ostentatious move. For them, the pancadão is an effective party format because, similar
to other car-oriented music, it creates a material-discursive short circuit: the music that
describes cars as vehicles of ostentation that regulate sex appeal emanates from cars
whose owners expect to establish a similar interaction.
Another important link between funk ostentação and pancadões is drinking. In
funk ostentação alcohol consumption (especially of whiskey and vodka) is directly
inscribed into the narrative of status acquisition. Beverage companies have been closely
watching funk’s growth in São Paulo. The economic interest of these companies made
them important mediators in the process of re-articulation. For instance, Red Bull
sponsored the first funk festival in Cidade Tiradentes in 2008. Since then the energy drink
company’s profits have skyrocketed in São Paulo.103
I argue that the spread of pancadões has partly to do with the youths’ inclination
to “stage” this new socioeconomic condition. Since funk ostentação has no controversial
content in the text when compared with sex- and crime-related sub-styles of funk carioca,
perhaps sound itself needs to be enrolled as an element of defiance. Pancadões can be
read as a vehicle for this emerging middle class to showcase their new leisure lifestyle to
other groups, including the established middle-class and the older residents. For example,
in “$100 Bills” Guime refers to the prejudice an older generation hold toward him based
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I approached Red Bull in São Paulo to have an idea of how much these profits were in the last years.
The company said they cannot divulge the numbers.
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on his lifestyle. Is it possible that the sound of pancadões taking place in the suburbs of
São Paulo reach the living room and bedroom of members of the established middle
class? In the next chapter we will see that it is. Often the sounds of a pancadão taking
place in a slum can be louder inside an apartment on the 8th floor of a well-protected
middle-class building than in a house in that same slum.
Barreiros notices that the emergence of a richer class C has been causing a sort of
“identity crisis” to the established middle class. As members of class C gain access to
plane tickets, cable TV, Ed Hardy’s clothing, and smartphones, the established Brazilian
middle class perceives that they have lost the exclusive privilege of spatial mobility and
status-claim. It is precisely these two features that the pancadões propagate in a way
those next to it find hard to ignore. For Montanha, a music video director based in Cidade
Tiradentes, pancadão is an “unconscious protest against the lack of space.” Similarly,
Kondzilla thinks that youths blasting funk on cell phones and car speakers is “a protest, a
ways of calling attention to themselves, of saying ‘my movement is dominating
everything, and I’m going to force this down everybody’s throats.’” Both of Montanha
and Kondzilla suggest that the loudness and “nuisance” of pancadão lies at the junction
of leisure and protest, between youth hedonism and politically subversive noise.
For Montanha funk ostentação is primarily entertainment: “My definition of funk
today is ‘leisure movement.’ It makes no sense to compare it with [Brazilian] hip hop, it’s
not that. Hip hop makes music as a protest form, to mobilize people. Funk is
entertainment… It’s like watching a soap opera. You don’t want to think about anything
else, you just want to let it flow.” Kondzilla offers a similar audiotopic view of funk
ostentação: “I know the problems the community has, but I don’t want to talk about these
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problems because I’m tired of them. I see them the second I step out of my house. I see
music as entertainment. I think music is an escape valve, a haven.”
Could we argue that peripheral youths embrace pancadão as a way to affirm their
identity as funk-lovers, to take charge of their own marginality, and as way of asserting
their status as consumers – as the ostentatious funk makes explicit? Could ostentation
represent a facet of citizenship? Is this sound-politics a component of a citizenship that,
as Canclini puts it, is expressed “more often than not through private consumption of
commodities and media offering than through the abstract rules of democracy or through
participation in discredited political organizations” (2001: 5)? These statements suggest
that groups directly involved with funk are ambiguous about the music’s potential as
politics and entertainment, especially as funk ostentação circulates and gets articulated,
re-articulated, and disarticulated.

Re-articulation 1: Nightclubs

The emergence of funk ostentação would have been impossible were it not for the
nightclubs. It is easier for new musical styles or sub-styles to expand in large urban
centers like São Paulo because of this extensive nightclub network. According to O
Estado de São Paulo, in 2012 there were 450 nightclubs in the State of São Paulo that
played funk, and 300 in the capital city. In the city of São Paulo alone, one could choose
between 60 to 70 funk parties every week, 70% of which featured MCs from São Paulo
singing funk ostentação (Paes Manso 2013).
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Nightclubs are the main source of income for the MCs and the activities they help
to sustain (managing, music video production, etc.). While in Rio de Janeiro the funk
economy was disrupted in the 2000s when a city ordinance prohibited parties in
nightclubs due to allegations of prostitution and drug trafficking,104 and while the
assassination of MCs in the Santos region put business on hold, funk ostentação-based
business in São Paulo thrived without obstacles in the nightclubs. Monetizing funk in São
Paulo is possible in various ways, including working with music video production, live
performances (Djing and MCing) in nightclubs, music production, MC management, and
by owning a nightclubs.
For nightclub owners, funk carioca offers powerful interessment devices over
other types of performances. Whereas other styles involve shows with 5- to 10-member
groups, funk shows only require two musicians – the MC on the microphone and the DJ
on the drum machine. Most owners consider hip hop risky for business because they are
“too serious,” do not attract women nor encourage much consumption. While gender
relations at funk carioca parties are complex and multifaceted, the parties attract a greater
number of women to the nightclubs, in part because the lyrics are not explicitly
derogatory toward them. As a way to attract women to this masculine-oriented business
model, the admission fee is usually waived for female attendees.
For clubs that had been offering funk carioca shows regularly, the emergence of
funk ostentação has been economically advantageous: they can feature several MCs from
São Paulo for the price of only one MC from Rio de Janeiro. With several MCs
presenting on the same night, nightclub owners can prolong the “buzz” of these parties
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On the problematic trajectory of funk carioca in Rio de Janeiro, see Palombini (2011) and Freire Filho
and Herschmann (2012).
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through the night and encourage consumption. And, as mentioned already, Red Bull and
Whiskey consumption skyrocketed. At the indoor funk parties I attended it was common
to see groups of bondes buying baldes (buckets) filled with ice, a bottle of Whisky, and
five Red Bull cans.
The success of ostentatious funk thus owes a lot to its capacity to stimulate the
nightlife economy of the city. With a music focused on consumption and ostentation,
parties became an important space to embody the role portrayed by the MCs in their
music videos. The “VIP area” that some ostentatious funk songs mention (including MC
Guime’s “$100 Bills”) is usually located on the second floor. Access costs around $5, and
“good-looking” girls are kindly invited to the VIP area at no charge. The area also
includes booths for groups that want more privacy. The price for a booth for one night
ranges between $125 and $500.
The evening usually starts with the house DJ playing more “generic” four-on-thefloor electronic dance music. Around 1am the DJ starts to play funk carioca. Here we see
the influence of Rio de Janeiro in the party. As DJ Tecyo explains, DJs and dancers favor
funk carioca’s dry bass drum when it comes to dancing in the dance floor. They also
favor songs with double entendre or with sexually “spiced-up” lyrics. DJs often start the
funk carioca portion of the night with ‘warm up’ collages. These collages usually
combine samples of a wide variety of sources on top of the funk carioca rhythmic grid,
including other funk songs, popular international pop songs that range from Adele’s “Set
Fire to the Rain” to Solomon Linda’s Mbube performed by The Tokens, American jazz,
soul and funk, Brazilian Popular Music, samba, and sounds from YouTube videos. Warm
up songs always begin with an announcer stating the name of the DJ who made the
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collage. The lyrics are short, repetitive, and
indicate for the dancers certain body
movements.105
Around 2AM the first MC walks onstage.
S/he sings 4 or 5 songs, at least one of which is
his/her own work. MCs create general excitement
by shouting the name of peripheral neighborhoods
and soccer teams from the state of São Paulo.
Unlike their music videos, most perform onstage
Figs. 5.3 and 5.4: a mobile pancadão
(above) and an “indoor pancadão.”
Noticing the importance of cars to funk
parties, this nightclub sponsors parties
with cars in the dance floor. Source:
Suave na Nave’s Facebook page.

without the company of scantily-clad women. The
DJ accompanies the MC live, punching the buttons
of an electronic drum machine with a collection of

sampled sounds. Some have become virtuosic in the art of collecting sounds and
memorizing their location on the 16-button device. The MC then thanks everybody and
leaves for a show at another club. There is no fixed time for the MCs to perform at a
specific nightclub because there is no sure way to predict when s/he will arrive – it
depends how bad the traffic is between one club and the next. Between one MC and
another the DJ might play two or three songs of other styles, but eventually reverts to
funk.
In 2012 three music video companies and three agencies managed the most
popular funk ostentação MCs. Each of the three agencies manages 4 or 5 popular MCs,
finding shows and getting up to 30% of the MC’s profits. Robson Pastel, who co-owns a
Cidade Tiradentes-based agency, said in an interview that in 2012 the agency netted $ 6
105

One popular warm-up song has only one line: “down, down, down, down, glue the butt on the floor.”
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million dollars (Castro 2013). Pastel also co-owns one of the few nightclubs dedicated to
funk in Cidade Tiradentes. In that way, he has been able to work both from the production
and consumption ends of the business, promoting the MCs he manages and signing
contracts with new MCs as they appear on the scene.
The turnover of the MCs is another interesting element considering that the funk
economy revolves around live performances. Popular MCs with at least two popular
YouTube music videos charge up to $4,000 for a performance that lasts less than 25
minutes. MCs come and go, and a song rarely lingers for more than three or four months.
As the song’s popularity goes down, the performance fee goes down. As a nightclub
owner states, “The funk business is a factory of songs.” As they make less and less money
at each performance, musicians start to perform in neighboring cities for more than they
would earn in the capital. In 2012 several MCs from Cidade Tiradentes were performing
across the country.

Re-articulation 2: Politics

As funk ostentação invaded the nightclubs, the idea of funk festival-contests in public
spaces – an idea initiated in Cidade Tiradentes – lingered on. During Barreiros’
administration the sub-municipality sponsored three local festivals (2008, 2009, and
2010). In 2012, 40 miles away from the epicenter of funk ostentação, three youths from
Capão Redondo heard about Barreiros’ initiative and decided to organize a citywide funk
festival. Frustrated with the lack of leisure space in their own region, Allan Silva and his
friends had been organizing parties on the streets of Capão Redondo, collecting small
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contributions from the local bondes to put together live concerts. Allan recounts that one
of these events attracted more than 2,000 youths. Because they often blocked the street
during the concerts, the police often was asked to intervene. Allen recounts that once they
beat him for being a “smartass” shortly after promoting one of these events.
Allan then got in touch with a local nonprofit organization, and started to learn
how to receive authorization from the sub-municipality, “because it is our right. The
money is there, it’s all there, we need to use it!” he explains. In 2012 he contacted
Barreiros to talk about a funk festival. Together they organized the first Festival FunkSP,
with competitions between MCs from both Eastern and Southern regions. The theme of
the first festival, where Kondzilla acted as one of the jurors, was “Funk asks for Peace.”
Allan, who manages the most popular funk ostentação MC from the region, defines this
type of funk as “conscious funk.” He had been receiving financial support from a local
councilman in exchange for public support among youth.
As ostentatious funk became a channel to promote the notion of a more “wellbehaved” and “conscious” peripheral youth, agencies and their MCs started to gain
access to more “legitimized” political fields. Both Matarazzo and the councilman
sponsoring Allan went to the Festival FunkSP and appeared on stage, publicly supporting
the (“conscious”) funk movement in São Paulo. Instead of pancadões, this group wanted
the re-articulation of funk partying into an orderly event sponsored by “legitimate” actors.
Although they do not support pancadões, both Allan and Barreiros see the police’s
attempts to repress the street parties as inefficient and biased. To the claim that
pancadões promote drug consumption and sex, Barreiros responds: “But then you
mention raves, and it’s not different. In other words, drugs are part of society. And
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teenagers are going to have sex whether they are listening to forró, rock, or funk. In the
past they thought a semi-naked mulatta dancing samba was hyper-sensual. And today the
TV shows that at noon and nobody cares. There’s a lot of hypocrisy.” For Allan, the
police act in order to oppress suburban youths. “They don’t care to help us. They are
going to condemn everything that is part of peripheral culture, black culture.”106
Rather than defending the use of police force to break up pancadões, Allan and
Barreiros are taking a position similar to Vianna’s in Rio de Janeiro: they act as
mediators of the funk movement by enrolling politicians and a discourse of cultural
citizenship, trying to create mechanisms to institute a space for and appreciation towards
the musical style. The difference is that, in Vianna’s case, the debate was more
controversial because Rio de Janeiro is seen as a mediator of national musical identity.
However, with funk carioca there is a change in the narrative of place, music, and
citizenship from country to the city – a shift from the abstract narrative of national music
to a discussion of how people make and listen to music in an urban space. In his analysis
of the “funkification of Rio,” George Yudice argues that both funk carioca and rap mark
a “disarticulation of national identity and the affirmation of local citizenship” (2002:
114). The discourse of cultural citizenship here is localized with two interconnected
premises: first, the suburban youths who attend pancadões are not the culprits, but the
victims of state violence. As DJ Malboro put it in relation to popularity of funk parties in
Rio de Janeiro, these youths are “seeking the homeland that they do not otherwise know”
(quoted in Yudice 2002: 121). As the youth group migrates to the position of victim, it
106

Allan was one of the few members of this group involved in the re-articulation of funk in São Paulo who
brought racism to the debate. Perhaps the fact that he was raised in the same district as members of the hip
hop group Racionais MCs has something to do with it, as the group has analyzed life in the suburbs not
only as a much as socioeconomic issue, but as an engrained racism that fuels socioeconomic and spatial
segregation.
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pushes the government to put provide (i.e., institute) alternative leisure spaces for funk
partygoers. If, as we saw in the previous chapter, youths are mobilizing the public space
to organize events, this is because space is one of the few patrimonies they have to
articulate – this is why turning the street into a party with internal mechanisms of statusgranting is relevant, and why I have insisted on defining space as an actor.

Conclusion

In this chapter we considered pancadão by exploring the rise of funk ostentação in São
Paulo. The centrality of leisure and automobility indicates that there is a cooperative link
between pancadão and funk ostentação. I have suggested that the re-articulation of
pancadões took place mainly in two fields, one “economic” and the other “political.”
These two re-articulations have tried to enroll partygoers by offering legitimate partying
spaces. However, to engage with funk in these environments, partygoers have to
dissociate the music from illicit drugs and provocative car audio systems booming in the
public space. Instead, they would have to take part in a pre-established stage-artistaudience format – where their status during the party would be relatively diminished in
comparison to that of MCs. Also, they would not challenge the police or use coordination
devices to organize events away from institutionalized actors. As one might imagine, the
re-articulation did not “solve” the problem of pancadões.
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Fig. 5.5. Graphic showing number of tweets in Brazil between July 2010
and February 2013. The blue line indicates number of times users used the
word “pancadão” in their tweets. The green line indicates how many times
the word “ostentação” was used. The other two lines indicate the number of
times used each word as hashtag, which is a way of tagging tweets to
specific topics.

Figure 5.5 shows a graphic with number of tweets between July 2010 and
February 2013.107 The graphic suggests that in June 2012 more people started to talk
about funk ostentação than about pancadões. The graphic shows that the number of
tweets with the word “pancadão” started to fall at the end of 2011. If the re-articulation
was not completely successful, as pancadões were still articulated in the suburbs of São
Paulo during my fieldwork in 2012, something else probably helped to break down the
pancadão sonic architecture. In the next chapter we are going to focus on this “something
else.”
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In 2012 Brazil was second in number of accounts on Twitter (Macmillan 2012).
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Chapter 6: Party Disarticulation
“The prospect of a confrontation with an obstreperous
teenager or a drunken panhandler can be as fear-inducing
for defenseless persons as the prospect of meeting an
actual robber; indeed, to a defenseless person, the two
kinds of confrontation are often indistinguishable.”
– George L. Kelling and James Q. Wilson, “Broken
Windows: the Police and Neighborhood Safety”

In the previous chapter we discussed the articulation of funk parties, known as pancadão,
in the peripheries of São Paulo and the formation of a set of associations that youths
attending these parties have established. More widespread access to the internet and a
sudden migration to Facebook and YouTube, as well as the financing possibilities for
owning a car use in a city already marked by a car culture, played a significant role in the
articulation of these parties. Youth’s incorporation of such mobile actors (cars and the
internet) and their willingness to challenge the authorities made car audio an extremely
powerful mediator. It is not surprising that funk carioca has become the new soundtrack
of São Paulo’s peripheries. Ever since its emergence, it has been the most popular party
music by far among marginalized groups in Rio de Janeiro’s favelas. If youths in São
Paulo were looking for catchy music to make bodies resonate all night long, funk carioca
provided the right dose of sexuality, loudness, and “subversion.”
By early 2012, pancadões had spread to poor neighborhoods in the city’s
peripheries. Sleepless residents flooded community meetings demanding that the
authorities control the situation. “A pancadão was happening right in front of my house,
and the police didn’t show up once,” residents would say over and over again at these
meetings. Facing such criticisms of apathy, members of the executive acted to
disarticulate the pancadões. Similar to what happened in Rio de Janeiro, São Paulo police
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tried to disarticulate what they saw as a “plague” by using physical force. However,
unlike funk parties in Rio, the mobility of pancadões has required equally mobile police
reaction.
In this chapter, we will consider the responses of civil society (as well as parts of
the executive and legislature) to the pancadões. I will discuss the four groups mentioned
in the introduction to Part II: residents, the sub-municipality, the police, and legislators.
This is the chronological order in which groups reacted to the pancadão, and is therefore
a practical way of understanding how the debates about these loud parties have become
controversial.
Neighbors and community meetings

Pancadões rely on the car audio industry to transform the empty space of a car trunk into
a resonant chamber. What is the impact of such sonic power on those who do not go to
pancadões and do not want to have anything to do with them? As anyone trying to sleep
who has had a car with a powerful sub-bass drive by them can attest, shutting one’s
windows would not help block out the sound very much, as the sub-bass waves are so
long that they can easily transcend such thin physical barriers. By analyzing the amount
of sound energy the pancadão car distributes in space, it becomes clear that thousands of
people are getting exposed to the party, although only a few hundred might be actually
attending it. The pancadão forms what Barry Blesser and Linda-Ruth Salter (2007)
define as “acoustic arena.” However, instead of arena, the more technical “acoustic field”
would be more appropriate, as sound propagates in all three spatial dimensions. As the
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street sound of pancadão travels and moves around, it easily reaches not only lower-class
families living in the area, but also middle-class residents living close to the suburbs.
Neighbors have few instruments for dealing with this problem, except perhaps for
expensive noise-cancelling windows. They feel vulnerable and fearful, and see the
partygoers as “outsiders” who temporarily use the space for their own entertainment. For
these residents, the loud sound of funk is a triple invasion: an invasion of their
neighborhood, of their property, and of their own bodies.
To observe the reactions of people living close to places where pancadões occur
regularly, I attended CONSEG meetings in several districts. CONSEG (from Conselho
Comunitário de Segurança, or the “Security Community Council”) was established in the
state of São Paulo in May 1985. The objective of the council, according to the piece of
legislation that gave birth to it, is to encourage the cooperation and exchange of
information between the police and civil society. As a result, the decree establishes that
both the area commissioner (Civil Police) and captain (Military Police) must be present at
the meetings.
People from different socioeconomic backgrounds attend the CONSEG meetings.
All participants are adults who live or work in the region and are interested in resolving
specific problems in their neighborhood. Most people attend the meetings regularly as
they continue to experience problems that need to be solved. Others (a minority) are
always present, even without specific complaints to make. A third group of people stops
attending meetings when their problem is solved – an attitude that is publicly reproached
during the meetings.
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In the city of São Paulo, CONSEGs are organized by district. The president of the
council, elected for a 2-year term, is a citizen who lives or works in the region of the
CONSEG. If no one runs for president, then the CONSEG of that area becomes
inoperative. In 2012, 89 of the 96 districts had active CONSEGs. Although they were
designed to focus on issues of public security, the CONSEG has become a channel for a
wide range of complaints. This is because members from the sub-municipality, transit
agency, and Municipal Guard, are also usually present to coordinate collective actions in
response to the residents’ demands. As a result, residents often talk about shortages of
transit signs or broken street lamps in addition to theft and homicide.
Meetings happen monthly after work (between 7 PM and 8 PM). The council
president then welcomes the participants and “board members, which include officials
from the police,, sub-municipality, and traffic agency, and asks the secretary to read the
minutes from the previous meeting. After this, each board member introduces
him/herself. Some members (especially commissioners and captains) give long speeches
about what they have done in the preceding weeks. Others simply say that they are happy
to be there and are willing to answer any questions. During my fieldwork, one of the most
frequent complaints at CONSEG meetings was about the pancadão. Let’s observe how
pancadão was discussed at these meetings by considering a few leitmotivs.

Space use and poverty
At a CONSEG meeting in Heliópolis:
Woman: “On Saturday, I called 190 [police emergency number] and told the police there
was a guy blasting music from his car with his doors opened. They left me waiting on the
phone for 15 minutes. Then a policeman picked up the phone: “What’s the matter? [...]
“Oh... OK, a police car will go soon.” Nobody showed up. The police are prejudiced
because it’s a slum. They don’t go there!” – Woman, approximately 40 years old
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A participant at the CONSEG meeting in Campo Limpo asked the policemen to explain an action
undertaken shortly before the meeting to disperse a pancadão:
Sergeant (Military Police): “This action was actually not on our schedule. In the last two
months, we had been receiving several complaints saying that we don’t go there. So we
went there that night with nine police cars. When we got there, there were at least 1,000
people at the pancadão... So we started to advance. People who go to pancadões don’t
like the Military Police. They threw stones and empty bottles at us. So we acted. After
five minutes, the place was empty... We ended the pancadão [Several people applaud].
At a CONSEG meeting in Jabaquara
Woman: “I have a problem with these cars with loud sound systems. I’ve been
complaining for more than a year. We call the police, we call whomever… We can’t
watch TV, sleep, or study.
Council President: “Where is your apartment? Next to the slums?”
Woman: “Yes, next to the slums. We have nothing against them, but they have to respect
us.”

Those living in slums and more impoverished areas often feel discriminated
against by other participants and by the police – many slum inhabitants express that
concern in subtle (and often not-so-subtle) ways. Whereas some participants suggest that
the lack of infrastructure in the slums encourages disorderly and illicit activities such as
pancadões, those who live in the slums argue that it is precisely the absence of the
authorities that makes these places a “no man’s land” that attracts pancadões.
From my point of view, the relationship between space and class behavior was
expressed more openly than the relationship between space and race. This corroborates
the results from the survey I conducted with high school students from the suburbs,
which indicates that they perceive spatial discrimination as more tangible than racism.
This is partly a mechanism of spatial racism because residents know about districts both
in terms of class and race – that is, a Paulistano from the “center” often assumes from
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direct experience (or from the press) that peripheral districts consist of poor and “lazy,”
non-white “outsiders.”
The scientific police
At a CONSEG meeting in Heliópolis:
Captain (Military Police): “We conducted a police operation in in Campo Limpo because
the Bonde do Canguru [a funk group] was going to perform at a pancadão. Does anyone
know Bonde do Canguru [ironic, some people laugh]? I called the organizer of the
pancadão to find out how the police could participate in this party [ironic, more people
laugh]. But he said they were going to have the party anyways… So we went there. And
again: zero-tolerance operation. Remember those doped guys who shot at the Military
Police Headquarters a few months ago? They were at a Bonde do Canguru party.”
The same Captain: “It’s not the police’s job to throw bombs… that’s the last resort.
When people don’t respect other people’s rights, the police have to restore public order;
that’s how it works. That’s in the constitution.”

Police officers repeatedly explained that their crime-fighting efforts rely on
quantitative data. The best way to keep criminal activity low was to keep the police
informed. During these meetings, captains occasionally offered small presentations
reporting to the community what the police had done with numbers and statistics. This
discourse of transparency-as-statistics by the police officers is part of a major institutional
reform that São Paulo police went through after critical moments of power abuse (more
on that below). Another reason why police explain statistical methods in these meetings
is to convince people to formalize criminal activities by filling police reports. Citizens
tended to justify the underreporting of crimes by blaming the civil police for taking too
long to submit police reports and acting inefficiently in resolving crimes. As mediators
between the state and civil society, the presidents of the councils tried to point out that
the police were doing the best that they could.
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Community participation
At a CONSEG meeting in Heliópolis:
President of the council: “Our blog has been very effective in dealing with disturbances
of the peace. Residents can talk with the authorities and exchange information through
the blog. The only thing you will need to do is to put in your email. The other side (the
illicit side) uses these tools very well. We need to start using them, because it’s easier if
we work with information.”
At a CONSEG meeting in Jabaquara:
Commissioner (Civil Police): “I ask you to pass information on to me, especially vehicle
plates. Pancadões have increased, not only here, but in the whole state of São Paulo, and
in the whole country. It is a plague that started on the coast [the Santos region] and has
spread to everywhere.”
Council President: “You heard the deputy, right? You need to write down the plate
numbers of the cars involved and pass them to him. In Rio de Janeiro, the police were
able to end the funk parties because the geography there is different... it’s more vertical.
But here, this crazy city is all spread out; they will have to find a solution... The deputy
told me that car audios are very expensive. He said that if they confiscate the car and
someone steals the sound system, he would have to pay for it!”

Some police officers openly explained
why they were not willing to deal with
pancadões in the slums. At a meeting in
Campo Limpo, the Captain said that the
police would only help the “community”
(neighborhoods in poor areas) with
disturbances of the peace when members of

Fig. 6.1: CONSEG meeting in Heliópolis. On the
background, the Brazilian flag and the CONSEG
logo. Photo by Leonardo Cardoso

that community came to a CONSEG meeting and asked for help. His argument was that
if there were no support from the community for police operations, those operations
would not be “well received”: “We are going to get bottles thrown at us, we are going to
get shot… and the next day the community will appear on TV to call us animals.” Here
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the notion of community participation reaches a point in which public security is put on
hold. Police forces acting on the basis of “criminal indicators” show more concern with
preserving the image of the police and the security of policemen. In order for the police
to take action in a given area, the captain demanded the pre-establishment of mutual trust.
Essentially, he implied that to take care of the “problem,” (in this case, the pancadões),
he would need the green light from the community leadership.

Political leverage

The fact that these meetings are attended by middle-class citizens and groups from
impoverished communities, all of whom make specific demands and complaints to local
representatives of the state gives those holding or seeking a position in the municipal
executive or legislature enough of a reason to pay attention to what goes on in the
CONSEG meetings.108 Similarly, Military Police officers often see these meetings as an
opportunity to reach higher positions in the organization. It is not by chance that several
officers have studied ways to “fix” a so-called “culture of disorder” (pancadão included),
given that it is clearly a “hot topic” in public security and politics.

Youth and family
At a CONSEG meeting in Campo Limpo:
Young woman (approximately 27 years old): “I was at the pancadão. Everybody was
dancing, having fun, and listening to music. Then suddenly, the police arrived. They
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A long-time CONSEG participant told me that in the 1990s, meetings were “excessively” political and
that any public security issue was seen as a result of the incompetence of the political party in charge. It is
not rare for council presidents to run for city councilman.
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invaded, throwing bombs, shooting rubber bullets, beating... Little kids got hurt; a
pregnant woman was beaten...”
[General confusion, many people outraged. Someone screams, “And what was a pregnant woman
doing at a pancadão?”]
Man (50 years old) from the same group: ”Whether we like it or not, we have to listen to
what others have to say. I don’t like pancadões… everybody knows that. I hate music that
doesn’t add anything--music with no quality; I tell this to my sons. But I think what
happened here was a total lack of respect. We need to listen to everybody. The girl was
not able to finish what she had to say because she was booed at a CONSEG meeting.
That is a shame for us...” The youth have a right to have fun, a right to have culture, to
practice sports. What has the sub-municipality done for culture in our region? Nothing.
The sub-municipality could build hangars to promote parties with security. Then we
wouldn’t have to sweep cocaine glass holders from our front doors.”
At a CONSEG meeting in Jabaquara:
Woman (approximately 60 years old): “We were young and we didn’t have a place to go.
‘Oh those poor souls, they cause trouble because they don’t have a place to hang out’...
that’s an excuse! And did we have a place to go? No, but we showed more respect.”
Another woman in the same conversation: “The Hospital is receiving pregnant girls...
they’re all coming from these funk parties... Because every corner is a place to have
sex...”
At a CONSEG meeting in Heliópolis:
Captain (Military Police): “Funk parties have dissipated throughout São Paulo. We
already lost a generation Unfortunately, I have to say that: we have lost a generation. A
generation involved with funk parties, drugs... nobody can recover.”

An interesting aspect of those meetings is that participants who live in slums often
mention that they have kids. Perhaps this gives them (and their demands) more
credibility, as it situates them in the “adult” category of responsible family-oriented
people who keep away from trouble – an important “clarification” to make at a meeting
with people from different classes in which many still equate slum-dwellers with
criminals. The vast majority (perhaps around 90%) of the participants at the CONSEG
meetings I attended were 40 years or older. There was a general perception among them
that a “generational shift” had taken place. They argued in various ways that youths had
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lost respect for the established authorities (parents, police, and teachers in particular).
They were a “disruption” in the community and the police were seemingly the only
group[ with enough disciplinary instruments to put the marginal youth in their “proper”
place.” The quote above, from a young female partygoer complaining about the use of
force by the police at a pancadão, was the only case I witnessed at a CONSEG meeting
of someone talking publicly from the other side of the controversy. The indignant
reaction of other participants when she tried to make a complaint is telling. For most
people at the meeting, it was not unconceivable that a policeman might have beaten a
pregnant woman, but it was indeed inconceivable that this woman would be at a
pancadão, the epicenter of disorder and crime.
For many CONSEG participants, poor youths are potentially the personification
of disorder not only because of their habits of loitering, but also because they “take
advantage” of the legal system to do “wrong things.” These participants – including
board members – blame the judiciary and legislature for “overprotecting” adolescents.
The Captain in the quote above says openly that youth involved with pancadão are in fact
a “lost generation” – thanks in part to the “permissiveness” of the current legislation.

Talk of crime

Police officers confessed in private conversation that CONSEG participants often link
their problems to more serious criminal offenses in order to get the police’s attention. In
their complaints, residents often mentioned that “loiterers were armed or using drugs,”
explained a police officer, “just so that they ‘convince’ us to go there. They most
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certainly can’t tell if someone is armed just by looking from their windows. But if it is
just a guy hanging out in the plaza, we won’t go because there is nothing wrong with
that.” As a result, what could be seen as simply dirt or a lack of public lighting (which
would need to be fixed by the sub-municipality), becomes an indirect cause of crime.
Similarly, residents often “spice up” their accounts of pancadões by adding crime to their
narrative in order to frame their complaints as clear security matters.
Caldeira defines “talk of crime” as everyday conversations that have fear and
crime as their subject. Highly contagious, this type of talk “feeds a circle in which fear is
both dealt with and reproduced, and violence is both counteracted and magnified”
(Caldeira 2000: 19). CONSEG meetings are fertile spaces for turning the talk of crime
into demands for local change. Because complainers often magnify the criminal
component of pancadões at these meetings, the authorities are encouraged to treat the
parties as a security problem.
The sound is the party?
At a CONSEG meeting in Campo Limpo:
Man: “I run a samba school. Today, samba schools are seen as crimes. I have sons and
daughters. I’m against funk...”
Captain (Military Police): “We are not talking about funk. We are talking about
pancadões.”
The same man continues: “In every region, funk has seized the youth [some people
respond “not here!”]. I would not want to see my sons attending this type of party.”

The introduction to Part II describes how the terms “pancadão” and “funk
carioca” have been used interchangeably. In fact, many funk fans listen to funk at parties,
but not at home. For them, funk has a strong collective connotation, existing mainly in
and for the party environment. This is partly why, as the quote above suggests,
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participants often equate the music with the event. Police officers, on the other hand, are
careful not to conflate these two things in order to avoid (at least publicly) entering into a
debate on music taste, reminding the other participants that the issue is the event, not the
music.

Bureaucratic “bending”
At a CONSEG meeting in Jabaquara:
Commissioner: “We did confiscate a few cars when I was working in another district.
But the judiciary ordered us to return the car with a petition. I went to the judiciary and
explained to His Excellency that the situation is serious. If everything is okay with the
car, we need to return it to the owner. But here’s the thing: we did the forensics in the car,
but we weren’t in a hurry. Sometimes, we take 10, 12 days to do it, and the car stays in
our garage. That’s what the police need to do… wear them [the cars’ owners] out.

Whereas the practice of “bending” bureaucracy or proposing an “unusual”
interpretation of the law are not new, it was surprising to hear a commissioner discuss it
openly. It is a strong indicator that CONSEG members believed that the car owners
involved in pancadões were outsiders who needed to be punished, even if it took a certain
dose of “honest dishonesty.” Anyone working inside the state apparatus knows that, as
paperwork travels from building to building and from desk to desk, there is a powerful
force that defines the fates of things like cars in a parking lot. As we saw in Part I, there is
a set of procedures that exists between the document we know as law and the
implementation of this law that can enter into the equation and influence specific
outcomes.
CONSEG meetings help us understand how residents from different neighborhoods
within the same district relate to one another and to the authorities. As we saw in chapter
1, São Paulo is an abstract concept. Because its districts are so populous, one can have
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the impression that they are mini-cities inside a broader territory known as São Paulo:
something abstract that can only be accessed as an imagined community (Anderson
1983). Not even the sub-municipality, the local arm of the municipal government (which
can encompass several districts), seems to be conceived of as something tangible or
spatially meaningful. Each of the 31 sub-municipalities existent in São Paulo is
responsible for receiving demands and complaints from the residents, and tackling
education, public health and culture issues in each region. Additionally, each takes care
of the road system, drainage network, environmental sanitation, and health surveillance.
I chose to attend the CONSEG meetings in Jabaquara because of its
socioeconomic heterogeneity. Jabaquara covers an area of 7.5 square miles and has
223,000 residents, with a population density of 15.8 inhabitants per square kilometer (São
Paulo City Hall Web Site 2010). Captain David, who is in charge of a police station in
Jabaquara, says that the “fluctuating population” (residents plus those who circulate
through Jabaquara during work hours) inflates this figure to 550,000 people. The district
of Jabaquara (a one-district sub-municipality) has two metro stations, a bus station, an
airport, and a few administrative buildings. It can be divided into three major
socioeconomic zones: middle-class condominiums and houses; the central business area,
which has access to public transport; and the slums and recently re-urbanized areas.
David says that there are 35 slums in Jabaquara.
In the last few years, the state and municipal governments have removed several
families living in slums located in at risk areas. Still, in 2011 almost 20% of the houses
were located in slums (Rede Nossa São Paulo n.d.). According to David, car theft and
carjacking are the biggest challenges for the police in the region. David attributed the
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high number of auto crimes to the area’s massive vehicle circulation, an increase in the
number of vehicles in the area (due to easier access to lines of credit), and the area’s
proximity to slums. In 2011, the murder rate for male youths between the ages of 15 and
29 years was one of the highest in the city, only behind Campo Limpo and M’Boi Mirim
(Ibid.).
Heliópolis became known in the 1990s as one of the largest slum complexes in
Brazil. In the 1970s a large number of immigrants from the Northeast moved to
Heliópolis after being evicted from “areas of interest” by the municipal administration.
At this point in time, the region did not offer any infrastructure or public services, which
meant that these newcomers had to build their own houses from scratch. Today, the vast
majority Heliópolis residents are immigrants from the Northeast of Brazil.109 Heliópolis
has been going through a process of state-sponsored urbanization, what the authorities
call “re-urbanization.” In the last decade, both the Municipal Housing Secretariat and the
Housing and Urban Development Company of the state of São Paulo have sponsored
housing projects. Whereas “re-urbanization” has started to increase land value and push
poor families further to the outskirts of the city, most households are still defined as
slums.110 Roughly 52% of those living in Heliópolis are 25 years old or younger (UNAS
2011).. In order to give educational opportunities to the youth in the region and improve
the relationship between residents and the state, a series of grassroots initiatives have
emerged since the 1980s, a process that Holston (2008) defines as “insurgent
citizenship.”
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Ibid.
To get a visual sense of these slums, watch the documentary favelization at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bWJf46oj2X8&feature=player_embedded
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Gilmar Contrera, the commissioner responsible for crime investigation in
Heliópolis, explains that it is important to re-urbanize zones with high rates of drug
trafficking and other crimes. “The environment has a huge influence on crime,” he
explains. Together with the president of the CONSEG, Contrera created created a blog in
which residents can make complaints anonymously. The commissioner also has a
personal database of pictures of juvenile offenders to help him keep track of the
“troublemakers.” The blog and database proved to be effective input mechanisms for
identifying the location, circulation, and activity of local youth, giving Contrera the
ability to act “surgically” by enrolling the offenders’ families in order to encourage the
youth to stay out of trouble.
To get a broader sense of how the pancadões have grown in these districts, I read
the minutes from CONSEG meetings from 2010 to 2012 (or the latest available month) in
districts pertinent to Part II of this dissertation.111 In the chart below, I have compare four
types of problems that were regularly discussed at the meetings and included in the
minutes: theft, pancadões, other sound-related problems (bars, school, commerce, etc.),
and dirt. Theft, which includes mostly car and home theft, was the most common
complaint, and gives a better idea of the relevance of the other issues. Dirt was also a
regular concern, and is included here because – like pancadões – it was framed as
disorder.
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These data present some problems of reliability. A secretary who is part of the local community is
responsible for writing the minutes. There is no consistency in the amount or type of information included
in the minutes. Some are short and include a dozen complaints made by the residents, whereas others are
extremely short and only include what the authorities said. For instance, although some meetings in Cidade
Tiradentes in 2010 and 2011 had more than 100 people, the minutes do not include specific complaints by
the participants.
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Problem
Theft
Pancadão
Other sounds
Dirt

Campo Limpo Sub-municipality
Campo Limpo CONSEG meetings
2010
2011
67%
51%
11%
23%
7%
7%
15%
19%
Capão Redondo113 CONSEG meetings
2010
2011 (Jan. – Dec.)
39%
38%
33%
38%
11%
5%
17%
19%

Problem
Theft
Pancadão
Other sounds
Dirt

M’Boi Mirim Sub-municipality
Jardim São Luiz CONSEG meetings
2010 (March – Dec.)
2011 (Feb. – Dec.)
35%
46%
19%
32%
4%
8%
42%
14%

2012
-

Problem
Theft
Pancadão
Other sounds
Dirt

Jabaquara CONSEG meetings
2010 (Feb. – Nov.)
2011 (Feb. – Nov.)
50%
49%
10%
27%
13%
9%
27%
15%

2012 (Feb. – May)
48%
31%
14%
7%
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Problem
Theft
Pancadão
Other sounds
Dirt

2012 (Jan. – April)
45%
20%
16%
19%
2012
-

Ipiranga Sub-municipality
Heliópolis CONSEG meetings
Problem
2010 (Jan. – Nov.)
2011 (Jan. – May)
2012
Theft
44%
20%
Pancadão
31%
33%
Other sounds
19%
30%
Dirt
6%
17%
Table 1: Comparison of the frequency of problems discussed at CONSEG meetings in five districts since
2010

Pancadões are particularly apt topics for CONSEG meetings because residents can
frame it as a recurrent community problem instead of a personal issue. While residents
112

The percentage reflects the relationships between the 4 categories, and the proportion of each category
in relation to all problems discussed at the meetings.
113
Minutes from 2012 were not available. Complaints about drug use and drug trafficking were more
frequent in these meetings than in minutes from any other CONSEG.
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frequently described minors having sex and using drugs during these parties as matters of
concern, it seems that these aspects were always on the fringe of the dual nuisance of
loudness and “offensive” musical content, which they took as matters of fact.
Because it is not a priority for the Military Police, it can take hours for a police car
to show up at a pancadão scene. Once they get there, however, the police officers can tell
their superiors they have no “technical conditions” to act. As Major Tenorio (who we met
in Chapter 3) explains, “‘No technical conditions’ means that I have two policemen on
the scene to deal with 300 people.” But Tenorio suggests there might be light at the end
of the tunnel for the complainants: “We have a good example in the south zone, with
Lieutenant-Colonel Deufranio de Carvalho. He convened a meeting with members from
CONSEG, the Guardianship Council, the Public Ministry, neighborhood associations, the
Military Police, the Civil Police, and the sub-municipality, and put everybody in a room
to discuss disturbances of the peace. He filmed everything. And when you film
something like that, you ensure everybody’s commitment.” And so I went to talk with
this Lieutenant-Colonel Deufranio de Carvalho.

The Anti-Pancadão Taskforce

As with Heliópolis, the area that is now the sub-municipality of M’Boi Mirim was
occupied by immigrants looking for jobs, particularly in the 1970s during the city’s peak
of industrial activity. According to Beto Mendes, the subprefeito114 of M’Boi Mirim in
2012, “Today we are in a process of re-urbanization, bringing water, sewer, and basic
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As we saw in the previous Chapter, the subprefeito is the titular head of a sub-municipality. He is not
elected, but appointed by the mayor.
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sanitation to these communities, removing families from areas at geological risk or
flooding risk. Up until recently there were 270 slums in the region. Today, we have a
little more than 100.” Official data indicate that in 2011 21% of households in M’Boi
Mirim are located in slums (Rede Nossa São Paulo n.d.).
In 1996 Jardim Ângela, a district in M’Boi Mirim, was considered the most
dangerous district in the world, with 130 deaths for every 100,000 inhabitants. Although
the number of homicides has decreased considerably in São Paulo, between 2003 and
2011 M’Boi Mirim was in the top 5 list of sub-municipalities with highest number of
murders of males between 15 and 29 years old. Both unemployment among 16-29 yearolds and school dropout rates are higher in M’Boi Mirim than in most sub-municipalities
in São Paulo.115 This indicates a relatively large “idle” youth population in the area:
youths who are neither in the working force nor getting the necessary schooling to enter it
in the future. Mendes argues that pancadões became popular because organized crime in
the region takes advantage of this youth idleness:
The youth understand that there are not many alternatives for entertainment here. Illintentioned people take advantage of this situation to organize events outdoors, on
the streets, disturbing the peace of families – especially those families that need to
wake up early on the next day. Imagine, living next to a plaza, with a pancadão
(with that uproar) going on in front of your house and you having to wake up early
to go to work.
Lieutenant-Colonel Deufrânio de Carvalho commands the 37th Military Police
Battalion (BPM), which oversees parts of Campo Limpo and M’Boi Mirim, an area that
comprises roughly 1 million people and 100 slums. A key figure in the creation of the
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Unemployment of people between 16 and 29 years old dropped from 20.62% in 2006 to 13.66% in
2012. High school dropout rates continue to be high; since 2008, the sub-municipality of M’Boi Mirim has
been alternating with Cidade Tiradentes for the top spot in terms of number of dropouts among submunicipalities (Rede Nossa São Paulo Web Site 2011).
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anti-pancadão taskforce, de Carvalho explains that when he took the position as head of
the Battalion in 2011, he was assigned the task of putting an end to funk parties that had
“infested” the region. De Carvalho, who in 2010 defended a dissertation on “Social
Actions as an Strategic Instrument for Crime Prevention,”116 appointed a group of police
officers to collect all the necessary information about the pancadões in M’Boi Mirim.
This data was compiled in a dossier entitled “Assessment of Improvised ‘Funk’ Parties in
São Paulo and Metropolitan Region.”117 Since each piece of the executive structure had
legal limitations on tackling the pancadão, de Carvalho and Mendes put together an
integrated taskforce. Using information from different sources (including at CONSEG
meetings and 190 calls), submunicipality and military police
organized a major integrated
operation. The taskforce included
municipal inspectors, the PSIU
(city anti-noise agency), the
Military Police, the Civil Police,
the Municipal Guard, the
Guardianship Council, and the
Fig. 6.2: The “funk dossier” made by the Military Police
includes a map of São Paulo with dots indicating places
with regular pancadões (data collected between January
and July 2011).

traffic agency.
On January 5, 2012, agents
from these institutions met for the
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In the Military Police, Majors have to write a dissertation at the Police Academy before being able to get
promoted to Colonels.
117
Lieutenant-Colonel de Carvalho kindly gave me a copy of the “funk dossier” created by members of his
Battalion.
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first time to discuss the operation. Prior to the meeting, the sub-municipality of M’Boi
Mirim shared with the participants the document “Battle Against Pancadões.”118 This
document helped to formalize the enrollment of the institutional actors in the operation
by specifying the role each would have. The sub-municipality would provide the
municipal agents who would inspect fine, and eventually shut down commercial venues
for not having the necessary documents, such as hygiene standards or sale of alcohol to
minors. These inspectors should also confiscate any equipment of informal commerce, as
well as the products vendors might have.
Metropolitan Civil guards would be responsible for protecting the city’s goods,
services, and installations. They would also protect the municipal inspectors and, if
necessary, “preserve” the crime scene for further forensic investigation.
According to the Child and Adolescent Statute (ECA, created by federal law in
1990), anyone under 12 years old is considered a child (criança), whereas youths
between 12 and 18 years old are adolescents. The ECA establishes that, due to their
condition as “people under development,” children and adolescents cannot be arrested,
only be detained. At the Anti-Pancadão Operation, Guardianship Council agents would
mediate the partygoers’ relation with the police by serving as on-the-ground advocates
for juvenile offenders (Hoffman 1994). In accordance with the ECA, adolescents
undertaking illegal activities without the presence of parents (such as consuming drugs or
alcohol) at a pancadão were taken to a police station, where a Guardianship Council
agent was present to ensure that the youth’s rights were respected.
As the main force responsible for maintaining the public order, the Military Police
would play a major role in these operations. They should disperse the crowd and seize
118

Mendes’s secretary gave me a copy of this document.
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anyone (potentially) involved in illegal activities. According to the document, the
Military Police would be responsible for (a) decide where the operation would act,,
relying on 190 calls and data provided by other institutions; (b) infiltrate the pancadão
with an undercover police officers to decide the best disarticulation strategy; (c) once the
action has taken place and the territory was regained, verify car documents; (d) verify any
illegal activity, such as slot machines or drug trafficking; (e) take minors adults to the
police station in cases of flagrante delicto (getting caught during a criminal activity); (f)
take juvenile offenders to the police station.
The PSIU agents would act in two situations: sounds from bars and sounds from
cars. Whereas inspecting sounds from bars, based on the two noise ordinances we
discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, is an activity that agents undertake on a regular basis,
measuring the sound levels from cars is not. Colonel Wanderley Pereira, director of the
PSIU, said that the agency was kindly invited to cooperate in the operation because the
police did not have personnel and equipment to measure car sound.

The Operation
“If you want to see something different, you should go on an Operação Pancadão.” The
secretary’s suggestion, made during one of my regular visits to the PSIU headquarters as
I was scheduling a date to accompany regular inspections, caught me off-guard.
Operação Pancadão? At that point, having just begun fieldwork, I had only a vague idea
of what a pancadão could entail. Only later would I learn that the word had acquired a
specific meaning in São Paulo. The anti-pancadão operation had just begun. Soon
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Colonel Pereira would be receiving dozens of requests every week from other submunicipalities and police Battalions.
I was able to accompany PSIU agents on several of these operations. I would
usually meet the agents at the PSIU headquarters, from where we would leave together in
the same car. Unlike with regular PSIU inspections, PSIU agents would not know exactly
where the operations would go and how long they would take. Everything depended on
the information that the Military Police received minute-by-minute. We would usually
meet with the other institutional agents at a police station or at the sub-municipality
office. The variety of meeting points made it harder for pancadão organizers to know
exactly where and when the operation would occur. After arriving at the meeting point,
the PSIU agents would try to find the police officer in charge, usually the captain of the
local police. Because I had already accompanied other inspections, PSIU agents would
usually indicate that I was part of the PSIU crew.
As Lieutenant-Colonel de Carvalho explained, there were two strategies for
“gaining ground” and disarticulating a pancadão: either arriving before the party started
or breaking up the pancadão by using crowd dispersal techniques. Thus, even if nothing
was going on in one or two of the scheduled locations, the captain could still send a car to
stay in those places in order to prevent any gathering. In case these pancadão points were
close to a bar, which probably had been a source of alcohol for that pancadão, the
presence of the police would send a clear message to the bar owner that is would be a
good idea to close up for the night.
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The captain would then go with the Riot Control group to the places where things
had already “burst.”119 As we were about to start the operation, the captain filled us in on
the plan, as well as the addresses that we would visit. At some point, Mendes – the
subprefect – explained that it was important to let the music keep playing so that the
PSIU engineer could measure the sound pressure level. Shortly before the operation
started, the captain would briefly fill us in on the plan, explaining the situation and where
we were going. During the pre-operation meeting at the Batallion, Mendes (the
subprefeito) explained that it would be important to let the music keep playing so that the
PSIU engineer could measure the sound level. The “PSIU crew” (ethnographer included)
wondered how would “we” measure the sound without being noticed and without risking
“our” lives.
The first Pancadão Operation in M’Boi Mirim involved 40 Civil Guards in 13
cars and 41 Military Police officers (including members of the Special Unit and Riot
Control Battalion) in 13 cars, 4 motorcycles, and 2 mobile stations. A total of 120 people
from the institutions mentioned above participated in the operation. It was quite a scene
to see 120 people in a dozen cars moving together during the night in the busy streets of
São Paulo. A police major once told me how “beautiful” it was to see the large convoy
moving – police cars and motorcycles screeching, blocking the streets at high speed,
crossing red lights, and creating a cacophony of sirens; it appeared that this blitzing
technique not only gave the policemen a good dose of adrenaline for the upcoming
operation, but also instilled in them a certain institutional pride.
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Lugar estourado, or “burst place,” is police jargon stating that the place is crowded.
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Using physical force to “reinstate public order,” the Military Police were
responsible for dispersing crowds at pancadões, arresting adults and apprehending
minors involved in criminal activity. Although I did not accompany the police officers as
they broke up a pancadão, I watched a few TV shows such as Polícia 24h, the Brazilian
version of Cops, which show the action of police officers at a pancadão. In one of these
shows, the captain explains that the logic behind the use of non-lethal weapons is the
“gradual” use of force: “The grenades we use depend on the impact we want to cause
[…],” explained the captain while showing each weapon on camera. “First, smoke
grenades; second, stun grenades; third, tear gas
grenades; and finally, rubber bullets” (Polícia 24h
2012).
Because some partygoers throw rocks and
empty bottles at the police during the operation,
captains and sergeants prefer to deploy the Riot
Control Group” to deal with “mob” dispersal,
keeping the police cars at a safe distance to avoid
damage. Behind the Riot Control Group, which
marches with riot shields and nightsticks, a group
of three or four officers uses smoke and stun
grenades to disperse the party and whenever youths
start to throw objects at the police. As the Riot
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Figs. 6.3 and 6.4: Above: Police officer
fires a stun grenade launcher at a
pancadão crowd. The police officer
next to him has a rubber shotgun tear
gas bombs. Still from Polícia 24 (2012).
Below: two members of the Military
Police Special Operations Group use
pepper spray on youths coming from an
alley after the pancadão was broken up.
Still from Domingo Espetacular (2012).

Control Group advanced, often a special unit group would block other exists, leaving
partygoers with only one escape route. In five minutes, a pancadão with 400 youths was
effectively disarticulated.
While some youths ran at the first sound of sirens, others stayed thinking that the
police was acting somewhere else. Still others stayed just for the chance to throw things
at the police. Escaping was more difficult for car owners. Because they were the sound
generators, and as such were located at the epicenter of the pancadões, it was more
difficult for them to drive away quickly enough, especially because these parties took
place on narrow streets.
Surrounded and detained by the police, the teenagers who did not have time to
escape cried, screamed at each other, and tried to contact their parents. With the ground
“regained,” PSIU and sub-municipality agents could finally act. The PSIU car would
usually be one of the last in the convoy, which was a preventive measure that I
appreciated considering that, unlike the PSIU agents, I did not have a bulletproof vest. At
some point a police officer would come to us and request PSIU’s service. As the agent
arrived at the scene,120 the car owner was solicited. “Who’s the owner of this car?” a
police office shouts.
– “Me,” says a man in his 30’s.
– Police Officer 1: Turn it on.
The car owner turns on the sound. A funk song with sexually explicit lyrics softly emerges from
the car speakers.
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At first, PSIU agents would feel somewhat lost in these operations, unsure of where to go, where to stay,
and who to talk with. In fact, the agent who went on the first Pancadão operation admitted that he was not
even sure how to measure the sound. “But then a police officer told me it was this resolution from this
article from the Brazilian Traffic Code, so I filled in the technical report the best I could,” he explains.
“After that, I looked on the internet what and how I was supposed to do this.”
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– P.O. 1: Louder!
– Car owner: That’s the maximum it goes.
Another officer comes closer.
– P.O. 2: There must be a button that activates the speakers in the trunk.
He tells the car owner to get out of the car. After one minute pushing the buttons on the control
panel, the police officer finds a hidden button under the steering wheel. It activates the trunk
speakers, and I feel my whole body vibrate with the sound energy. The PSIU agent starts to
measure the sound pressure level.
He points the sound meter at the car. After a few seconds, the device provides the piece of
information they all wanted – the legal evidence:
– “114 decibels,” he says to the curious police officers and sub-municipality agents as they
gather around to see the device screen.

A problematic piece of evidence, you might say. In his defense, a PSIU inspector
argued that “nobody would buy a powerful car audio system not to play it loud.” From
what I could tell, it was not very relevant for the taskforce members if that specific car
was actually playing music too loud during the pancadão. What was important was that
other potential “noise polluters” would refrain from doing to same there, and that the
police would not continue receiving noise complaints and “regaining ground” every
single weekend. In other words, what was important was to disarticulate the links
between the resonant machines of pancadões and that specific territory. The results for
that night: 4 cars confiscated, 4 bars fined (either because of loudness or irregular
documents), and 42 minors taken to the police station – the press preferred to emphasize
this last fact (see Fig. I-1).
According to Mendes, the M’Boi Mirim taskforce became a model for dealing
with pancadões, and the Secretary of Sub-municipalities advised other subprefeitos to
coordinate an inter-institutional structure and modus operandi similar to the one initiated
with Mendes and de Carvalho. De Carvalho gained recognition among other colonels,
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who started to employ the tactics he helped to create. When I talked with Mendes later in
2012, the situation had already changed. At that point, after the initial success of the
operations in the first half of 2012, the strategy was to step back and investigate the
criminal force “behind” the pancadões:
First [the number of pancadões] decreased, and some youths migrated to indoor
places. We have scaled back operations and are monitoring events, trying to find the
foundations that make the pancadões possible. We have information that they are
coming back, and that’s precisely our goal. The next step is to act surgically.
As disarticulators tried to intercept the organization of pancadões by accessing
the articulator’ online network, a localized “netwar” took place. The term “netwar,”
coined by John Arquilla and David Ronfeldt in the early 1990s, refers to information-age
conflicts that include not only national security issues, but also smaller, “low intensity”
social activities such as the pancadão. The São Paulo Military Police started to monitor
Facebook and Twitter activity to gather “intelligence about their opponents (Aquilla and
Ronfeldt 2001: 5). The flexibility of location of the parties, the annoyance they cause,
and the method for exchanging information about their articulation, have required the
authorities to invest resources in netwar.
As the authorities accessed the partygoers’ network and crushed the pancadões
every weekend, party organizers realized that for the party to keep happening, they would
have to multiply. Instead of giving up and surrendering to the disciplinary power of the
authorities or going to the nightclubs, pancadão organizers would need to fragment into
smaller but more numerous events going on at the same time. In late 2012, it seemed that
this new articulation of pancadões into more agile units would pose even bigger
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challenges for the authorities. However, by early 2013, lawmakers had entered the
controversy.

Lawmakers
“From his room on the 5th floor of the Municipal
Chamber of São Paulo, city councilman Álvaro
Camilo [...] gets ready to start a war against the
culture of disorder in the city.
Interviewer: What is the major sign of the culture of
disorder in our city?
Álvaro Camilo: The most representative one is the
pancadão; these street parties have infested the city
and contribute to criminality. [… Drug dealers
support the parties, and partygoers use cars for sound
and, if necessary, to store beverages.”
- José Maria dos Santos, “Tolerância Zero para os
‘pancadões’” (2013).

Seen as a “culture of disorder,” the pancadão seemed to fit the zero tolerance perspective
of human behavior particularly well. As former Military Police Chief of the State of São
Paulo (the highest rank at the state level), Álvaro Camilo had been a major proponent of
this philosophy, and one of its main articulators. Elected to the city councilman in 2013,
he entered in a new sphere from which to institute zero tolerance approach. He was not
alone in that task. Along with Camilo, two other high-ranking police officers got elected
as well. Because of their view towards crime in the city, the press nicknamed the trio of
city councilmen the bancada da bala, or “the Bullet Faction.” Before considering the
Bullet Faction, I need to cover some legislative terrain.
On November 16, 2011, Lieutenant-Colonel de Carvalho received a letter from
the district attorney. In the letter, the district attorney explains he had been at a CONSEG
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meeting and did not like what he had heard. From what he saw, it seemed that the
pancadões were unbeatable and the police were lost. He politely explained to de
Carvalho that the existing legislation gave the police three major mechanisms to deal
with “loud sounds with adolescents consuming drugs and alcohol.”121
We are already familiar with two of these mechanisms in Chapter 2. First,
pancadões were a “disturbance of the peace.” As we saw in Chapter 3, this infraction is
not a commonly used because complainants do not like to publicly testifying against the
noisemakers. Second, they were “noise pollution,” an environmental crime that
legitimized the confiscation of “pancadão” cars in order to conduct forensics on their
sound equipment. De Carvalho showed me that there was a “mutual” agreement between
both the Military and Civil Police and the District Attorney to “interpret” loud cars in
pancadões as an environmental crime. As we saw in my discussion of “bureaucratic
bending,” with the car confiscated it would be possible to maximize the financial damage
done to the car owner.
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This quote if from the attorney letter, a copy of which I received from de Carvalho.
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A third alternative was Article 228 from the Brazilian Traffic Code, which
prohibits “sound equipment in the vehicle at a volume or frequency not authorized by
CONTRAN.” CONTRAN (National Traffic Council, the federal organ that issues the
technical parameters for traffic-related laws) establishes that sound equipment in vehicles
cannot exceed 80dB, measured approximately 7.5 yards from the car. This is what the
PSIU agents would usually do. Although at first it might seem that the PSIU was a mere
appendix in the anti-pancadão taskforce, note that sound measurement was often the only
legal justification that the police had to retain a car.
As a sub-municipality assistant admitted, “Any car audio that makes a sound over
80dB is considered a mischaracterization of the vehicle. That, of course, is a matter of
interpretation, otherwise we would have confiscated half the cars circulating in São
Paulo!” Although the assistant was mistakenly mixing different articles from the
Brazilian Traffic Code,122 her argument holds up: the executive would have to fine many
more car owners if it enforced the law in non-pancadão contexts. From the authorities’
point of view, this type of offense has two major limitations. First, it does not determine
the confiscation of the vehicle. Second, the fine was extremely low: merely $60 dollars.
For the newly formed “Bullet Faction” that situation was unacceptable. This
group saw pancadões as a serious challenge to their belief in public security. They were
not the first to submit bills for punishing loud car owners more severely. In 2011, State
Representative Jooji Haato (whom we met in chapter 2) submitted a bill that would
prohibit cars parked in public spaces from making sounds above 50 dB (measured at a
distance of 6.5 feet), and from making sounds at any volume between 10 PM and 8 AM.
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Article 228 regulates loudness, and changes in the characteristics of vehicles are regulated by Articles
96 and 106
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According to the bill, offenders would receive a fine between $436 and $4,360 and the
car’s sound equipment would be confiscated. Although it passed in the Chamber of
Deputies, the governor vetoed the bill in May 2013. His argument (a familiar one by
now) was that it was unconstitutional to legislate noise pollution in such detail at the state
level because its effect could only be determined locally at the city level.
The early 2010s mark the beginning of a legislative siege against loud music from
cars in Brazil, with cities either creating or complementing existing legislation. In greater
São Paulo, the main target has definitely been the pancadões. Since November 2011, the
neighboring city of Osasco fines drivers $3,200 for playing music above 70 dB from a
car. In January 2012, Diadema, also part of greater São Paulo, added an article to its noise
ordinance that fines car owners depending upon the difference in decibels between the
sounds coming from the car and the limits established in zoning laws. In the Northeast,
the paredões (Barbosa’s specialty) also started to get into legislative trouble. In 2011,
Fortaleza, capital of the Northeastern state of Ceará, passed a “Paredão ordinance.” This
ordinance does not even require sound pressure measurement. Any car owner caught with
a paredão sound equipment installed receives a $420 fine (which doubles with each
incidence). All three ordinances request the confiscation of the offending sound
equipment.
In 2013, members of São Paulo’s “Bullet Faction” submitted not one, but two
bills directly related to pancadões. The first one is a bill proposed in 2009 and reintroduced in the Municipal Chamber by Camilo. It establishes a $500 fine for playing
loud music in cars parked on sidewalks, streets, and plazas, or in private and public
parking lots. In the case of repeat offenders, the fine value doubles and quadruples. The
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sound limit and measuring distance is the same as in Hato’s proposition. “Noisemakers”
caught playing loud music in their cars and who still refuse to turn their music down will
have their sound equipment or vehicle confiscated. The bill passed in the Chamber in
April 2013 and the city mayor endorsed it in May 2013.
The other bill is more straightforward. Its first article determines that “it is
expressly forbidden to use streets, plazas, parks, and other public spaces for ‘funk
parties,’ or for any non-authorized musical event, regardless of duration.” As with the
previous bill, the sanction includes the confiscation of the vehicle. The fine is $1,150 for
the first offense, which doubles with each recurrence. One of the authors of this bill is
Conte Lopes, a former chief of the Military Police Special Forces, sent me the reasoning
for creating the bill. In the document, Lops explains that “[Funk parties] are an
agglomeration of hundreds of people, including minors, who meet on the streets, in
plazas, and often in gas stations, to drink alcoholic beverages, use drugs, and have sex in
the middle of the street, to the deafening sound of music.” For the councilman, “Public
disorder will not end without a specific ordinance and until we have more rigorous
policing.” The bill is thus a necessary response to “desperate residents, from various
districts of São Paulo, begging for action.” Camilo, a co-author of this bill, argues that
pancadões “start with music, move to alcohol in excess, then to drugs, and finally to
crime (rapes, theft, and even homicide).”
Powerful car audio has become a ubiquitous urban phenomenon – and a hard one
for the police to tackle. What that in mind, in 2004 the Office of Community Oriented
Policing Services published “Loud Car Stereos,” a guide for police officers trying to cope
with this problem. Drawing from cases in the U.S., U.K., Canada, Australia, New
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Zealand, the Netherlands, and Scandinavia, the author presents a vast array of causes and
solutions for the “loud car problem.” Alternatives include impounding cars with loud
stereos as evidence (found in New York, Chicago, and now São Paulo), mailing warning
letters, requesting car stereo dealers to “provide their customers with written information
about the health hazards and legal consequences of playing their car stereos too loudly”
(Scott 2001: 15), and posting public warning signs where complaints are common.
Notwithstanding these policing strategies for keeping the volume of the car audio down,
some states in the U.S. consider listening to music while driving as protected by the First
Amendment.123
In her ethnography on black teenagers in Oakland, California, Jennifer Tilton
described the ways in which the youth were “squeezed” between zero tolerance policing
and “urban renewal.” Starting in the 1980s, local black youth established a hip hopinfluenced car culture called Sideshow in which drivers took part in acrobatic maneuvers
while blasting music from open car doors and windows. Seen by older residents and the
authorities as “rowdy teenagers” promoting disorder, Sideshow was pushed from parking
lots to residential and commercial corridors where this group could be closely observed
and singled out. As Tilton explains,
[White middle-class adults, black activists, and politicians in Oakland] tried to
create a geographical fix to fundamental inequalities in childhood […] This
geographic fix helped consolidate new landscapes of consumption that increasingly
123

In April 2013, the Florida Supreme Court ruled a law banning drivers from playing loud music in their
cars unconstitutional. The Supreme Court argued that the law was “an unreasonable restriction on First
Amendment rights. Likewise, the restriction of the constitutionally protected right to amplify sound, despite
the State‘s acknowledgement that this level of noise is tolerable and safe if the source is a commercial or
political vehicle, is not narrowly tailored to achieve the government‘s interests in improving traffic safety
and protecting the citizenry from excessive noise. Thus, we also find that the statute is unconstitutionally
overbroad because it restricts the freedom of expression in a manner more intrusive than necessary.”
http://www.flsenate.gov/Session/Bill/2013/0634/Analyses/zkGiMWcRMZxTu=PL=5GBcIftRZYB90=|14/
Public/Bills/0600-0699/0634/Analysis/2013s0634.ju.PDF
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privatized and securitized urban space. But it also threatened to define young people
who remained on the streets as criminals who could be excluded from the category
and protections of childhood (2010: 162).
Something similar happened with the Freaknic in Atlanta, a yearly event in which
thousands of African-American youths from the U.S., Canada, and the Caribbean
“invaded” the streets with motorcades, loud music, and “lewd” dancing. Like São Paulo,
Atlanta is a city that is known as a car city and has an extensive road system.124
Authorities and the press saw youth behavior at the Freaknic as “over-sexualized,’ and its
loudness as disorder. The three-day event included upper-class neighborhoods and highly
visible/audible streets in its route. As it started to attract more people, city officials
changed the location of the party to poorer parts of the city and sheltered upscale districts
(Thompson 2007). Thanks to such spatial disarticulation and increasing surveillance,
Freaknic slowly disappeared from the map.
Another alternative for disarticulating music and space is to break the links
between body and music and criminalize the music itself. In Great Britain the “Criminal
Justice and Public Order Act 1994” was perhaps the first to criminalize a music style
because of its relation to a party. The Act, which is divided into twelve sections tackling
issues that range from sexual offenses and homosexuality (Part XI) to the “Prevention of
Terrorism” (Part VI), includes a section on “Public Order: Collective Trespass or
Nuisance on Land.” Section 63, which discusses the “Powers to Remove Persons
Attending or Preparing for a Rave,” defines the music as a “sound wholly or
predominantly characterized by the emission of a succession of repetitive beats”
(Criminal Justice and Public Order Act 1994) and the party as a “gathering on land in the
124

According to Thompson, Atlantans drive more than drivers in any other city in North America.
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open air of 100 or more persons (whether or not trespasser) at which amplified music is
played during the night […] and is such as, by reason of its loudness and duration […]
likely to cause serious distress to the inhabitants of the locality” (ibid.).
In 2012, the Cuban government banned Reggaeton125 for its “aggressive and
sexually obscene lyrics” (Wagner 2012). For Orlando Vistel Columbié, head of the
Cuban Music Institute, “neither vulgarity nor mediocrity could denigrate the wealth of
Cuban music” (de La Hoz 2012). The crackdown included professional disqualification,
sanctions against government officials who encouraged Reggaeton performance, and a
purge of the music catalogue.
Closer to the pancadão, in May 2000 Rio de Janeiro lawmakers passed State Law
3410, which ended up criminalizing funk parties in the city and contributed to their
migration to the favelas. The bill argued that fights between partygoers and the presence
of “pornographic,” anti-police, and pro-organized-crime songs in funk parties risked
“corrupting” youth behavior. From that point forward, party organizers were to be held
accountable for any wrongdoing. The new law included draconian requirements for party
organizers, such as having police consent in written form beforehand, having police
officers on the scene during the entire event (who could stop the party at any sign of
aggressive or lewd behavior), and prohibiting partygoers from playing songs that praised
criminal activity or drug factions. In 2003, State Representative Allessandro Calazans
proposed a bill regulating funk parties (bailes funk) as a “cultural activity of popular
character,” and in June 2008 the State Chamber killed thee anti-funk Law 3410/2000.
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Reggaeton is a mix of hip-hop, Jamaican dancehall, Trinidadian soca, and salsa. It emerged in became
popular in Puerto Rico and spread not only in the U.S., but in Latin America as well.
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Controlling the “rowdy teenagers”

In their canonical 1982 article, James Wilson and George Kelling put forward the
“Broken Windows Theory.” The central argument in this theory is that there is a direct
relationship between crime and the environment in which it takes place. The authors
presented a perspective on policing methods in American cities, paying close attention to
how communities perceive crime. The first major challenge, the authors suggested, was
to improve the relationship between the police and the community. A police officer
integrated into the community, they argued, could more easily read the environment and
recognize situations of potential crime. In creating an efficient channel of communication
with residents, the police were establishing a culture of public security, collecting
information proactively. By knowing the community well, and being able to distinguish
“regulars” from “strangers,” drunks who “knew their place” from loiterers without
apparent reasons to be there, police officers could establish and maintain dos and don’ts.
As Wilson and Kelling explained, “One unrepaired broken window is a signal that no one
cares, and so breaking more windows costs nothing.” The logic is straightforward:
unattended spaces encourage disorder; and disorder encourages crime by disintegrating
community ties. Public space is feared and avoided, and neighborhoods cease to be
neighborly. All they have and care about is their own houses – everything else is hostile
territory.
For Wilson and Kelling, example of unwelcomed “strangers” included drug
dealers, prostitutes, robbers, panhandlers, the “mentally disturbed,” and “rowdy
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teenagers”: “The citizen who fears the ill-smelling drunk, the rowdy teenager, or the
importuning beggar is not merely expressing his distaste for unseemly behavior; he is
also giving voice to a bit of folk wisdom that happens to be a correct generalization –
namely, that serious street crime flourishes in areas in which disorderly behavior goes
unchecked” (Wilsong and Kelling 1982). Thus, the notion of “public order” (and with it
the notion of citizenship) is considered from the perspective of adults, particularly
property owners – this becomes the definition of community. The authors are careful to
dismiss the risk of racial stereotypes, hoping that “by their selection, training, and
supervision, the police will be inculcated with the clear sense of the outer limit of their
discretionary authority” (Ibid.). However, in the article they have no problem framing
noisy youth as catalysts of disorder and crime.
Broken windows theory began to be practiced in a major city during Rudolph
Giuliani’s administration in New York City between 1993 and 2001. The term ”zero
tolerance” appeared for the first time in 1994,126 the same year that Giuliani appointed
William Bratton as the commissioner of the New York Police Department (NYPD).127
Under Bratton, the NYPD removed homeless people from the subways, “infamous
squeegee pests” (Bratton 1998: 36) from stoplights, and panhandlers, drunks, and “noisy”
teenagers from the sidewalks. Giving more autonomy to precinct commanders, Bratton
126

According to Dennis et al.,(2003), the report Managing ‘Squeegeeing’: a problem-solving exercise
(1994), by G. L. Kelling and S. Miller, was “possibly the first to use the term “no tolerance” – soon to
become “zero tolerance.” The report said that the problem of “squeegeeing” could be managed and largely
stopped by patrol officers if a no tolerance approach was adopted – and it was” (2003: 58).
127
Before that, during his term as the mayor of New York City in the 1930s, Fiorello La Guardia tackled
the issue of noise, characterizing it as the symptom and cause of urban disorder. Unlike previous anti-noise
campaigners, he considered noise to be less a product of isolated events (bells, boats, car horns, etc.) than a
public problem requiring a multi-pronged plan. This approach ended up expanding “the legal definition of
noise as well as the enforcement powers of the police” (Radovac 2011: 737). It affected not only
mechanical sounds, but also street musicians, either displacing or eliminating most of the city’s street-based
economy for the sake of “(sonic) urban order.” Radovac (2011: 756) concludes that such measures
“foreshadowed the ‘broken windows’ theory of urban policing” that became popular during Rudolph
Giuliani’s term, a theory we will discuss in this dissertation.
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justified such actions as part of the NYPD’s “dual emphasis on quality-of-life signs of
crime as well as on serious crime” (Ibid.). According to this logic, zero tolerance policing
also contributed to the city’s economic development by creating safer urban spaces:
“New Yorkers are reporting that they are feeling safer. Residential and commercial real
estate markets are booming. The economy has stabilized. Tourism is skyrocketing. New
York city is slowly revitalizing itself” (1998: 41). Zero tolerance, control of noise,
“rowdy teenagers,” tourism, real estate development, it seems that we covered it all in
this dissertation.
In New York, the zero tolerance approach has always been controversial because
of its invasive policing techniques. According to Sridhar (2006:1842), “The aggressive
policing included searches, sweeps and arrests of individuals found loitering in streets
even though they had not committed any crime under the law.” Police officer Charles
Pollard is also not so sure about the success of zero tolerance. “Whatever the nature of
the reforms,” Pollard argues, “the emotion underlying them seems to be concentrated on
aggression: on ruthlessness in dealing with low-level criminality and disorderliness”
(1998: 45). For the author, an emphasis on short-term results and a reliance on crime
statistics may in fact have encouraged the police force to move away from the idea of
community policing. Furthermore, the evidence linking disorder and crime has been
controversial. In a study conducted in more than 15,000 streets in Chicago, Robert
Sampson and Stephen Raudenbush (2000) found that even though disorder and predatory
crime were moderately correlated, the correlation disappeared in 80% of the cases when
elements such as neighborhood trust and poverty were taken into account.
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In São Paulo, the Military Police engaged with zero tolerance during an
“institutional reformation” motivated by one of the most infamous cases of police abuse
in the history of post-dictatorship Brazil. In March 1997, Brazil’s most-watched TV news
program exhibited amateur footage in which Military Police officers are seen threatening,
bribing, beating, torturing, and shooting unarmed drivers during an operation in Favela
Naval, a slum in Diadema. The images sent shock waves through the Brazilian public
security system. Civil rights organizations demanded the dismantling of the Military
Police in São Paulo and the immediate resignation of the São Paulo Military Police Chief.
As an organization that gained power thanks to two decades of military rule, many
specialists and politicians argued that violence and abuse were endemic in the Military
Police structure, and would end when the institution itself ceased to exist..
In 1998, facing the imminent threat of dissolution, the São Paulo Military Police
established three working guides: community police, human rights, and techniques and
equipment. The first element relates to the “broken windows” theory in that it aims to
improve police-citizen relations. The methodology of community policing incorporated
in São Paulo relied on Robert Trajanowicz’s (1998) work and the Japanese “Koban
system.”128 The second component, human rights, was a clear response to human rights
organizations. The Military Police brought in instructors from Amnesty International and
the Red Cross. “It was difficult to implement at the beginning,” recalls Colonel Camilo.
“Human rights were disdained because police officers thought it was just about defending
criminals.” The third component focused on renewal of equipment and infrastructure to
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The Koban System is a community policing method that relies on the installation of small community
police stations in both rural and urban areas in order to encourage exchange of information between police
and residents. The Koban System has been exported to several countries as a crime prevention strategy. It
was implemented in the state of São Paulo in 2005.
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provide more efficient and safer technology and techniques for acting in confrontational
situations. São Paulo Military Police acquired bulletproof vests, non-lethal weapons
“gradual force” approach we saw in use at the pancadões, implemented new policing
approaches and shooting methods, and replaced .38-caliber pistols (used since the 1920s)
with lighter and more reliable .40-caliber pistols. Thanks to these changes and an
investment in institutional transparency based on statistics, São Paulo Military Police not
only have been able stay alive, but stronger each day.

Conclusion

The sound-politics the groups considered in this Chapter advance can be summarized as
follows:
(1) People have the right to sleep and enjoy their property without being disturbed
by loud parties every weekend. (2) The lack of spaces for partying does not mean that
youth have the right to use public space however and whenever they want. (3) If
teenagers claim that they have the right to “have fun,” they should demand that the
authorities provide proper spaces for pancadões. (4), São Paulo police have the duty to
bring order to the streets. (5) The pancadão establishes a parallel social order, an order of
hedonistic behavior that is indifferent to the people around. To let these parties spread out
across the city is to encourage anti-social behavior. (6) To let these these parties spread
out across the city is to encourage anti-social behavior among the youth. (7) The sounds
of pornographic musical content booming loud and clear at three in the morning and the
presence of minors freely drinking vodka, getting into fights, dancing on car roofs, and
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spreading sexually transmitted diseases are more than a sign of disorder – pancadões are
the sign of dysfunctional families and of a broken public educational system
Security meetings have become a major space for showing citizens how to
incorporate a zero-tolerance reading of their environment. These meetings help to
establish what Jennifer Tilton describes as “a moral vocabulary of landscape” (2010:
159). Benjamin Chesluk, who conducted fieldwork at Security Council meetings in a
New York a few years after Giuliani and Bratton instituted zero tolerance policing,
suggests that zero tolerance ideology operates through narratives. The quotes above from
CONSEG meetings in São Paulo resonate with Chesluck’s impression that “It was as
though the police were inciting the community to speak about signs of disorder and then
interpreting the unruly results as though the community itself was a source of disorder”
(2004: 257).
At the same time, residents, police officers, and other state agents who
participated in CONSEG meetings seemed particularly interested in conceiving
themselves as the “regulars” and in singling out the “strangers” – the ultimate sources of
crime and disorder in the neighborhood. I am not suggesting that CONSEG and other
spaces of face-to-face dialogue between civil society and the authorities are condemned
to failure. Nor am I implying that pancadões are valid leisure leisure alternatives and that
the efforts of São Paulo Military Police to become more transparent and conscious of the
social complexity of the urban environment are fake or ill-intentioned.
However, there are two controversial aspects of the Anti-Pancadão Taskforce
worth mentioning. First, whereas community policing and zero tolerance in São Paulo
touches on “social problems” in a given community such as drug addiction,
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homelessness, and the presence of “rowdy teenagers,” I did not see much dialogue
between public security and other institutions focused on social work. As Pollard
suggests, “The visible signs of decay and disorderliness in a neighborhood often have
many interlinked causes, all of which need to be tackled in a coordinated way (1998: 49).
Neither did I see, perhaps with a few exceptions, much willingness from the Military
Police to hear what the youth involved in pancadões might have to say. Although it was
“audibly clear” that this group gives considerable importance to leisure activities, the
notion of “integrated police” and even “public security” seems to refer more to the adults
than to teenagers.
The city of São Paulo has three million youths between the ages of 15 and 29, a
number equal to the entire population of Chicago. Cases involving young offenders have
increased 78% over the last 12 years, and three out of every four youth reform centers are
overpopulated. In the early 2010s, São Paulo Youth Coordinating Board, which oversees
and promotes youth-oriented activities, had only eight employees; Recife, a Northeastern
city with a youth population of 250,000, had 60.
In 2012 the loudness of pancadões was, engulfed into a broader debate on legal
minority – a debate that has placed the ECA (the Child and Adolescent Statute) under
scrutiny. In Brazil, such debates come to the fore in times of moral panic triggered by
politicians and the press when a poor minor kills or rapes a middle-class citizen. In 2013,
the governor of São Paulo put the topic on the table, proposing a change in the ECA to
extended the maximum sentence for minors who have killed, raped, and hijacked from
three to eight years. A survey conducted by Folha de São Paulo in April 2013 showed
that 93% of Paulistanos wanted the legal age reduced from 18 to 16 years old, and 35%
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supported reducing it to 13 years old. This suggests the deep-seated dissatisfaction with
how the authorities treat teenagers, and pancadões are certainly part of this rhetoric.
We saw that Colonel Camilo believes that pancadões start with music and move
to drugs and violence. For Commissioner Contrera, pancadões are a sign of the absence
of order – that is, government. Contrera’s “broken windows” perception of youth
loudness is equally straightforward: “Once a guy complained that I shouldn’t give him a
hard time about his loud music with so much serious crime going on elsewhere. I told
him, ‘Look, it is because of your sound that drug trafficking and thefts happen. People
wouldn’t be interested in staying there if there were no party.” For many São Paulo police
officers who advocate for a zero tolerance attitude, the sounds of pancadões are part of a
dangerous ripple effect. Loud music leads to binge drinking, which leads to drug
consumption, which leads to more serious crimes. In pancadões, sound becomes not only
a “mechanical disturbance” (the physical definition of sound), but also a spatial and
temporal disturbance129 that causes a social disturbance and consequently needs to be
treated as a proto-criminal disturbance.
However, Captain David suggests that more than disorder, pancadões can be seen
as the articulation of a parallel order. According to him, this is one of the safest events in
the peripheries of São Paulo: “You can leave the car unlocked with the windows open.
Nobody steals anything because they don’t want trouble with the police. I don’t think
drug dealers organize every pancadão, but they take advantage of the situation. But then,
you go to any upper-class nightclub and you will have a consumer market, too.” Could
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By this I mean that people see pancadões as events that take place in the “wrong” place (the street of the
plaza) at the “wrong time” (nighttime).
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this mean that the private property is indeed the only irreducible site of a citizenship in
which one is free to use one’s own body however one wishes?
By examining the pancadão controversy we were able to hear sound-politics in
São Paulo as it involves the sounds and “noises” from several groups. After considering
how bondes articulate pancadões and how nightclubs and politicians promote the rearticulation of the party, in this Chapter we observed the increasingly forceful
disarticulation of pancadões. First, the residents demand action and pressure the
executive. In response, the executive, under the leadership of the São Paulo Military
Police (who receives most of the complaints), uses physical force to “gain ground,”
restore quiet and (consequently, for my informants) prevent “more serious violence.”
Without the necessary personnel and structure to contain the hundreds of pancadões
taking place every weekend,130 and having limited legal backing at their disposal, the
police tell the residents that only the legislature can let them resolve the problem.
Residents then enter into the controversy as present and future constituents, pressuring
the politicians to allocate more powers to the executive. Bills are created and submitted,
passed or vetoed. If they pass, then pressure swings back to the executive, which now has
virtually no excuse to let the parties persist.
My discussion of sound-politics suggested how sound mediates differences, some
of which have less to do with the sound itself than with the technologies of self it
engenders. I also showed that, in the sound-politics of pancadão, differences mediate
sounds as well, affecting auditory technologies of self and the sonic architecture of funk
ostentação. We saw that groups involved in the disarticulation of pancadões think the
loudness is part of a broader “youth problem.” I would argue that in Brazil, along with
130

In his bill Conte Lopes claimed there were 400 pancadão locations in São Paulo.
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sexuality, youth has become one of the most controversial categories when it comes to
citizenship. During most of Brazil’s history the government consider black people noncitizens, a biomass of confined laborers. Women, on the other hand, were considered subcitizens well into the early 20th century. They were not allowed to vote until 1932 and
were “confined” by cultural conventions concerning the “fragility” of the female body.
These same conventions kept most “indocile” female bodies at the margins – the
“sexualized” bodies of prostitutes or the “asexualized” bodies of elders.
We saw that the legal condition of teenagers is far from stabilized. The pancadão
controversy is part of a recurrent debate among lawmakers and disciplinary agents that
questions to what extent teenagers are legally accountable for their actions. Although
racism has not disappeared in Brazil, black people can now speak for themselves. Also,
although sexism has not vanished, women can speak for themselves. The same goes for
the GLBT community, which has grown strong in Brazil in the last decades. But when
we get to children and teenagers, some actor needs to translate their rights and represent
them before the state and its disciplinary agents. They are seen as sub-citizens, as bodies
without organs that can become full-blown “citizens” only after disciplinary technologies
of power have successfully subjected them to notions of “freedom,” “rights,” and “social
order.” If youth technologies of self challenge those notions within the public space, the
police is expected to subject the youth body to a whole set of devices (stun grenades,
rubber bullets, etc.) for “correcting” their course of action.
In Part II we saw that some groups translate “deviant” youth behavior as
technologies of the self that illustrate the lack of opportunities towards “normal”
citizenship. “Loudness is a form of protest!” they claim. Others translate “deviant”
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behavior as lack of willingness to become a citizen. For them, loudness is a form of
abuse. For the bonde members I talked with, the pancadão can be either: protest because
their love for funk carioca is treated as deviance, and abuse when bondes “overuse” a
specific place for partying. As we saw in Chapter 4, for teenagers like BFL, invested in
articulating the party, loudness is a form of pleasure and a soundtrack for friendship ties.
PSIU’s high and unalterable fines across the city have more damaging effect in
the suburbs than in upscale nightlife districts. It is probably not a coincidence that, as
PSIU shut down bars in the suburbs, the dynamics of partying shifted toward the
networked and mobile pancadão. For the first time the youth had the actors to articulate
this type of party – an assembly of coordination and mobile resonant devices. The
disciplinary power of the police was not enough to tackle the extensive pancadão
network that formed in the suburbs of São Paulo every weekend. Lawmakers (all former
police officers) worked to reshuffle the associations between loud cars and punishing
mechanisms.
In May 2013 I exchanged Facebook messages with members of Bonde Familia de
Luxo. They explained that they had not organized or attended pancadões since early
2013. They also said their bonde was not as active anymore. The only alternative to party
to the sound of funk carioca and funk ostentacão was the nightclub. Some members had
started to go out with other groups of friends, such as people from the workplace. Others
started dating and were not interested in funk parties.
In July 2013 MC Daleste, one of the most popular singers of funk ostentação, was
shot in the abdomen during a performance at a staged pancadão in the suburbs of
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Campinas, a city next to São Paulo. The killing created some “noise” in the press,131
especially because it was filmed on the cell phones of dozens of partygoers. The TV
showed YouTube videos of the death of the 20-year old funk singer from several angles,
speculating where the bullet had come from and how the killer was able to escape.
However, as the police were unable to find any evidence that could lead to the killer and
the motive behind the crime, the story eventually faded away. After that, the term
pancadão virtually disappeared from the press. It died around July 2013, with MC
Daleste.
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The case created some “noise” in the international press, with storied in The Guardian (Michaels 2013),
MTV.com (Kaufman 2013), and Huffington Post (Sieczkowski 2013).
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Conclusion: Re-assembling Sound-Politics in São Paulo
In a time of so many crises in what it means to
belong, the task of cohabitation should no longer be
simplified too much. So many other entities are now
knocking on the door of our collectives. Is it absurd
to want to retool our disciplines to become sensitive
again to the noise they make and to try to find a place
for them?
- Latour 2005: 262

In this conclusion I want to retrace the route this dissertation has taken. I begin by going
back to its title. I discuss this admittedly awkward term “sound-politics” and, in doing so,
explore some uncharted terrain. If in the introduction I seemed confident about the
validity of this term, proudly providing the premises for its creation and the range of
disciplines with which it was programmed to resonate, the reader slowly saw the
concept’s “explicative force” become diluted as the narrative progressed. This dilution
occurred in part because I never intended sound-politics to explain things: I did not want
to turn the concept into a structuralist category, but rather take it as a point of departure to
follow controversies. Each chapter followed actors and their own renditions of doing
sound-politics.
The concept of sound-politics emerged more as a sign of hesitation than selfassurance. It is to a great extent the product of years of frustration, of not knowing which
actors to follow before getting into the field and, once in the field, of not knowing when
and how to follow them. For some time I was lost in São Paulo. Instead of locating my
research project within the issue of what São Paulo’s music could be, what “noise” is for
Paulistanos, or how they organize their “senses” in comparison to a “Westernized”
blueprint, I wanted to do something else. I wanted to come up with a narrative that would
allow me to move across controversies about sound. At some point after fieldwork it
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became clear to me that the research I conducted in São Paulo was as close to actornetwork theory as I could predict – hence the frustration. Here I want to offer a few final
thoughts about my approach.
First, instead of taking for granted which actors to include in the narrative, I was
more interested in active processes of becoming through associations. Controversies are
one of many ways of retracing these associations. I discussed stabilization as the
temporary outcome of a set of translations. Thus, in Part I, instead of providing
definitions of urban space, noise ordinances, and institutions, I described controversies
concerning these networks. What emerged from these controversies were groups
enrolling and mobilizing actors in various settings: from a park or museum to a node in
the sensory tourism network; from an upscale street to a “residential zone” sheltered from
real estate speculators’ hunger for verticalization; from bills to ordinances (and back to
bills); and from instituted “black boxes” to more fluid actor-networks. Similarly, in Part
II, instead of taking for granted what groups and actors were involved in the pancadão
controversy, I focused on enrollments and mobilizations, showing how groups articulate,
re-articulate, and disarticulate these street parties for the sake of pleasure, group
formation, politics, money, order, public security, and quietness.
Second, just as I incorporated ANT’s obsession with associations, I also shared its
antipathy with the more passive “context,” which is why the narrative moved from
meeting room to plaza and from street party to office, without much concern for a clearcut (re)presentation of the city. As Latour argues, “If the analyst takes upon herself to
decide in advance and a priori the scale in which all the actors are embedded, then most
of the work they have to do to establish connections will simply vanish from view”
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(2005: 220). The notion of sound-politics was a way of following controversies without
taking any assemblage for granted. What I find more useful in this approach is that it
showed how groups stabilize what we saw as controversies in order to mediate their own
internal controversies. Controversies about technical standards mediate controversies
about noise ordinances; pancadão controversies mediate controversies about institutional
authority; and zoning controversies mediate controversies about technical standards.
There was very little background or “context” determining which things happened—just
groups enrolling, mobilizing, and translating actors.
Third, I invoked the well-known criticism of “giving” agency to non-humans.
Tim Ingold, for instance, argued that “What makes the difference between me and the
leaf […] is that every movement I make is also a movement of my attention. It is the
attentiveness of this movement that qualifies it as an instance of action and, by the same
token, qualifies me as an agent” (2008: 214). ANT does not enter into this tricky terrain
of intentionality, but instead prefers to preserve the heterogeneity of the associations it
encounters in the field. In Part II I considered cars and spaces as actors simply because
they do something at the pancadão actor-network. They are not passive “non-social”
objects. Instead of trying to determine whether cars have souls or can develop
attentiveness, ANT scholars ask: if the car or its sound equipment break, do they modify
a state of affairs? I followed in this line of thinking.
Fourth, power, and the politics that it entangles, is less an abstract force than the
localized ability to “lock” actors into place, to enroll them and to translate their actions. If
the social is a collection of heterogeneous associations, made of humans and nonhumans, objects often do explain “the contrasted landscape we started with, the
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overarching powers of society, the huge asymmetries, the crushing exercise of power”
(Latour 2005: 72).
Fifth, when Latour differentiates “talking about politics” from “talking
politically,” he is suggesting that whenever fieldworkers pre-define the “political” and the
actors that take part in it, they are “talking about” what they assume to be political. To
talk politically, however, one should consider how groups assemble the social. As he puts
it,
You use the same old repertoire of already gathered social ties to ‘explain’ the
new associations. Although you seem to speak about politics, you don’t speak
politically. What you are doing is simply extending one step further the same
small repertoire of already standardized forces. You might feel the pleasure of
providing a ‘powerful explanation’, but that’s just the problem: you partake in the
expansion of power, but not in the re-composition of its content.
In this dissertation I showed how sound-politics are expressed primarily in
relation to space and to the body as groups mostly engage in sound-politics by translating
bodies and spaces – their uses, compositions, and qualities. The epistemological politics
ANT puts forward argues that social scientists would do more justice to the groups they
study by separating the act taking associations into account from the act of stabilizing
them in their own disciplines. This second move involves thinking about cohabitation,
about a way of composing a common world. This political attitude is another reason I
include “politics” in sound-politics. In this conclusion I want to examine this issue by
bringing back Foucault’s discussion of power.

Sound-politics and Space Politics
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As mentioned in the introduction, Foucault calls biopower the power over the population
as such, the right to intervene and to make live. It includes mechanisms for defining and
regulating public health, hygiene, birthrate, life expectancy, sexual relations, and racial
arrangements. In regulating the population, the field of biopolitical power has often
naturalized race and racial difference; racism being both the act of fragmenting the
species and an incorporation of the war mechanism in which the death of some makes
others live longer and better (Foucault 2003: 255). Biopower acts in combination with a
disciplinary technology of power, which regulates the body by individualizing it,
inscribing on it a way of life through discipline, surveillance, training, and (if necessary)
punishment. Biopolitics relates to the state, to the demographic sciences that measure and
regulate a multiplicity of men and women. The disciplinary power is “anatomo-politics.”
It relies on the institutionalization of bodies, which can learn orderly behavior and
thereby become “useful” to society.
Foucault relates the emergence of biopower with political and economic
liberalism, which he defines as a “principle and method of the rationalization of the
exercise of government, a rationalization which obeys – and this is what is specific about
it – the internal rule of maximum economy” (Foucault 2008: 318). Biopower becomes
then a set of devices for engaging in demography (i.e. inscribing on the people), always
with respect to legal subjects and individual free enterprise. The market is a site from
which one can “pinpoint the effects of excessive governmentality” (ibid.: 320) and its
decision-making criteria has often extended to non-economic domains, including penal
policy and public health (ibid.: 323).
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Like these technologies of power, sound-politics does not exist in a vacuum;
rather it is spread out in a given territory, reinforcing and challenging spatial conventions.
Foucault localizes biopower as a technology of power that emerges to tackle the urban
problem: “Health-insurance systems and old-age pensions; rules on hygiene that
guarantee the optimal longevity of the population; the pressures that the very organization
of the town brings to bear on sexuality and therefore procreation; child care, education, et
cetera, so you have [certain] disciplinary measures and [certain] regulatory mechanisms”
(Foucault 2003: 251).
Urban anthropologists working in São Paulo have suggested several ways of
conceiving the city. Here I want to revisit three of them: as a patchwork of turfs of
sociability, as a collection of socioeconomic vortexes that whirl according to real estate
speculation, and as site of spatial and economic distinction. José Magnani (1998) came
up with the notion of turf to signal a familiar shared space that exists between the familial
home and the impersonal street – a regular gathering point where individuals share
interests and strengthen social ties. Scholars in this group often study a specific urban
group (such as skaters or motoboys) and observe how they circulate in and relate to
hangouts. The second discourse is often related to Heitor Frugoli’s research. Frugoli
(2000) identifies three real estate centralities in São Paulo: historic downtown, around
Paulista Avenue, and around Berrini Avenue. Drawing on the work of David Harvey and
Sharon Zukin, Frugoli notes how each speculative vortex feeds off from the previous one.
Private groups and institutions compete for valorizing their space, pressuring the
municipal government for better infrastructure and creating new spatial fragmentations.
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Teresa Caldeira and James Holston have advanced a third ethnographic discourse,
examining the emergence of the center-periphery paradigm (Holston 2008), and how
perception and “talk” of crime have stimulated a sophisticated security apparatus of
fencing, surveillance, and spatial insulation (Caldeira 2000). Caldeira shows that the
emergence of fortified upscale enclaves and spatial fragmentation relate to disbelief in the
justice system and to everyday “talk of crime” that “implies that everybody requires
controlling (Caldeira 2000: 98). Holston argues that occupation of the peripheries by an
immigrant working class relied on autoconstructed houses and generated a model of
“insurgent citizenship.” He shows that rather than choosing to live in a parallel world of
informality, marginalized groups deploy informal economy and illegal residence to set in
motion “a new kind of participation in law and a new participatory citizenship that
demands full inclusion” (2008: 204).
In Chapter 1 I took these ethnographic discourses into account to discuss modes
of spatial stabilization, and paid special attention to how they mediate sound-politics.
Instead of providing a “context,” a background picture within which people move, I
wanted to avoid relying upon the figure-ground structure on which much ethnographic
research draws. I decided to start with my own body, a recorder, and a camera, three
devices I used to register and narrate the city and those who live in it. I divided my
experience of São Paulo into four urban environments, the center, downtown, traffic, and
suburbs. Like the recorder and the camera that I often held in each hand, I tried to
emulate a descriptive narrative that at times resembled “raw” fieldnotes and at others a
behaviorist experiment. The objective was to reach everydayness, a register that often
emerges in ethnographic accounts as colorful ornaments, curiosities, tokens – what
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Malinoswki has called “coefficient of weirdness” (Clifford 1988: 151). I tried to stay on
that register for longer, regurgitating events in small pieces, weaving a rather precarious
(but fleshy) mesh.
After collecting these shots of the everyday, I addressed a more “global view” of
the city, allowing a tourism agent take on the task. As “creative industries” become a
fluid discourse on which to promote the city for outsiders, tourism agencies frame spaces
as cultural attractions for the touching, hearing, seeing, tasting, and smelling body.
Sensory marketing is not only for car advertisements or Justin Bieber mega shows, but
also for entire cities, especially cities like São Paulo, where the absence of attractive
“natural” landscapes (in comparison to beach cities) and the spread-out spatial
configuration of multiple centralities (like Los Angeles) has encouraged a tourism
marketing strategy of framing specific circuits such as the sensory map.
Tell me your zone and I shall tell you how much noise you can make. In the last
200 years the zoning law has become a prominent model of spatial organization from
which noise ordinances are crafted. It was crucial to tackle that issue right away in the
first chapter and show how São Paulo authorities have mediated how people dwell in,
use, perceive, and circulate in the city. I tried to make explicit the intimate relationship
between urban planning and the aggressive real estate business format that exists in São
Paulo, a place where people living in irregular slums located in zones of speculative
interest often “negotiate” their evacuation directly with private companies or risk having
their shacks burned down in fires that the press quickly categorize as “accidental.”
Besides dealing with this industry of space management, every mayor of São Paulo has
tried to tackle traffic congestion. Whereas from the 1930s to the 1990s the plan was to
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build larger roads, often following New York, Chicago, and (to some extent) Los
Angeles, the new millennium indicates that the issue might actually be the excess of
vehicles – in 2012 one fourth of total built area of the city was parking space (Brancatelli
2012). If indeed the idea is to expand mixed-use areas, it will be interesting to see how
that affects noise complaints and reshuffles sound-politics in São Paulo.
In Part II I moved the analysis to the suburbs. The pancadão controversy showed
how groups perceive and frame space, and highlighted the allies they enroll to put
forward these framings. If, as Holston argues, “In this relation between property, citizen,
and person, the periphery is a cacophony of individual expressions within a grand
narrative of segregation and insurgence” (2008: 168), then perhaps we can frame
pancadões as, in his terms, “autoconstructed” parties that add yet another layer to this
“cacophony.” One interesting element that the pancadão controversy suggests is that
noisifying an event gives the authorities a justification for intervention. This became clear
in the anti-pancadão operations I accompanied. Whenever the police suspected some
irregular activity was taking place inside a club or bar, they would walk in and explain
there had been some noise complaints, something that would never happen in central
nightclubs.
Discussions of sound in space owe a lot to R. Murray Schafer’s notion of
soundscape. The concept, which Schafer elaborated in the 1970s with other members of
the World Soundscape Project,132 is rightly credited as a groundbreaking approach to
space and everyday sounds. Schafer suggests that instead of putting forward a “negative”
anti-noise agenda that condemns undesirable sounds, a group of specialists should come
up with a “positive” agenda. These specialists should investigate how communities relate
132

See their Web Page at http://www.sfu.ca/~truax/wsp.html
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to their soundscape: which sounds are considered “soundmarks” and should be preserved
as landmarks? Which sounds are perceived as attention-grabbing signals, and which are
perceived as “keynote” sounds that lie at the acoustic background and are only noticed
when they change? Notwithstanding the manner in which they treat sounds as quasiautonomous entities (we are not far from Rachel’s sensory map), Schafer’s ideas continue
to stimulate discussion. In the 2000s, roughly 30 years after his The Soundscape was first
published, a group of specialists in Europe started to consider environmental sounds as a
“resource” rather than as “waste.” “Reducing sound level, the focus of EU environmental
noise policy,” the groups says, “does not necessarily lead to improved quality of life in
urban/rural areas, and a new multidisciplinary approach is essential” (soundscapecost.org: n.d.). As quantifiable data provided by inscription devices do not seem to
resolve the challenge of how to increase quality of life in the cities, these scholars are
moving closer to sociology. They realize that the microphone of the sound meter is in fact
very different from the human ear when it comes to interpreting sounds, as the brain can
deploy a whole set of cognitive filters. Their goal is to understand what these filters may
be in specific communities, and what sounds could be used to make public environments
more enjoyable.
Ethnomusicologists have drawn from Schafer’s notion of soundscape and Steven
Feld’s acoustemology of place133 to discuss the circulation of music in urban spaces.
Jeremy Wallach (2008) narrates Jakarta’s sonic environment in internet Cafés, cassette
retail outlets, mall stores, and informal hangouts. Rather than focusing on a specific
group or genre, Wallach navigates across spaces of music to provide a relational
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The “local conditions of acoustic sensations, knowledge, and imagination embodied in the culturally
particular sense of place” (Feld 1996: 91).
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perspective on Indonesian popular music. Following a different ethnographic path, Matt
Sakakeeny (2010) shows how musicians in a traditional jazz funeral in New Orleans
interact with the street’s soundscape in their performance. Besides framing this
performance as a soundmark, Sakakeeny describes how urban planning and noise
abatement campaigns have transformed this procession.
Whereas I have preferred to leave the concept of soundscape aside in this
dissertation, sound-politics tackles a similar question: how do everyday sounds mediate
interactions in specific places for their locals? Similar to Sakakeeny, I have described
how music can become a device for claiming the public space, a practice that can hardly
be detached from zoning and urban planning. However, I tried to show that the city’s
biopolitics and disciplinary power are sites of controversy as well, in part, because in
order to stabilize the “proper” use of space, authorities need to stabilize the “proper” use
of the body.
Sound-politics and Body Politics
The power that lets itself be invaded by the pleasure
it is pursuing; and opposite it, power asserting itself
in the pleasure of showing off, scandalizing, or
resisting. Capture and seduction, confrontation and
mutual reinforcement: parents and children, adults
and adolescents, educator and students, doctors and
patients, the psychiatrist with his hysteric and his
perverts […].
- Michel Foucault, History of Sexuality, Volume 1
(1978: 45).

In this dissertation I showed how different groups mobilize both the body politic through
sound and sound-politics through the body. In this conclusion I want to briefly return to
these groups to reflect on how they relate to sound-politics, particularly to the soundpolitics I observed in São Paulo. It is important to remember here that Foucault considers
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both biopower and technologies of the self as technologies of the body, “One is a
technology that individualizes the body as an organism endowed with capacities, while
the other is a technology in which bodies are replaced by general biological processes”
(Foucault 2003: 249).
Besides acting in the name of the healthy and useful citizen, the state performs
body politics in the name of ethics, humanitarianism, citizenship, security, multiculturalism, and “progress.” As Karin Bijsteveld and Emily Thompson have shown, noise
has entered the biopower sphere in Europe and the United States in the 19th century,
when specialists started to frame it less in terms of individualized annoyance than in
terms of harmful pollution. Bijsterveld’s analysis of the history of noise complaint shows
that “the key to a successful complaint was to demonstrate damage rather than one’s
vulnerability” (Bijsterveld 2008: 68). When it comes to noise legislation, the two
technologies of power were often articulated: as groups tried to activate the disciplinary
power of the state to “legislate changes in personal behavior to quiet the sounds of the
city” (Thompson 2003: 6), noise ordinances were also expected to tackle industrial noise
and attenuate its impact on public health.
For Foucault, the norm circulates between these two technologies of power: “The
norm is something that can be applied to both the body one wishes to discipline and a
population one wishes to regularize. […] The normalizing society is a society in which
the norm of discipline and the norm of regulation intersect along an orthogonal
articulation” (Foucault 2003: 253). The first part of the dissertation focused on soundpolitics as it bounces between and within these two technologies of power. In Chapter 2 I
showed how lawyers, lawmakers, acoustic engineers, an otorhinolaryngologist, and
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audiologists take part in controversies about noise measurement and regulation by
enrolling and translating the individual and multipliable public body.
My discussion of how lawyers and attorneys frame noise as pollution or nuisance
shows precisely the articulation of two different regulatory technologies of power and
their respective punishing devices. What rights does this public body have when it comes
to noise? What is the minimum it requires for operating in our society? For how long
does it need to rest? What mechanisms do we have to get closer to stabilized facts about
this public body? What is the maximum level of sound pressure can it be exposed to?
How do we know we are measuring sound pressure in the right way so as not to harm the
sound-making actors that need to operate in our society as well? How can we normalize
sound behavior in order to make the population live longer and better? In the section on
lawmaking I showed that the closer groups are to the legislative apparatus, the more
likely each will try to turn the “noise” associated with their group into a valid exception
to the norm. As the case of evangelical worship suggests, the government’s soundpolitics is not a smooth surface, but a rough patchwork where exceptions and norms are
negotiated locally – some of which I was able to retrace.
As Massumi puts it, “The State, like any regulatory apparatus, follows that which
it regulates. Its applications are always retrospective, sniffing out and running after feral
belongings it must attempt to recoup, to re-channel into State-friendly patterns” (2002:
83). Chapter 3 focused on the disciplinary apparatus that punishes those who pass the
limits of normality in sound behavior by breaking the links between body and rights. We
visited three institutions that mediate noise complaints through different legal devices.
Each institution assembles noise within a specific framework, assessing its efficiency
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through statistics, the most popular of biopolitical devices. As well-trained
representatives of the normalizing biopower, following their own technologies of the
disciplined self, the police are interested in defining and punishing “deviance.” “Security
measures” not only allow but in fact require authorities to quickly (sometime too quickly)
stabilize and localize enemies and mobilize resources to neutralize their threatening
actions.
As I showed with the example of the lawyer in Chapter 2, Brazilians often
discredit state-mediated technologies of power, asserting that the legal mechanisms to
regulate the population are clogged somewhere between the authorities’ bureaucracy,
corruption, and incompetence. “Deviants of all sorts and their techniques of
neutralization are as ordinary as the (polluted) air we breathe,” says the Paulistano to the
government, “and you still have the nerve to fine me for playing music too loud”? For the
São Paulo Military Police and other defenders of zero tolerance, community noise is a
symptom of disorder that runs in parallel with or precedes drug use, binge drinking, and
crime; for the PSIU, noise is a threat to human health (although it was later imbued with a
technology of security); for the Conflict Mediation Houses, noise is a common
neighborhood problem that neither the police nor PSIU can mediate effectively. I
showed how each institution processes a noise complaint and how these procedures relate
to the way the city sounds and the manner in which Paulistanos assess the efficiency of
the state.
Part II moved from sound-politics in São Paulo to relations between the state’s
technologies of power and Brazilian youth’s technologies of the self. To discuss the
controversy about funk street parties known as pancadão, I distinguish three assemblages:
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articulation, re-articulation, and disarticulation, each activating a certain type of soundpolitics. In the case of party articulation (chapter 4), I described the series of plug-ins that
partygoers use to organize the party, and the technologies of the self that mediate the
pleased body. Chapter 5 considered the musical style that emerged in relation to these
parties, and how groups directly related to this music style attempted to link it to
legitimated spaces and events. Finally, chapter 6 followed the actors involved with the
disarticulation of these parties. Here I showed how the police claimed the public space
and framed the issue as a security matter, but more than that, I showed how residents
learned to perceive pancadões as a security matter in order to get rid of “unwanted
noise.”
We saw the sound-politics of pancadões resonating with biopower, disciplinary
power, and technologies of the self. The teenagers who attend the parties seem to feel the
controversy as a generational conflict: adults at school or in the neighborhood are
constantly trying to unplug youth technologies of collective pleasure – sexuality, musical
taste, and use of body stimulants. Some of the people considered in chapter 5 rearticulated the controversy by linking it to a biopolitical issue: black poor youth living in
the peripheries of São Paulo are victims of agents of a racist state-apparatus who kill and
repress to make a whiter and richer “center” flourish. Although funk carioca and funk
ostentação songs do not make explicit references to race as they make to class, gender,
and age, groups can link the repression of pancadão with racism by looking at a
trajectory of police repression against non-white youth living in the suburbs. For those
invested in disarticulating the party, “deviant” youth technologies of the self thrive
because youth “take advantage” of the state’s “softer” punitive mechanisms, while for
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others the disciplinary power of the state is used in ineffective and unsustainable ways.
Similarly, as it bounces between and articulates these technologies of power, soundpolitics enters in the “circulation of causes and effects” where “an effect from one point
of view [is] the cause from another” (2007: 36).
In São Paulo, many groups are interested in activating, expanding, and refining
the biopolitical and disciplinary power by which the state can prevent the loudness of
some from harming the peace of others. These groups argue that there is a deep-seated
conflict between technologies of the self and the right for individual peace. For them,
being too loud is a shared and celebrated technology of the self among Brazilians and
their Latin American neighbors. They give the example of the carnaval parade on public
streets, during which loudness in the public and private spaces is tolerated. They then
explain that in Brazil there is a generalized disregard for the other, and the noise
complainer is often framed as a spiteful boring individual. These groups conclude that the
state has a major role in disciplining and punishing noisemakers, as there is a no genuine
consideration for the other.
There is a relatively vast literature that defends this trend, explaining urban noise
largely as an effect of the interpersonal detachment in the city that Georg Simmel so
eloquently defined as blasé attitude 110 years ago (Simmel 2002 [1903]). Alternatively,
scholars have followed R. Murray Schafer and asserted that the expansion of all types of
technological devices do harm to our ears. They argue that we need to take control over
the soundscape before it is too late. For instance, in 1970 Henry Still announced that
noise in the United States was an “attack upon our physical and nervous systems [that
could] double […] in the next ten to fifteen years” (1970: 9). The author claimed that
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being unable to move away from noise could be the cause for urban riots among the
“underprivileged.” For Garret Keizer, “To prattle about your ‘right’ to make noise while
you force sound pressure into another person’s ears […] is the ultimate self-contradiction,
an appeal to ‘rights’ that undermines the very basis of rights” (2010: 59). In a book
suggestively titled “Neighbors from Hell,” British politician Frank Field explains how a
zero tolerance approach should deal with “youth annoyance” and put the youth body on
the “right track.” There are body-political sound-politics all the way through!
In Part II we saw how different groups conflate or distinguish party and party
music, and this is why I decided to talk about party and the music style in two different
chapters. We observed this fluidity between music and the technologies of the self that
are put together around it in two main ways. First, noise complainers and representatives
of the disciplining power lumped together funk carioca with pancadão and youth
deviance. Something similar happened in Rio de Janeiro with samba and funk carioca.
The second case of fluidity between music and event was the interchange of “ostentatious
actors” in funk ostentação and pancadão, where car, car audio, whisky and Red Bull, and
Facebook, mediate a new articulation of sociability and life enjoyment.
In Chapter 5 we saw how groups turn the pancadão into group politics and into
demands for legitimate events, a process that relied on a set of translations. Though many
ethnomusicologists concentrate their narrative in the plane of identity politics, they often
pay little attention to this process of embodied translation. Instead of observing how
associations move from analyzing how music affects bodies to analyzing how music
becomes a political mediator of citizenship, they stay at one of these levels of analysis.
Notwithstanding the ethnographic “thickness” and analytical sophistication of these
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narratives, interestingly the relationship between loud music and pleasure is often
overlooked. In Part II I tried to hint at the potential of research more in tune with these
associations. Thus, besides pointing out that loudness and bass materialism take part in
music styles and auditory cultures, and that they make bodies vibrate and engage in a
type of sonic dominance, ethnomusicologists could engage with the research in sound
studies, a convenient umbrella term that puts in dialogue all sorts of university
departments.
It seems to me that in Brazil the sound-politics of pleasure has been
circumscribed by three broad major biopolitical-disciplinary regimes besides the medical
apparatus: Catholicism, slavery, and military dictatorship. Each has left strong marks in
establishing specific technologies of the self, and can be observed in everyday
interactions today. The first is the discourse of piety and self-resignation, a model of
morality that envelops the body and that Foucault has investigated in The History of
Sexuality Volume 2. Brazilian Catholic sound-politics has established moments of
carnivalesque loudness that continue to orient how and when public spaces can become
partying environments (remember that the pancadões started not only around a Catholic
calendar, but also next to the Church!). It is interesting to observe how sound-politics
mediates religiosity or rather how religiosity mediates sound-politics. The increase in
noise complaints of evangelical cults indicates two things: the growth of this community,
particularly in the peripheries of Brazilian cities, and a tension of religious sound-politics.
In Evangelical cults sonic “excess” is part of a cathartic experience in which the
believer’s body is a host that needs to push out evil entities; whereas the Catholic body
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needs to learn how to “open up” and let God’s plenitude go in. For one group, the scream
saves, for the other, the ear!134
The biopolitics of slavery and the many forms of racism that it has engendered
also take part in sound-politics. Here I’m thinking not only about how the state separates
groups, but also about how people such as Julio’s wife in Chapter 1 lump together nonWhites as an incomprehensible, risible, sexualized, but also dangerous biomass. For them
the wall separating groups is much thicker than one might think. As an upper class friend
told me in what I can only describe as frustrating tone: “We don’t really know these
people, Leo. We will never know how they think and why they do the things they do.”
I’m thinking not only of how the state disarticulated samba in the 1910s by framing it as
criminal noise, but also of the orality that distinguishes the “eloquent” white “center” in
São Paulo from the mostly non-white suburbs, where people speak “another language” –
“unintelligible,” “slurred,” and filled with slangs. I’m thinking not only of how pancadão
and other “peripheral” events still follow samba’s trajectory by becoming an issue of
police before articulating a cultural policy, but also of how musical events have become
one of the only ways for whites to mingle in the public space – a way for white people to
become public publicly, as it were.
A third biopolitical regime we can hear is the echoes of the military dictatorship
established in Brazil between 1964 and 1985. This is the period when Brazilian
telenovelas were born, when Brazilian soccer became a myth, when a record industry was

134

A quick look at the history of deafness in the United States shows the importance of the ear: “Until the
1860s, deafness was most often described as an affliction that isolated the individual from the Christian
community. Its tragedy is that deaf people lived beyond the reach of the gospel” (Bayton 2006: 33). I
should also note that I am talking in very broad terms, as I know that catholic priests often use music in
their service. But I still maintain that the sense of “loudness” is different when compared to evangelical
services.
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established nationally, when a certain type of popular music was labeled “Brazilian
Popular Music,” and when “terrorist” leftist bodies were crushed and beaten in the name
of our pátria amada Brasil (“beloved country Brazil”).135 My uneasiness with “talking
Brazilian” (see the introduction) is clearly not only methodological. Neither am I
promoting some kind of naïve and shallow cosmopolitanism that declares that, “after all,
‘we’ Brazilians are post-nationalists!” Besides what I see as a somewhat saturated debate
on national music among ethnomusicologists, I’m skeptical of attempts to translate
Brazilian culture into a coherent object of analysis and apprehensive about how these
narratives can feed into more dangerous enterprises.
The echoes I hear relate to a militarized police and how democracy in Brazil has
destabilized the “everyday sense of order and security. Such destabilization provokes
violent reactions, some to restore old paradigms of order and others to express outrage
that their elements – now more visible because disrupted – persists” (Holston 2008: 14).
The series of street protests that erupted across the country in 2013, which emerged as a
combination of “smart mob” techniques (see chapter 4) and a dissatisfaction with how
politics is done in Brazil, showed that the repressive apparatus and the attitude of the
Military Police continues to be “self-assertive” to say the least. Throughout this
dissertation I have showed the sound-politics of this attitude in São Paulo.
It is my hope to see other ethnographic studies, from ethnomusicology or
elsewhere, engaging with ethnographies of sound-politics. I’m thinking, for instance, of
ANT-oriented studies on the sound-politics of man-made sound in relation to non-human
actors such as whales and birds. Additionally, I hope ethnomusicologists become more
willing to situate research that moves across sonic practices of a given space or body. As
135

This are the last words of the national Anthem – to keep things sound-political.
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the issue of cohabitation becomes blatant, ANT and sound-politics are mechanisms for
addressing the multiple ways of composing the social. Within sound-politics, this notion
of composing is taken as the composition of sounds and silences. However, as I have
made clear throughout the dissertation, this process of composing and cohabitation
should not be put forward by just one group of specialists, but rather composed as a
multi-disciplinary political endeavor.
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